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Prefae
This work ontains an estimation of the observability of the Flavour Changing Neutral Cur-
rent in top deays with the CMS experiment at the future Large Hadron Collider.
The rst realisti estimates for the experiment sensitivity to the non-Standard Model de-
ays t! Zq and t! q (where q represents  or u quarks) have been addressed, exploiting
the photon and the leptoni deays of the Z boson. The task has been aomplished through
the use of a full simulation of sub-detetors and reonstrution hain.
The work is organized as follows.
The rst two hapters are a self-ontained introdutory part. Chapter 1 introdues to
the world of the top quark. Starting from its observed features, the nature of this intriguing
objet is outlined, emphasizing how muh the next future experiments an highlight this
nature. General topis about top prodution mehanisms and deay are summarized, along
with some insights on the experimental hallenges that will be oped by the work. Then
a separate setion is devoted to Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC): the general
theoretial framework is reminded and the possible anomalous oupling manifestations are
skethed. The most important message is that, while expeted branhing ratios for FCNC in
the Standard Model are eagerly low (10
 12
10
 14
), thus impossible to be deteted, there are
extensions in new physis that may enhane these rates. Peuliar ongurations of the Double
Higgs or Minimal Supersymmetry models, R-parity violation, as well as left-right asymmetry,
tehni-olor and quark singlet models ould lead to branhing ratios up to 10
 4
 10
 5
, that
will be demonstrate to be aessible by this analysis. Therefore, any experimental evidene
for a top quark FCNC interation would signal the existene of physis beyond the Standard
Model. In some ases, looking for anomalous deays in the top setor provides a tool to
onstrain parameters of new models, that are diÆult to aess by other searhes. Finally,
an overview of the urrent limits on the tV q ouplings, from both diret searhes or indiret
limit, is presented. Results from other ollaborations at the LHC experiments are mentioned,
setting the sene for the new results of the work.
Chapter 2 is a review of the CMS experiment. First the aelerator and the environment
2in whih it will operate are presented; then motivations for the peuliar CMS design are
explained. A general view of the experiment sub-systems and trigger system given.
A desription of the algorithms CMS have designed to reonstrut the physial objets (ele-
trons and photons, muons, jets and missing energy, jets from b quark) follows, as an important
prerequisite to the analysis phase. For eah objets, both the on-line and o-line reonstru-
tion strategies are outlined. Some speiations about the software framework adopted in
the simulation and reonstrution follow, with a general desription of operations it performs.
The ore of the analysis work is ontained in Chapter 3. One the distintive features
of the two addressed signals (t ! Zq and t ! q) are identied, a strategy is assessed to
reveal these features on top of the Standard Model bakground. The bakground soures
having some relevane in this analysis phase are presented, by reporting their ross setions
from theoretial alulations and disussing the impat on the signal detetion. Next setion
desribes some of the tools that are ommon to both the analyses, speifying the general
reonstrution hoies performed and introduing the variables that will be involved in the
seletion proedure. The analysis of the two FCNC signals are based on a set of uts per-
formed on Monte Carlo samples, where eah ut is aimed to redue at most the bakground
without depleting too muh the eÆieny of the signal. Optimization of uts is driven by
maximization of a signiane region, whose meaning will be explained in the subsequent
hapter. For eah analyses, all details are given from the pre-seletions of the nal state
partiles (eletrons and muons, photons and jets) to the reonstrution of the higher level
objets, as W and Z boson and nally the top quark. Through the devised strategy, the
bakground suppression is suessfully obtained, the ombinatorial an be easily managed
and the signal from anomalous top deay an atually emerge.
The seletion eÆienies for the signal and bakground are onsidered in Chapter 4, that
is aimed to estimate the sensitivities of the experiment. Firstly, a full set of systemati eets,
originating from detetor or theoretial unertainties, are added to the simulation and their
impat on the analysis is established. Though both the analyses have been optimized for the
low luminosity phase of LHC, here a step forward is made and a test of how they behave
at very high luminosity is performed, by artiially inreasing the pile-up in the simulation.
Then a loser look is given to the relevant bakground: assuming that Monte Carlo sam-
ples have several limitations and annot reprodue the reality in all the details, eorts are
performed to nd a spei ontrol region for both analyses, that an be addressed in the
future samples, thus allowing to measure diretly the bakground when data will be available.
Calulations and resaling of the ontrol region to the signal one are doumented, from where
a more robust estimation of the bakground is dedued. The triky issue of whih seletion
signiane is to be adopted is then addressed, and solved by adopting an approah that
maximizes both the ondene level and the disovery reah. This set the sene to deter-
mination of the minimum branhing ratio for top anomalous deays that CMS an detet.
3Results are presented for several bakground levels and dierent experimental onditions,
then extrapolated to the highest attainable luminosities, where this topi ould be inquired
with the best results. Comparison with urrent limits are then showed.
In the onlusion (Chapter 5) the whole work is summarized and original approahes are
underlined. It is emphasized that, thanks to an analysis like the one presented (along with
similar studies that an be inspired by its result), at LHC the door is open for new results
and possible disoveries.
The appendix ontains some interesting topis that are linked to the work, but not es-
sential for its development. They are the role of top mass in EW preision physis, a more
detailed desription of CMS sub-detetors and their performane, an outline of perspetives
for the LHC luminosity upgrade.
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Chapter 1
Top quark at LHC and Flavour
Changing Neutral Currents
Though the existene of the top quark was predited in the late 70s, its searh has been
a twenty years-long hallenge. Top quark was disovered at Fermilab in the 1995-96 [1℄,
ompleting the three-family struture of the Standard Model (SM) and opening up the new
eld of top quark physis. Sine the beginning of the study phase, this objet has appeared
as a very speial one.
Top quark is distinguished by a large mass (about 35 times larger than that of the lighter
quark), that is intriguingly lose to the sale of eletroweak (EW) symmetry breaking. In
addition, top Yukawa oupling is surprisingly lose to one. These unique properties suggest
that studies of the top quark may provide an exellent probe of eletroweak symmetry break-
ing and ould be the key for revealing new physis. Some of the questions that top physis
ould answer are indeed very fundamental ones:
 is the top quark mass generated by the Higgs mehanism as the SM predits? How is
it related to the top-Higgs Yukawa oupling?
 alternatively, does the top quark play a more fundamental role in the EW symmetry
breaking mehanism?
 if new partiles lighter than the top quark exist, does the top quark deay into them?
 ould non-SM physis manifest itself in non-standard ouplings of the top quark, show-
ing anomalies in top quark prodution and deays?
If some new physis exists, its eet should show up very learly on top of the preise SM
predition for this partile. Top quark physis are mainly foused on perform suh preise
measurements and reveal these eets.
Several properties of the top quark have already been examined at the pp ollider Tevatron
at Fermilab (up to now the only plae where top quark is diretly produed), e

p ollider
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HERA at DESY and e
+
e
 
ollider LEP at CERN (where just indiret measurements have
been possible via loop eets).
The two Tevatron experiments, CDF and D , have gained a wide experiene in top
studies and publiations are a large amount today. Two dierent ages mark the life of
Tevatron: the Run-I (lasted until 1996), where hadrons ollided at
p
s = 1.8 TeV (and a
luminosity of  200 pb
 1
was integrated) and the Run-II, started in 2001, with an inreased
energy
p
s = 1.96 TeV and an upgraded luminosity. Run-II is now in full swing, and reent
analyses may prot of the larger integrated luminosity (3.2 fb
 1
delivered, 2.7 fb
 1
on tape
in November 2007) and the lessons learned from Run-I.
The value of top mass has been measured in all deay hannels (di-leptoni, lepton+jets,
all-hadroni, see Se. 1.2), exploiting dierent analysis tehniques. This important parameter
is regularly updated: relevant bibliography
1
an be found in Ref. [2℄ for the Run-I and
Ref. [3℄ for the Run-II. Also the top prodution ross setion (along with its kinematial
properties, [4℄) has been extrated from all hannels (see for example Ref. [5℄ for Run-I and
Ref. [6℄ for Run-II), inluding hallenging nal states with fully hadroni [7℄ and  deays [8℄.
Among top standard deays, preise measurements have been performed, e.g. the W boson
polarization (with the rst signiant diret onstraint for the V+A ontribution in top
deay), performed both in Run-I [9℄ and in Run-II [10℄, the rst measurement of the ratio
BR(t ! Wb)=BR(t ! Wq) and limits on the CKM Element V
tb
[11℄, as well as bounds on
t

t spin orrelations [12℄. All these observations reported only SM eets, onstraining many
new physis parameters. New physis has been searhed diretly also, looking for avour
hanging neutral urrent deays [13℄, top deays in harged Higgs boson (in a b quark and 
lepton) [14℄ and new partiles deaying to a t

t pair [15℄.
The prodution of a single-top (outlined in Se. 1.1) is one of the most hallenging Stan-
dard Model signal at Tevatron, beause prodution ross setion is less than a half of the t

t
one, the signature is less distintive and bakground sizable. Several signal extration teh-
niques have been exploited in both runs [16℄ and upper limits are set. A quite lear indiation
of single-top prodution has been atually provided by Dat the end of 2006 [17℄ and has
been reently onrmed by CDF [18℄.
The HERA ollider as well has a enter-of-mass energy allowing the eletro-weak pro-
dution of a single-top. The two experiments ZEUS and H1 analyzed inlusive data with
integrated luminosity exeeding 100 pb
 1
, fousing searhes on a not-SM prodution via neu-
tral urrents (FCNC), the only way in whih a top ould be produed at suh mahine [19℄.
Despite the very important reahes and limits of these measurements, most of them suer
from the small sample of top quarks olleted. It is here that the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), near to be lighted-on, omes into the game.
Whereas the enter-of-mass energy at the ollision at LHC is seven times higher than
the Tevatron, the ross setion (t

t) for t

t prodution (as Se. 1.1.3 will explain) is more
1
In most of referenes of this paragraph, only the more reent bibliography is mentioned.
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than a hundred times larger. This large ross setions, ombined with the signiantly
enhaned single-top prodution, implies that during the stable low-luminosity run (L =
2 10
33
m
 2
s
 1
) a rate about 4 top per seond will be reahed. About 800 k events will be
likely obtained after 1 fb
 1
, then several millions of events an be aumulated eah year.
Therefore, LHC an well be renamed as a \top fatory". Having a so powerful mahine at
hand, several top quark properties will be examined with a muh better preision and entirely
new measurements an be ontemplated. Some of items that will be aessible, thanks to a
so large statisti, are listed below:
 preision measurements will be possible for a lot of variables in the prodution and the
deay phase (as eletri harge, spin polarization, W polarization, deays and oupling
et.), providing several handles on new physis. A good evaluation of (t

t) is possible
and it will be extremely useful for investigations of senarios beyond Standard Model,
where t

t is often the main bakground;
 as explained in Se. A.1, radiative orretions in the EW symmetry breaking model are
proportional to m
2
t
. Thus a preise top mass (and W mass) determination is important
to srutinize the Standard Model (SM) and provide mass onstraint to the Higgs boson;
 the enormous mass of top (ompared to the others quarks and lepton) and its large
oupling with the Higgs eld suggest that top prodution and deay is a perfet plae
where new physis ould manifest. As an example, in many senarios beyond SM heavy
partiles deay into top quarks, both t

t pair and single-top quark.
In addition, the top pair prodution is a valuable tool to in situ alibration, in the early
ommissioning stage, of LHC detetors involved in top physis. The large ross setion and
signal/bakground ratio for the lepton+jets t

t hannel (see Se. 1.2) allow high purity sample
with large statisti to be produed in a short time period. Understanding experimental
signature for top events involves most parts of the detetors and is essential in laiming all
potential disoveries.
This hapter is intended to present the most important features of top quark, fousing
on the spei researh eld addressed in this work. Setion 1.1 oers an overview of the
relevant properties of this partile (mass, width and deays) from a theoretial point of view,
along with a phenomenology of its prodution and deay proesses, mostly oriented to the
future hadron ollider. Setion 1.2 explains how experimentalists try to nd the top quark
and identify its features. Some general onepts about experimental issues are given (that
will be regularly used in the rest of the work) and a window toward LHC perspetives is
always kept open. Setion 1.3 is devoted to a spei item of top quark physis, namely
the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) ouplings. After a review of the proposed
theoretial framework (that assigns to FCNC the role of messengers of new physis), the set
of proesses where these ouplings an manifest are listed and explained. Then the witness is
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given to urrent and reent mahines, with a summary of the results drawn from the searhes
of suh proesses. One again, the strong improvements that LHC is supposed to reah are
underlined, presenting some expetations from simulation studies in this eld, and setting
the sene for the venue of the present work.
1.1 Top quark properties
Aording to the SM, the top quark is a spin-1/2 and harge-2=3 fermion, transforming as
a olour triplet under the group SU(3) of the strong interations and as the weak-isospin
partner of the bottom quark. A reent D measure [20℄ swept away the doubt that the
observed top would be a 4=3 harged partile, deaying as t!W
+

b or t!W
 
b.
It is worth to observe that the analysis of EW observables in Z
0
deays [21℄, performed
well before the top disovery, required the existene of a T
3
= 1=2, harge +2=3 fermion, with
a mass in the range of  170GeV/
2
. As it will be reported in Se. 1.1.1, diret Tevatron
measurements agree very well with this estimates. Also measurements of the total ross
setion at the Tevatron, when ompared with the theoretial estimates, are onsistent with
the prodution of a spin-1/2 and olour-triplet partile.
Some basi properties of top quark are presented in the following, as dedued from the
Standard Model expetations (see e.g. Ref. [22℄) and extrated from up-to-date experimental
results. Thanks to the lak of a top spetrosopy (Se. 1.1.2), preditions for almost all top
quark interations an be evaluated using perturbation theory, thus avoiding unertainties
due to fragmentation proesses.
1.1.1 Top mass
In addition to its quantum numbers, the two most fundamental properties of the top quark
are its mass m
t
and width  
t
.
Here m
t
is intended to be the pole top mass of the Breit-Wigner shape. In the SM, m
t
is
related to the top Yukawa oupling through the Fermi onstant G
F
as:
y
t
() = 2
3=4
G
1=2
F
m
t
(1 + Æ
t
()) ;
where Æ
t
() aounts for radiative orretions at a  sale. The top pole mass, like any
quark mass, is dened up to an intrinsi ambiguity of order 
QCD
< 200MeV [22℄ beause
the top prodution and deay proess is ompliated by hadronization eets whih onnet
the b quark from top deay to other quarks involved in the original sattering.
Current top mass estimate
The urrent value of top pole mass is obtained ombining measurements from the CDF and
D experiments during Run-I with the most reent Run-II ones. Taking orrelated errors
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properly into aount and assuming Gaussian systemati unertainties, the resulting world
average mass of the top quark is today (Spring 2007):
m
t
= 170:9  1:1 (stat) 1:5 (syst)GeV/
2
, (1.1)
orresponding to a 1.8GeV/
2
total error, i.e. 1.1% preision [23℄. This latest results
exploits an amount of  1 fb
 1
statisti on tape at Tevatron.
The impat of m
t
on Higgs mass is a key issue in next-to-ome eletroweak preision
physis. Nevertheless, the topi is not diretly related to the present work, thus an outline is
in the appendix, Se. A.1.
1.1.2 Top quark ouplings: deay hannels and mass width
One of the onsequenes of the large top quark mass is a large value for its mass width,
well exeeding the QCD hadronization sale (
QCD
 0:2GeV ). This implies that the top
quark lifetime ((t) ' 4:6  10
 25
s) is small ompared to the time sale for hadronization (
3 10
 24
s): hene the top quark exists only as a free quark, it deays before any hadronization
ours and top hadrons (mesons or baryons) are denitely ruled out.
Aording to the the Standard Model CKM matrix, the only relevant oupling of t is with
b quark beause jV
tb
j = 0:999100
+0:000034
 0:000004
, jV
ts
j = 41:61
+0:12
 0:78
10
 3
and jV
td
j = 8:14
+0:32
 0:64
10
 3
,
as resulting form the global t reported in Ref. [24℄ (that assumes 3 families and unitarity).
Therefore, t ! bW is by far the dominant deay mode (BR > 99.7%) and in fat the only
observed up to now. Other qW deays widths are very small (BR(t! sW ) = 1:231:7610
 3
,
BR(t! dW ) = 0:161:7110
 4
). The b quark fragmentation funtions ontrol the formation
of hadrons in whih top deays: BR(t! B
 
X) ' BR(t! B
0
X) ' 40%, BR(t! B
s
X) '
BR(t! 
b
X) ' 10%.
The on-shell deay width  
t
is usually expressed in units of the lowest order deay width
with M
W
and m
b
set to zero and jV
tb
j set to 1:
 
0
=
G
F
m
3
t
8
p
2
= 1:76 GeV .
Inorporating M
W
the leading order result reads
 
LO
(t! bW )=jV
tb
j
2
=  
0

1  3
M
4
W
m
4
t
+ 2
M
6
W
m
6
t

= 0:885 
0
= 1:56 GeV .
This lowers to 1.42GeVwhen radiative QCD and EW orretions are inluded. Theoret-
ial unertainties on this value are below 1%.
Beyond the three level, several other top deays are possible, although with an extremely
low branhing ratio, suh as: t ! bWZ, almost `losed' beause m
t
 m
b
+ M
W
+ M
Z
and thus very sensitive to m
t
(BR = (1  10)  10
 7
with m
t
= 179  169GeV/
2
) [25℄;
t! W
+
W
 
, that is further suppressed (BR  10
 13
) beause of the GIM rule in the V
tj
V

j
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oupling; t ! bWH, having BR  7  10
 8
provided that m
H
> 100GeV/
2
[26℄. New
physis, as the existene of a b
0
belonging to a 4
th
family with a mass below few hundreds
GeV, may lead to detetable rates.
1.1.3 Top quark ouplings: prodution proesses
The large top quark mass ensures that top prodution is a short-distane proess, and that
the perturbative expansion, given by a series in powers of the small parameter 
S
(m
t
)  0:1,
onverges rapidly. Top quark has two ways to spread out from hadrons ollisions: t

t assoiated
prodution (ourring via QCD-related proesses) and single-top prodution trough eletro-
weak mehanisms. A brief review of the urrent knowledge is presented below [22℄.
Top pair prodution
Assoiated prodution of a top-anti-top pair happens via the gg ! t

t or qq ! t

t hannels, as
shown in Figure 1.1.
 (87%)t tfigg
 (13%)t tfiqq
Figure 1.1: Prodution of a t

t pair may our both via gg fusion (upper diagrams) and qq annihilation.
At LHC, the former is expeted to ontribute for about a 8790% of ross setion, while at Tevatron
quark annihilation is dominant.
At LHC energies (
p
s = 14 TeV), the largest of the proton parton distribution funtions
(PDFs) is the gluon density, making gg ! t

t the prinipal top prodution mehanism (
90%). At Tevatron quarks annihilation is the dominant proess and weights of two prodution
mehanism are roughly reversed.
Total t

t prodution ross setions alulation is available at next-to-leading-order (NLO,
O(
3
S
)) [27℄. Theoretial progresses over the last years has led to the resummation of Sudakov-
type logarithms [28℄ whih appear at all orders in the perturbative expansion for the total
ross setions. More reently, the auray of these resummations has been extended to the
next-to-leading logarithmi (NLL) [29℄. While the inlusion of the higher-order terms does
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Table 1.1: Resummation ontributions to the total t

t ross setions (m
t
= 175GeV/
2
) in pb. PDF
set is MRST. A indiates dierent NNL models for NLL alulation. All results are evaluated at
p
s = 14TeV [22℄.
NLL resummed, A=2 NLL resummed, A=0

R
= 
R
NLO O(
4
S
) NLO+NLL O(
4
S
) NLO+NLL
m
t
/2 890  7 883  12 878
m
t
796 29 825 63 859
2m
t
705 77 782 148 853
Table 1.2: Total t

t ross setions (m
t
= 175GeV/
2
) in pb, evaluated at NLO+NLL (A = 0) [22℄.
PDF  = m
t
=2  = m
t
 = 2m
t
MRST 877 859 853
MRST g " 881 862 857
MRST g # 876 858 852
MRST 
S
# 796 781 777
MRST 
S
" 964 942 934
CTEQ5M 904 886 881
CTEQ5HJ 905 886 881
not aet signiantly the total prodution rate, it enfores the theoretial preditions under
hanges in the renormalization and fatorization sales, hene improving the preditive power.
Being a pure QCD proess, unertainties in (t

t) ross setion omes from renormalization
and fatorization sale and PDF.
To evaluate the sensitivity to renormalization (
R
) and fatorization (
F
) sale, the two
parameters are typially varied over the range 
0
=2 <  < 2
0
, keeping 
R
= 
F
= 
0
= m
t
.
A detailed breakdown of the NLOO(
3
S
) and higher-orderO(
3
S
) ontributions, as a funtion
of the sale and of the value of the parameter A (that is related to a spei struture of
higher order, NNLO), is given in Table 1.1. All results are evaluated at
p
s = 14TeV. After
inlusion of NLL orretions, the sale unertainty is signiantly redued: it amounts to a
6% variation in the most onservative ase.
The parton distribution funtions dependene is at the level of 10% and it is given in
detail in Table 1.2 for m
t
= 175GeV/
2
, hoosing some dierent PDFs.
Combining these preditions, taking a entral value for m
t
= 175GeV/
2
and  = m
t
, the
t

t ross setion is expeted to be:
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q
q
W
t
b
(a)
q
q
W
t
b
(b)
b
g
W
t
(c)
Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams for single-top quark prodution in hadron ollisions: (a) t-hannel
proess; (b) s-hannel proess; () assoiated prodution (only one of the two diagrams for this proess
is shown).
(t

t) = (833  83 (PDF) 50 (stat)) pb . (1.2)
As Tab. 1.2 suggests, t

t prodution ross setion is a funtion of the top mass, roughly
proportional to 1=m
2
t
.
Single-top prodution
Top quarks an be produed at olliders without an assoiated anti-top. The eletro-weak
proesses that make this possible are listed below and Feynman diagrams showed in Fig. 1.2.
The total ross setions for the three single-top quark prodution proesses in the SM, al-
ulated at LHC energy (with the PDF CTEQ6M and m
t
= 175GeV/
2
) are summarized in
Table 1.3, along with their theoretial unertainty [22℄. Other referenes to intensive studies
on the topi are in Ref. [30℄.
t-hannel :
The dominant proess involves a spae-like W boson (q
2
W
>0) [31℄, striking a b quark
in the proton sea and promoting it to a top quark. This proess is also referred to
as W -gluon fusion, beause the b quark ultimately arises from a gluon splitting to b

b.
Sine by denition is jq
2
j M
2
W
, the nal state light quark tends to be emitted at small
angles, i.e. high rapidities. This harateristi proves to be useful when isolating this
signal from bakgrounds (see Se. 1.2). The b distribution funtion in the proton sea
arises from the splitting of virtual gluons into nearly-ollinear b

b pairs: therefore it is
impliit that there is a

b in the nal state, whih aompanies the top quark and the
light quark. The nal-state

b tends to reside at small p
T
, so it is usually unobservable.
At LHC, the t-hannel proess has a ross setion nearly one third as large as the
ross setion for top quark pairs. It has been alulated at NLO, inluding orretions
assoiated with the light quark, gluon radiation and b

b pair (non-ollinear) splitting.
Sine LHC is a pp ollider, the ross setion for t and

t are generally dierent: for this
hannel, it amounts to 152.6 pb for t and 90.0 pb for

t [31℄. The entral value for the
ross setion is obtained by setting the 
0
sale of the b distribution funtion equal to

2
0
=  q
2
+m
2
t
. The unertainty in the NLO ross setion due to the variation of the
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fatorization sale (between one half and twie its entral value) is 4%. In addition,
an unertainty in the top quark mass of 2GeV yields a total of 2% in the ross setion
and the error due to the parton distribution funtions is estimated to be 10% [32℄.
Combining all soures in quadrature, the total theoretial unertainty is presently 11%
in the total ross setion, rising to 15% for the Wbj (where the jets from the low p
T

b-quark annot be observed);
s-hannel (or W

proess):
The proess produing a single-top assoiated with a b quark an be viewed by simply
rotating the t-hannel diagram, suh that the virtualW boson beomes time-like (q
2
W

(m
t
+m
b
)
2
) [33℄. The s-hannel ross setion is muh smaller than the t-hannel one and
amounts to 6.55 pb for t and 4.07 pb for

t (evaluated at NLO). Nevertheless, this proess
has the advantage that the quark and antiquark distribution funtions are relatively well
known, so the unertainty from the parton distribution funtions is small (around 4%).
The parton luminosity an be further onstrained by measuring the Drell-Yan proess
qq ! W

! l, whih has the idential initial state. Fatorization and renormalization
sales varying between
p
q
2
=2 and 2
p
q
2
yields a 2% unertainty. A large sensitivity of
ross setion to top quark mass (5% for 2GeV ) has to be added and a total unertainty
of 7% is obtained. This is muh less than the present theoretial unertainty in the
t-hannel ross setion;
Wt assoiated prodution :
A single-top quark may also be produed via the weak interation in assoiation with a
realW boson (q
2
W
=M
2
W
) [34℄. One of the initial partons is a b quark in the proton sea,
as in the t-hannel proess. Unlike the t-hannel proess, this proess sales like 1=s:
this, ombined with the higher values of x needed to produe both a top quark and a
W boson, leads to a ross setion for assoiated prodution at LHC whih is about a
fator of ve less than of the the t-hannel proess, despite the fat that it is of order

S

W
rather than 
2
W
. Here ross setions for t and

t are the same, giving 64 pb for
W
+

t+W
 
t (LO, with a subset of the NLO orretions inluded). The unertainty in
the ross setion due to the
p
s=2 <  < 2
p
s variation is 15%, to be added to those
due to parton distribution funtions (10%) and top quark mass (4%). Combining all
theoretial unertainties in quadrature delivers a total unertainty at present of 18%,
the largest of the three single-top proesses.
Table 1.3 ollets the ross setion of the three prodution systems at LHC, with their
theoretial unertainties.
It is worth to note that ross setions for single-top quark proesses are proportional
to jV
tb
j
2
: therefore, these proesses provide the only known way to diretly measure V
tb
at
hadron olliders.
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Table 1.3: Total ross setions (pb) for single-top quark prodution at the LHC, for
m
t
=175GeV/
2
[22℄. Eah ross setions inlude the values for the t and

t prodution. The un-
ertainties are due to variation of the fatorization and renormalization sales, parton distribution
funtions and top quark mass (2GeV ).
proess: t-hannel s-hannel Wt
(pb) 245 10.2 60
(pb) 27 0.7 11
While the Tevatron Run-I failed in searhing for single-top prodution, reent analysis
of Run-II data showed rst evidenes of this phenomenon [17, 18℄ and onrmations are
oming as more and more luminosity is integrated. On the other hand, the muh larger ross
setions at LHC should lead to observe the rstWt proess and to measure single-top proess
observables with a wide statisti and an unpreedent auray.
1.2 Top quark observability at LHC and experimental issues
As outlined in the previous setion, the expetation for LHC to beome the rst `top fatory',
starting from its very initial phase, is based on a rm ground. During the stable run with
L = 2 10
33
m
 2
s
 1
more than 8 million t

t pairs and 3 million single-t will be produed per
year per experiment, in fat opening a new era in our top physis knowledge. To prot of the
full potential of suh huge prodution, the proper reonstrution and analysis tehnique have
to be developed and optimized. This short setion is devoted to a quik review of general
experimental issues, that will be onsidered a bakground for the rest of this work. The fous
is expliitly tuned on the two LHC experiments that are supposed to do good top physis:
ATLAS and CMS.
1.2.1 The hallenges of top reonstrution
A top quark has to be reonstruted by searhing for the nal state of its deay produts.
Sine the only deay hannel observed up to now is t ! bW , top identiation is related to
W boson deay mode and b quark hadronization.
W boson deay mode : In approximately 67.6% events, a W boson deays hadronially
via W ! jj, leading to two or more jets. The branhing ratios for leptoni deay with
a muon or an eletron is about 22% and 10.8% is left for W ! . Hadroni and
tau deays are generally diÆult to extrat leanly above the large QCD bakground:
therefore most of the analyses involving top quarks (inluding the present one) have at
least one of them with W boson deay (W ! l, l = e; ). The transverse momenta of
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the leptons oming from W tend to be muh higher than those from other soures, thus
this quantity, ombined with the large missing energy due to the esaping neutrino(s)
(here indiated by E
miss
T
), provides a large suppression against multi-jet bakgrounds;
b quark hadronization : In general, jets from bakground have a steeply falling E
T
spe-
trum, an angular distribution peaked at small angles with respet to the beam and
ontain b and  quarks at the few perent level. On the ontrary, for the top signal all
the nal states are supposed to ontain at least one b-jet and the jets are rather ener-
geti, sine they ome from the deay of a massive objet. An important experimental
tool for seleting lean top quark samples is the ability to identify b-jets (b-tagging),
i.e. jets oming from the deay of an hadron ontaining a b quark, as well as seleting
the most energeti and entral kinemati region. Tehniques for b-tagging, using se-
ondary vertexes, semi-leptoni b-deays and other harateristis of b-jets, have been
extensively studied. Both ATLAS and CMS expet to ahieve, for a b-tagging eÆieny
of 60%, a rejetion of at least 100 against `prompt' jets (those ontaining no long-lived
partiles) at low luminosity. At high luminosity, a rejetion fator of around 100 an
be obtained with a somewhat redued b-tagging eÆieny of typially 50%.
One a physis analysis reahes a good identiation of W boson and b-jet, together
with other objets supposed to form the nal state, the presene of the top quark an be
identied by means of invariant mass plot or more rened tehniques. Nevertheless, the task
to reonstrut the originary top is not aomplished yet. A set of physial eets may be
involved in some of the steps from top prodution to the observed nal state: if not properly
aounted for, they distort measurements in a systemati way, so they are usually referred to
as `systemati unertainties'. In top quark reonstrution at a hadron ollider, several eets
may ontribute to systemati unertainties:
 in the parton-parton ollisions at
p
s = 14TeV, gluons are regularly radiated both from
the initial parton (ISR) and from the nal ones (FSR). This radiation dereases the
eetive parton energy in the hard interation, from one side, and inreases the number
of jets produed in the deay of top quarks, from the other;
 most of theoretial preditions rely on the hoie for the Q
2
hard proess sale, whose
value is determined by the hard proess under study. It diretly enters in the parame-
terization of PDFs and ross setions but the dependene of the observables from it is
unphysial. The sensitivity of the predited observables to the Q
2
hoie is expeted to
derease with the inreasing order in whih the alulation is performed;
 details of the jets struture (e.g. their fragmentation funtion and their shapes), may
inuene the experimental determination of the jet energy sales, as well as the eÆieny
with whih b-jets will be tagged;
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 instantaneous luminosity delivered by the mahine may utuate of some perent, in-
duing a orresponding eet on the rate of eah proess;
 the parton distribution funtions of interating partiles, that desribes the probabil-
ity density for partons undergoing hard sattering at the hard proess sale Q
2
and
taking a ertain fration x of the total partile momentum. Sine the Q
2
evolution
of these funtions an be alulated perturbatively in the framework of QCD, PDFs
measurements an be ross{heked using heterogeneous DIS from other experiments,
Drell-Yan and jet data. With these semi-empirial models, preditivity is ahieved for
points where no diret measurements are available yet, for example in a large region
of the (x;Q
2
) spae for pp interations at the LHC energy. Various approahes are
urrently available to quote the PDFs of the proton, whih propose dierent solutions
for what onerns the funtional form, the theoretial sheme, the order of the QCD
global analysis (inluding possible QED orretions), and the samples of data retained
in the ts. The CTEQ [35℄ and MRST [36℄ PDFs, inluding Tevatron jet data in the
ts, seem to be well suited for use in Monte Carlo simulations for the LHC;
 many analyses make use of theoretial alulations as input values for some algorithms,
as well as for events generation with simulation tools. Previous setion has mentioned
how sensitive many observables are to the top mass: therefore, robustness of experi-
mental results toward input m
t
value should always be heked.
The hard sattering event is aompanied by two proesses: the so-alled underlying event
(UE), whih identies all the remnant ativity from the same proton-proton interation and
whose denition often inludes ISR as well, and the `pile-up', omposed by other interations
(`minimum-bias') superimposed on the signal events, ourring in the same bunh rossing.
Minimum bias events are dominant at LHC but, as there is little detailed theoretial under-
standing about them, event generators must rely on present data.
1.2.2 Observation of top pairs
The topology of top-anti-top prodution is naturally driven by the top quark nal state.
Three lasses of events with dierent branhing ratios (BRs) are usually searhed for:
semi-leptoni (e=+ light-jets + b-jets) (BR  6=9  2=9  2  29:6%). The signal is
easily triggered by the hard lepton from the leptoni W deay. The top mass an
be reonstruted from the hadroni deay side exploiting the M(jjb) invariant mass,
while the leptoni top deay an be identied in the transverse plane (with quadrati
ambiguity) by imposing E
miss
T
= p
T
() and M(l) =M
W
;
leptoni (di-e= + b-jets) (BR  2=9  2=9  4:9%). The signal is easily triggered by
the hard di-lepton from the two W deays. Due to the presene of two neutrinos in
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the nal state, the mass measurement relays on the Monte Carlo studies for the angle
between the b quark and the lepton, as well as invariant mass of two leptons. The
pairing between two objets is made by minimizing the invariant mass M(lb)
2
and is
orret in about 85% of ases;
hadroni (multi-jets) (BR  6=9  6=9  44:4%). Triggering the hadroni hannel is far
from trivial, sine only very high jet energy thresholds give reasonable QCD rejetion.
Neverthless, a reonstrution of the omplete event is still possible, through an extensive
use of event-shape variables
Due to the very large samples of top quarks whih will be produed at the LHC, mea-
surements of the total ross setion (t

t) will be limited by the unertainty of the integrated
luminosity determination, whih is urrently estimated to be 5%-10%. The ross setion rel-
ative to some other hard proess, suh as Z prodution, should be measured more preisely.
1.2.3 Observation of single-top proess
Dierently from most of CDF and D searhes (that generally look for an inlusive single-
top prodution), LHC experiments want to develop eorts to separate the three prodution
hannels, in order to enlighten the dierent physis hidden in them. A presentation of their
features may help to identify the spei seletion strategies:
t-hannel : The most striking feature of the nal state for this proess is the presene of
a forward light-jet from the \spetator" quark, i.e. the one reoiling against the W .
In addition, the

b(b) quark assoiated to the t(

t) quark tends to be produed at low
p
T
and very small angle, resulting outside of the detetor aeptane in most ases.
Therefore, the dominant nal state is tj (where the jet is at high rapidity) and the
typial seletion requires exatly two jets with only one tagged as b-jet. The Wb

bj
nal state (aounting for roughly 40% of the events when p
T
(j) > 20GeV/ ) is not
exploited usually, beause of the large bakground from t

t. The ross setion for the
inlusive proess tj is redued to 164 pb (10%) when p
T
< 20GeV/ ;
s-hannel : Here the presene of a top quark assoiated with a hard b-jet alls for the
requirement of exatly two high p
T
jets, both tagged as b-jets;
tW -hannel : This proess yields two W bosons, the one produed in assoiation with the
top and the other oming from its deay.
More rened methods based on jet-harge, amount of total transverse energy or improved
jet quality requirements, though not desribed here, have demonstrated to be eÆient in
future CMS and ATLAS experiments.
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1.3 FCNC in top setor
An extensive study of top quark ouplings will be possible thanks to the huge LHC statisti.
This mahine will allow the standard ouplings to be srutinized and to look for ouplings
with new partiles, to observe rare deays for the rst time, as well as searh for proesses
forbidden (or highly suppressed) in the Standard Model. Flavour Changing Neutral Currents
(FCNC) are one of the most interesting proesses in this respet: sine they are imputable
to non-SM eets, any observation is a signature of new physis.
LHC will permit to disover suh eets, if present, or alternatively put muh stronger
onstraints to new physis models. This setion oers a general overview of the spei top
FCNC mode. The relevant theoretial informations on the most interesting proesses are
summarized, followed by a brief desription of experimental results for urrent and reent
experiments, along with preditions from future ones based on simulations.
1.3.1 Top anomalous interation: a theoretial framework
In the SM the ouplings of the top quark are uniquely xed by the gauge priniple, the
struture of generations and the requirement of a lowest dimension interation Lagrangian.
Due to the large top mass, top quark physis looks simple in this renormalizable and unitary
quantum eld theory: the top quark deay is desribed by pure V-A weak interations and
only one signiant deay hannel is present: t ! bW
+
, other deay hannels being very
suppressed by small mixing angles. This simpliity makes the top quark a unique plae
to both onstraining the Standard Model and probing possible senarios for new physis. If
anomalous top quark vertexes exist, additional anomalous ouplings suh as the right-handed
vetorial and the left- and right-handed tensorial an also be onsidered. They will aet top
prodution and deay at high energies, as well as preisely measured quantities with virtual
top quark ontributions.
Top quark ouplings an be parametrized in a model independent way by an eetive
Lagrangian. After the gauge symmetry breaking, the dimension 5 ouplings to one on-shell
gauge boson is the sum of four ontributions [37℄:
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plus the hermitian onjugate operators for the avour hanging terms. G
a

is 

G
a

 

G
a

and similarly for the other gauge bosons; e, g
S
, g are the eletri, strong and eletroweak
harges. The L
Z
tq
Lagrangian has ontribution from the tensorial and V-A interation.
The ouplings in Eq. 1.3 are usually normalized by taking  = 1TeV.  is real and positive
and f; h are omplex numbers satisfying for eah term jf j
2
+ jhj
2
= 1. Renormalization
proedures have only a small eets on them. Sine in the SM these anomalous ouplings are
absent at tree-level and our only at loop level, rates for FCNC proesses in the top setor
are extremely small [38, 39℄, beause of the strong loop suppression and the high masses of
the gauge bosons. Therefore, the top quark plays a unique role ompared to the other quarks
{ for whih the expeted FCNC transitions are muh larger { and any experimental evidene
for a top quark FCNC interation would signal the existene of new physis. This an be
onsidered the key sentene that motivates this work.
The fat that a measurement of the top width is not available and the branhing ratio
BR(t ! bW ) is a model dependent quantity makes the present experimental onstraints
on the top FCNC deays quite weak. Anomalous top interation an be measured (or on-
strained) observing either avour hanging harged urrents ouplings as the standard tWb,
or avour hanging neutral ones. At a fundamental level, the latter onsist in ouplings of
the type tV q, where V is a neutral gauge boson (V = ; Z
0
; g) and q is an up-quark type
dierent from top (q = u; ). As it will be shown below, these ouplings an be studied in
top prodution and in its deay: both kind of proesses ontribute to improve the knowledge
of anomalous oupling onstants, that here is the ultimate goal.
There are dierent reasons { some a posteriori derived { that suggest to drive the fous
of the work on the searh for FCNC in the deays, thus preferring them to the prodution
proesses. Among the relevant motivations:
 deays suh as t! qZ
0
and t! q have a very lear experimental signature. In other
words, many handles are provided to disriminate these modes from the multiform
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bakground proesses that LHC will produe. As it will be shown at the end of the
work, suh deays are also prone to be searhed in future LHC upgrades;
 they oer a diret estimate of the strength of the tV q ouplings, that an be extrated
from the anomalous deays branhing ratios in a straightforward way. Thus the typial
unertainties related to the parton ontent in the initial state (suh PDFs and energy
sale) are not an issue;
 these analysis will provide tools that an turn useful to explore some other rare top
deays, as the three-body modes t ! qV
i
V
j
, that similarly are able to laim for new
physis.
Later in this setion, some mention will be done for results in FCNC prodution phe-
nomenology, sine the present experimental bounds they delivered are ompelling with those
from FCNC deays.
1.3.2 FCNC in top quark deays
In the eetive Lagrangian desription of Eq. 1.3, it is straightforward to alulate the top
quark deay rates as a funtion of the top quark FCNC ouplings [40℄:
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For omparison, Table 1.4 ollets the rare top deay rates normalized to 
g
tq
= 

tq
=
jv
Z
tq
j
2
+ ja
Z
tq
j
2
= 
Z
tq
= 1, and for the SM, assuming m
t
= 175GeV/
2
,  = 1TeV, (M
Z
) =
1
128:9
, 
S
= 0:108. The deays into q = u;  are summed together. In this `extreme' ase
with the anomalous ouplings equal to one, the top an deay into a gluon, a photon or a Z
boson plus a light quark q = u;  at rates similar to the standard bW . Here results have been
referred to the update study in Ref. [40℄.
The omplete preditions for the t ! qV branhing ratios are: BR(t ! ( + u)g =
4:6
+1:1
 0:9
 0:2  0:4
+2:1
 0:7
)  10
 12
), BR(t ! ( + u) = (4:6
+1:2
 1:0
 0:2  0:4
+1:6
 0:5
)  10
 14
), where
unertainties are assoiated to the top and bottom quark masses, the CKM matrix elements
and the renormalization sale. The u quark ontributes only for V
2
ub
=V
2
b
to the total rate.
In the Standard Model, avour hanging neutral deays are possible only via loop pro-
esses. Two Feynman diagrams for the eletroweak emission of a Z= are represented in
Fig. 1.3; the gluon emission may only ours from the fermion down-quark side.
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Table 1.4: Top quark deay widths and orresponding branhing ratios, for the anomalous ouplings
equal to one and for the SM.
Top deay mode
W
+
b (+ u)g (+ u) (+ u)Z

(+ u)Z

FCNC oupling { 1 1 1 1
 ( = 1)( GeV ) 1.56 2.86 0.17 2.91 0.14
BR( = 1) 0.20 0.37 0.022 0.38 0.018
FCNC oupling { 4:8  10
 5
2:9  10
 5
9:9  10
 8
0
 (SM)(GeV ) 1.56 7:4  10
 12
7:4  10
 14
1:6  10
 14
{
BR(SM) 1 4:6  10
 12
4:6  10
 14
 10
 14
0
Figure 1.3: Two possible Feynman diagrams for top quark oupling with u;  quark in a Standard
Model framework. Only these loops interation are possible and, due to the GIM rule, they result
extremely suppressed.
In partiular, in the t ! V
i
transitions the sale of the partial widths  (t ! V
i
) is set
by the b quark mass, and is given by:
 (t! V
i
) = jV
b
j
2

2

i
m
t
(m
b
=M
W
)
4
 
1 m
2
V
i
=m
2
t

2
;
where 
i
is the respetive oupling for eah gauge boson V
i
. It is important to observe
that there is a ontrast with FCNC transitions in other setors: in b ! s, for instane,
the leading ontribution is proportional to m
4
t
=M
4
W
, thus the GIM mehanism indues an
enhanement fator.
In reent years, a wide range of studies addressed FCNC top quark deays in new physis
models (starting with papers as Ref. [41℄), suh as the two Higgs doublet models (2HDM)
or the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM). Their major results, briey sum-
marized below, are mainly foused on the deays t ! V (V=,g or Z). In many among
the mentioned models, an impat also on the t ! H deay, as well as three-body ones, is
expeted.
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Figure 1.4: With the introdution of 2HDM models, the possibility of additional loops with new
gauge bosons opens up. In the I and II models only harged ouplings (a) and b)) are possible, while
in the model III disrete symmetry preventing harged ouplings is removed, thus the amplitude is
enhaned by the neutral Higgs bosons exhange () and d)).
t! V q in 2HDM
The possibility that the eletroweak symmetry breaking involves more than one Higgs doublet
is well motivated theoretially. There are three possible versions for the 2 Higgs Doublet
Model (2HDM), alled Type I, II and III 2HDM [42℄, depending on how the two doublets
ouple to the fermion setor. All lasses have been examined in onnetion with rare top
deays, as they allow to enhane the rates for loop-level and tree proesses.
In model I and model II, the up-type and down-type quarks ouple to the same salar
doublet and to two dierent doublets, respetively. Both models are haraterized by an
ad ho disrete symmetry whih inlude natural avor onservation, thus forbid tree-level
FCNCs [43℄. These deay modes are dominated by the one-loop diagrams with a virtual
H

, whose an example is provided by the loop in Fig. 1.4(left). The ontribution of harged
Higgs loops depend on M
H
and tan, but in general is muh larger than the W-boson loops
sine the Yukawa ouplings are proportional to fermion masses. Branhing frations for
t ! qg=Z= have few hanes to approah a detetability threshold [44℄. The loop-indued
avour-hanging deay t !  ould be relevant only in a senario with two Higgs doublets
and the mass of the fourth-generation b
0
quark larger than m
t
[45℄. A most reent update
addressing models I and II has found that branhing ratios larger than 10
 6
exist only for
t! g in the 2HDM-II, with m
H
= 120GeV/
2
and tan  100.
In model III [46℄, the above disrete symmetry is dropped and tree-level FCNC are allowed,
inluded a tH as displayed in Fig. 1.4(right). The neutral Higgs boson that are exhanged
orrespond in the MSSM model (that is a type-II model) to the h
0
, H
0
and A
0
. In this
spei ase, the tree-level FCNC deay t! H an our with branhing ratios up to 10
 2
.
In Ref. [47℄, it has been found that the t! H ! WW rate is enhaned by several orders of
magnitude with respet to its SM value, namely BR(t! WW=ZZ)  10
 4
for an on-shell
deay with 2M
W
< m
H
< m
t
. The same proess was onsidered in a wider range of models,
where the deay an our through not only a salar exhange but also a fermion or vetor
exhange [48℄. For suitable value of heavy fermion or salar or vetorial non-standard partile
exhange, a rate as big as BR(t! W
+
W
 
)  10
 3
an be reahed.
General two-Higgs-doublet models are inluded also in Ref. [49℄ and an enhanement
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as muh as 3-4 orders of magnitude in t ! V (e.g. BR(t ! g)  10
 7
 10
 6
), for
various values of the parameter, was delared. In the spei Type III model, values up to
BR(t ! g) ' 10
 5
, BR(t ! ) ' 10
 7
, BR(t ! Z) ' 10
 6
are predited [50℄. Working
in the most general CP-onserving 2HDM type III, with vauum expetation values for both
multiplets dierent from zero, a study [51℄ showed that driving the tan  properly (between
8 and 15) it is possible to enhane the branhing ratio for t!  in the (1 9)  10
 5
region.
Similar enhanements ould also appear in other rare top quark deays.
Studies on top three body-deays have been expanded by inluding not only threshold
eets but also non-zero widths of heavy partiles [52℄. Working in the Type III version,
branhing ratio as BR(t! ZZ)  10
 3
have found.
By further extending the 2HDM setor and inluding a third Higgs doublets, one an give
rise to a vertex HWZ at tree level in a onsistent way [53℄. Aordingly, the t! bWZ deay
an be mediated by a harged Higgs (oupled with m
t
) that an enhane the orresponding
branhing fration up to a spetaular 10
 2
.
t! V q in SUSY models
Supersymmetry ould aet the top deays in dierent ways. Most models onsider the
MSSM framework, with or without R-parity ( 1)
3B+L+2S
onservation, where B and L are
the leptoni and baryoni quantum numbers, and S the spin of eah partile.
When the R-parity onservation is assumed, there are two soures of avour violation in
the MSSM. The rst one arises from the avour mixings of up-squarks and down-squarks,
whih are desribed by the matrix that is inherited from the Standard Model CKM. Hene
harged `eletroweak-like' ouplings, as those in whih a top ouples in a down-squarks and a
hargino (depited in Fig. 1.5, a) and b)) are possible and their amplitude adds to the SUSY
Higgs boson loop-diagrams. The ouplings may be larger than the W-boson loop, sine
the mass splitting between the squarks in the loops may be signiant and the Higgsino-
omponent ouplings are non-universal Yukawa ouplings. The seond one results from the
misalignment between the rotations that diagonalize the quark and squark setors that, due
to the presene of soft SUSY breaking terms, are not the same for the three families. This
implies that, dierently from the SM, neutral `eletroweak-like' ouplings are possible () and
d) in Fig. 1.5), where the top vertex is with a up-squark and a neutralino. When the loop
after a neutral oupling involves a gluino, the gluon emission is possible as displayed in e)
and f) in Fig. 1.5 (`QCD-like' ouplings). Sine suh stop-sharm avor mixings may be
signiant, this kind of loops involving the strong oupling may be quite sizable or dominant
over other kinds of loops.
In the MSSM with universal soft breaking, generally not very large enhanements have
been found. The rst studies [54℄ onsidered one-loop QCD-like and harged EW-like on-
tributions, whih were later generalized in order to inlude the left-handed and right-handed
squarks mixings [55℄. These new ontributions were found to enhane the Standard Model
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Figure 1.5: Examples of the dierent loop-diagrams that are possible in SUSY: harged eletroweak-
like (a) and b)), neutral eletroweak-like () and d)), QCD-like (e) and f)), and R-parity violating
modes (g) and h)).
branhing frations by as muh as 3-4 orders of magnitude. For large values of the soft SUSY-
breaking salar mass the Z deay mode is maximal, while a  deay suppression may our
for ertain ombinations of parameters.
When the eletroweak-like one-loop with harginos, neutralinos down-like and up-like
squarks were fully inluded [56℄, it was found that suh values an be reahed: BR
MSSM
(t!
g)  10
 5
, BR
MSSM
(t ! Z)  10
 6
and BR
MSSM
(t ! )  10
 6
. Few years later it
was onrmed [57℄ that the possibility of sizable rates does not neessarily require a general
pattern of gluino-mediated FCNC interations aeting both the LH and the RH sfermion
setors, but the LH is suÆient.
The FCNC deay hannel with the lightest supersimmetri Higgs (t ! h
0
) still seemed
more promising (see for example [58℄), not only beause in some models the vertex tH an
be generated at tree level, but also beause the GIM suppression does not apply in some
loops. The BR for this deay varies between 10
 4
and 10
 5
, strongly depending from the
~ 
~
t mixing and R onservation.
At the same time, in Ref. [59℄ a non-universal and avour dependent SUSY breaking
was proposed, thus introduing a avour mixing in the theory. Sine there are not strong
onstraints on o-diagonal squark mass between the seond and third families, one ould
envisage a situation in whih there is a large mixing angle between ~ and
~
t squarks. The
amplitude of loops involving ~V
~
t ouplings beomes larger and rates as 10
 5
for t! V are
obtained, that may be supposed to be detetable in next mahines. The most reent study
on the topi is in Ref. [60℄, where all top-quark FCNC proesses indued by stop-sharm
mixings via gluino-squark loops are fully revised. The maximal preditions have been found
with a non-zero Æ
LR
parameter for the avor mixings between left-handed sharm and stop,
along with the following onstraints on the SUSY masses:
m
~u
> 96 GeV/
2
;m
~u
> 89 GeV/
2
;m
~
0
> 46 GeV/
2
;m
~
+
> 94 GeV/
2
;
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and they read BR
MSSM
(t ! g) = 1:3  10
 4
, BR
MSSM
(t ! Z) = 1:2  10
 5
and
BR
MSSM
(t! ) = 1:3  10
 6
.
The models doumented up to here are examples of onstrained MSSM.
In Ref. [61℄, the branhing ratios for t ! g==Z were realulated in an unonstrained
MSSM framework. The assumptions on the soft breaking terms are relaxed and new soures
of avor violation appear in the sfermions mass matries. In this ase the neutralino-q~q
and gluino-g~g ouplings indue larger FCNC ontributions. For favourable parameter values
allowed by urrent preise experiments, they found BR
UC
(t! g)  10
 4
, BR
UC
(t! Z) 
10
 6
and BR
UC
(t! )  10
 6
.
If the bound of R-parity onservation is removed (as in models that assume B-violating
ouplings), some additional loops are possible, two of whih are exemplied in g) and h) in
Fig. 1.5. Gauginos are not fored anymore to originate from top together with a s-quark, but
ouplings as tV ~q and t
~
V q are possible. The introdution of broken R-parity models ould give
large enhanements [62℄, and make some of these hannels observable. These enhanements
were alulated as BR
R=
(t! g)  10
 3
, BR
R=
(t! Z)  10
 4
and BR
R=
(t! )  10
 5
.
t! V q in Tehniolor
Tehniolor is a typial idea to dynamially break the eletroweak symmetry: here the EWSB
mehanism arises from a new, strongly oupled gauge interation at TeV energy sales. The
original simple tehniolor theory enounters enormous diÆulty in generating fermion masses
(espeially the heavy top quark mass) and faed the problem of passing through the preision
eletroweak test. Therefore, the so-alled `top-olor' senario was proposed in order to make
the preditions onsistent with the LEP data and to explain the large top quark mass. Loop
proesses are alulated in a Farhi-Susskind one-family model [64℄ and in a top-olor-assisted
multi-sale tehniolor model [65℄, where SM branhing frations for t ! V are enhaned
by no more that 3-4 orders of magnitude.
In the more reent developments of these models (TC2, [66℄), it has found that the
ontributions of top-pions and top-Higgs-bosons predited an enhane the SM branhing
ratios by as muh as 6-9 orders of magnitude. In TC2 model, FCNC interations may be
greatly enhaned if one of the following senario veries:
 top-olor is non-universal, only ausing the top quark to ondensate to its large mass.
The neutral top-pion has large Yukawa ouplings to only top quark;
 quark masses are aquired via an `extended tehniolor' (ETC) interation, with the
exeption of the top quark whose only a small portion of mass is from ETC. ETC-pions
have small Yukawa ouplings to all quarks, and for top quark the oupling is muh
weaker than the top-pions;
 if the up-quark mass matrix is omposed of both ETC and top-olor ontributions,
the simultaneous diagonalization of both the top-pions Yuwawa ouplings in top-olor
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setor and the ETC-pions Yukawa ouplings in ETC setor is not possible. Thus, after
the diagonalization of the mass matrix of up-type quarks, the top-pion in top-olor
setor should have tree-level FCNC Yukawa ouplings for the top quark.
In the extreme ase, the orders of magnitude of branhing ratios are BR
TC2
(t ! g) 
10
 3
, BR
TC2
(t! Z)  10
 4
and BR
TC2
(t! )  10
 5
[67℄. It is worth to mention that
in the same TC2 model an enhanement of the t! WW mode up to 10
 3
is expeted.
t! V q in other SM extensions
Flavour hanging neutral urrents eets an be naturally indued in theories with an ex-
tended salar setor, as well as a larger gauge group.
Alternatively to the senario with extended Higgs setors (in whih the salar FCNCs
are indued at the tree level by the presene of additional multiplets), heavy partiles lying
beyond the Fermi sale an indued virtual eets leading to FCNC. A possible approah is to
assume an eetive Lagrangian omposed of only one Higgs doublet, then extend the Yukawa
setor with dimension-six SU
L
(2)  U
Y
(1)-invariant operators. The model produes CP-
even and CP-odd tV q vertexes at the tree level, with branhing ratio for the Higgs-mediated
deays enhaned by two or three orders of magnitude with respet to the 2HDM results. As
disussed in Ref. [63℄, the rates for t! V are proportional to 1=
2
(with  new physis sale)
and vary smoothly with the Higgs boson mass in the range 120 < m
H
< 170GeV/
2
. The
maximal values in this eetive Lagrangian approah (ELA) are BR
ELA
(t! g) = 3:410
 6
,
BR
ELA
(t! Z) = 2:4  10
 5
and BR
ELA
(t! ) = 1:7  10
 7
, obtained when  = 400GeV .
Left-Right (LR) symmetry models are based on the gauge group SU
L
(2)  SU
R
(2) 
U
B L
(1) and aimed to understand the origin of parity violation in low energy weak intera-
tions. An extension inluding vetor-like heavy fermions indues non-unitarity of the CKM
matrix, thus FCNCs are possible at tree-level. Favorable enhanements were found in an
unonstrained LR SUSY model, where breaking parameters are allowed to indue avor-
dependent mixings in the squark mass matrix, so they an be arbitrarily large between
the seond and third generations: BR
LR
(t ! g)  10
 4
, BR
LR
(t ! Z)  10
 5
and
BR
LR
(t! )  10
 6
[68℄.
CKM matrix unitarity is loosed also in models with extra quarks and tZ, tH may arise
at the tree level. If new quarks are SU
L
(2) singlets with Q = 2=3, present experimental data
allow BR
QS
(t! Z)  1:110
 4
whileBR
QS
(t! g)  1:510
 7
, BR
QS
(t! )  7:510
 9
[40, 69℄. Even t ! H is raised up to  4  10
 5
level. In models with Q =  1=3 quark
singlets, the respetive branhing ratios are muh smaller sine the breaking of the CKM
unitarity is very onstrained by experimental data.
Reent theoretial elaborations proposed models where the deay rate into a Higgs boson
is enhaned. In Ref. [70℄ an eetive 4D theory is disussed, ontaining fundamental SM
fermion and gauge elds with omposite string-olor elds of extra dimensional origin. One
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of the by-produt of this senario is a branhing ratio for t! h (with h the lightest Higgs)
as large as 10
 4
.
As a nal remark, it is worth to be notied that the appearane of avour hanging
neutral urrents is often an undesired eet in models beyond the SM at the TeV sale,
beause it does not meet the present experimental evidenes. The most popular approah is
to invoke the priniple of Minimal Flavour Violation (see for instane Ref. [71℄), that an be
used in theories with low energy supersymmetry, multi-Higgs doublet and others and an be
implemented in Grand Unied Theories.
Summary of t! V q preditions and perspetives
In senarios beyond the SM, enhanements in FCNC deays arise either from a large virtual
mass or from the ouplings involved in the loop. A summary for the main models outlined
above (2HDM in the type-II and III, SUSY with and without R-parity onservation, top-
assisted tehniolor, left-right asymmetry model and quark singlets) is in Tab. 1.5. The most
up-to-date preditions presented in the text are quoted, taking the maximal values separately
for eah deay in eah model. When the limit needs a spei parameter hoie dierent from
other hannels, it is expliitly notied. Only the order of magnitude is quoted here.
Table 1.5: Branhing ratios for FCNC top quark deays as predited within the in seven SM exten-
sions. Details on the spei models and more preise upper limits are in the text.
2HDM-II 2HDM-III MSSM with R MSSM with R= TC2 LR QS
BR(t! qg) 10
 5
10
 4
10
 4
()
10
 3
10
 3
10
 5
10
 7
BR(t! q) 10
 7
9  10
 4
()
10
 6
10
 5
10
 7
10
 6
10
 8
BR(t! qZ) 10
 8
10
 6
10
 5
()
10
 4
10
 4
10
 4
10
 4
(*): in an unonstrained MSSM model.
(**): with 8 < tan  < 15.
(***): with onstraints in Ref. [60℄.
The analyses presented in next hapters will show that branhing ratios down to 10
 4
are
reahable from CMS, improving to some 10
 5
after integrated luminosity of hundreds inverse
femtobarns and a ombination with ATLAS results for the same hannels. Suh sensitivities
will be reahed only for the t! qZ and t! q deay modes.
Multi-Higgs doublets models and MSSM generally are not the ones produing the largest
FCNC rates, but some spei ongurations ould lead to huge enhanements. It is widely
aepted that hints of supersymmetry ould be likely to appear in the very initial phase of
LHC physis run, via the detetion of inlusive multi-lepton, multi-jet and missing energy
signature. Searhes for several MSSM Higgs deay modes are among the main target of both
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CMS and ATLAS experiments. On the other hand, there are no lean ways to estimate the
values of tan , ~-
~
t mass splitting and other supersymmetry parameters, at least in the low
luminosity phase. SUSY-indued FCNC ouplings have instead a signiant sensitivity to
suh parameters, thus putting some limits on neutral top deays ould do a better job in
onstrain that parameters. In Ref. [60℄, for instane, it is shown how branhing ratios for
t! Z= drop as spartiles beome heavy, enhane with the quantity X
t
= A
t
  ot  (that
aets the squark mass splittings) and is very sensitive to mixing parameters as Æ
LL
and Æ
LR
,
that is a very peuliar feature of these modes.
Top avour hanging deays ould be also a way to onstrain the amount of R-parity non
onservation. While in diret searhes of SUSY partners the study of this onservation would
require an exlusive reonstrution of both the squarks and gauginos nal state, Tab. 1.5
shows that the t ! qZ branhing ratio ould provide a muh simpler tool. Sine values as
high as 10
 4
are expeted only for R-parity broken modes, reahing a better exlusion limit
would rule out the violation. Further interesting possibilities ould be oered by pushing the
sensitivity below some 10
 4
, beause it would shed light on more exoti models espeially
in the qZ setor. While the prodution of top-olor states seems unlikely to be reahed, the
expetations from the quark-singlet models may oer a more viable mean to tag the existene
of a harge-2=3 heavy T quark, for instane with respet to the T ! tZ diret searh [72℄.
Finally, left-right models predit the existene of a Z
0
heavy boson (Z
LRM
or Z
ALRM
) in the
TeV region, that would produe a striking signal event at the very initial operation phase,
than would be preisely onstrained after the rst inverse femtobarns. The observation of
this kind of objets would further motivate the searh of a top FCNC deay at the 10
 4
branhing ratio level.
As for the deays with the  quark replaed by the u one, the respetive branhing ratios
are smaller by a fator of m
u
=m

, and thus they would be out of the LHC reah.
1.3.3 Current experimental limits on tV q ouplings
The purpose of this setion is to report about the urrent experimental limits on the tV q
ouplings. They an be derived both from present (Tevatron) and reent past (HERA and
LEP 2) mahines, and from onstraints dedued from observables in other setors { as ele-
troweak and CP-mixing parameters.
Anomalous tV q ouplings ould well enter the top quark prodution vertexes too and
they are expeted to be enhanes in beyond SM senarios [73℄. This interferene may lead
to a modiation of the prodution (singly or pairly) ross setions, or to some harateristi
top prodution signatures. Some of the possible Feynman diagrams for neutral vertexes in
top prodution are depited in Fig. 1.6.
The most studied hannel in all ollider experiments is the one leading to a top-harm
assoiated prodution, beause it an be eetively identied in e
+
e
 
and ep ollisions.
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t
cq¯ → tq¯
t
qq¯ → tc¯
t
cg → tg
t
gg → tc¯
Figure 1.6: Anomalous proesses ourring in the single-top prodution. Cirles indiates the tV q
vertexes. In the rst and third diagrams, vetor boson an be a g, Z
0
or .
Constraints from EW and CP-asymmetry observables
The measurement of the inlusive branhing ratio for the FCNC proess b ! s has been
used to put onstraints on the t and tg ouplings [74℄. The known branhing ratio for
t ! bW and the b ! s bounds from the CLEO experiment plae the limits 
g
t
< 0:9 and


t
< 0:16, whih an be translated into the upper limits BR(t ! g) < 3:4  10
 2
and
BR(t! ) < 2:2  10
 3
.
The tZ ouplings was bounded using several FCNC low-energy proesses suh as K
L
!

+

 
, K
L
  K
S
mass dierene, B
0
=

B
0
mixing and B ! l
+
l
 
 (that is linear in tZ
oupling), as well as the oblique parameters  and S. Combining these bounds with preision
EW observables as  
Z
, R

, R
l
, R
b
one obtains BR(t ! Z) < 1:6  10
 2
at 95% C.L, when
116 < m
H
< 170GeV/
2
[75℄. On the other hand, the ontribution of EW observables
on t !  are saled by a fator (M
Z
=m
t
)
4
, thus this hannel does not reeive signiant
onstraints from them.
Experimental results from Tevatron
On the experimental side, the Tevatron pp ollider (having a
p
s = 1:8  1:96 TeV) oers
one of the greatest opportunity to searh for anomalous ouplings, both in top deay and
prodution. This mahine is urrently in a steady operation phase, thus the urrent results
reported here may well be updated by further analyses, following the day-by-day inrease of
integrated luminosity.
CDF and D experiments have addressed the searh of anomalous top ouplings both in
the t ! qg==Z deays (mostly in the t

t prodution) and in single top prodution, leading
to a tq in the nal state.
For the t ! (u) and t ! Z(u) deays, the following 95%C.L. upper limits published
by CDF [13℄ are:
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BR(t! ) +BR(t! u) < 3:2%;
BR(t! Z) +BR(t! uZ) < 33%;
that have to be intended as BR(t! qZ=) =  (Z=q)= (Wb), with anomalous ouplings
ourring one at the time. Reently, a statisti as large as 1.12 fb
 1
has been integrated and
this upper limit has been updated to 10.6% [76℄.
These results an be translated into bounds on the top anomalous ouplings:


tq
< 0:76;
q
jv
Z
tq
j
2
+ ja
Z
tq
j
2
< 0:59; (1.8)
where, as usually done,  = 1TeV. If the integrated luminosity would be extrapolated
up to the higher values expeted from Tevatron (5-6 fb
 1
by the end of 2009), these limits
would extend to BR(t! qZ) < 4:6% and BR(t! q) < 0:44%.
The searh for proesses suh as those displayed in Fig. 1.6 exploits the leptoni W deay
from the top, along with an anti-b-tagged jet well-separated from the lepton. CDF results
obtained with 1 fb
 1
, give oupling limits of 
g
tu
< 0.058 and 
g
t
< 0.22 at 95% C.L.. A
moderate improvement on tgq with respet to CDF limits is obtained [77℄ from D by
analyzing 230 pb
 1
of lepton+jets inlusive data: 
g
tu
< 0.037 and 
g
t
< 0.15 at 95% C.L..
Further onstraints on the tgq vertex was derived from the study of the t

t-pair prodution
ross setion, omparing the measured value (t

t)=6:7 1:3 pb, [2, 3℄ with the expeted one.
Imposing that the t

t prodution ross setion, inluding the possible eet of anomalous ou-
plings, should not dier from the observed one by more than 2 pb, leads to the onstraint [78℄

g
tq
< 0:47, that is onsistent with results from single-top prodution.
Experimental results from LEP 2
Sine 1997, LEP 2 has ran at
p
s exeeding of 180GeV , making the prodution of single top
quark kinematially possible through the reation:
e
+
e
 
! 

=Z

!

t(u):
The LEP experiments [79℄ have presented the results of their searh for this proess. Upper
limits around 0:3  0:6 pb are found in a range of energy for a given integrated luminosity.
Assuming m
t
= 175GeV/
2
and onsidering tZq and tq dierent from zero one at the
time, these ross setion limits an be onverted in bounds for branhing ratio, then to t=Zq
upper limit. When data in the
p
s = 189209GeV energy domain are umulated for ALEPH
(214 pb
 1
[80℄), DELPHI (541 pb
 1
[81℄), L3 (634 pb
 1
[82℄) and OPAL (600 pb
 1
[83℄), the
results in Table 1.6 are obtained.
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Table 1.6: Current onstraints on top quark FCNC interations from LEP 2 results.
t! q BR < 3:2% 

tq
< 0:76 (other FCNC ouplings zero)
t! Zq BR < 14%
q
jv
Z
tq
j
2
+ ja
Z
tq
j
2
< 0:38 (other FCNC ouplings zero)
Table 1.7: Results from the two experiments at the HERA ep ollider, for the searh of a FCNC
single-top prodution. It is assumed m
t
= 175GeV/
2
and BR(t! qZ) = 0.
Collab.
p
s (GeV ) L(pb
 1
) BR(t! u)(95%C.L.) 

tu
(95% C.L.)
ZEUS [84℄ 300   318GeV 130.1 < 0:0059 < 0:328
H1 [85℄ 319GeV 118.3 < 0:0132 < 0:491
The reent CDF upper limit on tZq (to be published) has improved the LEP estimate,
so it is the new andidate for the best limit for this oupling. On the other side, tq results
muh better onstrained by HERA limits, as mentioned below.
Experimental results from HERA
In the HERA ep ollider (
p
s = 318GeV ) top quark an be singly produed either by a
harged urrent interation (ep ! t

bX) or a FCNC proess e

p ! e

p(t=

t) + X, whih
inludes the FCN interations Z

=

! tq (the Z
0
exhange is suppressed by the large
propagator mass). Sine the SM ross setion for single-top prodution is less than 1 fb, any
observed single-top event in the HERA data would be a lear sign of physis beyond the SM.
An inlusive searh for FCNC single-top prodution has been performed for H1 and ZEUS
experiments. While no evidene of suh proesses are seen by ZEUS [84℄, in 2004 H1 found
5 events in the e= hannels, being 1:31  0:22 the number expeted if only the Standard
Model would be at work [85℄. No exess was found for the hadroni hannel. The observed
ross setion is (ep ! etX) = 0:29
+0:15
 0:14
at
p
s =319GeV . If intended as a statistial
utuation, this value orresponds to 0.55 pb 95% upper limit. This result an be onverted
in a limit for the tu anomalous oupling and in a branhing ratio for t ! q, by assuming
the BR(t! qZ) = 0.
A summary of these data is given in Tab. 1.7 and an be ompared with Tevatron and
LEP 2 results. Sine the u-quark density of the proton is muh higher than the -quark
density, the prodution of single top quarks is most sensitive to a oupling of the type tu.
Due to the exess reported from H1, the result from ZEUS is better and urrently the
best limit for the tu oupling.
The whole experimental situation is depited in Fig. 1.7, where the exlusion limits at
95% for the deay hannels addressed in the work are indiated.
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Figure 1.7: The 95% C.L. exlusion plot for the urrent (and reent past) experimental limits to
t ! q and t ! qZ branhing ratios. It an be onsidered as a piture of the senario before the
venue of LHC experiments.
During the 90s the rst limits on t! qZ= were put by the workhorses LEP 2 (pink line)
and Tevatron Run-I (red line), reahing quite similar results for a diret searh of the t! q
deay. Today, the huge number of top pairs integrated at Fermilab allows to reah the LEP 2
sensitivity even in the t ! qZ mode. None of these mahines have laimed the observation
of any anomalous deay. If the results from the (reently dismantled) HERA ollider are put
in the game and the exess delared from H1 is intended as a statistial utuation, limits
on tu are signiantly enhaned (blue line). It is worth to note that the bounds determined
from CP and EW observables (blue dashed-dotted line) have still to be reahed, and they will
not be even at the end of the Tevatron life (red dotted line). In other words, if an evidene of
a t ! qZ= would be delared today, a full revision of measure in the LEP observables and
in the K and B CP-mixings would be required, along with the underlining theories. On the
ontrary, pushing the experimental sensitivity under these limits will imply that a top FCNC
deay an our without orretions on parameters in other setors. LHC experiments will
demonstrate to have suh a good sensitivity.
The tgq oupling is not addressed in the present work, mainly beause the t! gq is not
among the most promising hannels. A dense multi-jet environment will be the most striking
feature of the LHC ollisions, thus few hanes will exist to eÆiently identify the jet oming
from the gluon from a top deay. Dierent phenomenologies have been proposed to tag this
anomalous vertex, as the prodution of like-sign top pairs tt or

t

t [22, 86℄. This is indeed a
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`spetaular' and quite unambiguous signal, almost free of bakground.
1.3.4 Previous estimates of FCNC observability at LHC
The LHC ollider is presented in the next hapter, were a quik overview of the CMS exper-
iment will be provided. Sine the rst studies on the ATLAS and CMS physis apabilities,
there has been lear evidene that branhing ratios for the top deay as low as 10
 4
 10
 5
an be reahed. As explained above, there are some beyond SM senarios leading to suh
rates, hene the possibility to detet a top FCNC hannel was addressed by various groups
to some extent.
The rst realisti studies were performed used the so-alled \fast simulations", that at-
tempt to simulate the detetor response using parametrized resolution funtions. Some in-
sights of the CMS simulation pakage will be provided in the next hapter.
ATLAS was the rst ollaboration to present its Physial Tehnial Design Report [87℄,
where most of the work was done using the fast simulation framework ATLFAST [88℄. The
sensitivity to the deay t ! Zu= has been analyzed (see also Ref. [89℄) by searhing for a
signal in the hannel t

t ! (Zq)(W

b), with the boson being reonstruted via the leptoni
deay Z ! ll. Both hadroni and leptoni W deay modes were onsidered. The signal was
generated by artiially hanging the t! sW in the t! W mode and the only bakgrounds
onsidered was Z+jets, WZ and t

t prodution (only in the leptoni mode), generated via
PYTHIA 5.7 [90℄. The seletion uts required a pair of hard isolated, opposite sign, same
avor leptons (eletrons or muons), forming a Z in an 6GeV/
2
wide invariant mass window.
With a proper seletion of the b-jets and missing transverse energy, along with onstraints on
the W and M(bW ) invariant mass, a 5 limit of 2:0  10
 4
and 5:9  10
 4
for the leptoni and
hadroni modes respetively was found, with a simulated statisti orresponding to 100 fb
 1
.
The sensitivity to the deay t ! u= was studied by searhing for a peak above bak-
ground in the M(j) spetrum in the region of m
t
. The requirement of a high p
T
isolated
photon andidate, along with a t!Wb! lb reonstruted proess was imposed, adopting
the same simulation and reonstrution tools of t ! Zq. The bakground proess on-
sidered were the pair and single-top prodution, W + b

b and W+jets. The reonstrution
tools were modied in order to produe a more onservative jet rejetion, and the result was
BR(t! q) < 1:0  10
 4
at 5 after 100 fb
 1
.
The CMS studies addressing the same hannels followed and they exploited a dediated
Monte Carlo generator alled TOPREX [91℄, that is able to aount for the spin orrelations
in the objets produed from top. The detetor was simulated with a fast simulation pakage
(CMSJET, [92℄) and the b-tagging eÆieny was xed at 60% (with a  and udsg mistagging
at 10% and 1 2% respetively). The set of bakground soures inluded single and pair top
prodution, di-boson and Z+jets and the set of uts was similar to ATLAS.
The delared upper limits (for a 5 disovery level and 100 fb
 1
of integrated luminosity)
were quite similar for the Z hannel (BR(t ! u=Z) < 1:9  10
 4
) and muh better for the
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photoni one (BR(t! u=) < 3:4  10
 5
) [22, 93℄.
In the meantime, CMS ollaboration has put many eorts in regularly updating its soft-
ware framework, in order to produe the most realisti senario for the detetor simulation
and the physis objets reonstrution. The full simulation environment (ORCA, [94℄) was
extensively adopted to produe all the results in the CMS Physial Design Report [95℄. In this
framework, a detailed study was performed by the author of the present work et al. [96℄. A
larger set of bakground is onsidered (as the important Z+ b

b and the multi-jet prodution)
and most important systemati eets were inluded. This leads to the reahable upper limits
(at 5 disovery level) BR(t! qZ) < 14:9  10
 4
and BR(t! q) < 8:4  10
 4
after the rst
10 fb
 1
, that an be extrapolated to BR(t! qZ) < 3:1  10
 4
and BR(t! q) < 2:5  10
 4
at 100 fb
 1
. The work presented here is intended as a large extension of that analysis, that
is updated and fully motivated.
At the same time, ATLAS ollaboration has revised its strategy for signal extration by
proposing a probabilisti approah [97℄. For the t ! qZ signal, preseleted events with a
reonstruted Z, large E
miss
T
and the two hardest jets (one b-tagged) are used to build a
disriminant variable (likelihood ratio) L
R
= 
i
P
S
i
=
i
P
B
i
. P
i
are the p.d.f. of the following
quantities: the M(l
+
l
 
) with the largest p
T
out of the 3 leptons, p
T
of lepton not from Z,
M(jl
+
l
 
) and p
T
of the leading b-jet. For the t ! q ase, preseleted events are required
to have one b-tag among two hardest jet and the leading  with p
T
() >75GeV/ . A similar
L
R
is built with p.d.f. for p
T
(), M(j) and number of jets. From these shapes of L
R
one an
argue that likelihood ratios an be used as disriminant variable. An upper ut on both L
R
's is
performed, hoosing the point where S=
p
B is the largest. Though this method is signiantly
dierent from the ut-based analysis adopted by CMS, the result are fairly similar for the Z
hannel, reading BR(t! qZ) < 13:010
 4
after the rst 10 fb
 1
and BR(t! qZ) < 4:110
 4
at 100 fb
 1
. The results for the photoni hannel are BR(t ! q) < 1:6  10
 4
after 10 fb
 1
and BR(t! q) < 5:1 10
 5
at 100 fb
 1
, and the dierene arises in part beause systemati
eets are taken into aount dierently.
It is important to observe that in these latter studies the pile-up for the low-luminosity
phase is onsidered, thus extending the result to the 100 fb
 1
senario may not be so straight-
forward. In the work presented here, suh extrapolation will be arefully disussed.
Finally, the possibilities for a FCNC detetion in top deays has been inluded in a study
of the physial potential for Super LHC [98℄. This LHC upgrade, that has an enhaned lumi-
nosity and will be briey presented in the Appendix (Se. A.3), should improve the sensitivity
by one or two orders of magnitude. The uts proposed for this analysis were developed in
parallel to the rst CMS fast simulation and losely resembles them. Sine the ability to iden-
tify the b-jets with a seondary vertex tehnique ould be an issue in the highest luminosity
environment, dierent tagging eÆienies were onsidered. With the standard 60% eÆieny
for b-tagging and 10%/2% for /dsg-mistagging, results were BR(t ! q) < 0:88  10
 5
after 600 fb
 1
and BR(t ! q) < 0:26  10
 5
at 6000 fb
 1
, and BR(t ! qZ) < 1:1  10
 5
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after 600 fb
 1
and BR(t ! qZ) < 0:11  10
 5
at 6000 fb
 1
. On the other hand, if tagging
apability would be badly worsened, only tehniques based on semileptoni muon deays of
b-quark ould be adopted. In suh a ase, sensitivities downgrade by a fator  4 for the
t ! q ase and  75 for the t ! qZ. The present work will show that, in suh a ontext,
and intermediate situation ould present.
Perspetives for the next Linear Collider, that appears to operate in a rather far future
and presents a quite dierent environment, are not addressed here.
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Chapter 2
The CMS detetor
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [99℄, at the CERN Laboratory (the European Labora-
tory for Partile Physis, outside Geneva, Switzerland) will be ompleted by the early 2008.
The LHC will be the highest energy aelerator in the world for many years following its
ompletion, thus a unique tool for fundamental physis researh.
Although the Standard Model of partile physis has so far been tested to exquisite prei-
sion, it is onsidered to be an eetive theory up to roughly one TeV. The prime motivation
of LHC is to eluidate the nature of Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB), for whih the
Higgs mehanism is presumed to be responsible. The experimental study of the Higgs meha-
nism an shed light on the mathematial onsisteny of the SM at energy sales above about
1TeV. A wide range of alternatives that invoke more symmetry (suh as supersymmetry)
or new fores or onstituents (suh as strongly-broken eletroweak symmetry or tehniolor)
will be extensively addressed. Undoubtedly, even some unknown mehanism ould manifest
at the TeV energy sale, thus all eorts to explore this sale seem well motivated.
This hapter is intended to introdue the experimental environment in whih analysis
is performed as well as the adopted tools. Setion 2.1 desribes the general features of
the aelerator, LHC, and present the onept of CMS, remarking the hallenges in whih
it is embarked. Setion 2.2 skethes the onept design of CMS apparatus, its main sub-
detetors and funtionality of the trigger system. The interested reader an nd some more
details on dierent sub-detetors, requirements and performane in Se. A.2.7. Subsequent
setion gets loser to the analysis level: it ontains some details about how the objets
relevant for the present work (eletrons and photons, muons and missing energy, jets, jets
with beauty avour) an be reonstruted in CMS. Both the on-line algorithms (running
in the trigger) and the o-line strategy (adopted by the reonstrution tools) are presented.
These spei reonstrution tools, along with the programs employed for the CMS simulation
and digitization hain, are mentioned in the last setion.
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2.1 The LHC mahine and CMS experiments
Hadron olliders are well suited tools for exploration of new energy domains. If the beams
energy and the luminosity are high enough, proton onstituents an ollide with a enter-of-
mass energy about 1TeV. The LHC will provide two proton beams, irulating in opposite
diretions, at an energy of 7TeV eah (enter-of-mass
p
s = 14TeV) with a design luminos-
ity ranging from 2  10
33
m
 2
s
 1
(low luminosity phase) to 10
34
m
 2
s
 1
(high luminosity
phase). This orresponds to a seven-fold inrease in energy and a hundred-fold inrease in
instantaneous luminosity over the urrent hadron ollider experiments.
2.1.1 The LHC relevant numbers
The mahine parameters relevant for the operation of CMS are listed in Tab. 2.1.
Table 2.1: The mahine parameters relevant for the LHC, regarding the beam and the ollisions.
Only the operation with p-p is onerned here.
Energy per nuleon E = 7TeV
Dipole eld at 7 TeV B = 8.33T
Design Luminosity L = 10
34
m
 2
s
 1
Bunh separation 25 ns
No. of bunhes k
B
= 2808
No. partiles per bunh N
p
= 1:15  10
11
-value at IP 

= 0.55m
RMS beam radius at IP 

= 16.7m
Luminosity lifetime 
L
= 15 hr
Number of ollisions/rossing n

 20
The LHC mahine omprises 1232 dipole magnets, a set of other speial magnets and r.f.
avities providing a\kik" that results in an inrease in the proton energy of 0.5 MeV/turn.
The luminosity is given by:
L =
 f k
B
N
2
p
4 
n


F;
where  is the Lorentz fator, f the revolution frequeny, k
B
the number of bunhes, N
p
the number of protons/bunh, 
n
the normalized transverse emittane (with a design value of
3:75m), 

the betatron funtion at the interation point, and F the redution fator due to
the rossing angle. With a nominal energy of eah proton of 7TeV and a design luminosity
of L = 10
34
m
 2
s
 1
, around 1 billion proton-proton interations per seond are delivered.
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Table 2.2: Approximate event rates of some physis proesses at the LHC for the low luminosity
phase (2 10
33
m
 2
s
 1
). In this table, one year is equivalent to 20 fb
 1
.
Proess Events/s Events/year
W ! e 40 4 10
8
Z ! ee 4 4 10
7
t

t 1.6 1.6 10
7
b

b 10
6
10
13
~g~g (m = 1TeV/
2
) 0.002 2 10
4
Higgs (m
H
= 120GeV/
2
) 0.08 8 10
5
Higgs (m
H
= 800GeV/
2
) 0.001 8 10
4
QCD jets (p
T
> 200GeV/ ) 10
2
10
9
The bunhes are formed in the 26GeV Proton Synhrotron (PS) with a 25 ns spaing.
The beam is subsequently aelerated to 450 GeV in the Super Proton Synhrotron (SPS)
and transferred to the LHC. When the mahine will steadily operate at a bunh spaing of 25
ns, the number of bunhes will be the nominal k
B
= 2808 with a rossing angle of 285rad.
The beam urrent annot exeed half the nominal value, sine part of the beam dump and
ollimation systems are staged. This will limit the initial luminosity to L = 2 10
33
m
 2
s
 1
until the 2010 run. This nominal luminosity is the default one for the bulk of the present
analysis, and most of simulations were performed assuming this value.
An integrated luminosity of 10 fb
 1
, that is the baseline hoie for the present work,
should in priniple be reahed in less than one year run. In a realisti senario, the inte-
grated luminosity will most likely be limited by the time taken to master LHC operation and
ineÆienies, thus results ontained here ould be obtained in a quite longer running time.
2.1.2 The CMS experiment: the physis programme
The CMS experiment [100℄ is one of the general purpose detetor at the LHC, aimed to explore
physis at an unpreedent energy sale. Beside the investigations in the Higgs setor and
new physis, CMS will also be an instrument to perform preision measurements of Standard
Model parameters, mainly as a result of the very high event rates. Among the measurements,
areful studies on QCD, eletroweak and avour physis will extend our urrent knowledge
and an omplement diret searhes with indiations for some new physis.
The few proesses listed in Tab. 2.2 have a very large rate even in the low luminosity
phase, when they are expeted to be essential. The LHC will be a Z fatory, a W fatory, a
b quark fatory, a top quark fatory { and even a Higgs or SUSY s-partile fatory if these
new partiles have TeV sale masses.
As throughly explained in the previous hapter, the present work resides on the large t

t
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prodution ross setion (a rate measured in Hz), and aims at the evaluation of the impat
of LHC on a spei top physis setor.
The CMS experimental hallenge
In order to meet the goals of the LHC physis programme, very stringent requirements are
demanded to the CMS global performanes. Most of them are partiularly important for the
reonstrution of Standard Model objets and top quark nal states. They an be summarized
as follows:
 good muon identiation and momentum resolution, espeially from `entral' muons
(jj <2.5
1
) oming fromW and Z boson (transverse momentum up to 100-200 GeV/ ).
The ability to determine unambiguously the harge of muons and a di-muon mass
resolution around 1% at the Z sale are equally important;
 good reonstrution eÆieny and momentum resolution in the inner traker, where
the transverse momentum of all the harged partile is measured;
 good eletron identiation up to the kinemati range of eletron fromW and Z, photon
identiation and energy measurement in a wide energy spetrum. This requires a
very good eletromagneti energy resolution, the apability to reonstrut the photon
diretion and the primary interation vertex, a good di-photon and di-eletron mass
resolution (around 1% at the Z sale) and an eÆient rejetion of the 
0
!  photon
bakground;
 as best as possible eÆieny in tagging the jets oming from a b quark (hereafter \b-
jets"). This results in a pixel detetors lose to the interation region;
 good missing transverse energy resolution, in order to distinguish eetively the W
deays from bakground proesses. Hadron alorimeters have to feature a hermeti
geometri overage (jj <5) and a ne lateral segmentation (  < 0:1  0:1
2
).
CMS has been designed to meet all these requirements. The main distinguishing features,
detailed in the next setion, are a high-eld solenoid, a full silion-based inner traking system
and a fully ative sintillating rystal-based eletromagneti alorimeter.
General requirements to the overall apparatus
At
p
s = 14TeV protons ollide with a total ross setion around 100mb. When the lumi-
nosity will reah the design value, an event rate of the order of 10
9
inelasti events/s will be
1
The denition of  will be given at the end of this setion.
2
The denition of  will be given at the end of this setion.
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observed. This extraordinary partile multipliity hallenges the present detetion apabil-
ity, imposing some additional requirements that detetors and readout eletroni annot fail.
They are:
1. the on-line event seletion proess (\trigger") must redue the approximately 1 billion
interations/s to no more than about 100 events/s, manageable for storage and subse-
quent analysis. The short (25 ns) time between bunh rossings has major impliations
for the design of the readout and trigger systems;
2. at the design luminosity, a mean of about 20 inelasti ollisions will be overlapped
on the event of interest. This implies that around 1000 harged partiles will emerge
from the interation region every 25 ns. The produts of an interation under study
may be onfused with those from other interations in the same bunh rossing: when
the response time of a detetor element and its eletroni signal is longer than 25 ns,
the problem beomes severe. The eet of this \pile-up" an be redued by using
high granularity detetors with good time resolution, resulting in low perentage of
readout hannels red by the same bunh- rossing (low \oupany"). This requires
a large number of detetor hannels (of the order of millions). A big eort in time
synhronization is just one of the hallenges resulting from this hoie;
3. the large ux of partiles oming from the interation region leads to high radiation
levels, requiring both radiation-hard detetors and front-end eletronis.
The designed apparatus is oneived to have all the apabilities listed above. A sketh
of the detetors and trigger system that has been designed { and today is on the way to be
ompleted soon { is outlined in next setions and in Se. A.2.7.
Coordinate onventions
The oordinate system adopted by CMS follows the standard for these ylinder-shaped ex-
periments. It has the origin entered at the nominal ollision (loated in the geometrial
enter of the detetor), the y-axis pointing vertially upward and the x-axis pointing radi-
ally inward toward the enter of the LHC. Thus, the z-axis points along the beam diretion
(antilokwise). The azimuthal angle  is measured from the x-axis in the x-y plane. The
polar angle  is measured from the z-axis. The rest frame of the hard ollision is generally
boosted relative to the laboratory frame along the beam diretion, so it is worth to work in
a spae that is invariant under boosts along this diretion. Suh spae has designed to be
the (; ) spae, where the pseudorapidity  is related to the polar angle  and dened as
 =   ln(tan(=2)).
The momentum measured in the plane transverse to the beam diretion (p
T
, \transverse
momentum") is given by p
T
= p sin  =
q
p
2
x
+ p
2
y
, and similarly for the transverse energy
E
T
. The imbalane of energy measured in the transverse plane is denoted by E
miss
T
.
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Figure 2.1: A shemati view of CMS detetor, ompared with human proportions. Sub-detetors
are arranged in a typial onentri onguration, and the experiment is subdivided in a barrel part
enlosed by two endaps. Additional hadroni alorimeters are loated in the very forward region.
2.2 The CMS detetors system
Figure 2.1 is a draw with a a omplete layout of CMS. The CMS detetor measures roughly
22 meters in length, 15 meters in diameter, and 12,500 tonnes in weight. It will reside on the
`Interation Point 5' of the aelerator, sited in the Frenh side (Cessy) in the fairest point
from CERN. Most of the larger CMS part have been sub-assembled and fully ommissioned
in the experimental hall on the surfae just above the avern, than lowered piee-by-piee in
their nal destination, at  100 m depth.
The heart of the apparatus is a huge, high eld (4 Tesla) solenoid, 13 meters in length
and 5.9 meters in diameter. This magneti eld was hosen in order to ahieve good momen-
tum resolution within a ompat spetrometer avoiding stringent demands on muon-hamber
resolution and alignment. The return eld is large enough to saturate 1.5 m of iron, allowing
4 muon \stations" to be integrated to ensure robustness and redundany. The bore of the
magnet oil is large enough to aommodate the eletromagneti and hadron alorimetry and
the whole traking system inside. Eah muon station onsists of several layers of aluminum
drift tubes (DT) in the barrel region and athode strip hambers (CSC) in the endap region,
omplemented by resistive plate hambers (RPC).
The traking volume is given by a ylinder of length 5.8m and diameter 2.6m. In order
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to deal with high trak multipliities, CMS employs 10 layers of silion mirostrip detetors,
whih provide the required granularity and preision. In addition, 3 layers of silion pixel
detetors are plaed lose to the interation region to improve the measurement of the impat
parameter of harged-partile traks, as well as the position of seondary vertexes.
The eletromagneti alorimeter (ECAL) uses lead tungstate (PbWO
4
) rystals with a
pseudorapidity overage up to jj <3.0. The sintillation light is deteted by silion avalanhe
photo-diodes (APDs) in the barrel region and vauum photo-triodes (VPTs) in the endap
region. A preshower system is installed in front of the endap ECAL for the 
0
rejetion.
The ECAL is surrounded by a brass/sintillator sampling hadron alorimeter with the
same overage. The sintillation light is onverted by wavelength-shifting (WLS) bers em-
bedded in the sintillator tiles and hanneled to photodetetors via lear bers. This light
is deteted by novel photodetetors (hybrid photo-diodes, HPDs) that an provide gain and
operate in high axial magneti elds. This entral alorimetry is supplemented by a \tail-
ather" in the barrel region, ensuring that hadroni showers are sampled with nearly 11
hadroni interation lengths.
To improve detetor overage up to pseudorapidity of 5:0, a hadron alorimeter on-
sisting of iron and opper with embedded quartz bers is added in the forward regions. The
Cerenkov light emitted in the quartz bers is deteted by photomultipliers. The forward
alorimeters ensure full geometri overage for the measurement of the transverse energy in
the event.
The thikness of the detetor in radiation lengths is greater than 25X
0
for the ECAL,
and the thikness in interation lengths varies from 7 to 11 
I
for HCAL, depending on .
All subsystems of CMS are bound by means of the data aquisition and trigger system,
that aims to selet events with high transverse momentum eletrons, muons, photons or jets.
It will be skethed in the next setion.
2.2.1 The CMS trigger system
The LHC mahine harateristis and the physis programme deeply inuenes the hallenges
of the rst level trigger in CMS.
Dierently from the majority of produt from p-p ollision, whih have p
T
lower than
some GeVs, interesting physis with top quark is expeted to be produed with large trans-
verse momentum. High p
T
event rate is dominated by jet prodution and this high QCD
bakground does not allow hadroni-only nal states to be seleted in top deays. In addition,
low-p
T
muons from K and  deays as well as b and  quarks represent a large bakground to
leptoni boson deays and a preise momentum measurement is therefore needed. Top events
feature many jets, leptons and large missing transverse energy, thus isolation riteria, based
on energy deposited around a luster in the alorimeter or a trak in the traker, have to be
used. Therefore, good seletion apabilities for muons, eletrons, jets and missing energy are
mandatory for top analyses at LHC.
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It is worth to stress that at the design luminosity of 10
34
m
 2
s
 1
, the LHC p-p ollisions
at the enter of mass energy 14TeV will deliver an event rate about 10
9
Hz, with an average
of 25 \minimum bias" overlapping events. On the other hand, interesting events are only
a small fration of the total ross setion: for instane, the rate of the non Standard Model
proesses addressed by this study will be found to not exeed some 10
 6
Hz. Therefore, only
1 event out of  10
15
has to be seleted.
The Trigger/DAQ system aomplishes the task by managing the enormous number of
read-out hannels onneted to the highly ne granularity of detetors. The bunh-rossing
rate, designed to be equal to 40 MHz, is redued on-line to approximately 100 Hz. The
triggered events are stored on tape with a typial event size of 1-2MB.
CMS experiment uses a multi-level trigger, whih provide a quik rejetion of bakground
with a high and unbiased eÆieny. An outline of the system follows.
The First Level CMS Trigger
First-level (L1) trigger must take a deision for eah Bunh Crossing (BC) every 25 ns. Here
trigger riteria are based on oarse information from lusters found in the alorimeters and
from traks in the muon trigger detetors, as well as some orrelation of information between
them. The event rate is redued to about 100 kHz. Fast and simple seletion algorithms are
implemented in ustom eletroni.
The size of the LHC detetors and the underground averns imposes a minimum transit
time for signals from the front-end eletronis, to reah the servies avern housing the trigger
logi and distribute the deision bak to the front-end. The total time alloated for the transit
and for reahing a deision to keep or disard data from a partiular beam rossing is 3.2 s,
where more than 2s are just for the transit. During this lateny time, the detetor data
must be held in buers and trigger proessors have to work in pipelines, performing separate
steps of the proessing logi in parallel at eah BC period.
A orret BC identiation is ruial for event seletion and for reduing the readout
bandwidth. For this reason, the muon spetrometer are projeted in order to allow a maxi-
mum time-of-ight omparable with the BC period, while the alorimeters requires that the
pulse shape of the signals extends over many bunh rossings to be less sensitive to noise.
High trigger eÆieny is ensured by the redundany of seletion riteria (\trigger menus"),
whih an onurrently selet events of a wide range of physis studies and allow the measure
of eÆieny using data. Rates an be kept under ontrol by adjusting thresholds of physial
quantities or by a proper resaling of objets with large ross setions.
In CMS, the Global Trigger (GT) is the top level of L1 Trigger System, that reeives the 4
best andidates from the muon and alorimeters subsystem (with no isolation requirements).
The trigger objets are alled \trigger primitives" and ould be photons, eletrons, muons
or jets. Spei quantities (as p
T
, E
T
, E
miss
T
) are alulated and a `rank' an be issued for
eah trigger primitives. Redued-granularity and redued-resolution data are used to form
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primitives.
The highest rank objets arrive at the GT along with informations on their pseudorapidity
and azimuthal angle (and harge for muons andidates). The GT then applies thresholds,
event topologies onditions and other seletion riteria aording to physial or tehnial
requirements. The GT logi an be programmed to alulate up to 128 dierent trigger menus
in parallel for eah BC. A nal OR funtion ombine all ative algorithms and generates the
L1 aept signal.
The High Level CMS Trigger
The High Level Trigger (HLT) of CMS provides a software-based event seletion after the L1
hardware trigger.
The main feature of the CMS arhiteture is that HLT event seletion is implemented
as a system of algorithms running on large proessor farm (Filter Farm). Avoiding any
intermediate physial level in the seletion hain, allows the HLT to be entirely software-
implemented and to aess to full resolution and granularity data, as well as alibration and
alignment onstants.
The data from eah detetor front-end belonging to a L1-aepted event are olleted
by a set of Read-out Units (where they an be ompressed and zero-suppressed) and then
delivered to the Builder Units (BUs), through a large swithing network (Read-out Builder
Network). The network bandwidth required is of the order of 1 TByte/s. The BU reeiving
the data fragments are responsible for the atual building of the event and, if requested by
the spei HLT algorithms, serve it to a Filter Unit (FU) via another swithing system,
the Filter Farm Network. The FUs are the omponents of the Filter Farm where the HLT
ode is exeuted and the seletions applied. Eah proessor runs the same HLT software
ode and reonstrution proeeds in the so-alled `virtual trigger' levels. In the virtual level-2
algorithms only alorimeters and muon informations are used, in the virtual level-3 traker
informations are inluded.
The use of a proessor farm for all seletions beyond Level-1 allows maximal benet to
be taken from the evolution of omputing tehnology. Flexibility is maximized sine there is
omplete freedom in the seletion of the data to aess, as well as in the sophistiation of the
algorithms.
Various strategies guide the development of the HLT ode. Rather than exploit all possible
data in an event all together, whenever possible only the objets belonging to limited regions
of the detetor that are atually needed are inluded (`regional' and `loal' reonstrution).
The seleted events are then forwarded to the omputing servies for storage or for further
analysis.
The omputing power needed by the Filter Farm orresponds to O(10
3
)GHz proessors.
Given the event size of the order of 1 MB and the manageable output rate of O(10
2
) Hz,
1 TByte of data will be written on mass storage every day.
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Figure 2.2: A sketh of CMS Trigger and Data Aquisition arhiteture.
Figure 2.2 is a piture of the trigger and data aquisition arhiteture, showing the dete-
tor eletronis, the Level-1 trigger proessors (alorimeter, muon, and global), the readout
network, and an on-line event lter system (proessor farm) that exeutes the software for
the High-Level Triggers (HLT). Details an be found in Ref. [101℄ and Ref. [102℄.
2.3 Physis objets reonstrution in CMS
One all sub-detetors will be fully ommissioned and the trigger and data aquisition systems
will prove to working properly, physis investigations will be ready to start. The task will
be feasible only if physial objets will be reonstruted, employing as muh information as
possible from all the sub-detetors and ombining them together. Some of the more ommon
riteria used for objets reonstrution in CMS { and extensively exploited in the analysis
desribed in the next hapter { are reminded below.
2.3.1 Photons and eletrons reonstrution
The identiation and reonstrution of eletrons and photons with a p
T
ranging from few
GeV up to several hundreds GeV is mandatory for physis addressed in this work. The lower
limit omes from the need to rejet eletrons from semileptoni deays of b quarks, the upper
limit from W/Z boson deays produed by the top quark (and the photon produed in an
anomalous deay), and the intermediate region inludes leptoni deays of several bakground
proesses.
Both photons and eletrons energy are measured in ECAL rystals, where they deposit
all their energy. Eletromagneti energy is evaluated started from lusters built with arrays
of 5 5 rystals (the \superrystals"), that ontain about 97% of the inident energy.
Before reahing the ECAL, a high-energy e or  leaving the interation point will ross all
10 layers of silion traker, as well as servies. Material in front of the alorimeters results in
photoonversion (for photons) and bremsstrahlung (for eletrons). The material lose to the
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interation point is the most dangerous, as the eletron pairs or the eletron and the radiated
photon might be separated enough from the magneti eld in the traking volume and origi-
nate separate lusters, resulting in a degradation of alorimeter performanes. For example,
eletrons with p
T
= 35GeV/ and jj =1.5 loose on average 43.6% in bremmstrahlung radi-
ated energy. Part of this energy ould be lost in the traker material and never be reovered
by the ECAL.
To minimize these eets on eletromagneti energy and position reonstrution, CMS has
developed a topologial luster algorithm alled \superlustering". The idea is to assume that
bremsstrahlung radiation is spread by the strong magneti eld in a large area mostly along
the  diretion, so the eletron energy an be reovered by making `lusters of lusters' along
a  road. In the ECAL barrel (EB), the superlustering (`Hybrid') algorithm dynamially
searhes for separated luster in , exploiting in addition the lateral shower in . In the ECAL
endap (EE), the `Island' algorithm starts by searhing for rystals with an energy above a
threshold in  and . Along eah san line, rystals are added to the luster until a rise
in energy is enountered. In muh the same way, non-overlapping lusters are grouped into
superlusters, by olleting lusters in a very narrow -window and muh wider -window.
The e/ energy is thus reonstruted by summing the energy deposited in a superrystals
or in a superluster. Some spei orretions to the energy an be applied to reover energy
lost inside the traker or in raks, and to aount for variations of the shower ontainment
as a funtion of the shower position.
A simple position measurement of the shower is obtained by alulating the mean position
of the rystals in the luster (entroid), usually weighted by a logarithmi funtion of rystal
energy [103℄. To inrease hermetiity, the ECAL is designed so that the rystals do not point
exatly to the nominal interation vertex: therefore, the lateral position of the rystal axis
depends on depth.
The resolution on the ratio between measured and real energy (redued to a Gaussian
distribution around 1) is 1:23% for eletrons, 0:86% for unonverted and 1:15% for onverted
photons.
Photon reonstrution and seletion
The o-line reonstrution and seletion of prompt photons starts from a lower ut on the
E
T
of a luster.
High energy eletromagneti showers ould be originated also from high E
T
neutral par-
tiles deaying into photons, suh as 
0
and , or diretly from hadrons going toward the
HCAL. Charged pions and kaons an be identied looking at the traker, other fake photon
signals due to jets an be redued requiring isolation [104℄, by looking for additional energeti
partiles in a one around the reonstruted ECAL luster. The standard isolation variables
onsidered an be based on the harged partile traks reonstruted in the traker with p
T
above a given threshold, as:
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 the sum of p
T
for traks in a one R around the ECAL luster, or alternatively their
number;
 the angle between the ECAL luster and the nearest trak diretion.
It is also possible to onsider only the traks onsistent with the primary vertex assigned
to the event.
A dierent solution is to use energy deposits observed in the ECAL to disriminate single
isolated photons from 
0
deays. Two variables are exploited:
 the sum of E
T
from basi ECAL lusters, in a one R around the andidate super-
luster or between two ones exluding the energy in the superluster;
 the simple shower shape variable R9, dened as the fration of the superluster energy
found inside the 3 3 array of rystals entered on the highest energy rystal.
A third handle to rejet hadrons is a sum of hadroni energy deposits in the tower immedi-
ately behind the andidate superluster. A proper ombination of all these variables has been
studied [102℄. The Preshower detetor in the endap region, featuring a muh ner granularity
with respet to the ECAL, is exploited at this level to support the 
0
disrimination.
The photon diretion is dened by a line between the event vertex and the entroid of the
luster. A preise determination of the photon diretion relies on the apability to reonstrut
photons originating from the primary interation vertex that onvert before impinging on
ECAL. Figure 2.3 shows the integral distribution of the fration of onverted photons as a
funtion of radius, measured in a fully simulated sample of H !  events { the golden
benhmark whih ditated most of the ECAL properties. Conversion probability is displayed
for 3 representative values of jj: near the enter of the barrel (jj =0.2), in the middle of a
half barrel (jj =0.7), and toward the end of the barrel of the ECAL (jj =1.3).
A dediated seed nding tehnique has been set up for traking of the eletrons from
a onverted photon [105℄. Energy deposits in the ECAL are used as a starting point for a
inward trak seed nding. Then in the two outermost layers of the traker, hits ompatible
with the trajetory hypothesis are sought (onstraining for a maximum separation  and
a straight line from the primary vertex to the basi luster). The inward traking proedure
results in a list of traks of whih only the opposite harge pair with the largest number
of reonstruted hits is retained, whene, after leaning and smoothing, parameters of the
traks at the vertex are obtained. When multiple two-traks andidates are found for eah
superluster, the one with the smallest invariant mass is hosen.
The reonstruted traks originating from a  an also be used at low luminosity to loate
the primary vertex oordinate along the beam line. In the high luminosity senario, this turns
out to be muh less easy and only the pointing information from alorimeters will be used.
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Figure 2.3: Fration of onverted photons from H !  events, as a funtion of radius r =
p
x
2
+ y
2
.
The 3 histograms orrespond to slies of width  = 0.1 around jj =0.2 (dark grey), jj =0.7 (light
grey) and jj =1.3 (empty histogram).
Eletron reonstrution and seletion
A primary eletron is omposed of a single trak emerging from the interation vertex and
mathed to an eletromagneti superluster.
The main issue in eletron reonstrution is the very large amount of bremsstrahlung
emitted: about half of eletrons of p
T
= 10GeV/ (omparable to those fromW oming from
top deay) radiate 50% of their energy before reahing the surfae of the ECAL. In about
10% of the ases, more than 95% of the initial eletron energy is radiated.
The amplitude of the utuations in bremsstrahlung emission inreases on average with
inreasing traker material budget. This in general introdues largely non-Gaussian utua-
tions, whih aet the energy measurement in the ECAL and the momentum measurement
in the traker, as well as the eletron identiation observables.
For eletron identiation and reonstrution, the use of traker information and luster-
trak mathing is the main tool. The superlusters drive the nding of the rst 2 trak
hits in the pixel detetor, then a math in  and z to the innermost layer is applied.
This tehnique allows an eÆient separation of eletrons from photons (that have a little
hane to onvert in pixel detetor) and results in a 95% eÆieny for isolated eletron
(10 < p
T
< 50GeV/ ) with a rejetion against QCD jet 17.
Thanks to the superluster onstrution, in priniple the energy-weighted average impat
point of a non-radiating eletron oinides with the one of an eletron (of the same initial
momentum) and its bremsstrahlung photons, as alulated using information from the su-
perluster in the ECAL. To build and t the eletron traks aross the whole Traker, the
two pixel hits found are exploited as seeds. This operation is performed by a non-linear
lter approah suh as the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF, [106℄), that generalizes the standard
Kalman Filter [107℄ using a mixture of Gaussian distributions for all state vetors. The dier-
ent omponents of the mixture measure dierent degrees of hardness of the bremsstrahlung.
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Traks from GSF are found to be quite sensitive to radiated bremsstrahlung energy, thus
more suitable to desribe the propagation of eletrons than simpler approahes.
Distint trak-superluster patterns (eletron \lasses") are reognized, exploiting the
mathing between the total energy olleted by the superluster with the momentum mea-
sured at the trak origin (that is sensitive to the energy lost in the traker material). Four
lasses [108℄ have been dened: a)\golden eletrons", low-radiating objets with a reon-
struted trak well mathing the superluster, and a superluster onstituted by a single seed
luster; b) \big brem eletrons", radiating more than a half of energy but without seondary
photon onversion, thus with a good energy-momentum mathing between the superluster
and the eletron trak at origin; ) \narrow eletrons", with a bremsstrahlung merged in
1 luster but a relaxed trak-superluster geometrial mathing; d) \showering" eletrons
(more than 50% of the population) inluding e.g. ases of seondary onversion of a radiated
photon, where a bad energy momentum mathing is observed. The dierent lasses inuene
the eletron isolation and identiation strategies.
The \golden" lass ontains about 20% of the seleted eletrons. They ome mostly from
W and Z deays, so they are the preferred objets for the o-line reonstrution detailed in
the next hapter.
In addition, transverse shower prole and energy sharing between the alorimeters towers
an be required to be onsistent with a single eletromagneti shower, in order to suppress

0
and multi-photon bakground. As a nal step, the energy sale has to be orreted also
for the energy lost in the traker material, using speial -dependent fators based on the
number of luster.
The eletron energy is nally determined by ombining the orreted eletron superluster
measurement, the eletron trak momentum and their assoiated errors. An energy resolution
better than 4% an be obtained in the full energy range.
Eletron and photon trigger
The eletron trigger {as well as the muon one{ will be a key issue in the analyses desribed
in the next hapter, beause it is the baseline hoie to identify lepton from W and Z. The
possibility of a (single) photon trigger will be also disussed.
The L1 trigger for e/ objets is only based on E
T
and isolation and foresees three dierent
trigger streams: a single isolated trigger, a double isolated trigger and a double `relaxed'
trigger, with a slightly higher p
T
threshold and the isolation requirement removed. Transverse
energy thresholds delivering about 50% eÆieny at low luminosity are respetively 23, 12
and 19GeV . In the low luminosity phase, L1 trigger rates are 3400 Hz for the single isolated
trigger, 1010 Hz for the double isolated and 420 Hz for the double non isolated [102℄.
The CMS HLT seletion of eletrons and photons proeeds in three steps.
At the virtual level-2 (L2) the andidate are reonstruted exploiting only the alorimetri
information with the full granularity. The reonstrution is performed in the regions indiated
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Table 2.3: HLT uts for the eletron streams.
Variable Single eletron Double eletron
jj < 2:5 < 2:5
p
T
> 23GeV/ > 12GeV/
ECAL Isolation < 3GeV/ < 9GeV/
Trak Isolation < 0:06 < 0:4
E=p (Barrel) < 1:50 {
E=p (Endaps) < 2:45 {
by the L1 andidates.
The seond step (L2.5) demands hits in the pixel detetor onsistent with the L2 andi-
date. The expeted hit position on the pixels layers is estimated by propagating inward the
impat point of the andidate (weighted for the energy) to nominal vertex position. If at
least 2 hits are found, the andidate is lassied as an eletron, otherwise as a photon.
In the nal step (L3) the algorithm to selet eletron andidates has enough time to use
the traker hits in order to perform a full trak nding and reonstrution. Eletrons signals
are identied adopting some additional riteria:
 mathing between the energy in the ECAL (E) and the orresponding trak momentum
measured in the traker (p) is imposed. In the single eletron stream, an additional ut
E=p < 1:50(2:45) is applied in the barrel(endaps), to redue the hadron ontamination
of the stream;
 the most eÆient isolation variables are found to be isolation in the eletromagneti
alorimeter (a maximum energy of 3(9) GeV in a one R < 0:15 around the super-
luster, for the single(double) eletron stream), along with isolation in the traker.
In the on-line reonstrution algorithms, a standard Kalman Filter tehnique is used,
treating the eletron as it were a muon, i.e. assuming a Bethe-Bloh distribution in the
energy loss (both in the trak building and in the tting phase) and stopping the trak when
a signiant amount of radiation have been emitted. Table 2.3 summarizes the high level
trigger uts for the two main eletron streams.
The isolation requirements that are used at trigger level for the single photon are:
 the number of traks with p
T
> 1:5GeV/ inside a one with R < 0:3 around the
photon andidate less than 2;
 total E
T
of all `Island' basi lusters with R < 0:3 around the photon andidate less
than 1.5GeV ;
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 the total transverse energy of HCAL towers within R = 0:3 less than 6(4) GeV in the
barrel(endaps).
The  seletion may also use lateral shower shape for 
0
rejetion and reonstrution of
onverted photons. The rate of the photon andidates is further redued applying higher
threshold uts than the eletron stream, namely E
T
>80GeV in the HLT for the low lumi-
nosity senario. Table 2.4 [102℄ ontains the estimates for the single/double eletron and the
single/double photon, for the benhmark signals and from the QCD bakground.
Table 2.4: Output rates from HLT for eletron and photon streams at the low luminosity phase.
Signal Bakground Total
Single eletron W ! e 9.8Hz Jets 9.4Hz 21Hz
(p
T
>26GeV/ ) Z ! e
+
e
 
1.3Hz
Double eletron Z ! e
+
e
 
1.1Hz Jets 0.8Hz 1.8Hz
(p
1
T
; p
2
T
>12GeV/ )
Single photon  + jet 2.1Hz Jets 1.4Hz 3.5Hz
(p
T
>80GeV/ )
Double photon 0Hz Jets 1.9Hz 2.3Hz
(p
1
T
>30, p
2
T
>20GeV/ )  + jet 0.4Hz
Total: 14.3 Hz 13.9 Hz 28.2Hz
2.3.2 Muons reonstrution and seletion
As most of physis LHC is designed to explore, the signal addressed here is haraterized
by the signature of muons. Therefore, eÆient muon identiation with aurate momen-
tum measurement is ruial to fully exploit the CMS physis potential, both in trigger and
o-line reonstrution. To meet the LHC physis goals, a momentum resolution of about
10%=p
T
[TeV℄ will be required.
Muon reonstrution steps
The muon reonstrution software is able to perform reonstrution in the muon system
and the silion traker [102℄. All algorithms are implemented using the onept of \regional
reonstrution", that is the ability to reonstrut an objet using the information from one
or more limited region. Both the o-line reonstrution and the High-Level Trigger do not
explore the entire traker, but only the parts where a harged partile trak ompatible with
hits in the muon hambers is likely to be found.
Muon reonstrution is performed in 3 stages:
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Loal reonstrution (loal-pattern reognition). The rst step of muon reonstrution is
the reonstrution of the individual hits within both traking detetors (DT and CSC)
and RPCs, from where traks segments are extrated;
Standalone reonstrution . The state vetors assoiated with the segments found in
the innermost hambers are used to seed the muon trajetories, working from inside
out using the Kalman Filter tehnique and solving the left-right ambiguity. In ase no
mathing hits or segments are found (e.g. due to detetor ineÆienies, geometrial
raks or hard showering) the searh is ontinued in the next station. The trak pa-
rameters and the orresponding errors are updated at eah step, until the outermost
surfae of the muon system is reahed. A bakward Kalman Filter is then applied,
working from outside in, and the trak parameters are dened at the innermost muon
station. Standalone muon reonstrution uses only information from the muon system
and the preise information on the beam spot in the transverse plane (  20m);
Global reonstrution . Full muon traks are then extended to inlude measurements of
the silion traker. Starting from traks parameters of the standalone reonstruted
objets, the muon trajetory is extrapolated from the innermost station to the outer
traker surfae, taking into aount the eet of energy loss and multiple sattering. A
Kalman Filter seeded by the hit pairs (both in pixel and mirostrip detetors) is used for
this purpose. The resulting trajetories are then mathed to the original andidate in
the muon system and their hits retted together. The trak-reonstrution algorithm
onsists of the following steps: trajetory building (that transforms eah seed into
a set of trajetories), trajetory leaning (resolution of ambiguities between multiple
trajetories) and trajetory smoothing (all reonstruted traks are tted one again).
The seleted trajetories are then retted exluding measurements (hits or segments) with
high 
2
values. The 
2
probability of the t is also ompared with that of the traker-only
trajetory, in order to detet muon bremsstrahlung or any kind of signiant energy loss
before the rst muon station. In the whole proedure, the energy deposit is required to be
onsistent with that of a minimum ionizing partile.
Muons o-line seletion
The muon identiation algorithm [109℄ provides an additional tool for seleting muon andi-
dates, adopting an inside-out algorithm omplementary to the standard muon reonstrution.
The algorithm starts with all reonstruted traks from the silion traking detetor and at-
tempts to quantify a muon ompatibility for eah of them (inluding traks not mathed with
standalone traks in the muon detetors). Muon identiation takes advantage from piees of
information not used in reonstrution, suh as assoiated energy deposits in the alorimeters
and hits in the muon station not inluded in the global traks.
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Figure 2.4: Shemati illustration of the isolation one. The muon diretion at the vertex denes
the one axis. The energy deposit in the one is omputed, and the muon ontribution is removed by
exluding the \veto value" from the one.
The eÆieny for reonstruting single, low-p
T
muons is estimated to be 68.7%, that raises
to 78.6% with the addition of muon identiation algorithm. This algorithm is welome also
for the b-tagging method exploiting muons from b semileptoni deays (\soft -tagging",
Se. 2.3.4): the global reonstrution eÆieny for these muons inreases from a 71% to 84%.
As the last reonstrution riteria, isolation is the highest level variable on whih high
p
T
studies ommonly rely. In the momentum range relevant for triggering (p
T
threshold in
the range 10  30GeV/ ), the main soures of muons are b and  quark deays, along with
low-p
T
muons from muoni K and  deays. All of these muons are produed in usually soft
jets and are thus aompanied by nearby partiles. Isolation is a powerful tool to distinguish
between the muons produed in jets and those oming from deays of heavy objets. The
standard proedure is to ompare of the total energy deposited in a one around the muon
(transverse energy in a alorimeter or the sum of transverse momenta of reonstruted traks)
with a predened threshold. Figure 2.4 shows a shemati illustration of the isolation one.
The muon diretion at the vertex denes the one axis. The energy deposit in the one is
omputed, and the ontribution from the muon itself is removed by exluding the small area
around the muon (\veto value") from the one. Comparison of the deposit in a one of given
R with a the muon energy determines the isolation.
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First Level and High Level Muon Trigger
The First Level Muon Trigger of CMS uses all three kinds of muon detetors working inde-
pendently. The exellent preision of DT and CSC ensures sharp momentum thresholds and
their multilayer struture allows an eÆient bakground rejetion.
DT and CSC eletroni proesses rstly the informations in eah hamber independently,
delivering vetors (with position and angle) in any muon station. Vetors from dierent
stations are olleted by the Trak Finder, whih ombines them to form a muon trak, and
assigns a transverse momentum value. Up to four muon andidates from eah muon sub-
system are seleted and sent to the Global Muon Trigger. In the ase of RPC there is not
a loal proessing and, if the hits from dierent stations are aligned along a possible muon
trak, a p
T
of trak is assigned.
The on-line seletion of muons within the HLT system [101, 102℄ is performed in 2 steps:
1. onrmation or disarding of the Level-1 deision, by using the Level-1 andidates as a
seed and only information from the muon system;
2. appliation of p
T
threshold (Level-2), reonstrution and use of the full traker infor-
mation (Level-3). Additional rate redutions an be ahieved by requiring muons to be
isolated in the alorimeter (after the Level-2) and in the traker and pixel (Level-3).
For the low luminosity phase, an inlusive single-muon trigger rate of 25 Hz an be
ahieved with a p
T
threshold of 19GeV/ (inluding isolation). For di-muon triggers, a typial
p
T
threshold is 7GeV/ , resulting in a rate of 4Hz.
The step-by-step eÆieny of the three-level algorithm is plotted in Fig. 2.5, where some
99% is obtained in almost the full pseudorapidiy range. For muons with 10< p
T
<100GeV/ ,
momentum resolution is (1=p
T
)  10% in the barrel and (1=p
T
)  16% in the endaps (p
T
inGeV/ ).
2.3.3 Jets and Missing energy reonstrution
Preise measurements of the jet energy and missing transverse energy is requested in most
of physis CMS plans to address. In the present ase, the need is to identify high energy jets
(roughly p
T
>50GeV/ ) and to tag the multi-jet bakground. It is worth to note that an
aurate determination of the jet energy sale is a key ingredient to study the harateristi
of the top quark.
Energy of hadrons and eletrons is basially reonstruted by a weighted sum of deposits
in ECAL (in a matrix around the entral rystals) and deposits in HCAL (in a matrix around
the entral towers). Readout ells in HCAL are arranged in a tower pattern in (; ) spae,
projetive to the nominal interation point. Calorimeter towers are formed by addition of
signals in , bins orresponding to individual HCAL ells. The energy assoiated with a
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Figure 2.5: Cumulative eÆieny for single muons to pass Level-1 (solid), Level-2 (dashed), and
Level-3 (dot-dashed) trigger levels as a funtion of the generated muon pseudorapidity. No thresholds
on p
T
are applied here.
tower is alulated as the sum of all ontributing readout ells whih pass the on-line zero
suppression threshold, along with any additional o-line software thresholds. Usually a ut
E
T
>0.5GeV and E >0.8GeV is applied to all towers used in jet reonstrution. Energy
given by the tower energy, together with the diretion dened by the interation point and
the enter of the tower, is exploited to reonstrut the jets by dierent algorithms.
Jet reonstrution algorithms
A orret reonstrution algorithm has to assoiate the energy deposit in alorimeters ells
to the energy of the nal state partons produed in the hard interation.
The jet reonstrution algorithm proeeds through two dierent steps. First the ell or
luster lose to eah other are assoiated, if they are near in angle (one algorithm) or both
in angle and transverse momentum (k
T
algorithm), thus forming a jet. Subsequently, the
kinematial quantities related to the jet itself (four-momentum) are alulated (reombination
sheme) and used to ompute ,  and E
T
.
The energy of the reonstruted jets is generally lower than those of partile belonging to
the jet, due to two main reasons:
 detetor eets: dead material and raks, mis-alibration, non-Gaussian tails due to
non-ompensation, magneti eld eet, in-homogeneity of response due to dierent
tehnologies in dierent jj regions, eletroni noise;
 physis eets: initial and nal state radiation, out-of-one energy loss, longitudinal
leakage for high p
T
jets, underlying event and pile-up.
As a onsequene, an absolute good preision on energy sale has to be reahed and used
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to alibrate jets.
Three prinipal jet reonstrution algorithms have been oded and studied for CMS: the
iterative one (the simplest and fastest, ommonly used for jet reonstrution in software-
based trigger systems), the mid-point one and the inlusive k
T
-jet algorithm (both widely
used in o-line analysis).
Iterative one algorithm (IC) . In the IC algorithm [110℄, alorimeter towers are sorted
in dereasing E
T
and a one of size R is ast around the input objet having the
largest transverse energy above a speied thresholds. Towers inluded in this one
are used to ompute the E
T
weighted entroid and jet diretion, then a one with a
new radius R is drawn around this diretion. The proedure is iterated until the
energy of this \proto"-jet hanges by less than 1% and diretion by R < 0:01 between
iterations. When a stable proto-jet is found, all objets in the proto-jet are removed
from the list of input objets and not used as input for another jet in the event. The
whole proedure is repeated until the list ontains no more objets with an E
T
above
the seed threshold;
Mid-point one algorithm . In ontrast to the IC algorithm, no objet is removed from
the input list [111℄: this an result in overlapping proto-jets, when a single input objet
belongs to several proto-jets. For every pair of proto-jets that are loser than the one
diameter, a mid-point is alulated as the diretion of the ombined momentum. These
mid-points are then used as additional seeds to nd more proto-jets. When all proto-
jets are found, the splitting and merging proedure is applied, starting with the highest
E
T
proto-jet. If the proto-jet does not share objets with other proto-jets, it is dened
as a jet and removed from the proto-jet list. Otherwise, the shared transverse energy is
ompared with those of the highest E
T
neighbor proto-jet. If the fration is greater than
a fration (typially 50%) the proto-jets are merged, otherwise the shared objets are
individually assigned to the proto-jet that is losest in the (; ) spae. The proedure
is repeated until no proto-jets are left;
k
T
algorithm . The inlusive k
T
jet algorithm [112℄ is a luster-based jet algorithm, aimed
to merge partiles in order of inreasing relative E
T
, keeping their R separation lower
than some value. The luster proedure starts with a list of input objets (stable
partiles or alorimeter ells). For eah objet i and eah pair (i; j) the following
distanes are alulated:
d
i
= E
T
2
i
R
2
; (2.1)
d
ij
= min(E
T
2
i
; E
T
2
j
)R
2
ij
;
where R
2
is a dimensionless parameter normally set to unity and R
2
ij
= (
i
  
j
)
2
+
(
i
 
j
)
2
. The algorithm searhes for the smallest d
i
or d
ij
. If a value of type d
ij
is the
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smallest, the orresponding objets i and j are removed from the list of input objets
and lled as one new objet into the list of input objets. If a distane of type d
i
is the
smallest, then the orresponding objet i is removed from the list of input objets and
lled into the list of nal jets. The proedure is repeated until all objets are inluded
in jets. The algorithm suessively merges objets whih have a distane R
ij
< R.
Jet algorithm resolution and linearity
Whatever jet lustering algorithm is hosen, the reonstruted jet energy E
re
T
must subse-
quently be resaled to the parton energy E
MC
T
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation.
An additional eet omes from the fat that the ECAL is alibrated on photons, whereas a
substantial amount of jet energy deposited in the ECAL arises from harged pions.
A orretion funtion an be obtained from a resolution plot, in whih the width of a
distribution of E
re
T
=E
MC
T
is alulated. Then the width is tted with the following funtional
form:


E
re
T
E
MC
T

=

E
re
T
E
MC
T

=
a
E
MC
T

b
q
E
MC
T
  ; (2.2)
where the rst term is due to energy utuations in the one from eletronis noise,
pile-up and underlying event, the seond term omes from the stohasti response of the
alorimeter measurements and the last term omes from residual non-uniformities and non-
linearities in the detetor response. The symbol  stems for quadrati sum. Here a mathing
riterion based on the distane R < 0:2 is used to assoiate Monte Carlo partile-level and
reonstruted jets.
Jet energy measurements (resolution, linearity, eÆienies, fakes et.) are inuened by
alorimeter response to both instrumental and physis-related eets. Due to these fators
the average alorimeter response is not linear and depends upon the jet rapidity.
The resolutions of jet energy transverse E
jet
T
quoted in literature [113℄, as resulting from
a t to Eq. 2.2 are:
(E
jet
T
; jj < 1:4) = 5:8GeV 
1:25[GeV
1=2
℄
q
E
jet
T

0:033[GeV℄
E
jet
T
(E
jet
T
; 1:4 < jj < 3:0) = 4:8GeV 
0:89[GeV
1=2
℄
q
E
jet
T

0:043[GeV℄
E
jet
T
(E
jet
T
; 3:0 < jj < 5:0) = 3:8GeV 
0:85[GeV℄
E
jet
T
;
where the three  regions orrespond to the barrel, endap and forward HCAL.
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Jet alibration
The sale fator between the real and reonstruted jet energy is generally known as jet
energy sale; evaluating this sale is what is alled `alibration'. Therefore, unertainties in
jet energy are diretly dependent from jet energy sale.
Jet alibration takes plae in two steps:
1. the partile-level alibration orrets the reonstruted jet energy to equal the energy
of partiles in a jet from the hard satter. The partile-level alibration has two om-
ponents: oset and response. The oset omponent results from pile-up, underlying
event and any residual eletroni noise after alorimeter thresholds are applied, and
has to be subtrated from the reonstruted jet. The response omponent results from
non-linear response of the alorimeter to hadrons, and dierenes in response among
the alorimeter regions in ;
2. the parton-level alibration orrets the energy of a partile-level orreted jet to the
energy of the parton that originated the jet. The parton-level alibration aounts for
the partiles from the originating parton that are not inluded in the partile-level jet.
This orretion depends on the hadronization model used and on the type of originating
parton.
The alibration tehnique desribed above is based on simulated samples and usually is
the adopted tool in the analyses based on simulations { this one not exluded. Corretion
fators obtained depend on  and E
T
and a set of these parameters should be provided
for eah jet nding algorithm, one size, level of noise, pile-up. Going from simulations to
real life, a areful alorimeter alibration has been undertaken with radioative soure and
test beam, during all the assembling phase. Then from the very rst LHC runs, real data
(minimum bias or spei proesses) an be exploited to ross-hek the alibration. A few
alibration methods are outlined below:
Data-driven alibration: The rst stage of the alibration will hek the radioative soure
method at the tower level, measuring noise and adjusting thresholds, adjusting  sym-
metry with minimum bias triggers, omparing tower-to-tower response using high p
T
harged partile traks. The seond stage will hek the alibration of jets by measuring
the eet of pile-up on lustering algorithms and alibrating the jet energy sale;
di-jet balaning: QCD di-jet events an be employed to alibrate the jet energy sale vs.
 and verify the resolution. The di-jet balane is dened as the ratio of the dierene
between p
T
of a `probe' jet and a jet in the barrel, and their average p
T
. Di-jet balaning
an be used to alibrations in dierent  regions (`inter-alibration'), based solely on
the data. The jet resolution an be measured from the width of the di-jet balane,
omparing the energy of reonstruted jets with that of partons at generator level;
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photon+jet events: In the +jet events (in the limit of zero transverse momentum of the
system) there is a diret photon with a p
T
balaned by the jet. The high resolution
of the eletromagneti alorimeter provides an aurate measurement of the photons
and this reets in a preise estimate of reoiling jet energy, niely exeeding the HCAL
one. It has been proposed [114℄ to statistially averaging over events with a xed sum of
photon and parton p
T
(in order to inlude even the events with a momentum imbalane)
and require tight uts (transverse energy in the isolation one < 5GeV , angle between
 and jet > 172
Æ
). This provides an absolute jet energy sale estimation (not only an
inter-alibration), so allowing the systemati unertainties due to initial state radiation
to be estimated, as well as bakground from two jets with energeti 
0
.
Missing transverse energy reonstrution
In top quark physis, the apability to measure the missing transverse energy with a good
resolution is required, in order to reonstrut theW invariant mass when it deays in a lepton
and a neutrino.
Assuming that the total transverse energy in an event is zero, the baseline strategy to
evaluate E
miss
T
is to ath all the visible transverse energy, measure its magnitude and dire-
tion and then perform a vetorial sum. The missing transverse energy will be this sum with
the minus sign. The total energy deposit in the transverse plane an be thought to inlude
two omponents [115℄:
 the sum of jet energies p
orr
T
over all the reonstruted jets, that have been lustered
following one of the algorithm explained above. They are onsidered to be alibrated
and inluded only if they have a p
T
greater than a threshold (typially 2025GeV/ );
 all the ontributions that an not be inluded in the previous lass. This aounts for
low-p
T
jets and unlustered energy, and an be onsidered as the whole alorimeter
energy E
raw
T
subtrated by the sum of the unalibrated jet energies p
raw
T
. The quantity
E
raw
T
is obtained as the salar sum of the transverse energy of all the raw alorimeter
towers.
Therefore, a general expression for missing transverse energy is:
E
miss
T
=  
2
4
0

E
raw
T
 
X
jets
p
raw
T
(j)
1
A
low p
T
+
0

X
jets
p
orr
T
(j)
1
A
high p
T
3
5
; (2.3)
where the two low/high p
T
ontributions are expliitly separated. A renement of this
algorithm inludes the small energy deposit of the muons, that amounts to about 4GeV . As
these low energies are muh better measured by the traker, this amount is replaed by the
sum of muon p
T
and added to equation 2.3.
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In a mahine as LHC, the presene of underlying event and pile-up ollisions is an ir-
reduible ompliation for the E
miss
T
measurement. Sine this measurement omes diretly
from the reonstrution of the energy and the position of jets, it will be further degraded
by all the unertainty soures in alorimeters as HCAL non-ompensation, the dierene
between photon and pion response, the bending of traks by the magneti eld, eletroni
noise and event synhronization, `hot' or dead ells. The resolution of E
miss
T
is onsidered as
the distribution of the dierene between the reonstruted E
miss
T
and the transverse energy
of non-visible partiles from simulated event samples. It is proportional to
p
E
raw
T
, beause
jet energy resolution follows this rule. The resolution of the E
miss
T
in QCD di-jet events with
pile-up is given by (E
miss
T
)  1:0
p
E
T
if energy lustering orretions are not made, while
the average E
miss
T
is given by E
miss
T
 1:25
p
E
T
.
First Level Calorimeter Trigger
Trigger on jets is a ommon pratie in many analyses, mainly those oriented to SUSY. The
transverse energy sum is omputed for eah alorimeter trigger tower, using dierent energy
sales in dierent zones of the alorimeters. Programmable thresholds an be applied to
individuals alorimeter hannels before the trigger primitives alulation, in order to improve
the immunity to noise.
In eah alorimeter region, dened by 4  4 trigger towers, the highest E
T
isolated and
non-isolated jet andidates are separately found. The four highest E
T
andidates of both
ategories in a  = 3:0 0:7 region are transferred to the Global Calorimeter Trigger,
where the top four andidates are retained for proessing by the CMS GT.
The jet trigger uses the transverse energy sum omputed in the alorimeter regions ex-
tending up to jj =5.0 (exept in HF where it is omputed on the tower itself) and the
orresponding trigger is dened by a threshold value and a pre-saling fator.
2.3.4 Beauty seletion in CMS
Many interesting physis hannels produe b-jets in the nal state. The Standard Model top
quark is one among the main soures of these objets. Therefore, detet the b quark and
distinguish it from a opious bakgrounds ontaining only light avoured jets is ruial for
the reonstrution of the SM top deay.
Inlusive tagging of b-jets relies upon properties that are distintive of b-hadrons: large
proper lifetime (  1:5 ps,   450m), large mass, deays to nal states with high harged
partile trak multipliities (on average 5), relatively large semileptoni branhing ratios (in
about 20% of the ases, b-hadrons deay into muons or eletrons).
As a onsequene, several tehniques had been envisaged for b-tagging, as study of lepton
energy in b-quark semileptoni deays, impat parameter signiane, trak multipliity at
seondary vertex, ight distane et. In CMS, reonstrution algorithms use muh of this
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information and produe a t, with a 
2
value that an be used for a partial disrimination
between jets with and without beauty.
Most of the b-hadron properties used for b-tagging are exploited using harged partile
traks, so trak reonstrution has to be preise enough. The following trak seletion uts are
ommon to all b-tagging algorithms desribed here: a) at least 8 reonstruted hits in total,
among whih at least 2 reonstruted hits in the pixel detetors; b) transverse momentum
p
T
>1GeV ; ) 
2
=ndf of the trak t < 10; d) transverse impat parameter with respet
to the reonstruted primary vertex < 2 mm. This serves to rejet harged partile traks
originating from soures as 
0
and K
0
(the so-alled `V
0
deays'), photon onversions and
nulear interations (in the beam-pipe or the rst layers of the pixel detetor).
The eÆieny 
q
to tag a ertain avour q of jet as a b-jet (b-tagging eÆieny for b-jets,
misidentiation or \mistagging" eÆieny for non-b jets) is dened as the ratio between
the number of jets of avour q tagged as b and the number of jets of avour q, determined
by analyzing the parton ontent in a one around the jet diretion. It has to be taken into
aount that a gluon jet has a non-negligible probability to split into a b

b pair (with a rate
typially at the level of a few perent, depending on the energy of the gluon).
In the following, the algorithms urrently exploited in CMS for b-tagging are briey
outlined. They an be applied both o-line and at the level of the High-Level Trigger [101℄.
Trak impat parameter based tags
The main feature that distinguish the jets oming from a b quark from those oming from
a light quark is that they ontain traks with a large impat parameters, originating from a
seondary vertex. In fat, the lifetime of hadrons with beauty 1.5 ps orresponds to a deay
length of around half millimeter in the rest frame.
As a result, the trak impat parameters of harged partiles is a powerful indiation of the
distane traveled by a partile from the primary interation vertex. The impat parameters
distribution has a `bulk' entered on zero, (that originates from nite detetor resolution,
badly reonstruted primary vertex positions, fake traks and multiple sattering of partiles
in material at small radii) and a `tail' to the right, assoiated to a genuine trak oming from
a deay at a point with some positive displaement from the primary vertex.
The ratio (with sign) of the trak impat parameter to its experimental unertainty is
ommonly known as the `impat parameter signiane' and it is a powerful disriminating
variable against non-b-jets. In the trak ounting b-tagging method, the impat parameter
signiane is omputed for eah seleted trak in a jet. The jet is tagged if the distane
of losest approah to the jet axis is less than 0:07 m and if the number of traks with
an impat parameter signiane exeeding a given ut is greater than a given value, whih
an be optimized for various purposes. The \disriminator" for this algorithm is the impat
parameter signiane.
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Probability b-tagging
The probability method [116℄ entails omputing the ompatibility of a set of traks with
having ome from the primary vertex.
For eah trak, the probability of oming from the primary vertex is omputed, then all
probabilities are ombined together to provide the `jet probability'. The trak probability is
omputed using, as alibration, the negative part of the distribution of the impat parameter
signiane: a \resolution funtion" is determined from it and a probability P (x) of a trak
having impat parameter signiane x is extrated. The trak reonstrution quality is
related to the momentum and the number of hits in the dierent types of detetors involved.
Here the disriminator is related to the jet probability of a jet ontaining N traks, dened
as the ondene level for a group of N traks to produe the observed, or any less likely
value of trak probability. The distribution of this parameter is lose to zero for light quark
jets and has a wider distribution for b-jets, providing a very good separation.
Combined seondary vertex tag
The ombined b-tagging algorithm [117℄ is based on the reonstrution of the seondary deay
vertex of a weakly deaying b-hadron: the presene of a seondary vertex likely indiates the
deay of a hadron with beauty.
Dierent topologial and kinemati vertex variables are ombined together with trak
impat parameter signianes into a disriminating variable to distinguish b-quark jets from
non-b-jets.
The following uts are applied to the resulting vertexes to selet seondary vertex andi-
dates:
 the distane from the primary vertex to the seondary vertex in the transverse plane
has to exeed 100m and must not exeed 2:5 m;
 the distane from the primary vertex to the seondary vertex in the transverse plane
divided by its error has to be greater than 3;
 the invariant mass of harged partiles assoiated to the vertex must not exeed 6.5GeV ;
 the vertex must not be ompatible with a V
0
deay.
Depending from the output of these requirements, additional variables as the energy fra-
tion and the rapidity of harged partiles assoiated to the seondary vertex are onsidered.
All aepted trak impat parameter signianes enter into the nal disriminator. In order
to improve the suppression of harm quark jets, a lower threshold to the mass of seleted
traks is added to the disriminator. Thus a Likelihood funtion L
b;;q
that measures the
probability for a jet to be a b-, - or udsg-jet an be dened. A `ombined' disriminator
Dis is given by:
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Dis = f()
L
b
L
b
+ L

+ f(udsg)
L
b
L
b
+ L
udsg
;
where f(), f(udsg) are the expeted ontent of quarks and gluon ontent. This parameter
provides a good disrimination between b- and udsg- jets (for Dis above  0:5) and between
b- and - jets (for Dis above  0:9).
Soft lepton tags
Finally, the soft lepton b-tagging algorithm [118℄ is based on the relatively high b quark
branhing ratio to eletrons and muons, whih is about 19% for eah lepton family.
The key element required to take advantage of this property is the identiation of leptons
among the traks to eah jet. To inrease the purity of the seletion, additional uts are
applied to parameters assoiated with these leptons. Muon identiation is performed looking
for reonstruted muons in a region around the jet axis, whih is the best approximation to
the original quark diretion. Eletron identiation uses the trak with p
T
> 2GeV/ and
jj < 1:2 mathed with ECAL lusters, then several variables (suh as the ovariane of luster
energy distribution, repartition of luster energy and luster energy and trak momentum
ratio) are ombined into a single disriminating variable using a neural network tehnique.
The topology of lepton traks and jets (distane in the     plane, energy ratio, trak
momentum and impat parameter) are exploited to feed a seond neural-network, whose
parameters are optimized for the best eÆieny and purity.
2.3.5 Detetor simulation and reonstrution tools
The reonstrution algorithms desribed above, as well as the simulation tools adopted to
study the performane of these algorithms, have been implemented in the objet-oriented
framework COBRA [119℄. The olletion of detetor simulation and reonstrution ode
developed in this framework is known as ORCA [94℄, and with COBRA has served the
simulation and design needs of the Collaboration.
Full simulation for CMS detetor
The simulation of detetor geometry, materials and magneti eld is a pakage alled OS-
CAR [120℄, that is implemented for all CMS sub-detetors in both the entral region (Traker,
Calorimeters and Muon Systems) and in the forward regions (CASTOR alorimeter, TOTEM
telesopes, Roman Pot detetors and the Zero Degree Calorimeter). OSCAR reads the in-
dividual generated events and simulates the eets of energy loss, multiple sattering and
showering in the detetor materials, relying on the objet-oriented toolkit GEANT4 [121℄.
GEANT4 provides a rih set of physis proesses desribing eletromagneti and hadroni
interations in detail. It also provides tools for modeling the full CMS detetor geometry
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and the interfaes required for retrieving information from partile traking through these
detetors and the magneti eld.
The ORCA pakage takes are as well of the digitization (simulation of the eletroni
response), the emulation of the Level-1 and High-Level Triggers and the o-line reonstrution
of physis objets. Eah operation is aimed to resemble as muh as possible all what will be
set-up during the LHC operation.
One all the hits in the detetor are simulated and digitized, ORCA delivers a series
of \high-level objets" as output. These quantities, suh as reonstruted hits for harged
partiles in the traker layers or energy deposits in alorimeter ells, an then be used as in-
puts of the higher-level algorithms as trak tting, alorimeter lustering, b-tagging, eletron
identiation, trigger algorithms, jet reonstrution and alibration. After this step, objets
on whih analysis an be performed are at hand.
Analysis with the ROOT framework
The analyses ontained in the next hapters have been possible thanks to a tool available to
the CMS Collaboration, alled ExRootAnalysis.
It is a pakage designed to ollet all the objets delivered by the simulation and reon-
strution framework, and organize them in suh a way to be easily handled by ROOT [122℄,
the standard data-handling framework for high energy physis.
ExRootAnalysis an be used to interfae diretly the le with reonstruted events. The
objets the user wants to reonstrut an be set simply by swithing the proper modules,
possibly hoosing the options for the implemented algorithm. The program has an aess to
the GEANT related information (simulated hits, traks and vertexes), L1 and HLT trigger
bits, basi reonstruted objets (alorimeter lusters, trak segments et.) et., thus for
eah event it an take the o-line andidates (eletrons, muons, jets et.) and evaluate the
high-level variables, e.g. energy, position, number of trak for the jets, E=p for the eletrons,
disriminator for the b-jets and so on. For a given number of events, these variables are
organized as ROOT-histograms and oded as ROOT-tree branhes, one for eah lass of
high-level reonstruted objets (or more, if dierent options are ativated). These lasses
will be simply alled and handled by the user analysis program, that at this level an be
written as a ommon ROOT maro.
Suh an approah will be followed in all the analysis desribed hereafter.
Fast simulation for CMS detetor
A framework for fast simulation of partile interations in the CMS detetor has also been
developed by the Collaboration. It is alled FAMOS (FAst MOnteCarlo Simulation, [123℄) and
has been intended to be used for preliminary physis analysis, development of reonstrution
algorithms, generation of very large samples, swithing of generation parameters to study
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theoretial systemati eets and, in general, all appliations where omputing time ould be
an issue. It is an objet-oriented system for whih C++ has been hosen as programming
language.
The input of FAMOS is a list of partiles (originating from an event generator or a
partile gun) haraterized by their momentum and origin vertex, with mother and daughter
relationships following the various deay hains in the event. Upon user request, eah of
the (quasi)-stable partiles in this list is then propagated in the CMS magneti eld to
the dierent layers of the sub-detetors, whih it may interat with. While propagating,
these partiles are allowed to deay aording to their known branhing frations and deay
kinematis. The partiles resulting from the interations with the detetor layers or from
the deays in ight are added to the original list, and propagated/deayed in the same way.
The interations simulated in FAMOS are: a) eletron bremsstrahlung; b) photon onversion;
) harged partile energy loss by ionization; d) harged partile multiple sattering; and e)
eletron, photon, and hadron showering. The rst four are applied to partiles traversing
the thin layers of the traker while the latter is parameterized in the eletromagneti and
hadron alorimeters. Most of simulations are based on a parameterization of eÆienies and
resolutions of alorimeters energy, eletron and muon momentum, along with the eet of
the magneti eld on jet reonstrution.
The baseline hoies implemented in FAMOS an be briey skethed in the following way:
Traks reonstrution for harged partiles is implemented with a ombinatorial trak
nder, that mathes the objets reonstruted in the traker with lusters in alorime-
ters. Identiation of isolated muon and eletrons is always possible;
Jets an be built with Iterative Cone or k
T
algorithm, and dierent methods are imple-
mented for missing transverse energy evaluation. Resaling to obtain parton energy
from alorimetri towers is done with onstant oeÆients (depending from E
T
and )
dedued from dediated Monte Carlo simulations;
b-tagging lones the one used in the full simulation (that uses a ombined b-tag) and pro-
duing the \disriminator value" that represent a measure of the probability for a jet
to be a b-jet;
photon and eletron reonstrution implement a alibration algorithm (that takes aount
of energy losses, rear and lateral leakage, bremsstrahlung, photo-onversion et.) in
order to nd the energy and position of eletromagneti partiles with the best auray.
The omputer time needed to simulate an event in FAMOS is about 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than that needed in the full hain, and the level of agreement is at the perent or
below.
With the only exeption of the HLT, the high-level objets are provided to the user in the
same way as in the full reonstrution and analysis pakage. This parallelism between the fast
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simulation and the omplete reonstrution has several advantages: among them, it allows
the managing of the sample generated with the full simulations in the same way as those
generated with the fast framework. As a onsequene, swithing between analysis programs
that handle the objets delivered by the two pakages do not require major modiations. A
lone of the ExRootAnalysis servie is available for interfaing to FAMOS objets.
Pile-Up Treatment
The total inelasti ross setion at the LHC is assumed to be 80mb. The LHC will operate
at a bunh rossing rate of 40MHz but 80% of the bunhes will be lled, resulting in an
eetive bunh rossing rate of 32MHz.
During all its operation time, the LHC aelerator will produe a number of inelasti
(`hard-ore') pp ollisions that will \pile-up" on top of the signal ollision ring the trigger.
The distribution of the number of these events is a Poissonian with a mean value  depending
from the instantaneous luminosity: in the low luminosity (L = 2  10
33
m
 2
s
 1
) and high
luminosity (L = 10
34
m
 2
s
 1
) phases of operation. If also dirative ollisions are onsidered,
the total pile-up inreases to 5.0 and 25 ollisions for low and high luminosity operation.
Both the simulation and reonstrution hain OSCAR/ORCA and FAMOS allow the
overlay of Poissonian pile-up events, on top of real signal events exatly as for real data.
Sine the addition of pile-up ollisions ours muh faster than the detetor simulation, pile-
up ollisions are simulated separately from the signal ollisions. Both outputs are merged in
a seond step, using a luminosity dependent pile-up ontribution. Generated signal ollisions
are then re-used for produing samples orresponding to dierent luminosities.
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Chapter 3
The analysis of two top FCNC
hannels
The present hapter is the main of the work, beause it outlines the strategies that have been
adopted to detet the FCNC top deay in presene of a Standard Model bakground. The
addressed new physis hannels are two: the neutral deay of top into Z, t! Zq and the one
into a photon, t ! q. In both ases, top quark is produed in assoiation with an anti-top
following the standard deay, sine the identiation of a t!Wb proess is a very powerful
mean to ag the existene of an anti-top reoiling against the rst. All the analyses are based
on a set of properly optimized uts.
The rst setion of the hapter desribes the topology of the signal, that determines
the peuliarities that made it disernible from the bakground { the so-alled \signature".
The signature ditates the kinds of bakground proesses that are likely to hinder the signal
identiation. A detailed list of bakground for the two hannels follows, along with the ross-
setion times the relevant branhing ratio, that is proportional to the bakground rate so it
expresses how important a bakground soure is. The generator programs and parameters
that have been used are briey outlined.
Setion 3.2 is preliminar to the analysis and desribes the toolkit that made possible the
seletion proedure. The hoies that are ommon to both the analyses are motivated in
this part. Namely, the parameter adopted for the b-tagging and for seletion of non-b-jet
are optimized in suh a way that maximizes the reonstrution eÆieny and maintains the
mis-identiations to a manageable level.
The analysis if the t ! qZ deay is detailed in Se. 3.3. An extensive disussion of
how eletrons and muons (that are hosen by the trigger stream) an be best reonstruted,
and whih reonstrution performane an be obtained is issued. One the most important
bakground soures have been identied by an a posteriori observation, eorts are put to
devise a seletion apable to redue the impat of these soures. A set of optimized ut is
thus established. With these optimized uts, high level objets an be reonstruted, as the Z
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and the W boson, the top quark deaying in the standard way and that following the FCNC
oupling. The nal result is that, retaining an eÆieny of some perent, all the bakground
soures an be maintained at a very low level.
The study of the t ! q deay, ontained in Se. 3.4, begins with a disussion of the
best trigger to hoose. Performane of a standard seletion on muon, eletrons and photons
resembling the previous ase are presented, then they are ompared with the hoie of a single-
photon trigger stream. The onlusion is that, with a spei set of pre-seletion uts, the
photon trigger has slightly better performane and should be preferred. Anomalous deays
an be suessfully identied even in this ase and bakground suppression is equally strong.
In the last setion, the detailed results of the two analyses are onsidered, to hek if other
proesses that have not been generated ould have some hanes to survive the seletions.
These proesses may inlude both the ones expeted from the Standard Model, whih ross
setion and dynami features have been alulated, and new physis proess, that LHC is
supposed to reveal. The onlusion is drawn that, under the reasonable assumption that
rates for the new physis events are muh smaller than those for expeted ones, no proesses
that have not been simulated should impat the nal results in a sizable way.
3.1 Signal and bakground events generation
3.1.1 The FCNC signal
The signal that has been hosen to be studied is made up of a t

t pair, produed in the p-p
interation via an exlusive proess. One of the top quark is assumed to deay in the SM
nal state, t!W
+
b (

t!W
 

b) and the other to deay through the FCNC proess,

t! V q
(t ! V q), where q = u; . This latter nal state marks the dierene with the ommon t

t
prodution followed by the standard deay. The aim of the study is to determine whih are
the sensitivity and disovery reah of CMS toward this hannel. It will be aomplished by
ounting the minimum number of events that are visible on top of Standard Model bak-
ground.
The whole analysis is based on a asade of seletion algorithms, aiming to obtain a strong
bakground redution while retaining a good signal eÆieny. Therefore, hoosing a spei
deay mode that is expeted to have a distintive experimental signature is an important
prerequisite. In this view, deay hannels leading to a rih hadroni nal state strongly
hinder the signal disovery, and piees of information they ould add to the nal result are
supposed to have low signiane. Therefore, two limitations are imposed to the simulated
signal hannel:
1. the t ! V q is restrited to V = ; Z
0
. As explained in the rst hapter, limits on the
tgq oupling are best suited to modes dierent from the t! gq deay;
2. the leptoni hannels in eletrons and muons are the only onsidered for the deays of
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Figure 3.1: An piture of the event topology addressed in the work, in whih one top quark deays
to Z=q and the other to Wb.
both Z
0
and W

.
These restritions, though seeming hard, are essential to ope with the large multi-jet
bakground and set a signal with a very distintive experimental signature. Figure 3.1 is a
piture of this spei partoni nal state.
The signal signature
The rst step in the approah to the analysis is to identify the relevant features in the signal
topology. This is the starting point to searh for bakground proesses that are likely to our
at LHC energy and luminosity, and may hinder the signal reonstrution. As a onsequene,
the signal signature draws the guidelines to devise the optimal seletion strategy. The features
that mostly make dierent this signal form the bakground events are skethed below:
 isolated, high transverse momentum harged leptons (p
T
> 1020GeV/ ) oming from
vetorial boson deays. From these leptons, reonstrution of W (transverse) mass and
Z
0
(for the t! qZ ase) is possible;
 in the t! q ase, a high-energy isolated photon;
 large missing energy (E
miss
T
> 30 40GeV ) from undeteted neutrinos in W deays;
 two hard jets, typially with transverse momentum p
T
> 50 60GeV/ , oming from
the fragmentation of b and q quarks. In the top frame of referene, quark oming from
top have a p
T
= (m
t
=2)
 
1 M
2
W
=m
2
t

' 65GeV/ ;
 one of the jets identied as ontaining a b quark, with some b-tagging algorithm.
3.1.2 The relevant bakground
One the signal topology has been dened, the seond step is to take into aount all the pro-
esses that share some features with the signal, thus having a hane to enter the seletions.
Suh proesses are basially the reations the Standard Model foresees in the p-p interation
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at
p
s=14 TeV, leading to a nal state that ould not be fully rejeted. The impat of bak-
ground proesses on the analysis is proportional to their ross setions, whih are alulable
from the SM in most ases up to the Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) { if not better. In the
whole work, only the kinemati region with high transverse momentum (p
T
> 5 10GeV/ )
and entral (jj < 2:5) objets is taken into aount, as most of the interesting physis is
supposed to lie there.
In the following, a desription about the possible bakground soures is outlined, sepa-
rately for the two analyzed signals. Current values about the most up-to-date ross setions
are quoted and referred. With the hoie of the signal deay hannels outlined above, no `ir-
reduible' bakgrounds are present, i.e. proesses whose nal state is indistinguishable from
the signal are naturally ruled out. The `reduible' bakground shares only some features with
the signal, thus it an be eetively swept-away by the seletion asade. Due to the presene
of `fake' objets and impurities in the seleted samples, part of bakground survives till the
last seletion, and has to be subtrated from the nal amount of event.
Adopting the ommon jargon, the sale fator between the NLO and LO ross setion
for a spei proess is referred as a `k-fator', where k
(NLO)
= 
NLO
=
LO
. Usually the
quoted ratio omes from ross setions integrated in the whole kinemati region, although
the dierene in the magnitude may depend from several variables (as p
T
of the nal state
partiles, or the angular distributions or the unphysial fatorization sale). The next hapter,
in whih an estimation of bakground is proposed from suitable data samples, will shown that
a detailed knowledge of these dependenies is not relevant for the sope. Consequently, here
k-fators are introdued mostly as a simple overall sale.
Exept when expliitly stated, in all the bakground the following kinematial uts in
generation are adopted for leptons (l), jets (j) and invariant masses (M(ll), M(jj), M(b

b)):
 jets are dened by the k
T
algorithm (see Se. 2.3.3) in R < 0:4 one, having p
T
(j) >20GeV/ ,
jj < 4:5 and separation from leptons R
lj
> 0:4;
 leptons have p
T
(l) >15GeV/ , jj < 2:5, separation R
ll
> 0:2 andM(l
+
l
 
) >15GeV/
2
,
to avoid the abundant Drell-Yan prodution by virtual photons in the Z=

proesses;
 for b-jets, jj < 2:5 and M(b

b) >10GeV/
2
.
Bottom quarks are taken to be massless, as the massive results are not yet known at NLO,
and proesses in whih there are b quarks already present in the initial state are ignored.
Finally, only the Standard Model proesses are onsidered here. Some new physis pro-
esses that ould mix with the FCNC signal will be addressed at the very end of the hapter.
Bakgrounds for the t! Zq hannel
The most peuliar features of the t ! Zq hannel are the presene of large missing energy
(with a median about 50  60GeV and a tail up to 250GeV ) and three leptons with high
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Figure 3.2: Diagrams ontributing to the assoiated prodution of a Z boson and two high-p
T
b
quark. Due to the high gluon density in p-p ollisions at 14TeV, this proess is quite abundant at
LHC. Cross-setion of this proess strongly diverges with inreasing p^
T
.
transverse momentum (two same-sign and one dierent). In addition, the events must ontain
two hard jets, oming from the fragmentation of the b quark from the SM top deay and the
light quark from the FCNC top deay.
In priniple, two lasses of proesses may emulate all these signal features, thus they have
to be taken into aount:
 the ones produing three hard isolated leptons, in addition with jets oming from QCD
proesses (e.g. from avour exitations, initial/nal state QCD radiation, gluon split-
ting et.);
 the ones produing two hard jets or more (with some of them originating from b quark),
in addition with one or more hard lepton (e.g. from leptoni deays of heavy avours
in jets).
The `reduible' bakground soures whih have been onsidered are listed and disussed
below:
 t

t! (bl
+
)(

bl
 
) prodution: The nal state most similar to the signal is issued by the
t

t prodution, followed from the SM deay t! bW and a leptoni boson deay W ! l
(l = e; ; ). While the SM side is indistinguishable from the signal one, the Z
0
from
the FCNC side an be faked by the lepton from W and a third lepton (oppositely
harged), from the semileptoni b quark deay, or from some hadron misidentied as
a lepton. If in addition the identiation of one b-jet fails (interpreting it as a light-
jet), the nal onguration of the signal is fully imitated. As it will be shown these
mis-identiations are not unlikely to our, hene this is largely the main bakground
soure. Taking the (t

t) quoted in the rst hapter and BR(W ! l)=0.327, the ross
setion of the proess is 825 pb BR(W ! l)
2
= 88:44 pb (l = e; ; );
 Vetorial boson prodution in assoiation with a b

b pair: The assoiate prodution of a
b

b ouple, together with a W/Z boson is a ommon proess at LHC and may our
via both gg and qq
0
interation. Figure 3.2 oers the lowest order Feynman diagrams
for this prodution. The hardness of the interation is usually measured by p^
T
, the
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Table 3.1: The NLO ross-setion values (in pb) for the pp! Z(! l
+
l
 
) + b

b prodution, in two of
the relevant M(l
+
l
 
) bins. The k-fators have been estimated with the MCFM [124℄.
60< M(l
+
l
 
) <100GeV/
2
for M(l
+
l
 
) >100GeV/
2
(Z ! (ee) + b

b) 26:206  0:028 1:0 0:1
(Z ! () + b

b) 26:206  0:028 1:0 0:1
(Z ! () + b

b) 3:3  0:1 0:13  0:02
transverse momentum of the highest outgoing parton, and ross setions are quoted
in p^
T
bins. Even at large values of p^
T
(30  50GeV/ ) the ross setions for these
proesses remain high. If the b-jet identiation fails and one (or more) leptons are
piked up from the b-jets, all the signal nal state objets are there.
The Z(! ll) + b

b nal state is originated by an initial state that is an admixture
of gg(89%), uu(7.7%) and d

d(3.2%). The lowest order diagram, inluding all possible
ombinations of quarks in the initial state, a b

b+e
+
e
 
=
+

 
and both on- and o-shell
Z, an be modeled using the COMPHEPgenerator [131℄, then exploiting PYTHIA [90℄
for showering and hadronization and to apply the basi kinemati uts. The NLO
k-fator is estimated with the Monte Carlo program MCFM [124℄, whih makes full
preditions for any infra-red safe variable, inluding fully dierential distributions, for
any set of experimental uts. It turns out to be k = 2:4 0:3 when p
T
(l) > 10GeV/ ,
j(e)j < 5:5. Seleting only e

and 

in the nal state, the values in Tab. 3.1 are
found [125℄. The small ontribution from the tau hannel is due to the  ! e=
deays.
Sine this proess will be remarkably annoying only in the reonstrution of the Z mass
invariant plot, only M(l
+
l
 
) > 60GeV/
2
will be addressed here. The W (! l) + b

b
would need two fake leptons, and very few events may pass the Z invariant mass
requirements, so this ontribution is no more onsidered;
 Z plus jets prodution: This bakground soure inludes proesses suh as qq ! Zg
and qg ! Zq whose diagram are readable from Fig. 3.3(enter and right) by replaing
the qWq
0
with a qZq vertex. If some hard leptons are piked-up somewhere, the nal
state topology is prone to pass the qZ or bW seletion requirements, hene a good b-jet
identiation and invariant mass onstraints are mandatory. The ross setion both for
Z plus jets and W plus jets inreases dramatially with dereasing p^
T
of the outgoing
parton [126℄. Table 3.2 from an ALPGEN [127℄ alulation gives the results in four p^
T
bins for the total Z+1 jet prodution [126℄. The Z !  deay has been generated
but here it is onsidered inlusively, diretly quoting its ontribution to the e= rate.
The tiny leptoni ross setion in the last bin has no relevane, while the analysis itself
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Table 3.2: The NLO ross-setion values for the pp! Z(! l
+
l
 
) + 1 jet prodution, in four among
the p^
T
bins relevant for the analysis. Theoretial error aets the last signiant digit.
p^
T
range (GeV/ ) 
TOTAL
NLO
(pb) BR  
TOTAL
NLO
(pb)
50< p^
T
<85 983.7 97.39
85< p^
T
<150 304.8 30.17
150< p^
T
<250 69 6.83
250< p^
T
<400 3.7 0.37
Figure 3.3: The lowest order diagram for the pp!W +b

b (left) and pp!W+jet (enter and right).
Prodution of Z + b

b and Z+jets ours with similar diagragms, one harged vertexes have been
replaed by neutral ones. Cross-setion of this proess strongly diverges with inreasing p^
T
.
will shown that the p^
T
<50GeV/ bins are exluded from any seletion. The other bins
orrespond to three dierent samples, in the analysis disussion indiated as Z+j
50 85
,
Z + j
85 150
, Z + j
150 250
. The Z+2 jets has in priniple twie the hanes to be
mistagged with a genuine b-jets, but its ross setion times branhing ratio is about
2.8 pb for p^
T
>100GeV/ . When surviving events from the asade of uts will be
examined, it will turn out that the Z+1 jet is totally negligible. Therefore, the small
Z+2 jets proess an be safely ignored;
 Di-boson prodution: Events in whih either a ZZ, ZW or WW pair is produed are
natural andidates to pass the seletion for aW and Z, mostly if they deay leptonially.
Two LO diagrams for the qq
0
! WW , followed by a leptoni deay, are displayed in
Fig. 3.4. The qq
0
! ZW and qq
0
! ZZ diagrams are obtained by replaing one or
two of the qWq
0
with a qZq vertex, in only the t-hannel for ZZ and in both t- and s-
hannel for ZW . However, the additional requirement of the presene of a b-jet strongly
suppresses the ontribution from this bakground soure. The ZZ prodution has no
large missing energy, thus it reeives an additional suppression. Deays in  leptons are
another soure of jets, leptons and missing energy so it is important to inlude them in
the generation. Cross-setions for the three dierent ombinations are listed below and
milder uts are onsidered here for lepton generation, with p
T
(e) > 5GeV/ , jj < 2:7
and p
T
(e) > 3GeV/ , jj < 2:4.
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Figure 3.4: The lowest order diagrams for the qq ! WW with leptoni deays. The ones for
qq ! ZZ=W an be obtained by replaing the qWq
0
with a qZq vertex.
Table 3.3: The LO and NLO ross-setion values for the pp ! ZW prodution, followed by Z and
W leptoni deays. CTEQ5 parton distribution funtion is assumed.

TOTAL
LO
(pb) 
TOTAL
LO
(pb) BR  
TOTAL
NLO
(pb)
W
+
Z 19.9 34.0 1.034
W
 
Z 12.5 21.4 0.63
Cross setions from the three possible produtions are:
{ pp!WW +X ! 2l +X:
WW total ross setion is 127.8 pb at NLO [128℄ when the CTEQ5 PDF is adopted.
This results in a fator k = 1:5 greater than the LO value and reeives ontributions
from qq ! WW (about 95%) and gg ! WW (5%) [95℄. Leptoni ross setion
is therefore 127.8 pb BR(W ! l)
2
= 13:4 pb (l = e; ; ). The same proess
featuring 1/2/3 jets has a rate lower by a fator 1.4/2.1/3.7 (from ALPGEN ): as
the proess with no jets itself will be proven to be totally negligible, these ones
are not inluded in the study;
{ pp!WZ ! 3l:
WZ prodution in p-p ollisions proeeds mainly through s-hannel quark annihi-
lation. Cross-setion for W
+
Z and W
 
Z are dierent. When CTEQ5 is adopted,
LO and orresponding NLO ross setion in Tab. 3.3 are delivered [128℄;
{ pp! ZZ ! 4l:
The pp ! ZZ prodution proeeds through the t-hannel, with a qq ! ZZ
dominant diagram. The total ross setion for the ZZ prodution is 12.9 pb at LO
and 17.2 pb at NLO [128℄. For the purely leptoni hannel, when only qq ! ZZ
is onsidered one obtains (ZZ ! 4l) = 0:168 pb.
The gg ! ZZ gluon fusion ontribution to the ZZ ross setion is on average 10%
of the LO quark-antiquark annihilation term [129℄, depending on the of the 4l
nal state. This is a small ontribution on top of a not very relevant bakground
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Table 3.4: The total and seleted ross setions (all quoted in pb) for the proesses onsidered relevant
in the t

t! (Zq)(W

b) deay hannel. The symbol l denotes the sum of the , e and  ontributions.
The last two olumns quote the expeted rate after 10 fb
 1
and the number of events generated in
the analysis.

TOT
(pb) Notes 
NLO
BR(pb) Number of evs. Number of
(10 fb
 1
) generated evs.
t

t! 2l 825 di-leptoni hannel 88.4 884 k 908 k
(TOPREX)
Z + b

b 794 M(ll) >60GeV/
2
55.7 557 k 320 k
Z ! ll! 2e=2+X (COMPHEP)
Z + 1 jet 1361 40< p^
T
<300GeV/ , 134.8 1348 k 352 k
Z ! ll (PYTHIA )
WW +X 127.8 di-leptoni hannel, 13.4 134 k 93 k
no hard jets (PYTHIA )
ZW +X 53.4 di-leptoni hannel, 1.66 16.6 k 49 k
no hard jets (PYTHIA )
ZZ +X 17.2 di-leptoni hannel, 0.168 1.68 k 93 k
no hard jets (PYTHIA )
soure, thus it will be not onsidered in the generation proedure;
 Single top prodution, t! l +X: Single top events, in whih the top quark is produed
in assoiation with a W boson, a b quark or a forward light quark, ould be prone to
satisfy the requirements for the FCNC side (in addition to the SM ones). On the other
hand, the requirement of three hard isolated leptons will heavily suppress this soure of
bakground, so only the dominant single-top proess (pp! t+ q+X, t-hannel) ould
have some relevane;
 multi-jet prodution: In the high-multipliity LHC environment, QCD is one of the
most hallenging bakground for many analyses. Many jets initiated by light quarks
(light-quark jets) will be produed, but the requirement of three hard isolated leptons
is again powerful in suppression of this soure. Therefore, QCD events will be not
inluded in the t! qZ analysis.
Table 3.4 summaryzes all the bakground proesses inluded in the analysis, with the
ross setions quoted above, details about the spei generation hannel and the number of
events expeted when the integrated luminosity reahes the referene value 10 fb
 1
. The last
olumn antiipates the number of events produed in the analysis by a speif Monte Carlo
generator.
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Bakgrounds for the t! q hannel
The FCNC deay of top into a (q) + (Wb) shares the same signatures with (Zq) + (Wb) for
what onern the missing energy from W and at least two hard jets { a b-tagged one from
the SM top deay and a light one from the FCNC top deay. Instead of three hard leptons,
the proess has a single lepton and a single high energy photon, both isolated. Sine the
signal to be disovered takes no more advantage by the multi-lepton signature, a riher set of
bakground soures have to be onsidered to reprodue a realisti situation. In general they
an be searhed among the following:
 the ones produing one or more hard leptons in assoiation with one or more hard
photons. When these objets are aompanied by some high energy jets, a signature
similar to the signal ould be obtained;
 the ones produing two or more b quarks and light hard jets, together at least with two
hard leptons { one of whih ould be wrongly reonstruted as a photon.
It is worth to note that the photon signature may be produed by some hadron deay
(mostly 
0
) or mis-identied partiles in jets, for whih isolation uts are essential.
The soures of bakground onsidered for this deay hannel are listed below and their
ross setions are reported in Table. 3.9.
 t

t prodution: In this ase the top quark whih deays via the SM deay hannel will
be identied orretly, while the other top quark an mimi the FCNC top deay if an
eletron (fromW or even from a b deay) is misidentied as the photon, or if a photon is
produed in the deay of a 
0
lose to the primary vertex. This eets implies that the
whole t

t prodution has to be inluded, beause the photon radiation is independent
from top deay and the misidentiation with the signal may our in all the top nal
states. The large t

t prodution ross setion makes the hannel the most important
soure of bakground for this analysis;
 Z and W plus jets prodution: In this ase, both Z+jets and W+jets may hallenge
the signal reonstrution. As in the t ! Zq hannel, these proesses an easily mimi
the signal, partiularly if the b-tagging proedure fails. The ross setion for W+jets is
even larger that Z+jets but if only the relevant p^
T
bins are put in onsideration, this
bakground an be quite well ontrolled.
Even for this proess, the ross-setion values an be quoted for dierent ranges in
the transverse momentum of the reoiling parton. Table. 3.5 presents the NLO ross
setions in six p^
T
bins, as estimated by the use of the MRST PDF [130℄. The amplitudes
for the the possible diagrams q
0
q=qg !Wg=q are not signiantly dierent and the ross
setion steeply dereases with p
T
.
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Table 3.5: The NLO ross-setion values for the pp ! W + 1 jet prodution, in four among the p^
T
bins relevant for the analysis. Theoretial error aets the last signiant digit.
p^
T
range (GeV/ ) 
TOTAL
NLO
(nb) BR  
TOTAL
NLO
(pb)
0< p^
T
<20 313.7 109800
20< p^
T
<50 31.9 11165
50< p^
T
<85 6.93 2426
85< p^
T
<150 2.20 770
150< p^
T
<250 0.37 129.5
250< p^
T
<400 0.0542 19.51
The theoretial error ranges from about 4.3% to 1.4% for the highest energy bins. If
same parton p^
T
are ompared with the Z+jets, the W+jets has a rate greater than one
order of magnitude: therefore, severe uts at the seletion level are mandatory. The
more eÆient way is to tightly onstrain the jets to have a high probability to ome from
a b quark. As the bottom prodution is muh suppressed in these boson+jet events,
suh requirements lower the rate to a manageable level. One these operations have
been performed, the prodution of Z=W plus more than one jet beomes negligible;
 Vetorial boson prodution in assoiation with a b

b pair: Together with the Z+ b

b pro-
esses mentioned above, the W + b

b displayed in Fig. 3.3(left) may be of onern here,
beause one of two b-jets ould not be tagged and a fake photon has a hane to be
found in the multi-jet prodution.
Next-to-leading order alulation are partiularly important in this ase, beause they
introdue initial interations dierent from the qq
0
! Wg (via gluon radiation), and
strongly redue the ross-setion dependene from the W transverse momentum. The
inlusive ross setions, evaluated both at LO and NLO with MCFM, are in Tab. 3.6,
where the unertainty is ditated by the fatorization sale varied between M
W
=2 and
2M
W
. The remarkable sale dierenes between LO and NLO are well shown. Re-
sults obtained with NLO generators as ALPGEN and MADGRAPH that may operate on
exlusive states with n jets are in good agreement with these value and between them;
 Di-boson prodution: Events in whih a ZZ, ZW or WW pair is produed are an
important soure of hard leptons even in this ase. High energy photon ould be
produed by bremsstrahlung of a high p
T
eletron, or be signaled by a mis-identiation
in the photon reonstrution algorithm. Sine these eets will our few times, the
additional request for a b-jet will ompletely suppress this omponent. Therefore, even
in this ase the only di-boson di-leptoni hannel are onsidered relevant;
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Table 3.6: The inlusive ross setions for the W + b

b prodution resulting in eletron and missing
energy. They are shown at LO and NLO and the error indued from the fatorization sale. Leptoni
universality is assumed, so an equal rate for muon prodution is expeted.

LO
(pb) 
NLO
(pb)
W
 
(! e
 
) + b

b 1:30
+0:21
 0:18
3:06
+0:62
 0:54
W
+
(! e
+
) + b

b 0:90
+0:14
 0:11
2:11
+0:46
 0:37
Table 3.7: Cross-setions for the W=Z +  prodution at LO, NLO and saled for the observed
hannel branhing ratio. Though the nal state may emulate the signal, the tiny resulting rate makes
the proess totally negligible.

LO

NLO
BR  
NLO
W
 
+  3.08 pb 10.15 pb 2.23 pb
W
+
+  4.79 pb 13.89 pb 3.06 pb
Z
0
+  1.29 pb 2.37 pb 0.16 pb
 Single top prodution, t! l +X: As for the t! qZ hannel, single top events may be
a soure of bakground if the partiles produed in assoiation with the top quark ould
be misidentied as a t ! q deay. In the present hannel, this is muh more likely
beause it is not proteted by the multi-lepton request, and the additional photon an
be faked by nal state partiles aompanying the top, like light-jets and leptoni W
deays. The proesses that ould have a relevane here are the t- and the tW-hannel
with the top and W deay in e, , resulting in 
EW
(t-h:)  BR = 246  0:35 = 86:1
pb and 
EW
(tW -h:)BR = 64 (0:35)
2
= 7:84 pb. The s-hannel single-top, beside
a tiny ross setion 
EW
(s-h:)BR = 10:6  0:22 = 3:7 pb, features two jets oming
from b quark, so it is expeted to be suppressed by a multi-b-jet veto;
 Boson plus photon prodution: The prodution of events ontaining either a W or a Z
in assoiation with a hard isolated photon should also be onsidered. The predition
for ross setion is quoted in Tab. 3.7, where the unertainty is on the last digit and the
photon is onsidered to have p
T
> 50GeV/ (for the W + ) and p
T
> 100GeV/ (for
the Z + ). These ross setions rapidly derease with the photon transverse energy.
As in the analysis below a p
T
> 80  100GeV/ is required, the rates of the proesses
are extremely low and should be ompletely rejeted by the requirement of one b-jet
per event. On this basis, this bakground ontribution is totally negleted;
 Multi-jet prodution: QCD bakground has a muh more severe impat in this ase
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Table 3.8: Cross-setions (in pb) for the multi-jet prodution in the whole kinemati range from 50
to 1000GeV/ , partitioned in ranges of p^
T
. Also this proess exhibits a dramati inreasing in rate
when p^
T
is lowered. The degree of suppression of suh bakground soure will be disussed separately
in this hapter. The last olumn indiates the number of events generated with PYTHIA .
p^
T
range (GeV/ ) 
TOTAL
NLO
(pb) Number of generated evs.
QCD (50< p^
T
<80)GeV/ 20,917,810 92 k
QCD (80< p^
T
<120)GeV/ 2,946,763 96 k
QCD (120< p^
T
<170) GeV/ 499,156 93 k
QCD (170< p^
T
<230) GeV/ 100,800 93 k
QCD (230< p^
T
<300) GeV/ 24,470 93 k
QCD (300< p^
T
<380) GeV/ 6,384 93 k
QCD (380< p^
T
<470) GeV/ 1,887 96 k
QCD (470< p^
T
<600) GeV/ 683 96 k
QCD (600< p^
T
<800) GeV/ 204 90 k
QCD (800< p^
T
<1000) GeV/ 35.1 80 k
ompared to the t ! Zq hannel, beause a large number of photons are normally
produed inside jets. To judge whether these kind of proesses are sizable or not a
speial are is needed, that requires to make use of the seletion eÆienies determined
by the analysis. This a posteriori evaluation will be done at the end of the hapter,
where redution fators found with simulated events will be applied to QCD and other
possible ontaminations.
The ross setion for the multi-jet prodution dereases rapidly with the p^
T
of the
outgoing parton, whih means that the sensitivity of the analysis to suh bakground
soure depends on the hard sale. Therefore, a number of events samples fully overing
the range 50 < p^
T
< 1000GeV/ needs to be studied. Cross-setions in several bins are
reported in Tab. 3.8, as the total NLO value expressed in pb. A small part of these kind
of events (quoted in the last olumn) has been generated and onstitutes a subsample
that will be disussed separately.
Table 3.9 summarizes the bakground proesses inluded for the FCNC signal with .
The ross setions, details about the spei generation hannel and the number of events
expeted when the integrated luminosity reahes the referene value 10 fb
 1
are reported, as
well as the rate simulated with the Monte Carlo generators.
The proesses introdued here and listed in Tab. 3.4 and Tab. 3.9 have been generated
with a size as lose as possible to the rates at 10 fb
 1
. Some details on suh a step are
skethed below.
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Table 3.9: The total and seleted ross setions (all quoted in pb) for the proesses onsidered relevant
in the t

t ! (q)(W

b) deay hannel. The symbol l denotes the sum of the , e and  ontributions.
The last two olumns quote the expeted rate after 10 fb
 1
and the number of events generated in
the analysis.

TOT
(pb) Notes 
NLO
BR(pb) Number of evs. Number of
(10 fb
 1
) generated evs.
t

t! 2l 825 inlusive proess 825 8250 k 2500 k
(TOPREX)
Z + b

b 794 M(ll) >60GeV/
2
, 55.7 557 k 320 k
Z ! ll! 2e=2+X (COMPHEP)
Z + 1 jet 1361 40< p^
T
<300GeV , 134.8 1348 k 352 k
Z ! ll (PYTHIA )
WW +X 127.8 di-leptoni hannel, 13.4 134 k 93 k
no hard jets (PYTHIA )
ZW +X 53.4 di-leptoni hannel, 1.66 16.6 k 49 k
no hard jets (PYTHIA )
ZZ +X 17.2 di-leptoni hannel, 0.168 1.68 k 93 k
no hard jets (PYTHIA )
W + b

b { W ! e=+  5.17 51.7 k 50 k
no hard jets (PYTHIA )
W + 1 jet 2200 80< p^
T
<150GeV/ , 770 7700 k 3720 k
leptoni hannel (PYTHIA )
single-top 246 t-hannel, W ! l 86.1 861 k 384 k
64 tW-hannel, W ! l 7.84 78.4 k 49 k
(TOPREX)
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3.1.3 Details of signal and bakground generation
All the hard proesses outlined above are generated with PYTHIA 6.324, TOPREX 4.11 [91℄
and COMPHEP . They evaluate the ross setion values as well as the inoming and outgoing
partiles momenta and olours. Subsequently, these events are evolved through a parton
showering and hadronization step and the deay of the unstable partiles, that is is performed
by PYTHIA .
All samples are generated assuming pp ollisions with
p
s = 14 TeV and the following
input values for the physial variables:
M
Z
= 91:1876 GeV/
2
 
Z
= 2:49GeV/
2
(3.1)
M
W
= 80:425 GeV/
2
 
W
= 2:06GeV/
2
BR(Z ! ll) = 0:099 BR(W ! l) = 0:350
m
t
= 175GeV/
2
 (t! bW )=V
tb
= 1:55GeV
m
b
= 4:8GeV/
2
m

= 1:27GeV/
2

 1
EM
= 128:89 
S
(M
Z
) = 0:118 :
The default PDF is the CTEQ5L, in whih running of 
S
is dened at rst order; struture
funtions are used with the evolution parameter Q
2
. Q
2
is equal to m
2
A
+ p
T
(A)
2
with A = t
for the signal and A = W=Z for the bakground with a gauge boson and a t-hannel single-
top, Q
2
= p^
T
for the QCD bakground. In all samples, eletrons are generated down to
p
T
> 5GeV/ , jj < 2:7 and muon down to p
T
> 3GeV/ , jj < 2:4.
Prodution with TOPREX
The FCNC signal samples were produed using the speialized event generator TOPREX [91℄.
TOPREX is a generator providing (LO) matrix elements for several hard proesses not
implemented in PYTHIA , mainly involving top quark. Top spin polarizations are taken into
aount and a orret desription of the dierential distributions and orrelations of the top
quarks deay produts is implemented. Most of top quark deay hannels (observed or not),
inluding gauge bosons and harged Higgs are fully supported.
In TOPREXroutines, all anomalous ouplings are set equal to one, i.e. jv
Z
tq
j
2
+ ja
Z
tq
j
2
=

Z
tq
= 

tq
= 1, and v
Z
tq
= a
Z
tq
= 1=
p
2 (see Se. 1.3). This results in a total width   =
1:437GeV and a branhing ratio BR(t! Z=q) = 0:325, aordingly with results in Tab. 1.4.
The generated signal sample is an admixture of the two harge-onjugated nal states
t

t! (V q)(W

b) and t

t! (Wb)(V q) (in equal part) and amounts to 8000 events eah for the
V = Z
0
and V =  hannels.
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Prodution with COMPHEP
COMPHEP is a pakage for evaluating Feynman diagrams for SM and several versions of
MSSM. It allows for the omputation of sattering proesses with up to 6 partiles and deay
proesses with up to 7 partiles in the nal state. In the present analyses, it has been adopted
only for the generation of the Zb

b proess.
Interfae to PYTHIA
The PYTHIApakage is a general-purpose generator for hadroni events in pp, e
+
e
 
and ep
olliders. It ontains a sub-proesses library and generation mahinery, initial- and nal-state
parton showers, underlying event, hadronization and deays. All subproesses are available
at leading order. PYTHIAaesses to the hard proesses (externally or internally generated)
and takes are of parton showering, hadronization, fragmentation and deays of the unstable
partiles.
All events have been generated using default parameters for the hard proess and subse-
quent fragmentation. Here some of the more relevant ones are listed:
Parton Showering: Initial and nal state QED and QCD (ISR, FSR) radiation is evolved
up to a maximum parton virtuality Q
2
in in spae-like showers, or up to m
2
when a
resonane with mass m is present;
Hadronization: The set of olour singlet quark-antiquark pairs are merged into hadrons
via a the `Lund string model' [132℄ for the light avours, while the Peterson/SLAC
funtion [133℄ is used for harm and heavier ones;
Final state: Deays are swithed on only for unstable partiles with a deay length for
whih  < 10mm, that is those ontaining a harm or bottom quark. Thus deays
of hadrons as K
0
S
;
0
;
;0
;
 ;0
;

 
are not generated by PYTHIAbut managed by the
CMS detetor simulation. Final state resonanes (with mass greater than 20MeV) are
smeared by a Breit-Wigner distribution;
Multiple interations: The multiple parton interations model assumes a hadroni matter
overlap onsistent with a double Gaussian distribution. A 0.4 fration of the total radius
is supposed to be ontained in the 0.5 fration of total hadroni matter. The eetive
transverse momentum for multiple interations p
T
sales as (p
T
=1TeV)
0:16
, starting
from a minimum of 1.9GeV/ . The probability that an additional interation in the
multiple interation formalism gives two gluons (with olour onnetions to nearest
neighbours in momentum spae or as a losed gluon loop) is 0.66. Remaining fration
is supposed to onsist of quark-antiquark pairs.
As already speied, the well-known limit of Monte Carlo parton-showers generator as
PYTHIA is the approximation of matrix elements at the leading order. The simple introdution
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of k-fators is not always the solution, beause the inlusion of higher orders may also involve
distortions in dierential distributions. In the present analyses, theoretial errors on the
ross setions { that in priniple annot be evaluated unless the higher order alulation is
available { is not a major issue, sine the amount of bakground will be diretly evaluated
from data. Possible modiations to dierential distribution will be addressed in the next
hapter, where it will be demonstrated that the job performed by PYTHIA is good enough for
the sope.
3.2 The physis objets reonstrution
This setion omes before the spei desriptions with details of the analyses, beause it
ontains most of what is ommon to the two top deays studies. Therefore, here below there
is a desription of the algorithms adopted to reonstrut the `physis objets' involved in both
the addressed hannels, i.e eletrons, muons and jets, and onsequently missing transverse
energy and jets with a beauty avour. In most of ase, these algorithms are developed using
variables provided by the reonstrution ode. For uts optimization purpose, omparing
the reonstruted objets with the `true' ones from simulated event samples information is
always very useful. Namely, founding a reonstruted nal state objet (a lepton, a jet, or a
missing transverse energy vetor) very lose to the true partile is a demonstration that the
reonstrution algorithm performs at its best. Where no dierently expliited, reonstruted
objets are intended to be `mathed' when the distane in the    spae is R < 0:3.
3.2.1 Lepton reonstrution and identiation
Both the analyses addressed by this work require an eÆient identiation of muons and
eletrons. The reonstrution of a nal state with three leptons (as in t

t ! W (! l)Z(!
ll)+X) or with a lepton and a hard photon (as in t

t!W (! l)+X) in presene of a multi-
lepton prodution bakground, ould be a triky task and requires a areful optimization of
seletion parameters.
The sample of e and  oming from vetor boson an be easily ontaminated by leptons
from dierent soures. Among them, the most important are:
 the prompt deay of a bottom hadron, that onstitutes the main ontribution of bak-
ground when energeti leptons (p
T
> 20  30GeV/ ) are seleted, and the prompt
deay of a primary harm hadron;
 the prompt deay of a harm hadron, originating from a bottom hadron. Standard
Model proesses having one or more b-jet (as Zb

b and t

t ! WbW

b, single-top deay)
will be the more important issues;
 the deay of light hadrons oming either from the primary hadronization or from the
deay of heavier hadrons.
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Isolation is the main tool to get rid of this ontamination. As it will be explained, in eah
analysis muons and eletrons isolation (along with other variables) is optimized, in order to
keep the bakground at a minimum without resulting in a signiant derease of the eÆieny.
Eletron reonstrution and identiation
Eletrons to be pre-seleted are those reonstruted from the algorithm skethed in Se 2.3.1.
These objets still retain a too big ontamination with the mentioned bakground proesses
{ espeially eletrons from heavy avour deays and from photoonversions. Further quality
uts that an enfore the \eletroniity" of the andidate eletrons are demanded. They are
briey explained in the following.
In order to fully exploit the information from both the traker and ECAL, it is impliit
that j(e)j < 2:6 is always assume. This is the region where the two detetors an be
mathed. All traks used in the analyses have been reonstruted using a ombination of the
pixel detetor and the silion strip traker; transverse momenta p
T
are measured from them.
Eletron isolation:
The simplest and most powerful isolation riteria is obtained from traks originating from a
ommon (primary) vertex. In the whole studies, traks are required to have jzj <0.4 m,
where jzj = jz(e)   z(tk)j is the dierene between the longitudinal impat parameter and
the z position of the primary vertex, and j
xy
j <0.1 m, where j
xy
j =
p
(x(e)  x(tk))
2
+ (y(e)  y(tk))
2
.
In order to not inlude `ghost' traks in the isolation, a good trak is dened as one whih
satises p
T
> 0:9GeV/ and has more than 4 hits in the traking detetors assoiated to
it. The isolation one in the (; ) spae is taken as R =
p
()
2
+ ()
2
< 0:1: this
tight one an be assumed as an optimal hoie for the best eÆieny/bakground rejetion
when handling hard eletrons (see for example Ref. [102℄, Se. 10.4.7). The eletron isolation
variable (hereafter referred as Isol(e)) is then dened as the sum of the p
T
of all the traks
satisfying these requirements and found inside the one { exluding the eletron trak {
divided by the eletron p
T
. In these analyses, avoiding to enter the eletron trak is obtained
by exluding a R > 0:01 around it in the sum of transverse momenta.
Other eletron isolation variables (e.g. based on luster isolation) are not involved in any
part of the work, the main fous being to identify the traks around the eletron one { mainly
those from b quark deays.
Geometrial mathing between traks and superlusters:
The superluster-driven pixel seed nding has generally a loose mathing between the reon-
struted eletron trak and the orresponding superluster. On the other hand, the mathing
between the total energy E
SC
olleted by the superluster with the momentum measured at
the trak origin is sensitive to the energy lost in the traker material: as a onsequene, it is
worth to inquire the disrimination power of some mathing variables. The hoies adopted
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here are:
 the  geometrial mathing jj = j(SC)   (extrap. trak)j, where (SC) is the
superluster  position and (extrap. trak) is the trak pseudorapidity at the losest
position to the superluster. It is demonstrated to eÆiently rejet the fake eletron
andidates found in QCD jets;
 the  geometrial mathing jj = j(SC)   (extrap. trak)j, where (SC) is the
superluster  position and (extrap. trak) is the trak azimuthal angle at the position
losest to the superluster.
When more than one luster is found loser than R = 0:03, the one with the better 
and  is assumed to be assoiated with the hard eletron, and the others are disarded.
Energy mathing between traks and superlusters:
In order to selet most of \golden eletrons" (see Se. 2.3.1) having more hanes to originate
from an heavy gauge boson, the orreted energy measurement E
re
provided by eletro-
magneti alorimeter an be ombined with the traker momentum measurement. This also
improves the estimate of the eletron momentum at the interation vertex.
When onsidering eletron andidates, the energy of the luster in the alorimeter have
to be equal within measurements unertainties to the orresponding trak momentum. As it
will be demonstrated for these spei analyses, for the signal eletron the bulk of E
re
=p
in
distribution (where p
in
is the transverse momentum measured with trak parameters at the
vertex) is roughly between 0:9 and 1:2.
Cases with E
re
=p
in
> 1 are usually due to an underestimation of the trak momentum.
They may be originated by an early emission of a large amount of radiation along the ele-
tron trajetory, that weakens the trak but is fully reovered by the superluster. Cases
with E
re
=p
in
< 1 an be imputable either to an underestimate of the true energy by the
alorimetry measurement (e.g. due to energy lost from the onversion of seondary photons)
or to an overestimate of the true initial trak momentum. A worse mathing between E
re
and p
in
indiates the andidate is likely not to be an eletron from W/Z, for example there
is some relevant hadroni ativity around it. Optimized uts will be presented later for the
t! Zq and t! q analyses.
Energy mathing between ECAL and HCAL:
The energy deposits from an eletron will tend to be fully ontained within the eletromag-
neti alorimeter, while low p
T
hadrons (p
T
> 2030GeV/ ) deposit energy partially in the
eletromagneti and (mostly) in the hadron alorimeter. The ratio of energy deposited in
HCAL (in the region dened by the hadroni trigger tower behind the super-luster rystal
with highest energy, E
HCAL
) to that deposited in the ECAL (E
ECAL
) may be useful to tag
multi-jet ativity aompanying the eletrons. As this ativity often originates from bak-
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ground (e.g., neutral hadrons), an upper limit on E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
is another good handle for
the eletron pre-seletion. `Genuine' eletrons usually do not exeed E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
 0:05.
Muon reonstrution and identiation
In general, the seletion of hard muons for the o-line analysis is rather simple in CMS { that
is a tool well-oneived to identify muons. The redundany of the muon system, along with
the robust mathing proedure with the traker, allows the objets delivered by the muon
trigger to be mostly `real' muons. As a result, a pre-seletion based on a simple p
T
threshold
is usually enough to reah a very high reonstrution eÆieny.
The o-line muon algorithm explained in Se. 2.3.2 omes in help in several ase and is
inluded in the reonstrution ode. Low-p
T
muons, for example, range out within the iron
yoke before depositing hits in the outer muon detetor layers, so they are diÆult to reon-
strut with the standalone muon trak reonstrution. This lass of muons an potentially
be identied oine via this algorithm, by mathing the hits found in the inner muon dete-
tor layers with reonstruted silion traks, or examining the assoiated alorimeter energy
deposits to see if they are ompatible with those from a minimum-ionizing partile.
In these analyses, all muons needed for the nal state reonstrution have to be isolated.
The isolation one drawn around the diretion of a pre-seleted muon may be quite larger
than the one for eletron: several optimization studies (see for instane Ref. [102℄, Se. 9.3.2)
ditated about R =
p
()
2
+ ()
2
< 0:3, that has shown to be robust even in the
high luminosity phase. Similarly to the eletron ase, traks are inluded in the one only
if they have p
T
> 0:9GeV/ and more than 4 hits in the traker. As it will be measured
on simulated reonstruted muons, the diretion resolution is quite good for both algorithms
(()  ()  10
 3
), so a very small veto one an be hoose. The same veto one used for
the eletron R = 0:01 demonstrates to perform very well. To attain the strongest isolation
requirements, no mathing in transverse plane and in longitudinal diretion between the
lepton trak and the traks inside the one is applied. This allows the inlusion in the one
also of objets from semileptoni b quark deays, that are expeted to be detahed from the
primary vertex.
3.2.2 Jets reonstrution and identiation
All jets are reonstruted using an iterative one algorithm with a radius of R < 0:5,
whih is ran over transverse energy deposits in the CMS alorimeters (
~
E
T
(tower)). The
\raw" jet energies determined in this way (E
raw
T
(jet)) are then alibrated to the jet energies
E
alib
T
(jet) through the use of the \gamma-jet" method [114℄. Suh alibration issues a system
of expression to resale E
raw
T
to E
alib
T
, that holds in three dierent energy regions:
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Table 3.10: The alibration onstants for the resaling of the energy in the \raw" jet. The alibration
results ome from the \gamma+jet" method.
E
1
E
2
h
A
E
A
k
A
h
B
k
B
E
B
(GeV ) (GeV ) (GeV
 1=2
) (GeV ) (GeV
1=2
) (GeV )
jj < 0:226 60 80 0.0554 37.24 0.0970 -3.522 0.853 -1.174
0:226 < jj < 0:441 90 120 0.0400 6.743 0.3018 -2.254 0.100 7.044
0:441 < jj < 0:751 70 90 0.0576 59.79 -0.0027 -2.791 0.731 17.534
0:751 < jj < 0:991 50 70 0.0414 3.088 0.3013 -2.723 0.683 23.851
0:991 < jj < 1:260 100 120 0.0372 12.92 0.2666 -2.445 0.919 -22.904
1:260 < jj < 1:496 75 85 0.0512 15.73 0.1771 -3.719 2.136 -50.000
1:496 < jj < 1:757 60 80 0.0762 46.37 0.0109 -3.880 2.931 -36.522
1:757 < jj < 2:046 60 80 0.0555 12.09 0.2736 -2.821 2.113 -4.678
2:046 < jj < 2:487 50 60 0.0353 -6.462 0.5447 -1.682 1.567 -10.685
2:487 < jj < 2:690 45 55 0.0183 -3.342 0.6965 -22.62 494.2 -1.000
2:690 < jj < 2:916 35 45 0.0840 2361 -3.292 -22.74 1518 -1.000
E
alib
T
(E
raw
T
) =
E
raw
T
h
A
p
E
raw
T
+E
A
+ k
A
if E
raw
T
< E
1
; (3.2)
E
alib
T
(E
raw
T
) =
E
X
E
raw
T
+E
C
E
raw
T
if E
1
< E
raw
T
< E
2
;
E
alib
T
(E
raw
T
) =
E
raw
T
h
B
p
k
B
E
raw
T
+E
B
+ 1
if E
raw
T
> E
2
:
All the parameters depend from the pseudorapidity of the jet. They an be quoted in
bins of jj and their values are reported in Tab. 3.10.
A last parameter E
C
is instead a funtion of the others, as:
E
C
=
k
C
E
2
 E
1
1  k
C
; where k
C
=
h
A
p
E
1
+E
A
+ k
A
h
B
p
k
B
E
2
+E
B
+ 1
:
The E
X
parameter is also a rather ompliated funtion of the others, and it is not
indiated here.
Missing transverse energy reonstrution
General onepts onerning E
miss
T
denition and unertainty soures have been skethed in
the previous hapter. Equation 3.3 is the baseline reipe to evaluate missing energy, and it
is ustomary to rewrite it as [115℄:
~
E
miss
T
=  
2
4
~
E
raw
T
(jet) +
X
jets

~
E
orr
T
(jet)  
~
E
raw
T
(jet)

3
5
; (3.3)
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where it is evidened that the full energy vetor (i.e., the x and y omponents) has to be
known.
The reonstrution CMS framework oers few dierent hoies for reonstruting E
miss
T
,
orresponding to dierent algorithms adopted and objets involved in its evaluation. Exploit-
ing these algorithms, the missing transverse energy is obtained in several steps:
 the \ECAL + HCAL" method basially performs a vetorial sum of the unalibrated
(raw) towers in both the alorimeters. The opposite of this sum is taken as the missing
transverse energy. In both the analyses addressed here, raw jets are only used if
~
E
raw
T
>
10GeV ;
 the expression in Eq. 3.3 is evaluated, adding the transverse energy of all the alibrated
jets, and subtrating that of unalibrated ones to the raw energy;
 in the \muon + jet" method, the previous estimate is orreted for the muon energy
ontribution;
 in the \MET + IC" method, the magnitude of the missing transverse energy is a simple
vetorial sum of alibrated jets, lusterized with the IC algorithm.
In the two analyses the performane of these dierent denitions will be disussed and
ompared with the neutrino transverse momentum, that is the ultimate goal of this reon-
strution.
In order to assess the use of the missing energy denition with better performanes, here
the E
miss
T
variables are ompared as they ome from the alibrated towers method (CT ),
the alibrated towers with orretion from jet energy method (CTCorr), the sum of jets
as delivered from the IC method (IC) and the \muon + jet" orretion method (MJ). In
Fig. 3.5(left), all these four denitions are ompared with the p
T
of a generated neutrino up
to 250GeV/ .
Figure 3.5(right) shows the quality of the agreement by another point of view. The distri-
bution of the dierene between E
miss
T
and p
T
() is represented for the same four denitions,
and its mean and r.m.s. is an indiation of the missing energy resolution. If no orretions
to the towers vetorial sum or to the IC jet energy are applied, neutrino transverse energy
is overestimated for jets having an energy exeeding 50GeV , while in the softer part (where
energy from alorimeter towers tend to be un-lustered) it results badly underestimated. This
indues a umulative energy bias in the whole range about 17GeV for CT and 9GeV for IC
jets.
The orretion on the alibrated jets reovers a large part of the unlustered energy,
reahes a good agreement with lustered jets and the bias shifts bak to about 5GeV . The
use of \muon + jet" method, though is not mandatory whenE
miss
T
> 50GeV , allows to model
some low energy eets more preisely, and the average bias shrinks to 2GeV . Therefore, the
MJ is found to give the distribution losest to the p
T
() distribution of the neutrinos from
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Figure 3.5: Left: A omparison between the transverse momentum of the generated neutrino with
the missing transverse energy reonstruted by four dierent methods (provided by the reonstrution
framework or developed in the analysis). Right: The distribution of the dierene between the p
T
of the generated neutrino and the missing energy, as alulated from the same four methods. The
quality of the reonstrution is related to the width of these histograms.
the deay of the W , and it will be adopted in both the present analyses. The width of the
obtained distributions results from the onvolution of the missing energy distributions with
its resolution, that is expeted to follow a rule like E
miss
T
 1:25
p
P
E
T
.
When a b-jet is ombined with the reonstruted W andidate, the mass of the top quark
that produed it an be determined only if the longitudinal omponent of the missing energy
vetor is known. Sine there are no means to measure the p
z
() like the p
T
() beause is
not possible to fully reover the longitudinal missing energy, kinemati onstraints have to
be required and this variable analytially determined. If one assumes that E
miss
T
= p
T
()
and neutrino, together with a lepton, omes from a W with a well known mass, p
z
() an be
found by solving the equation (E(l) +E())
2
  j~p(l) + ~p()j
2
= M
2
W
, where E(l=)/~p(l=)
are the total energies/momenta of lepton and neutrino. As
 
E
miss
T

2
= p
x
()
2
+ p
y
()
2
and
p
T
(l)
2
= p
x
(l)
2
+ p
y
(l)
2
, the previous equality is solved by the following quadrati equation:
M
2
W
= 2

E(l)
q
p
2
z
() + (E
miss
T
)
2
  p
x
(l)p
x
()  p
y
(l)p
y
()  p
z
(l)p
z
()

:
Sine the equation is quadrati, there are two possible solutions:
p
1;2
z
() =
Ap
z
(l)
p

p
T
(l)
2
;
where
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A =
M
2
W
2
+ p
x
(l)p
x
() + p
y
(l)p
y
() and  = E(l)
2

A
2
 
 
E
miss
T

2
p
2
T
(l)

:
The solution whih gives the smallest value for jp
z
()j is assumed to be the orret one
and is used to reonstrut theW andidate four-vetor. The orretness of this option will be
measured ase by ase with a omparison with true W boson generated from Monte Carlo.
When the  parameter evaluated with the variable from the reonstrution proedure
beomes negative, the possibility to have no real solutions opens up. This un-physial situa-
tion is a onsequene of limited E
miss
T
resolution and the presene of \extra" missing energy
from, for example, neutrinos from semi-leptoni heavy quark deays or partiles whih lie
outside the detetor aeptane. When suh situation ours (in about 30% of signal events),
the hoie to fore  = 0 is adopted. It an be onsidered as a reasonable option, beause it
orresponds to suppress the imaginary part of the solution, leaning the reonstrution from
these spurious eets.
3.2.3 b-tagging and anti-tagging of jets
Both the nal states simulated in this work inlude the SM deay of one top quark, so every
signal event is supposed to ontain only one b-jet. On the other hand, the prodution of
t

t followed by two SM deays t

t ! Wb +W

b (with an inlusive or di-leptoni nal state)
is one of the most annoying bakground, and is distinguished by the presene of two b-jets.
This implies that a good b-jet identiation is ruial for these analyses, both to suppress
the non-top soures of bakground, and to help in reduing the ontribution from the SM t

t
bakground.
In the following, the general strategy adopted in identifying the b-jets with the best
purity and eÆieny is outlined. The properties of the single b-jet in the signal have no
dierenes in the two hannels onsidered here, beause FCNC possible deay hannels do
not signiantly aet the kinemati of the SM side. On the other hand, relevant bakground
is in priniple dierent, ditating dierent hoies in the seletion parameters. Hene, details
on the b-tagging uts have to be treated separately for the two analyses, later in this hapter.
Seletion of b-jets
In the ORCA simulated data, jets with a b avour have been reonstruted using the proe-
dure outlined in Se. 2.3.4. The \ombined b-tagging" algorithm is applied to alibrated jets
reonstruted with the Iterative Cone method (R < 0:5), having a signiant transverse
momentum (p
T
> 20GeV/ ) and jj <2.5, in order to exlude b

b from gluon splitting and
other QCD eets. Then a `disriminator' parameters Dis, intended as the logarithm of the
Likelihood Ratio between the b-jet and the non-b-jet hypothesis, is extrated for eah of these.
In addition, the number of traks for eah b-jet objet is provided and it may onstitutes an
additional handle.
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Figure 3.6: Left: The distribution of the disriminator variable output by the \ombined b-tagging"
algorithm for u=-tagged jets, for b-tagged jets and for dsg-mistag, as determined from generator-
level MC information in the signal with t ! qZ. More than 2 traks are requested, thus most of
semileptoni deays end in the left part. Histograms are overlaid, not staked. Right: The fration of
tagged jets mathed with b generated quarks, as a funtion of p
T
(b-jet) and for dierent disriminator
thresholds. Errors are the quadrati sum of statistial unertainty on eah bin.
As a preliminary hek, the distribution of Dis from all jets is ompared with the one for
jets originating from dierent quark avour. The math is performed by assigning a avour
to the quark originating from top, staying at a lose distane R < 0:3 from the jet diretion;
the jet is requested to have more than two traks. The math is repeated for b, , u quark
(that an be produed by the top deay) and from d, s quark and gluon (g) that should
be rejeted as best as possible. The disriminator is produed for all these ases and the
omparison is shown in Fig. 3.6(left).
The bulk of the distribution inludes most of the dsg omponent, together with the events
where the quarks deay semileptonially (b! ql, ! ql) or where a u quark hadronizes in
a 

deaying in . The invisible neutrino hinders the reonstrution of seondary vertexes,
so in these ase the b-tagging annot work (at least a soft-lepton tagging method is expliitly
adopted). For higher Dis values the probability to tag a non-b-jet is weaker and weaker, and
the math with b-avour is very good for Dis > 5. As expeted, disriminator demonstrates
to be a powerful variable to tag the b-jet. A lower threshold about Dis = 2:0  2:5 should
be reasonable, beause it allows the ontainment the  ontribution under 10%, the u one
under 1% and the dsg under some permil, without major losses in eÆieny. The minimum
number of traks in the b-jet andidates has been xed to 2.
From the same omparison, it is lear that Dis is not optimal to identify a non-b quark.
When Dis < 1, all the ontributions build the distribution and the u= quark from the
anomalous deay annot be found via an anti-tagging. In addition, u quark are more abundant
than  in this region and the sensitivity of the analysis would be biased toward the t ! uV
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deay. Hene the Dis resulting un-useful for the light-jet searh.
Though only the signal with t ! qZ is shown here, no dierent behaviour is expeted
from disriminator in the sample with t ! q. Considerations above are assumed to be
reasonable also there.
Performanes of b-tagging
The signal t

t! (qZ)(

bW ) is again onsidered as a ase study, to analyze the ontamination
of light-jets in the b avour seletion based on a disriminator. The `purity', intended as
the fration of tagged b-jets mathed with b generated quarks, is plotted in Fig.3.6(right) in
funtion of jet transverse momentum. Disriminator thresholds dening the b-jet are varied
and the statistial error is represented.
For all theDis hoies, purities stabilize around 80% when p
T
is high. This was expeted,
as ontaminations to the b-jet sample mostly arise from low energy hadrons, that are muh
more likely to have light avours. For a given p
T
threshold, the purity reasonably inreases
with the minimum disriminator imposed. The prie of inreasing the Dis ut to values
greater than 3:0  3:5 is a strong loss in eÆieny, as too many b-jets with lower values are
missed. One disarded the Dis under 2:0, where ontaminations from other avours is
too high, the better statisti is found when the the minimum Dis is between 2:0 and 3:0
and the p
T
greater than 40  50GeV/ , that allows a 80-85% purity. Even higher purity
values an not be obtained, sine as Fig. 3.7(right) shows a perent ontribution from -jets
is unavoidable.
The non-b-jet omponent in this seletion may arise from non-beauty hadrons originating
lose to the primary vertex, along with badly reonstruted b-hadrons. The most interesting
omponent is the `mistagging' with the jets spreading from u and  quarks, as if they are
tagged as b-jets the signal has a lose resemblane with the t

t and Zb

b. The misidentia-
tion with these avours has been measured and the result is shown in Fig. 3.7(left) for the
ontamination with the u quark and Fig. 3.7(right) for the ontamination with the  quark.
The fration of jets from u and  quark, wrongly tagged as b, is plotted as a funtion of p
T
and disriminator.
In muh of the working spae this mistagging an be onsidered safely low. The small
raising of the u omponent for low momentum may be asribed to the parton ontent in
the proton and is ruled out by the p
T
ut. On the other side, hard light-jets are the result
of the anomalous top deay. Among them, some of the more boosted jets ontaining 
quarks (diretly from top or from fragmentation) may have a seondary vertex well displaed,
hallenging the disrimination apability with the b-jets. As expeted, this eet is redued
with strengthening the Dis ut. The eet is not mitigate by adding more severe uts (as
more harged partile traks in the jet), and an upper threshold on transverse momentum
will deplete too muh the signal. On the other hand, this eet is important only at high
energy, so the mistagging with u= integrated between 20 and 200GeV/ is below 10% for 
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Figure 3.7: The mistagging of a b-jet with a jet oming from a u(left) and (right) quark, intended
as the fration of tagged jets mathing the light quark, for six referene disriminator thresholds.
Although the low statisti indues sizable utuations, when 2:0 < Dis < 2:5 the mistaggings are
below 15%.
Table 3.11: The ontribution of a quark dierent from b in the devised tagging proedure, as a
funtion of the lower disriminator ut. These estimates are obtained by integrating on the whole p
T
spetrum and statistial error is on the last digit.
Dis > 1:0 > 1:5 > 2:0 > 2:5 > 3:0 > 3:5
b-Mistag with  0:118 0:106 0:096 0:080 0:062 0:055
b-Mistag with u 0:023 0:019 0:015 0:014 0:011 0:009
and below 2% for the u quark for the best disriminator uts. Small statisti at high energy
indues the wide error bars. Table 3.11 summarizes these mistagging estimates for the six
dierent Dis thresholds.
The sensitivity to the low-energy multi-jet omponent (i.e., the spurious ontribution in
Fig. 3.6(left) is below 1%.
One the seletion has been proven to have a good purity and a well-ontrolled `impurity',
the b-tagging eÆieny is worth to be measured from simulated event samples. In eah p
T
bin, this is evaluated as the number of b-tagged jets divided by the total amount of generated
b-jets oming from the top deay. Sine for low energies the most of tagged jets are not the
ones from t, the ratio have to be saled from a relative purity. Suh purity is in turn evaluated
as the fration of tagged jets lose to the b quark, sorted within all the jets lose to the the
generated b and having the same kinematial uts. Figure 3.8 reports the result of suh
evaluation, again in funtion of transverse momentum and for dierent disriminator uts.
As expeted, with raising the disriminator the riteria for b-jets satisfying the tagging
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Figure 3.8: The seletion eÆieny for the b-tagging proedure, as a funtion of transverse momenta
and estimated for dierent disriminator uts. When these results are ombined with observations on
the sample b-purity, the hoie for Dis > 2:0 turns out to be optimal.
beome more severe, thus the perentage of tagged objets derease. With the values of jet p
T
lower ut earlier envisaged, the Dis threshold that prevents the eÆieny to fall under 50%
is Dis = 2. The optimal purity is obtained when p
T
(b-jet) > 50GeV/ . The nal result of
this set of hoie is a b-tagging eÆieny in the 50 < p
T
< 250GeV/ range of (51:5 2:1)%,
where the error is statistial only.
As often explained, eletrons or muons oming from b quark semileptoni deays have the
majors responsibilities in making the bakground to pass the lepton seletion. Therefore, the
desribed seletion is also used to nd leptons lose to the b-jets (R < 0:02), agging them
and then subtrating from the hard leptons sample.
Light-quark jet seletion
Distinguish the non-b, hard jets oming from the FCNC top deays is another hallenge of the
analysis. To ope with it, b-disriminator has proven to be not a powerful variable: therefore,
all the alibrated jets reonstruted trough the traker and the alorimeters are taken into
aount. Firstly, they are `leaned' from eets left by objets already reonstruted in the
analysis. If a jet is mathed in spae (R < 0:1) and energy (E
T
=E
T
< 0:1) with the trak
of an eletron, the luster from a photon or a seleted b-jet, it has little hane to be a genuine
jet from top, so it is disarded. One these pre-seletions have been applied, the objets is
requested to not oinide exatly with reonstruted b-jet (R < 0:02, E
T
=E
T
< 0:02). To
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Figure 3.9: Left: A study of the ontents of seleted light-jets. Two equal parts are mathed with
the u or  quark from top anomalous deay all along the spetrum, while the fration of spurious
quark is well suppressed above some tens of GeV. Right: Relative mistagging of a light-jet with a
b-jet. The high value for these ineÆienies is intrinsi to the jet seletion algorithm, and annot be
further minimized.
inquire the origin of these light-jet-andidates, the one around the reonstruted jet diretion
is explored and the generated quarks lose to it (R < 0:3) are looked at. The transverse
momentum distribution of suh `mathed light-jet' is reported in Fig. 3.9(left) for the jets
oming from a u or  quark from a top and from dsg partons with dierent origin. This
result shows that, already at this level, jets from the minimum bias proesses are suessfully
rejeted and no preferenes for jets oming from u rather than  are exhibited.
While the ontribution from the other jets are sizable below 30 40GeV/ , where dier-
ently avoured hadrons an be reated from the parton sea, in muh of the p
T
spetrum these
hadrons have no energy enough to ompete with the jets from top. After about 150GeV/ ,
few energeti objets from the signal survive and ontaminating jets are no more an issue.
The plots in Figure 3.10 ompares the p
T
(left) and  (right) of the pre-seleted objets
with the mathed jets and shows that, for low energies and large pseudorapidities, it is not
possible to tag these jets in an aordable way. In the rst tens of GeV , QCD eets as
avour exitation, gluon splitting, nal state radiation ompletely dominates and the top
anomalous deay is overwhelmed. A big amount of these proesses ours at jj > 2:5, where
jet identiation relies on the HF detetors and few of the interesting events are supposed to
lie.
Kinematial uts are the most natural mean to get rid of these ontaminations. After
retaining only jets with jj < 2:3, a seletion purity is measured as a funtion of the alibrated
jet p
T
, and results are displayed in Fig. 3.11. The purity is intended as the fration of these
jets that are mathed with the u, , dsg.
The plot on the left shows the frations of seleted jets mathing with the interesting u
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Figure 3.10: A omparison between reonstruted jets (open) and jets mathed with u and  quarks
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Figure 3.11: Left: The rate for light-jets mathed with u,  or dsg quark shows that mis-identiation
of quark from top is very well ontrolled and there are no preferenes for one avour of the FCNC
deay. Right: the purity of the seleted light-jets in funtion of their p
T
. Dependenes from the
disriminator are a reli of the b-jet subtration from the light-jets sample.
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and  quarks, along with the ontamination with objets spreading from the dsg partons. A
nie omplementarity between the two target avour is onrmed, sine when a jet is not
mathed with u it is with  quark and vie versa. This is important, beause it indiates that
the analysis has no dierent sensitivity between the t! V and the t! uV deay hannels
within the statistial unertainty. Even if the ourrene of the u emission is expeted to be
suppressed with respet to the  one, here it is assumed that the equalization of responses is
the best hoie for optimization. In fat, maximizing the sensitivity to the only -jet would
not improve the signal eÆieny signiantly, while only a redued part of the nal-state
with an important ontamination from u would be aessible.
The ontribution of dierent avours is ontained below few perent after a 40GeV/momentum.
In the plot on the right, the seletion is showed when dierent disriminator uts for the
b-jets are adopted, to see whether a preferred value is indiated. Sine this variable enters
only the jet leaning from tagged jets, no strong dependene of purity is exhibited. The
samples assoiated to lower Dis ut show a slightly higher purity, beause a larger fration
of objets is subtrated. The fat that this purity saturates around 50  55% indiates that
other avours are likely to enter the sample, so this onstitutes a potential drawbak. Sine
the jets raising from dsg partons have been ompletely eliminated in the seletion (and no
soures of u= quark dierent from the top exist in the signal), the spurious ontribution
may ome only from b-jets. To verify the hypothesis, the fration of seleted jet stritly
mathing a b quark (R < 0:02) has been measured in funtion of p
T
(light-jet) for three
dierent disriminator hoies. Figure 3.9(right) onrms the hypothesis, showing that even
for a large aeptane in Dis, a signiant part of b-jets is not subtrated. Only when jets
energies are rather high the non-b-ontribution is dominating, and there are few hanes to
tag a further bottom quark where searhing for a light one. Consequently, this eet ditates
the hoie of the p
T
lower ut. To ontain the light mistagging without loosening the eÆieny
too muh, the 60GeV/ threshold is envisaged.
In the following setions, performane of these seletions in presene of bakground will
be evaluated and further optimized.
3.3 The FCNC t! Z
0
q deay hannel analysis
When searhing for a t! Zq signal, two major issues must be onsidered: the seletion of the
three leptons oming from W and Z deays and the disrimination between the light-quark
and the b-jets. A strategy for addressing these issues, while ensuring high eÆieny and low
bakground ontamination is outlined below.
3.3.1 Trigger and Lepton pre-seletion in t! Zq signal
The only events onsidered in this analysis are the ones in whih the W

and Z
0
bosons
deay leptonially. Therefore, the \double eletron or double muon" trigger riteria at the
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Table 3.12: Trigger eÆienies (in perent) for the signal and the omplete set of onsidered bak-
ground soures. Errors are statistial only.
Seletion Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Zb

b ZZ ! 4l
L1 90:1  0:3 47:97  0:07 99:7  0:3 60:9  0:3
HLT 89:0  1:3 42:95  0:07 92:3  0:3 59:1  0:2
Seletion Z(! ll) + j
85 150
Z(! ll) + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
L1 37:92  0:15 45:66  0:18 16:81  0:19 26:41  0:11
HLT 36:01  0:15 43:20  0:17 16:18  0:19 24:81  0:16
L1 and HLT step is a natural hoie.
In the HLT, isolated leptons are only onsidered if they have passed the pre-dened trigger
thresholds. In the ase of the di-muon trigger, both muons must satisfy p
T
> 7GeV/ , while
in the di-eletron ase, the requirement is p
T
> 17GeV/ . Aeptane eÆienies are at L1
and in the HLT, for the signal and the full set of bakground soures is reported in Tab. 3.12.
Eletron pre-seletion in t! Zq signal
One of the rst step of this analysis onsists in applying some of the seletion riteria presented
in Se. 3.2.1 to the objets sorted by the trigger.
Figure 3.12(left) ompares the transverse momentum distribution of the triggered ele-
trons (thik solid line) with the `true' information from simulated events. It shows that the
eletrons oming diretly from the deay of a b quark are still signiant at this level, espeially
for the lowest energy, going from some 15% of the seleted sample for p
T
> 15GeV/ and
remaining around 5% even at the highest p
T
. Furthermore, this is not the only soure of spu-
rious eletrons: the gap between the sum of vetorial bosons deay (e W=Z) and b quark
deay has to be lled with soft eletrons from photo-onversions, asade deays (b! ! e)
or harged pions (K

, 

) mis-interpreted as eletrons.
Furthermore, there is still a large room for eletrons from bakground events, namelyW/Z
boson, di-boson and multi-jet prodution. In order to improve the purity of the seletion and
redue the bakground ontribution, some among variables related at the eletron detetion
and listed in Se. 3.2.1 are observed, for the t

t! qZ+

bW signal and the relevant bakground.
Sine at the last uts of the whole seletion algorithm the important proesses are only the
Zb

b and the t

t! bW+

bW prodution, the eletron pre-seletion will be optimized omparing
the signal just with these kinds of events. Optimization is performed looking at the maximum
value of the N
S
=
p
N
B
, where N
S
(N
B
) is the number of seleted signal (bakground) eletron.
In the next hapter, this estimator will be demonstrated to be appropriate for the goal. In the
following plots, all distributions are normalized to 1, aiming to estimate the disrimination
power of the seletion irrespetively from ross setion of eah proess.
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Figure 3.12: The p
T
of reonstruted eletrons in the qZ + bW signal (thik solid), ompared with
the distribution of the true eletrons. Comparison is shown with true eletrons from W and Z (red
or dark grey, b-jet deay (green or pale grey) and the sum of two (thin solid). The gap between
the sum and the reonstruted eletrons has to be lled with the ontribution from jets, -deay and
photo-onversions. No isolation are applied in the left plot, while the right plot is for pre-seleted
eletrons.
Isolation is known to be among the most powerful variables for eletrons. Figure 3.13(left)
shows the distribution of Isol(e), that has been dened in Se. 3.2.1. It is straightforward to
observe how the presene of a ouple of b-jets (featuring and average energy lower than
those from t

t) reets on higher values of the isolation variable. Therefore, a ut with
Isol < 0:08  0:1 (onrmed by the optimization) is instrumental in rejeting the trak
halo aompanying the eletrons from b-jet. On the other hand, eletrons from signal and t

t
are expeted to share a very similar behaviour, so the separation from this bakground will
follow a dierent strategy.
Figure 3.13(right) is instead the distribution of the ratio E
re
=p
in
between the energy de-
posited in ECAL and the orresponding momentum measured in the traker. As antiipated
above, for well-reonstruted eletrons this ratio is expeted to lie about in the 0:9  1:2
range. The analysis onrms two narrow distributions for signal and t

t, while the one for
Zb

b is quite larger. The eet is still imputable to hadron ativity mixing with the eletron
signature: for a given trak mathing the eletromagneti luster, the larger amount of energy
is not deposited in ECAL.
The largest N
S
=
p
N
B
is obtained by seleting E=p > 0:8, even if a ner optimization will
be performed later. On the other hand, upper limits on E=p have demonstrated to not rejet
the bakground without aeting too muh the signal eÆieny. Thus a relaxed E=p < 100
an be hosen, just to exlude the largest energy deposits in ECAL with low-p
T
traks, that
have to be asribed to very big bremsstrahlung losses and \showering" eletrons.
The E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
is a quantity that helps in separate the signal from the Z + b

b bak-
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Figure 3.13: Isolation in the traker (left) and E=p for eletrons in signal, Zb

b (dotted) and t

t !
Wb+W

b (dashed) prodution. A normalization to 1 is applied to all the distributions.
ground. While most of eletrons from W and Z deay have no or little energy in the hadron
alorimeter (so saturating the rst bin of the distribution), those from b quark deay are hid-
den inside jets, so their identiation is hampered by objets releasing a signiant fration of
energy in HCAL. From Fig. 3.14(left) one an argue that a ut about E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
< 0:04
ould have an eet even toward the standard t

t, that produe one b-jet more than the signal
so it should be haraterized by a larger E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
for eletrons.
Optimization shows that adjusting the E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
upper limit in the range 0:02 0:04
results in a variation of less than 1% in the rejetion power. Therefore, this variable will be
no further optimized and E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
< 0:03 will be the default ut.
The last pre-seletion variable onsidered is the mathing in  between the andidate
traks and the assoiate luster in the eletromagneti alorimeter. It ould measure a
mis-mathing, due e.g to photons and neutral hadrons lose to the eletron, produing en-
ergy but without assoiated traks. This typially happens for not isolated andidate. Fig-
ure 3.14(right) shows that the the bulk of jj for a hard eletron is found in a   0:005
around the trak, while the distribution widens for the Zb

b signal.
The optimal hoie indiated from these distribution, that is useful to further redue the
Zb

b ontribution, is j(tk-Cl)j < 0:0032. This further ut is added to the pre-seletion
parameters.
Performanes of the eletron pre-seletion and momentum ut
In Figure 3.15 the purity of the eletron seletion is reported, i.e. the ratio between the
objets mathed with the true eletrons and the reonstruted one, as a funtion of both p
T
(left) and  (right). As learly visible, it strongly benets from the quality uts. While before
pre-seletion the perentage of `true' eletron was only 60% after a p
T
ut at 20GeV/ ,
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Figure 3.14: The ratio E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
between energy in HCAL and ECAL for the andidate ele-
trons (left) and distribution of the distane along  between the luster and its trak (right). Disarding
objets with large value of E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
(likely to ome from hadron deays) and restriting to a
narrow window around  = 0 allows the improvement of the signal purity.
reahing 80% only after 80GeV/ , after isolation and other uts it goes fairly to 95% after
the momentum threshold, and stabilizes to a 98% for p
T
>40GeV/ .
The purity is niely uniform along the whole  range, and an overall improvement about
30  50% is expeted. Hereafter, the erros bars are obtained by a quadrati sum of the
ounting errors in eah bin. The high \horns" at the sides for the not-isolated distribution
have very large error bars and are due to the lak of statisti in this region. They are reovered
after the isolation.
In all, `ontaminating' eletrons due to photo-onversions, QCD and heavy-avour deays
are redued to a minimum. The plot in Fig. 3.12(left) an be repeated after this seletion
and a gure as Fig. 3.12(right) is obtained. Almost all the reonstruted eletrons ome from
W or Z, thus fully meeting the goal; the ontribution from b-deays (indiated as e  b)
redues to less than 0:001 after 15GeV/ .
The prie to be payed for suh a good reonstrution properties is a derease of the sele-
tion eÆieny, i.e. the fration of the positively-identied eletrons among all the interesting
ones. In Fig. 3.16 the eÆieny for a single-eletron reonstrution (after the double-eletron
and double-muon trigger stream) is displayed in funtion of transverse momentum (left) and
pseudorapidity (right). The eÆieny for eletrons from b-deay (\mistag for e b"), that is
the main objets to be rejeted, is also evaluated for dierent p
T
. When p
T
exeeds 20GeV/ ,
this mis-identiation is below 15% and the eÆieny rises over 50%. When eletron energy
approahes to 100GeV , identiation eÆieny is as high as 70 75% and mis-identiation
amounts to some perent. Due to the tiny ontribution of eletrons from b in the seletion,
this situation is fully satisfatory.
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Figure 3.15: The purity of the pre-seleted eletrons, before and after the quality uts, as a funtion
of p
T
(left) and  (right). The `horns' at  = 2:5 are due to a lak of events and larger error bars in
this region.
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Figure 3.16: The eÆieny of the eletron seletion after quality uts for the t

t ! Zq +W

b signal,
as a funtion of eletron p
T
(left) and  (right). The error bars are the quadrati sum of the ounting
error in the histograms used for the distribution, in eah bin. The eÆieny for `spurious' eletrons
oming from b (\mistag for e b") is also evaluated.
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Figure 3.17: The resolution plot for the  (left) and  (right) of the pre-seleted eletrons, obtained
from a dierene with the generated (MC) ones. Mean hxi and width (x) are alulated diretly
from the histograms, without t overlapped.
The behaviour of eÆieny along , far from measuring the ineÆienies in the dierent
part of the detetors beause of the large error bars, has to be onsidered as an average
eÆieny integrated over the full p
T
range. A separate set of seletion uts in the barrel and
in the endap { that is sometimes adopted in the analyses { does not seem so motivated.
As a nal omment, it is important to remark that the obtained eÆieny is fully onsistent
with results for other CMS physis analyses (when the eet for dierent trigger eÆienies is
de-onvoluted): for instane, it is almost as high as eletrons from Z from Higgs (see Ref. [95℄,
Se. 2.2.2.2), where requirements on eletron purity are less tight so quality uts are looser,
and slightly better than eletrons from Z inlusive prodution in the analysis in Ref. [95℄,
Se. 9.1.2.1.
Another important performane of the o-line reonstrution is the angular resolution in
the   plane, as well as the one in energy and transverse momentum. Angular resolutions
are obtained from the dierene in  and  of the reonstruted and the generated eletrons,
and are represented in Fig. 3.17.
The mean and r.m.s. of these histograms demonstrate that there are no bias in the
angular reonstrution and the resolution is better than 1 mrad for both variables. The tight
pre-seletion uts on the angular variable (as those on j
in
j) largely exeed this value, so
they are not smeared by the angular resolution.
The nal result from this pre-seletion phase an be showed as in Fig. 3.18, where the p
T
distribution for the surviving eletrons is displayed for the signal and the bakground. Sine
the aim of the whole work is to establish an upper limit for the signal, no preditions for
the signal ross setion are taken into aount, and the normalization of the vertial sale
is arbitrary. For all the bakground soures, the number of generated events is resaled to
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Figure 3.18: The transverse momentum distributions of e

andidates after trigger requirements in
both the signal sample and the dierent bakground samples. The bakground samples have been
normalized to reet an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
, and dierent lasses of events are staked.
the expeted rate after a statisti of 10 fb
 1
has been integrated, adopting the ross setions
presented earlier. The signiane of the analysis nal result will tell how muh of this
`arbitrary units' will be visible on top of bakground events. This presentation of results will
be adopted when displaying all the distributions of reonstruted objets, as eletron and
muon, vetorial bosons and jets, top quarks.
From plots like Fig. 3.16 it is evident that seletion eÆieny inrease with p
T
; on another
hand, most of relevant bakground is not muh dierent in momentum distribution. As a
onsequene, this threshold needs a areful optimization. In Figure 3.19 the eÆienies of
Wb+Zq signal and Zb

b, Wb+W

b bakground are ompared. Momentum thresholds between
5 and 80GeV/ are imposed and eÆienies are alulated for eah of them. This proedure is
repeated for three dierent upper limits on the one of the most eÆient pre-seletion variable,
i.e. Isol(e). Results are displayed for both bakground proesses. Few onlusions an be
drawn from these plots:
 while the eÆieny drop for t

t stritly follows the one for signal (being just redued
by a fator 2:3  2:5), for the Zb

b there is a region where eÆieny for signal an be
pushed to a maximum and that for bakground to a minimum. This orresponds to
selet eletrons with p
T
> 15 20GeV/ ;
 the strong similarity of eletrons in signal and t

t is also reeted in the dependene
from Isol(e), where no denite uts seem preferred. On the other hand, in Zb

b the ut
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Figure 3.19: The eletron reonstrution eÆieny for signal vs. the eÆieny of the two most
relevant bakgrounds, obtained for dierent p
T
thresholds. Three possible values of isolation uts are
onsidered.
Isol < 0:07 shows the best eÆieny performane.
The onlusion is that the optimized seletion uts are p
T
> 20GeV/ (the most onser-
vative for bakground rejetion in the preferred region) and Isol(e) < 0:07. A onrmation
omes from plots as Fig. 3.20 (left), where the signal eÆieny is ompared with the `bak-
ground rejetion', i.e. the ratio between signal and umulative bakground eÆieny for both
proesses.
A similar proedure is repeated for the E=p variable, in order to nely tuning the lower
limit. As Fig. 3.20 (right) shows, there is no signiant dierenes in performane betweens
0.6 and 1.0 threshold, thus the default ut E=p > 0:8 is well motivated. As expeted, a ut
greater than 1 strongly demolishes the signal eÆieny. From both plots, it is lear that the
best working point is around the fourth open ross marker from the left, that results in a
p
T
lower threshold of 20GeV/ . It orresponds to a signal eÆieny of 0:520  0:006 and a
rejetion of 1:807  0:004, that inludes an eÆieny of (24:12  0:10)% for t

t ! Wb+W

b
and (3:19  0:02)% for the Zb

b prodution.
The Table 3.13 summarizes all the pre-seletion uts for the eletron in the t

t! Zq+W

b
signal.
Muon pre-seletion in t! Zq signal
With respet to the the deliate study for the eletrons reonstrution, the muon pre-seletion
is muh less demanding. The peuliar CMS design is already enough to ensure that the hard
partiles rossing the muon stations are almost all muons.
Figure 3.21(left) ompares the transverse momentum distribution of the triggered muons
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Figure 3.20: The eletron eÆieny for the signal vs. the bakground rejetion, for dierent values
of Isol(e) (left) and E=p (right) uts. It indiates the best workpoint, that is around the fourth open
ross marker from the left. It orresponds to a p
T
lower threshold of 20GeV/ .
Table 3.13: A summary of eletron pre-seletion uts adopted in the analysis. Eah hoie omes
from the searh for an optimization and is demonstrated to produe high purity and good eÆieny.
L1 Di-eletron (\Relaxed") Trigger, 12(19) GeV/
HLT Di-eletron Trigger, 17GeV/
Isolation R < 0:1, Isol < 0:07
Trak/Cluster energy E=p > 0:8, E=p < 100
Trak/Cluster j
in
j < 0:0032
HCAL/ECAL E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
< 0:03
Transv. momentum p
T
> 20GeV/
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Figure 3.21: The p
T
of andidate muons in the qZ+bW signal, as they ome from the double trigger,
ompared with distribution of the true muons. Comparison is shown with true muons from W and Z
(red or dark grey), b-jet deay (green or pale grey) and the sum of two (thin solid). The gap between
the sum and the reonstruted objets has to be lled with the ontribution from jets and -deay
and photo-onversions. No isolation riteria are applied in the left plot, while pre-seleted muons
distribution is in the right plot.
(thik solid line) with the `true' information from simulated event samples. The fration of
muons oming diretly from the deay of a b quark is signiant only at very small energies:
when p
T
> 15GeV/ it amounts to 4.1% of the total of reonstruted muons and steadily
dereases with the momentum.
Even the other ontributions (mostly asade deays b !  ! , that are not supposed
to reah the outer hamber but an be reonstruted in the traker) aumulate lose to
a threshold of the muon p
T
. Nevertheless, some optimizations are possible to improve the
purity of the seletion.
Best hoies for uts are again found by maximizing the N
S
=
p
N
B
ratio performed on
distributions normalized to the same number of events. Sine the topology of muons losely
resembles the eletrons one (if both are oming from W or Z), the only bakground soures
taken into aount are still the Zb

b and the t

t! bW +

bW prodution.
The most useful handle in muon pre-seletion turns out to be the traker isolation
(Isol()), that was dened in Se. 3.2.1 in a one of radius R = 0:3. Figure 3.22 (left)
shows the distribution of Isol() for the signal and bakground. Here the muons from b-jets
are less prone to be distinguished from the `genuine' ones, so a threshold for the isolation
variable is less straightforward. Numerial optimization shows that, though a ut Isol < 0:13
allows to obtain the same N
S
=
p
N
B
as Isol(e) < 0:08 for the eletron ase, the maximum
an be reahed again with a ut at 0:07 as in eletron ase.
This tight ut provides a signiant rejetion of the traks halo lining the muon traks
when muons are embedded inside jets. In order to identify the same ontaminating eletrons,
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Figure 3.22: Isolation in the traker (left) and transverse impat parameter (right) for muon from
signal, Zb

b (dotted) and t

t ! Wb+W

b (dashed) prodution. A normalization to the same number
of events is applied.
another interesting variable ould be the transverse impat parameter d
xy
, i.e. the distane in
the transverse plane from the primary vertex and the extrapolated muon trak. As Fig. 3.22
(right) shows, both bakgrounds exhibit a tail that is longer then the signal (about d
xy
>
0:01 m), that is related to muons oming from a seondary vertex. On the other hand, the
bulk of these distributions lies in a quite narrow region, that is loosely sensitive to upper uts
on d
xy
: therefore, this variable will not be onsidered for any ut.
The resulting eets on purity and eÆienies of these seletions are estimated below.
Performane of the muon pre-seletion and momentum ut
In the same way as the eletron, the \purity" for the seleted muons is dened as the ratio
of the `mathed' andidate with the reonstruted objets. In Fig. 3.23 the omparison of
this quantity before and after the isolation is shown, as a funtion of both p
T
(left) and 
(right). Even before this quality ut, muons from W/Z result to be about 80% of the total
if p
T
> 20GeV ; when isolation is required, semileptoni deays ontribution disappears and
purity exeeds 95% already after 15GeV/ , reahing a nie 98% thereafter.
The uniformity of the muon purity along  is fairly good and marks a referene value
 98% integrated for p
T
from 0 to 250GeV/ . The minor derease for jj > 2 indiates that
muons from b quark are likely to ome from region at high pseudorapidity, and it is not an
issue here.
Following the analysis for eletrons, the transverse momentum distribution in Fig. 3.21(left)
an be repeated after the appliation of the hosen isolation ut. The plot in Fig. 3.21(right)
demonstrates how spurious ontribution are suessfully redued, even at modest p
T
. Con-
tamination is below 1% already at p
T
= 15GeV/ , falling below some 0.001 for harder
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Figure 3.23: The purity of the pre-seleted muons, before and after the isolation ut, as a funtion
of p
T
(left) and  (right). The `horns' at  = 2:5 are due to a lak of events and big error bars in
this region.
energies.
The eet on the signal eÆieny aused by the quality uts is evaluated, and resulting
plot displayed in Fig. 3.24. The same eletron eÆieny is reahed when the muon transverse
momentum is about 30GeV/ , then it smoothly inreases up to  80%. If one remembers
that the double eletron trigger stream delivers andidate muons with an eÆieny not greater
than 90% (see for instane Ref. [95℄, Tab. 10.6 and 10.7) this result { along with the very high
purity { seem very satisfatory. Analyses for similar ases (for instane Ref. [95℄, Se. 9.1.3
for the Z prodution) delares quite similar results.
At the lowest momenta after the threshold, misidentiation probability with muons from
beauty deay is still around 10%, but as shown before the fration of these muons in the
seleted sample is totally negligible. A separate set of uts for the endap region seem not
strongly motivated, though it would need a riher statisti to improve the error bars.
The redundany of the muon o-line seletion system, together with the high ondene
that a reonstruted muon is a genuine muon, allows the angular muon resolution to be even
better than the eletron one. Figures 3.25 reports the distribution of the dierene of the
= reonstruted muon trak position with the generated one.
The mean and r.m.s. of these histograms demonstrate that there are no bias in the angular
reonstrution and the resolution is better than 1 mrad for both variables. This aurate
reonstrution in spae for both eletrons and muons justies those seletion algorithms
based on the geometry of the event, beause the angular resolution for leptons is far to be an
issue.
The p
T
distributions for muon andidates after the appliation of both trigger and oine
quality uts, in both the signal events and in the dierent bakground samples, are represented
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Figure 3.24: The eÆieny of the muon seletion after isolation ut for the t

t ! Zq +W

b signal,
as a funtion of muon p
T
(left) and  (right). The error bars are the quadrati sum of the ounting
error in the histograms employed for the distribution, in eah bin. The eÆieny for `spurious' muons
oming from b (\mistag for  b") is also evaluated.
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Figure 3.25: The resolution plot for the  (left) and  (right) of the pre-seleted muons, obtained
from a dierene with the generated (MC) ones. Mean hxi and width (x) are alulated diretly
from the histograms.
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Figure 3.26: The transverse momentum distributions of 

andidates after trigger requirements in
both the signal sample and the dierent bakground samples. The orresponding distributions after
the quality uts have been applied are also shown. The bakground samples have been normalized to
reet an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
.
in Fig. 3.26. The transverse momentum threshold ould be optimized by issuing a similar
proedure to the eletron ase. Stritly resembling what was done there, signal eÆieny is
ompared with eÆienies for Zb

b and t

t ! Wb +W

b, hoosing three referene values for
the traker isolation ut and shifting the p
T
threshold. As expeted, the muon eÆieny plot
for Zb

b is strongly similar to that for eletron.
In Figure 3.27 the momentum thresholds is varied between 5 and 80GeV/ and eÆienies
are alulated for the same three upper limits on the one of Isol(). EÆieny in the two
bakground samples is found to steeply inrease with the p
T
ut, in a way that is not dierent
from the signal behaviour. The `plateau' in the signal eÆieny against Zb

b is not so relevant
here. Best eÆieny performane is again obtained when the isolation is better than 7%.
From both plots, the best working point is hosen around the third open ross marker from
the left, that results in a p
T
lower threshold of 15GeV/ . It orresponds to a signal eÆieny
of 0:611 0:006 and a rejetion of 0:61 0:02, that inludes an eÆieny of (30:0 0:1)% for
t

t!Wb+W

b and (84:3  0:1)% for the Zb

b prodution.
The Table 3.14 summarizes all the pre-seletion uts for the muon in the t

t! Zq +W

b
signal.
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Figure 3.27: The muon eÆieny for the signal vs. the t

t and Zb

b rejetion, for dierent values of
Isol(). The best point is onsidered to be the third from the left (open ross) and orresponds to a
p
T
lower threshold of 15GeV/ and a 0.07 isolation.
Table 3.14: A summary of muon pre-seletion uts adopted in the analysis. Eah hoie omes from
the searh for an optimization and is demonstrated to produe high purity and good eÆieny.
L1 Di-muon Trigger, 3GeV/
HLT Di-muon Trigger, 7GeV/
Isolation R < 0:3, Isol < 0:07
Transv. momentum p
T
> 15GeV/
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Figure 3.28: The invariant transverse mass of the Z boson, obtained from eletrons (left) and muons
(right) pairs with kinematial uts, sorted among the losest to the Z mass. The higher muon eÆieny
results in quite riher bakground.
3.3.2 Constraints on the Z
0
mass
In the ase of the t! qZ
0
hannel, the Z
0
is reonstruted by ombining two same-type and
opposite-sign leptons. The pair of leptons (muons or eletrons) in eah event whose invariant
mass lies losest to that of the Z
0
is assumed to be orret one. The mass onstraint will
be applied in most of the invariant mass reonstrutions (namely Z, W and FCNC top),
sine it demonstrates to improve the signal eÆieny and better ontain the bakground.
Though this tehnique tends to bias the bakground, enrihing it around the mass onstrain
and aumulating ombinatory eets in the signal region, omparisons with generated `true'
partiles from Monte Carlo will omfort about the eetiveness of the reonstrution. In the
nal state, the ombinatorial bakground will be subtrated by a proper t proedure.
Among the lepton seletion, eletrons and muons have to be removed if they are embedded
into a b-jet or a light-jet (R < 0:5 from the jet axis), beause in that ase they probably
ome from a semileptoni b or  quark deay. From all the same-avour dierent-sign leptons
pairs, the one with the mass losest to M(Z
0
) = 91:188 GeV/
2
[24℄ is sorted. These simple
seletion riteria may be analyzed separately in the eletron and muon ases, by regarding
the purity of the reonstrution and the bakground rejetion.
The invariant mass distributions for the Z
0
! e
+
e
 
and Z
0
! 
+

 
hannels, presented
in Fig. 3.28, shows the expeted asymmetry on the low side of the peak, whih is aused by
photon radiation. Here the reonstruted boson is ompared with a `mathed' objet, i.e. a
Z in whih the two leptons are loser than R = 0:3 to the reonstruted one. The typial
lineshape is orretly reprodued, with a entral value (entroid of the histogram between 50
and 150GeV/
2
) shifted only some 7% from the pole mass.
Some further uts ould be devised to redue the lepton pairs from bakground falling
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Figure 3.29: The transverse momentum of the reonstruted Z an be evaluated for signal and its
bakground (where lepton pair an ombine in a narrow mass window), to hek if some further uts
are eetive. Here no distintive dierenes are exhibited from the two proesses, and additional
seletions are not introdued.
in this mass window. As previously stated, the main onern has to be deserved to the t

t
bakground, in whih leptons from the di-leptoni hannel are very prone to imitate the ones
from the Z deay. A slower boost is expeted from the pairs, so seleting a l
+
l
 
pair with a
some high momentum may redue this ontribution. Figure 3.29 exhibits the distribution of
the p
T
(e
+
e
 
) and p
T
(
+

 
) objets. While the bakground momentum is signiantly slower
than the signal one, they are not enough disentangled to suggest a p
T
(Z) ut. A numerial
evaluation of the S=
p
B, with a running momentum threshold on the whole range, shows that
there are no advantages in rejeting Z
0
with low momenta. The transverse momentum for
the `mathed' objets is also indiated. Its distribution losely resembles the reonstruted
one, thus onrming the quality of the reonstrution.
The requirement of only one reonstruted Z boson is helpful in inrease the purity of
seletion, beause it removes the lepton pairs (mostly muons) falling in the Z mass but
oming from other soures. The result is reported in Fig. 3.30 and an be ompared with the
Fig. 3.28 distribution: the tails are leaned by a 19% and a 25% in the eletrons and muon
omponent respetively. The peak resolution results to be inreased by a fator  25% in
e
+
e
 
and  35% in 
+

 
and the mass is shifted by only 0.3% for eletrons and 1.2% for
muons. It is worth to emphasize that a preise pole mass measure is not the main purpose
of this searh, thus a detailed t on the distribution is not faed here.
The omparison of the reonstruted Z in the signal (and the mathed objet overlaid)
with all the bakground is presented in Fig. 3.31(left). The dominant soure of bakground
for this distribution omes from the Z
0
plus jets (light or b-avoured) sample, partiularly
given their large ross setions. As expeted, the introdution of the Z mass parameter in the
seletion leads to a mighty biased bakground distribution, with a maximum in the region
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Figure 3.30: The invariant mass plot of the reonstruted Z, under the veto ondition for a further
Z. The peak resolution improves by about 30%, ombinatori eets redue and the mathing with
generated leptons is signiantly better.
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Figure 3.31: Left: The e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
invariant mass distributions in the signal sample and in the
dierent bakgrounds, where all ontributions are showed staked. The bakground distributions are
normalized assuming an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
. Right: The signiane of the seletion
in the invariant mass plot as a funtion of the window width. The parameter s
x
is proportional to
the N
S
=
p
N
B
and reahes its maximum when M(ll) = 10GeV/
2
.
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around the Z peak. The spread in the mass peak for the Zb

b prodution indiates that
lepton pre-seletion is not yet insensitive to b quark semileptoni deays: when one of them is
mis-identied as a lepton produed from Z, a ontaminating eet adds and the mass widens.
Not all the onsidered bakground soures are represented in this gure and the Z+jets stems
for the Z + j
85 150
omponent.
One of the most powerful bakground rejetion tool { at least for the non-peaking bak-
ground { has demonstrated to hoose a narrow window around the peak on the invariant
mass distribution. This is very eÆient in seleting only pairs with the best mathing, thus
rejeting leptons whih do not ome from a Z deay. In order to hoose the best M(Z)
window, the mass distribution for the signal and relevant bakground (t

t and Zb

b) is used
to sale the number of seleted events. The signiane s
x
of the analysis, that is related
with the ratio N
S
=
p
N
B
, is exploited here as a simple estimate of the impat of this sele-
tion. To not introdue a further bias, the peak mass is left free and the window is opened
around the entroid of the reonstruted distribution. This allows to absorb some system-
ati eets on the invariant mass peak, as the muon and eletron energy sale and linearity.
From Fig. 3.31(right) it is lear that the best point is around M(Z) = 10GeV/
2
. It is
important to observe that this indiation of signiane is niely stable with respet to Z
mass resolution. In a highly pessimisti ase of a 5% eletron resolution (and onsequently a

p
2  5%  7:5% resolution in M(Z)), the signiane would be lowered less than 0.7%.
A orresponding worse in the FCNC branhing ratio sensitivity is expeted.
A more exhaustive omparison of seletion results are oered by Tab. 3.15, where as-
ade eÆienies after the reonstrution algorithm are quoted for all samples in signal and
bakground.
3.3.3 Missing transverse energy and reonstrution of W

The searh for a W boson in simulated events is onstrained by requiring that the event
already ontains a good Z
0
andidate. This is very eÆient in rejeting proesses whih have
less than three hard leptons, as the WW , Z+jets and t

t bakground samples.
Before ombining the lepton and the transverse missing energy to form a transverse in-
variant mass bound, a loser look to the latter is neessary.
Constraints on the Missing transverse energy
As outlined above, the amount of missing transverse energy E
miss
T
is determined by the Iter-
ative Cone method supplemented by jet orretions. This variable is ompared in Fig. 3.32
(left) for the signal and the relevant bakground.
A similar behaviour is shared among signal and proesses produing a W that deays
leptonially, while the Z+X prodution behaves quite dierently, making possible to devise a
lower E
miss
T
ut. The missing energy ut is optimized with respet of the Zb

b ad t

t bakground.
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Table 3.15: The eÆienies for the reonstrution of a Z boson from a pair of eletron or muons,
presented for an exhaustive set of bakground soures. Leptons retain the quality uts disussed earlier
and they are seleted in an invariant mass window of 10GeV/
2
. All values are in perent.
Seletion Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Z(! ll)b

b ZZ ! 4l
one good Z
0
! ee, 19:3 0:5 1:460  0:013 32:70  0:13 14:11  0:17
after M(ll)
one good Z
0
! , 23:5 0:5 1:500  0:013 34:93  0:13 13:94  0:12
after M(ll)
one good Z
0
! ll, 42:8 0:7 1:500  0:013 34:51  0:19 27:08  0:17
after M(ll)
Seletion Z(! ll) + j
85 150
Z(! ll) + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one good Z
0
! ee, 8:34  0:06 10:15  0:08 3:12  0:08 0:357  0:020
after M(ll)
one good Z
0
! , 7:41  0:06 9:11 0:08 3:69  0:09 0:440  0:022
after M(ll)
one good Z
0
! ll, 15:25  0:09 18:35  0:11 6:81  0:12 0:797  0:29
after M(ll)
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Figure 3.32: Left: The omparison of the E
miss
T
for the signal and relevant bakground. In the lower
plot, rates are saled at the 10 fb
 1
integrated luminosity. Right: the same distribution from signal and
the two most important bakground soures, when normalized to the same number of events. Sine
in the Zb

b hannel missing energy omes from b quark deays and  deays from Z, it is signiantly
softer and the relevane of Zb

b an be redued by utting E
miss
T
> 30 35GeV .
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In Fig. 3.32 (right) they are ompared to the signal as they had the same number of events, and
the threshold that reets in the best signiane for the nal result is searhed for. It an be
observed that, while t

t is not distinguishable from the signal at this level (demonstrating that
the presene of the additionalW ! l deay and a further b-jet do not alter the E
miss
T
shape,
the Zb

b has a well separated median and aumulates to lower energies). This an be asribed
to the softer spetrum of neutrinos oming from bottom quark deays. The feature will turn
partiularly useful when bakground will be diretly searhed in data, beause it allows to
signiantly separate one soure from another. Here the optimal threshold has been identied
between 30 and 35GeV .
When the ut is applied, signal eÆieny redues by 0:817  0:014, t

t by 0:837  0:002
and Zb

b by 0:390  0:002, hene eetively inreasing the signal to bakground ratio.
Proesses having di-boson produing neutrinos (as WZ and WW ) and semileptoni tau
deays (as in ZZ), though may extend up to high energies, have a smaller ross setions, thus
a negligible impat.
Constraints on the W mass
To reprodue the lepton and neutrino produed by a W boson oming from a top, muon
and eletrons are sorted between objets whose seletion has been earlier optimized. Leptons
found too lose to b-jets and light-jets andidates (R < 0:3), or having been exploited
to build the Z mass are removed from the andidates. On these leptons with enhaned
purity the uts p
T
(e) > 20GeV/ and p
T
() > 15GeV/ are imposed. These thresholds have
demonstrated to deliver a very good purity, a high seletion eÆieny and the best possible
t

t and Zb

b rejetion.
Sine the longitudinal momentum of the neutrino annot be diretly measured, the W
boson an be reonstruted only in the transverse plane. Therefore, a wide transverse mass
distribution will replae a narrow peak around the nominal W mass value, but it will prove
suÆient to give ondene in a good gauge boson identiation.
Given the omponent (p
x
(l); p
y
(l)) of the lepton p
T
(l) and reonstruted transverse om-
ponent of the neutrino momentum, the transverse mass of the lepton ombination is dened
from the equation:
M(l-E
miss
T
)
T
=
q
 
p
T
(l) +E
miss
T
)
2
  (p
x
(l) + p
x
())
2
  (p
y
(l) + p
y
()

2
; (3.4)
that demonstrates to be equal to
M(l-E
miss
T
)
T
=
q
2p
T
(l)E
miss
T
(1  os); (3.5)
where  is the azimuthal angle between the lepton and neutrino.
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Figure 3.33: The W boson after requiring a l
+
l
 
onsistent with a Z, reonstruted with a third
eletron (left) or muon (right) and large missing energy. The approximative Jaobian shapes and the
agreement with the generated objets ensure that the boson has been properly identied.
Distributions omputed from Eq. 3.4, with the additional requirement to keep the lepton-
missing transverse energy ombination with the invariant mass losest to the mass of the
W

, are showed in Fig. 3.3.3 for the W ! e and W !  ases. The `shoulder' at low energy
and the steep fall after the W mass indiate that a Jaobian shape, smeared by the nite
detetor energy resolution, is orretly reprodued.
A problem this reonstrution ould suer is a mis-identiation with leptons from Z, that
are produed in pair with a similar energy and in all possible diretions. The omparison
with the distribution of a `mathed' transverse mass, in whih a reonstruted lepton loser
than R = 0:3 to a generated lepton oming from W is used, shows that the agreement with
true objet is good in all the mass range, for both muons and eletrons.
Any event ontaining more than one good W andidate is rejeted.
The W boson transverse mass reonstruted in this way is plotted in Fig. 3.34, where it
is ompared with the mathed objet and the full bakground.
The lower logarithmi plot onrms that the most important ontribution omes from
Zb

b, t

t and partially Z+jets, staked on top of the multi-leptoni ZW , ZZ proesses that
are muh smaller.
As is lear from Eq. 3.3.3, a signiant high transverse mass tail in the distribution may
be originated from unorrelated hard leptons or neutrinos. This happens when more than
one leptoni deay (as in t

t bakground) or high-avour semileptoni deay, together with
high p
T
leptons (as in Zb

b) enter the game. A possible upper ut in the M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) is
optimized as in the Z seletion: the reonstruted mass distribution is used to sale the
signal and bakground number, then the quantity s
x
(that is proportional to the N
S
=
p
N
B
ratio) is alulated for dierent uts. The results for the signiane of signal against Zb

b and
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Figure 3.34: The distribution of the transverse invariant mass of the e

or 

-missing energy om-
bination in the signal sample and in the dierent bakground samples. The bakground distributions
have been normalized assuming an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
.
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Figure 3.35: The urve for the optimization of the upper ut in the W transverse invariant mass.
The signiane is maximized when M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) <120GeV/
2
is hosen, and it is quite robust in
variation around this threshold { due for instane to systemati eets.
t

t are displayed in Fig. 3.35. The optimal mass ut is found between 115 and 120GeV/
2
.
The displayed urve is quite smooth around this best point: from it, one an guess that the
nal sensitivity of the experiment would be relatively lowered by 5%, only if resolution on
transverse W mass is worst than about 20GeV/
2
.
If these results are ompared with eÆienies in Tab. 3.15, the request of the third lepton
appears as a major tool in rejeting the more perniious bakground.
In order to redue the statistial error on eÆieny estimates, a ontrol sample has been
exploited, where the statisti has been artiially inreased by opening the ut in the Z mass,
toward M = 100GeV/
2
. Relative eÆienies are then omputed on this ontrol sample.
This seem reasonable for the t

t bakground, sine enlarging the Z mass window has impat
only in the amount of surviving events. The relative eÆienies of asade uts are insensitive
to it, beause kinematial properties of t

t are almost uniform even in a wide range on the
M(ll) spetrum.
3.3.4 Light-jets and b-jets spei analysis
General performane of b- and light jets reonstrution are already disussed above. Below,
a study for an optimization oriented to maximize the bakground redution is presented.
Seletion of the nal state b-jets
The jets with beauty are seleted with the riteria optimized in Se. 3.2.3 and applied to the
signal and bakground proesses. The ondition for the presene of both a reonstruted Z
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Table 3.16: The eÆienies for the reonstrution of a Z boson plus a W , both in the leptoni deay
hannels, from all the onsidered bakground. Kinemati uts disussed in the test are applied to
leptons and invariant mass. All values are in perent.
Seletion Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Zb

b ZZ ! 4l
re. W ! e 10:6  0:4 0:0133  0:0012 0:68  0:06 0:766  0:013
(no M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
re. W !  12:0  0:4 0:0133  0:0012 0:68  0:06 0:766  0:013
(no M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
one good W ! l 20:7  0:5 0:0130  0:0012 0:120  0:011 4:19  0:07
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
Seletion Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
re. W ! e 0:021  0:004 0:131  0:019 0:295  0:014 0:007  0:003
(no M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
re. W !  0:021  0:004 0:131  0:020 0:352  0:017  3  10
 5
(no M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
one good W ! l 0:013  0:003 0:27  0:04 1:86  0:059 0:005  0:002
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
and W is inserted before this seletion. The distribution in transverse momentum for all the
soures is displayed in Fig. 3.36(left), where the resaling for the ross setion is applied and
the signal distribution (upper) is ompared with the tagged jets mathed with b quarks.
The bakgrounds entering this seletion are only those with energeti b-jets, namely the
Zb

b and top{anti-top prodution, that results in a pair of b-jets for eah event. All the other
soures appear niely suppressed from the multi-lepton request. Even the Z+jets proess,
that features a large ross setion and has objets that an potentially be mistagged, appears
as un-sizable histogram over the t

t prodution.
When the omparison of signal is restrited to the Zb

b and t

t soures and events are
normalized to the same number, a plot like Fig. 3.36(right) an be obtained. While the b-jets
from the top quarks in the signal and in the bakground share exatly the same kinematis
and they are not distinguishable at this level, bottom quark prodution at the primary vertex
demonstrates to have a softer spetrum. The optimal p
T
threshold turns out to be in the
4550GeV/ range, whih oinides with the requirements for a maximal tagging purity and
eÆieny. Thus the 50GeV/ ut onrms to have the better property, both for eÆieny
and bakground rejetion.
Two further variables that are relevant in the b-jets identiation, as the disriminator
and the number of tagged jets, are estimated for signal and major bakground after theW+Z
request and showed in Fig. 3.37, where the same number of events is ompared. The shape of
disriminator distribution for the signal is shared with the t

t and Zb

b proesses. The two-fold
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Figure 3.36: Left: The omparison of p
T
(b-jet) between signal (upper) and bakground (lower). In
the signal, b-tagging demonstrates to approah the maximum purity only for high p
T
; the bakground
distribution, where histograms are plotted staked, shows that only Zb

b and t

t are sizable. Right:
The same distribution for signal and relevant bakground, when normalized to the same number of
events.
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Figure 3.37: Two further variables are inquired to look for a separation between signal and bak-
ground, as the disriminator distribution (left) and the number of b-tagged jets after the tagging
proedure implemented in the reonstrution (right). Feasibility of the disrimination based on these
variables is disussed in the text.
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nature of b-jet multipliity in these states is reeted in a signiant higher Dis value in the
region where a jet is supposed to ontain a b quark. When a very high disriminator is asked,
the jets in t

t ! 2l bakground have a probability to ontain one or more b-jet that is lower
than the Zb

b events. In fat, when seleting the same harge and opposite avour leptons
in the M(ll) distributions, in the t

t bakground leptons from b deay may be likely assoiate
to lepton from W . The possibility to mis-identify leptons oming from both b-jets as leptons
from the gauge boson is larger in the t

t than in Zb

b: as a onsequene, the high-likelihood
tail in the disriminator turns to be larger for the latter proess.
While the disriminator onrms to be powerful in measuring the probability for a jet to
be tagged, no further uts (lower or even upper) an be devised to deplete the bakground,
so the Dis > 2 seletion is not modied.
Perentages of event with 0, 1, 2 or more b-tagged jets is plotted in Fig. 3.37(right). If
only the events with a single b-jet are aepted, the histograms shows how large is the fration
of surviving bakground. Almost 90% of b-jets from Zb

b does not suess in the pass the
stringent seletion, while another 1% of double-tagged events is eliminated. Half of t

t sample
passes the ut, onrming as the most resistant bakground; due to the hard multi-lepton
request, only 2% of these events have two tagged b-jets. The eÆieny of a single b-jet for
the signal is around 38%, with a 2% of mistagged jets that are rejeted. In summary, the
single-tagging requirement has not a major role in rejeting these bakgrounds, but testies
that proesses dierent from these are very unlike to pass this b-tagging. Standard Model
proesses with heavy bosons and a single b (as single-top prodution in the t-hannel or
Z+ b+ j) ould be redued by some  9%9% ' 0:8%, thus onrming their non{relevane
in the seletion uts optimization. Table 3.17 (upper rows) indiates the umulative eÆieny
after the seletion of a single b-jet, and is a dierent way to express the suppression of all the
bakground without a multi-b-jet prodution.
As underlined earlier, here some of the bakground soures are eagerly suppressed and a
`0' appears in the table for the rst time. It orresponds to the fat that no simulated events
have passed the whole seletions, so only an upper limit an be quoted. These upper limits are
learly related to the size of simulated event samples that, for not too relevant bakground,
is keep limited to save omputing time. Now, if the ount of the number of bakground event
is assumed to be Poissonian, the observation of no events orresponds to an upper limit of
the ondene interval of the Poissonian mean equal to 2:3 at 90% C.L. and 3:0 at 95% C.L..
When the most onservative limit is assumed and the number of generated events is kept
in mind, these zeroes an be translated in < 2  10
 5
for the Z + j
85 150
, < 1  10
 5
for the
Z + j
150 300
, < 3  10
 5
for the WZ ! 3l and < 3  10
 5
for the WW ! 2l.
The results in Tab. 3.17 are diretly linked to the performane of b-tagging algorithm,
whose eÆieny and purity have been optimized earlier. To reprodue the tagging eÆieny
by ounting in these samples, the ratio between perentages in Tab. 3.17 and in Tab. 3.16
is the starting point. It has to be saled by the b-jet multipliity in eah sample, than the
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Table 3.17: The eÆienies for all the onsidered bakground when the presene of one b-tagged jet
is added to the previous seletion (upper). In the last row, an estimated of the absolute b-tagging
eÆieny drawn from omparison of this ut with the previous, and orreted for the portion of
p
T
(b-jet) samples, is reported.
Seletion Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Zb

b ZZ ! 4l
one good Z 6:09  0:31 0:0044  0:0003 0:079  0:002  3  10
 5
+ one good W
+ one b-jet
Seletion Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one good Z 0 0 0 0
+ one good W
+ one b-jet
Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Zb

b ZZ ! 4l
b-jet extrap. e. 0:375  0:030 0:405  0:024 0:308  0:027  
fat that only a portion of the p
T
spetrum has been onsidered is to taken into aount.
The b-tagging eÆienies estimated in this way are reported in Tab. 3.17 (bottom row), and
an be a hint for an evaluation of tagging power from real data, thus avoiding to measure
performane on simulated events. These values have to be ompared with the eÆieny study
that has been addressed when optimizing the tagging. To aomplish that task, there the
reonstruted distribution were ompared with the one from the generated ones, and studied
as a funtion of momentum and disriminator threshold. When that result are re-onsidered
and the threshold Dis = 2 is hosen, one obtains that the eÆieny integrated in the whole
spetrum reads 0:496  0:018, remarkably dierent from the value for signal quoted in the
table above. The disrepanies ould be asribed to the fat that the sample of b-jets that
has seleted here to estimate the eÆieny is not so pure, i.e. they not all ome from the top
deay. If the value in last row of Tab. 3.17 is instead resaled for the b-jet purity integrated
over all p
T
(see for instane Fig. 3.6(right)), around 75%, a value in a nie agreement with
that eÆieny is obtained.
At this level, one may like to inquire how muh the seletion inluded in the set of
devised uts are orrelated. This is important not only to manage the total error on the
sample ounting, but even to see if eah optimized ut an be applied independently from the
others that, as it will be shown at the end of the hapter, turns useful to infer a posteriori
onsiderations on other possible bakground soures.
While the three-leptons seletion an reasonably assumed to be the produt of the three
separated seletion, one ould suspet a relation between the number of b-tagged jets and the
leptoni requirements. In partiular, a ut in the missing transverse energy should redue the
number of b-jet surviving the tagging algorithms, sine the b quark are bound to neutrinos
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Figure 3.38: Left: Tagging eÆieny for b jets oming from a top, when dierent lower limits for the
missing transverse energy from the W are hosen. Three dierent disriminator thresholds are also
used. Right: The distribution of the transverse momentum of light-quark jet andidates in the signal
sample and in the dierent bakground samples. The orresponding distribution for jets mathed
to the generator-level light quarks from the FCNC top deay is also shown. As usual, bakground
histograms are staked and show how t

t, Zb

b and Z+jets stay on top of the di-boson bakground,
whose jets are not from a hard prodution, thus they have no impat anymore.
by their semileptoni deays.
In the Fig. 3.38(left), the analysis is repeated for six dierent E
miss
T
thresholds and the
eÆieny is evaluated eah time. As just a omparison between eÆienies is interesting here,
only the `raw' estimate is adopted; three referene values for the disriminator thresholds are
also adopted.
Some observations are here straightforward:
 in all the three samples, the raw tagging eÆieny seems slightly derease, thus moti-
vating the intuition;
 in all the three samples, these variation is quite well inluded in the error bars (only
statistial error are onsidered here). A possible orrelation oeÆient turns out to be
about 0.4, thus a orrelation term has not signiane on top of the total error estimate;
 by the way, the result that eÆieny is optimal with a lower Dis between 1.5 and 2.5
is oered also from this hek.
In other words, the portion of seleted missing energy seems well separated by the lower
missing energy produed by neutrino in b! ql. Therefore, independenes of all uts is fully
preserved.
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Seletion of the nal state light-jets
Transverse momentum distribution of light-jets in the t! qZ analysis is shown in Fig. 3.38(right).
These distributions inlude all jets reonstruted in the event, one leaned from the seleted
b-jets and `ghost' lusters in the alorimeter. In the upper plot the reonstruted light-jets
transverse momentum is ompared with objets mathing a u or  quark. The loss in purity
is well visible here: as explained below, it an be asribed to a mis-identiation with b-jets
and motivated by the need to rejet the dsg ontamination and equalize the response between
u and  quarks.
Sine the ross setions for the di-boson prodution followed by leptoni deays are rather
small, the distribution from the bakground (lower plot, staked histograms) is dominated
by the t

t ! 2l events, where at least one of the b-jet is mis-interpreted as oming from a
light quark. The same eet allows also the important Zb

b to pass also this seletion. As
the great part of light-jets aumulates below some  40GeV/ , only a tail will be seleted
with the p
T
>60GeV/ ut, and it is not possible to found a dierent optimal ut. On the
other hand, from that energy all these bakgrounds niely derease with an exponential law:
therefore, the pre-seletion in p
T
applied in the generation proess is well motivated.
Cross-heking this plot with the Fig. 3.36(left) is another view to guess whih bakground
soures turn out to be important. If both the light and the b-jet are required in the event,
bakground distribution roughly fatorizes, killing most of the proesses but t

t, Zb

b and
Z+jets. When the presene of the three hard leptons is demanded, the latter soure is highly
suppressed, while the others will be still there and hallenge the reonstrution of the signal.
3.3.5 Constraints on the top with SM deay
The reonstrution of the top quark following the standard deay is an important step in
both the analyses, beause it onstraints the b-jet and the W boson in a nal state to ll an
invariant mass window, thus further limiting the ontribution of proesses that do not have
a top.
Sine onlyW leptoni deays are involved, the full reonstrution of the top deay produt
is not possible without additional kinemati onstraints. To avoid the introdution of the
biasing eets assoiated to these onstraints, no full mass reonstrution is performed here
and only the `transverse mass' is evaluated. Its denition losely resembles that for W
transverse mass:
M
T
(bW ) =
q
(E
T
(b) + p
T
(l) + p
T
())
2
  (p
x
(b) + p
x
(l) + p
x
())
2
  (p
y
(b) + p
y
(l) + p
y
())
2
;
where the transverse momenta for the lepton (p
x
(l); p
y
(l)) and for neutrino (p
x
(); p
y
())
are expliited, and E
T
(b-jet) is assumed to measure the transverse energy of the originary b
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Figure 3.39: Left: The reonstruted transverse invariant mass of the top following the standard
deay, along with the same distribution made with `mathed' W and tagged jets lose to the b quark.
Right: transverse momentum of the reonstruted top, from signal, mathed signal and the few events
surviving from the t

t bakground.
quark.
Exploiting one of the b-jet and W boson whose seletion has been optimized above, the
distribution depited in Fig. 3.39(left) is obtained. A referene distribution is over-imposed,
that orresponds to the M
T
of a lepton from W lose to a generated lepton (R < 0:3)
together with a jet lose to a generated b quark. The shape expeted for a transverse mass is
well reprodued and the math in the 100 250GeV/
2
range is satised within few perent
level, onrming the orretness of the reonstruted objet.
At this level, the bakground to the t! qZ has been eetively redued to the top pair and
the Zb

b, with a small amount of events surviving the three leptons and b quark requirements.
Distribution of the reonstruted top transverse momentum is almost uniform, as shown in
Fig. 3.39(right). The few t

t events satisfying the reonstrution riteria seem to follow the
same distribution, thus no p
T
ut on the top is possible.
A full omparison with all the bakground soures is oered by Fig. 3.40(left). The fat
that all optimization studies for this signal involve only the Zb

b and t

t founds here a lear
motivation. In eah event, only one suh objet seleted in this way is asked for.
In order to improve the statistial properties of this transverse mass region, the distribu-
tion tails an be ut away. If the signiane s
x
is plotted as a funtion of the upper and lower
mass threshold, the plot in Fig. 3.40(right) presents. While no lower uts are indiated by the
funtion on the left, the seletion is slightly improved if one requiresM
T
(bW ) < 220GeV/
2
.
Robustness around this ut is again satisfatory: it an be evaluated that, if the threshold
value is shifted by about 10%, the derease of s
x
indues a relative variation in the signal
eÆieny around 2%.
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Figure 3.40: Left: The invariant mass of the e
+
=e
 
or 
+
=
 
and missing energy and b-jet om-
binations for signal and various bakgrounds. The bakground distributions have been normalized
assuming an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
, and it shows that the only events that aumulate in
the top mass window ome from Zb

b and t

t! 2l +X . Right: The eÆienies for the reonstrution
of the invariant mass for the top deaying t ! Wb, seleted with the riteria speied in the text.
Only the t

t and Zb

b are survived at this level. EÆienies on the bakground have been evaluated by
enlarging the Z mass window, so limiting the statistial error.
The resulting umulative eÆieny for the signal and most important bakground are
listed in Tab. 3.18, with all values in perent. At this level, even the ZZ proess has no more
events in the seleted samples, and its upper limit is 2 10
 5
. As antiipated at the beginning
and extensively assumed, in these last uts only t

t and Zb

b dominate the sene.
It is important to observe that, sine almost of bakground events numbers are approah-
ing to zero, here optimization proedure is lose to its limit. While high values for the
statistial signiane are suessfully reahed, further heavy uts would result in ompletely
suppress the bakground, thus making the experiment unpreditive. This limit is learly
due to the amount of statisti generated, that in turn is related to the assumed integrated
luminosity. In the following hapter, the surviving bakground will be estimated in a way
that avoids the wide statistial utuations for small numbers, and an be extended to larger
integrated luminosities.
3.3.6 Constraints on the top with FCNC deay
After the produts of the SM top deay have been identied, the nal step of the analysis
proess is to ombine the Z
0
andidate with good light-quark jet andidates. The ombination
whose invariant mass lies losest to the nominal top mass is assumed to be the orret one.
The result shown in Fig. 3.41(upper) along with the `mathed' distribution, that is the
one for a top quark made with a reonstruted jet lose to a u= quark and a mathed Z, only
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Table 3.18: The eÆienies for the reonstrution of the invariant mass for the top deaying t!Wb,
seleted with the riteria speied in the text. Only the t

t and Zb

b have survived at this level.
EÆienies on the bakground have been evaluated by enlarging the Z mass window, so limiting the
statistial error.
Seletion Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Zb

b ZZ ! 4l
one good Z 5:26 0:11 (2:37  0:28)  10
 3
(3:4  1:3)  10
 2
0
+ one t! Wb
Seletion Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one good Z 0 0 0 0
+ one t! Wb
when a W is reonstruted and a b-jet is lose to a b quark. The omparison demonstrates
that, while a narrow peak aumulates around the right top mass, a signiant exess of event
dierent from a genuine top is present. This `ombinatori' bakground omes from having
olleted in the same point of the phase spae the Z and the light-jets found around, and it
will be suessfully identied by a t proedure.
The signal distribution obtained in the last seletion is here adapted to an analyti fun-
tion, in order to disentangle the ombinatorial bakground to the genuine signal. Here the
type of the funtion f
B+S
(x) adopted is
f
B+S
(x) =
S
0
p
2
e
 
(x M
0
)
2
2
2
+ f
B
(x); (3.6)
i.e. a normalized Gaussian with an additional funtion parameterizing the bakground.
S
0
,  and M
0
are parameters to be found, with the latter expeted to reprodue the top
mass. An empirial funtion delivering a quite good onvergene has found to be omposed
from a onstant and a funtion that rises linearly from a point x
0
, then it bends and fall
down for x x
0
, with an exponential onstant M
1
. The funtional form is:
f
B
(x) = B
0

1 + (x  x
0
)e
 M
1
(x x
0
)

; (3.7)
where the further parameter B
0
, x
0
andM
1
must be determined by the t. The omposed
funtion has been applied to the distribution in the large (x
L
; x
H
)=(100,300) GeV/
2
range,
in order to maximize the statisti power of the alulation. The result of this operation is
presented in Fig. 3.41(lower), where the signal has the error bars obtained from a quadrati
sum of Poissonian unertainties, and both the total and the bakground funtion are over-
imposed. The t onverges toward a mass value that aommodates the input top mass
(m
t
= 175GeV/
2
) and resolution on the entral value (with only statisti error inluded)
is better than 1%. The number of signal and ombinatorial bakground an be found by an
analyti integration of the tted funtion. For the signal, it results:
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Figure 3.41: Upper: The invariant mass M(qZ) of the top quark deaying with the anomalous
proess, obtained with the seleted Z and seleted light-jet. A bias of ombinatorial events stays
under the real top signal. Lower: The result of the t on the top FCNC signal distribution with
a Gaussian (for the `genuine' signal) summed to a linear plus exponential (for the ombinatorial
bakground) funtion. Total funtion (solid) and bakground (dotted) are over-imposed and resulting
tted parameters are in the table.
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S =
S
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2
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 
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S
0

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p
2
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2
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S
0

Z
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 xM
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p
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0
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2
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S
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p
2

1
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 Erf

M
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  x
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p
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
+ S
0
p
2Erf

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H
 M
0
p
2

;
where Erf(y) is the Error Funtion. Sine the integration range has been hoose with
x
L
 M
0
and x
H
 M
0
, the rst Erf onverges to 0.5 and the seond to 1: therefore,
S
0
p
2 is a very good approximation (O(10
 3
)) of the integral under the mass distribution.
One it has been resaled for the histogram binning, that is 0:167 events/ GeV , the tted
number of signal events turns out to be N
S
= 349  36, that orresponds to an eÆieny

S
= (4:4  0:4)%. This is assumed as the nal estimate of the seletion eÆieny for the
t! qZ signal.
For the ombinatorial bakground, it results:
B = B
0
 
x
H
  x
L
+
1
M
1
Z
x
H
 x
0
M
0
x
L
 x
0
M
0
ye
 y
dy
!
(3.9)
that an be integrated analytially.
As a onsequene, the tted Gaussian funtion an be onsidered as an eetive line-
shape of the top quark deaying with the anomalous oupling. It an be ompared with the
`mathed' invariant mass distribution, that is performed using a light-jet loser (R < 0:3)
to the generated one, and the mathing ondition for the Z and the Standard Model top
is ensured. This omparison results in Fig. 3.42(left), that atually demonstrates the good
quality of this nal reonstrution.
One the seletion proedure is repeated for the all bakgrounds, only a tiny number of
events enters the mass window between 100 and 250GeV/
2
{ that as demonstrated is the
only plae where a real top quark exists. At this level, this number is so little that the
vertial sale in the lower plot of Fig. 3.42(right) has a frational number of events. Far
to be unphysial, it has only to be interpreted as the number of events surviving for eah
10 fb
 1
of integrated luminosity one the set of uts has been applied. The preditivity on
eÆienies ditated by the size of simulated event samples is here pushed to its limit: that
is why estimation of eÆienies is performed by widening the Z mass window, as detailed
above { nevertheless statisti error is still large.
By a parton-level studies it ould be shown that the majority of the t

t pairs are produed in
a \bak-to-bak" onguration in the transverse plane. This behaviour, being harateristi of
the top pair prodution, ould be a handle to rejet the bakground oming from other soures,
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Figure 3.42: Left: The result of the Gaussian part of t on the top FCNC signal distribution,
ompared with the histogram of the mathed objet. The agreement is good and demonstrates that
the aim to extrat the lineshape of the top quark from its deay, on top of a rih bakground has been
reahed. Right: The eet of the searh for the FCNC deay in the M(qZ) invariant mass plot, as
resulting when applied to the signal and bakground. Only the two bakgrounds that are supposed
to deliver a sizable ontribution are indiated; number of ount is saled to the rate foreseen after
10 fb
 1
.
as the Zb

b or ombinatorial under the signal. This was done in Ref. [96℄ where, adopting a
set of slightly dierent uts, it demonstrated useful to rejet some fake top andidates. On
the other hand, the angular distribution of top quark is known to be one of the variables most
suering in going from the LO to next orders: in Ref. [22℄, for instane, it was shown that
azimuthal orrelation may vary by  50% or more when going from Monte Carlo (HERWIG)
to NLO alulations. Though here the amount of bakground will be evaluated by ounting
in a spei ontrol region, it will not inlude any angular ut, so this unertainty would be
an important soure of systemati eets. In the present analysis, this prie would be payed
against a very modest redution of the bakground { that is already very little. Therefore,
here it is onsider safer to avoid apply any angular seletion, and no further ut is devised.
The ombinatori bakground, though sizable, it is readily identied by the t proedure on
the signal, that has been explained. In this way, instead of insisting on a stronger redution
of the bakground (that with a so small amount of event does not imply any enhanement
of the statistial properties), the fous is put on the signal distribution, by leaning it from
aidental objets entering the seletion window.
The eÆienies for the nal seletion of the FCNC hannel are ontained in Tab. 3.19,
for the signal and all the simulated bakground soures.
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Table 3.19: The eÆienies for the nal seletion of the FCNC hannel, i.e. the presene of a
light-jet together with the objets reonstruted above (rst row) and a further seletion in the 100-
250GeV/
2
mass window (last row). All the bakgrounds but t

t and Zb

b are suppressed up to the
level explained in the text. EÆienies are quoted in perent.
Seletion Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Zb

b ZZ ! 4l
one Z + light-jet 5:50  0:26 (9:91  1:4)  10
 4
(1:02  0:32)  10
 3
0
+ t! bW
100< M(qZ) <250 5:32  0:24 (9:91  1:4)  10
 4
(0:76  0:24)  10
 3
0
Seletion Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one Z + light-jet 0 0 0 0
+ t! bW
100< M(qZ) <250 0 0 0 0
3.3.7 Summary of the t! qZ
0
analysis
An eÆient proedure has been devised here to detet the t

t ! (Zq)(W

b) ! (lb)(llq), on
top of a wide variety of bakground. The signal seletion eÆieny has turned out to be of
the order of perent, while the surviving bakground event number is of the order of unity at
10 fb
 1
.
The main seletion requirements for this hannel are summarized briey below; eah item
orresponds to a row in Table 3.20:
1. sine the presene of a Z boson is a powerful distintive signature of the signal, the
events are triggered by the standard \double eletron or double muon" stream, both at
L1 and HLT;
2. well isolated eletron and muon are sorted with a p
T
greater than 15GeV/ for muons
and 20GeV/ for eletrons, and ombined in an invariant mass plot. The event must
have one only Z in a 10GeV/
2
-wide window around its nominal mass;
3. a third isolated lepton, featuring the same quality uts is asked for. The ombination of
this lepton with the missing energy greater than 35GeV is imposed to have a transverse
mass less than 120GeV/
2
. Events with more than one goodW andidate are rejeted;
4. andidate events are asked for a single b-tagged jet (b-tagging disriminator greater
than 2), having p
T
(b-jet) > 60GeV/ ;
5. the invariant mass of theW

and the b-jet must have a tranverse mass below 220GeV/
2
;
6. eah event must ontain at least one jet whih is inompatible with oming from a b
quark and whih satises p
T
> 60GeV/ . The ombination of this objet with the Z
0
andidate must have an invariant mass in the range 100< M(qZ) <250GeV/
2
.
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Eah ut has been tuned with the aim to maximize the statistial signiane of the result
that, as it will be proved in the next hapter, is proportional to the N
S
=
p
N
B
ratio.
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Table 3.20: The eÆienies (in perent) for the most important seletions uts in the t ! qZ
0
analysis. Zero values mean that no events from the
hosen event sample is expeted to survive; statistial upper limits are detailed in the text.
Seletion Signal t! qZ t

t! 2l Z(! ll)b

b ZZ ! 4l
HL Trigger 89:0  1:3 42:95  0:07 92:3  0:3 59:1  0:2
one good Z
0
! ll, 42:8  0:7 1:500  0:013 34:51  0:19 27:08  0:17
after M(ll)
one good W ! l 20:7  0:5 0:0130  0:0012 0:120  0:011 4:19  0:07
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
one good Z 6:09  0:31 0:0044  0:0003 0:079  0:002  3  10
 5
+ one good W
+ one b-jet
one good Z 5:50  0:26 (9:91  1:4)  10
 4
(1:02  0:32)  10
 3
0
+ one t!Wb
100< M(qZ) <250 5:32  0:24 (9:91  1:4)  10
 4
(0:76  0:24)  10
 3
0
Seletion Z(! ll) + j
85 150
Z(! ll) + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
HL Trigger 36:01  0:15 43:20  0:17 16:18  0:19 24:81  0:16
one good Z
0
! ll, 15:25  0:09 18:35  0:11 6:81 0:12 0:797  0:29
after M(ll)
one good W ! l 0:013  0:003 0:27  0:04 1:86  0:059 0:005  0:002
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
one good Z 0 0 0 0
+ one good W
+ one b-jet
one good Z 0 0 0 0
+ one t!Wb
100< M(qZ) <250 0 0 0 0
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3.4 The FCNC t! q deay hannel analysis
In attempting to identify the FCNC t ! q deay hannel, similar issues relating to jet-
avour identiation must be addressed. In addition, a high-quality single photon seletion
strategy has to be adopted in order to avoid ontamination from eletrons (whih may produe
eletromagneti lusters lose to photon andidates) or seondary photons within hadroni
jets. In the rst part of the setion, the seletion of eletrons, muons and photons is studied
in detail, then the issue if a trigger on a single photon is better than one on a single lepton is
raised. The seletion of higher level objets proeeds with the reonstrution of a W boson
in the transverse plane, the optimization of the b and light-jet seletions and nally the
reonstrution of the two top quark deays. A large set of bakground soures is onsidered
and the set of uts demonstrates eÆient in rejeting most of them.
3.4.1 Trigger and Lepton/Photon pre-seletion
The signal presented in this part exhibits the presene of one hard photon and one high
energy W boson, whih is quite easy to nd from its leptoni deay. Therefore, the hoie of
the trigger menu is less straightforward and both a single-lepton and single-photon streams
are possible. In the following, performane and optimization of the pre-seletion uts are
disussed for both the two possible hoies. At the end of this part, eletron and photon
pre-seletion will be ompared and the regions where one of the hoies ould be better are
identied.
Single-lepton and single-photon triggers
If the objets delivered by the single-lepton trigger are exploited, the lepton pre-seletion
stritly resembles the one presented for the previous hannel. The hoie of the seletion uts
is optimized with the same algorithm, aiming to maximize the purity and the bakground
rejetion while maintaining a good eÆieny.
In the trigger simulation adopted here, at the L1 the threshold for single muons is 3GeV/ ,
while for single eletron or photon (that share the feature of a large E
T
deposit in the ECAL
and are not distinguished at this level) it is p
T
= 23GeV/ . For the HLT level, the threshold
is p
T
= 19GeV/ for single muons, p
T
= 29GeV/ for single eletrons and raised up to
p
T
= 80GeV/ for single photon.
Seletion eÆienies for the single photon stream have been measured for the signal and all
the onsidered bakground, and are indiated in Tab. 3.22. The eÆienies for single-lepton
stream are in Tab. 3.21.
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Table 3.21: The eÆienies for the L1 and HLT single-lepton triggers, for the omplete set of on-
sidered bakground. All values are in perent and errors are statistial only.
Signal t! q t

t! l +X single-t Zb

b W + j
85 150
L1 Trigger 95:94  1:3 48:8  0:4 74:3  0:2 89:4  0:3 41:39  0:15
HLT Trigger 68:72  1:2 39:1  0:4 69:8  0:2 79:2  0:3 33:0  0:14
ZZ ! 4l Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
L1 Trigger 75:0  0:3 58:26  0:19 67:01  0:2 52:3  0:3 72:0  0:9
HLT Trigger 74:9  0:3 58:0 0:18 63:7  0:2 38:2  0:3 47:8  0:3
Table 3.22: The eÆienies for the L1 and HLT single-photon triggers, for the omplete set of
onsidered bakground. All values are in perent and errors are statistial only.
Signal t! q t

t! l +X single-t Zb

b W + j
85 150
L1 Trigger 95:94  1:3 48:8  0:4 74:3  0:2 89:4  0:3 41:39  0:15
HLT Trigger 95:74  1:2 30:0  0:4 2:22  0:2 80:1  0:3 37:03  0:14
ZZ ! 4l Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
L1 Trigger 75:0  0:3 58:26  0:19 67:01  0:2 52:3  0:3 72:0  0:9
HLT Trigger 70:9  0:3 57:76  0:18 64:0  0:2 47:9  0:3 67:3  0:3
Eletron pre-seletion in t! q signal
Compared with the t

t ! qZ +W

b signal, the t

t ! bW + q hannel has a fator 3 less of
muons and eletrons. On the other hand, the number of b quarks deaying into leptons is
nominally the same, so a worse initial seletion purity is expeted.
Figure 3.43(left) ompares the transverse momentum distribution of the triggered ele-
trons with the `true' information from simulated samples, along with eletrons oming diretly
from b quark. As expeted, ontamination is quite large at low energies, falling to about 20%
when p
T
> 15GeV/ . The dierene between the sum of eletrons from W and from b
and reonstruted objets is due to other eletron soures, and is equally redued of a fator
around 3. This means that the extra-eletrons are likely to originate from the eletrons (e.g.,
fake traks and bremsstrahlung followed by a photo-onversion) rather than hadrons and
heavy avour, whih number is unhanged in the two hannels.
The features of the signal are ompared only with the bakground soures that will prove
to be relevant in the next step: here they are the t

t ! l + X inlusive prodution and the
single-top t-hannel. The disrimination between genuine eletrons and jets is rather less
eÆient here, sine the hadroni nal state of the signal (one b-jet and one light-jet) is muh
more prone to be mimiked by these bakground proesses.
Figure 3.44 (left) shows that a dierene in the distribution of Isol(e) is visible only
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Figure 3.43: The p
T
of reonstruted eletrons in the q + bW signal, ompared with distribution
of the true eletrons. Comparison is shown with true eletrons from W (red lled area), b-jet deay
(green lled area) and the sum of two (thin solid). The gap between the sum and the reonstruted
eletrons has to be lled with the ontribution from jets, -deay and (mostly) photo-onversions. No
isolation riteria are applied in the left plot, while the right plot onsiders pre-seleted eletrons.
for quite high values; numerial evaluation of the N
S
=
p
N
B
demonstrates that there is no
optimal isolation threshold. The hoie here is to adopt the same ut of the qZ pre-seletion
(Isol(e) < 0:07), that allows to rejet a part of the non-isolated eletrons hidden in the multi-
jet onguration of the t

t bakground. The hoie will be onrmed below by omparing the
signal eÆieny against the bakground rejetion.
The strong similarity among the signal and these bakgrounds exhibits even more learly
in the E
re
=p
in
. The behaviour is fairly similar to that in Fig. 3.13(right), where all distribu-
tions peak around 1 with a mean and a width that are equal within few perent. Therefore,
the pre-seletion ut E=p > 0:8 optimized for the previous analysis is not altered here.
The E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
is a bit more sensitive to the bakground hadroni ativity faking the
eletron from W boson, featuring a riher tail in the distribution (Fig. 3.44, right). Though
no lear indiations emerge from the optimization, the E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
< 0:03 ut may be
help in rejeting a small part of t

t inlusive bakground.
Finally, j
in
j = j(SC)  (extrap. trak)j stops to be an useful quantity here, beause
the spread of the  dierene is larger even for the signal here. In fat, an energy deposit in
the ECAL may be produed even from the hard photon (preferentially at some distane from
the eletron trak), washing away every dierenes with distributions in the bakground.
Therefore, the same quality uts of the previous analysis are hosen as a starting working
point. The most important ones, the momentum ut and the isolation level, will be indiated
the former by a new eÆieny/rejetion urve, the latter by a omparison with a dierent
trigger stream.
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Figure 3.44: Left: Isolation in the traker for eletron from signal, single-top (dotted) and t

t! l+X
(dashed) prodution. Right: The ratio E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
between energy in HCAL and ECAL for the
andidate eletrons. Objets with large value are likely to ome from heavy avour deay deays and
have to be rejeted. A normalization to the same number of events is applied on both the distributions.
Performanes of the eletron pre-seletion and momentum ut
Figure 3.45 shows the ratio between the objets mathed with the true eletrons and the
reonstruted one, as a funtion of both p
T
(left) and  (right). If only eletrons with
p
T
> 20GeV/ are onsidered, the behaviour of purity is quite similar to that obtained in
Fig. 3.15, though limited to a 85%-90%.
The presene of a hard photon is an additional issue and may worsen the eletron purity
at low energy (where eletrons may be well produed from a photon in the very rst pixel
layers) and high energy, when the eletron emits a signiant bremsstrahlung radiation, whose
energy might be deposited in the same ECAL superluster.
No purity dependenes from  are found, just a derease of the event rate moving from
barrel to the endap is evident, thus an inreased statistial unertainty. Contamination from
b semileptoni deays, while greater than 20% without quality uts, an be mantained below
3% only with a p
T
threshold about 30GeV/ { that motivates the harder ut adopted already
at the trigger level. The energy spetrum in Fig. 3.43(right) is the nal result of the o-line
pre-seletion of eletrons.
Even if pre-seletion is a bit harder, the identiation eÆieny is rather good and om-
pelling with the one evaluated in the previous analysis. In Fig. 3.46 the eÆieny for a
single-eletron reonstrution (after the single-eletron and single-muon trigger stream) is
displayed in funtion of transverse momentum (left) and pseudorapidity (right). When
p
T
(e) > 30GeV/ , the eÆieny rises from a 35% to a 65-70%. The eÆieny for ele-
trons from b-deay (\mistag for e b"), that are the main objets to be rejeted, falls below
a 2% level after the p
T
threshold, indiating that the isolation does a nie job.
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Figure 3.45: The purity of the pre-seleted eletrons, before and after the quality uts, as a funtion
of p
T
(left) and  (right). The `horn' at  = +2:5 is due to a lak of events and big error bars in this
region.
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Figure 3.46: The eÆieny of the eletron seletion after quality uts for the t

t! q+W

b signal, as a
funtion of eletron p
T
(left) and  (right). The error bars are the quadrati sum of the ounting error
in the histograms employed for the distribution, in eah bin. The eÆieny for `spurious' eletrons
oming from b (\mistag for e b") is also evaluated.
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Figure 3.47: The transverse momentum distributions of e

andidates after single-eletron and
single-photon trigger requirements, in both the signal sample and the dierent bakground samples.
The distributions for the reonstruted objets mathed with the generated muons are also shown and
the bakground samples, that are shown staked in the lower plot, have been normalized to reet an
integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
. Aount for the single-eletron (left) and single-photon (right)
trigger is taken.
When all the bakground proesses are inluded, the situation showed in the plot in
Fig. 3.47 rises. All the soures retain a sizable ontribution in the sample, that is not dimin-
ished till very high energy. Only the uts on the hard photon and the hadron part of the
event (b- and light-jet) will be helpful in rejeting the di-boson and boson+jets prodution.
Staked distributions for the bakground are signiantly dierent between the two trigger
streams. When the event is triggered by the single-photon, some of the o-line quality uts
for the eletrons have to been applied yet, so a larger portion of the multi-jet bakground
an enter. As at LO the transverse momenta of Z/W and the reoiling jets are equal and
opposite, the ut on the minimum p^
T
implies a lower p
T
(Z) bound. The vetor addition of
this peaked distribution with the transverse momentum generated in the deay leads to the
struture exhibited by the gures.
As demonstrated above, nding a lepton variable that is disriminating enough against
the single and top pair prodution is not so easy. The leptons that onstitute the major
bakground share exatly the same origin with the signal (leptoni deay of a W that omes
from a top), thus the eÆieny for the signal monotonially follows that for the bakground.
The onlusion is that the optimized seletion uts are p
T
> 30GeV/ { that is the most
onservative for bakground rejetion in the preferred region, and fully retains the good
eÆieny for the single-eletron trigger { and Isol(e) < 0:07. It orresponds to a signal
eÆieny of 0:219  0:009 and a rejetion of 1:135  0:015.
In summary, pre-seletion uts following the single-eletron triggered lone those for the
t

t! Zq+W

b signal, with the only dierene of the on-line and o-line momentum threshold.
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Table 3.23: A summary of eletron pre-seletion uts adopted in the analysis. The optimization here
leads to results that are similar to the t ! qZ analysis and is demonstrated to produe high purity
and good eÆieny.
L1 single-lepton Trigger, 23GeV/
HLT single-lepton Trigger, 29GeV/
Isolation R < 0:1, Isol < 0:07
Trak/Cluster energy E=p > 0:8, E=p < 100
HCAL/ECAL E
HCAL
=E
ECAL
< 0:03
Transv. momentum p
T
> 30GeV/
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Figure 3.48: The eÆieny performane of the eletron pre-seletion following a single-photon trigger,
that an be ompared with plots in Fig. 3.46. At the prie of a small eÆieny derease due to the
photon request, rejetion against spurious eletron is quite better.
They are indiated in Tab. 3.23.
When the single photon stream is adopted to trigger the event, a somewhat dierenes
behaviour is exhibited by several variables.
While the request for an additional photon redues the eletron rate by about 75%, the
purity is already good before the isolation ut, as ontaminations dierent from the b quark
deays are suessfully rejeted. When only eletrons with Isol(e) < 0:07 are retained, the
only spurious ontribution omes from bottom deays and is below 0.8% after 30GeV/ ,
therefore the purity is about 99% pratially in the whole p
T
spetrum and along all  values.
The eÆieny obtained with this dierent trigger follows the same behaviour as for the
single-eletron (Fig. 3.48). It reahes the saturation around 50-60GeV/ but the value is
lower, as expeted from the inlusion of a well-isolated single photon. At the end of this part,
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Figure 3.49: The p
T
of andidate muons in the q + bW signal, as they ome from the single lepton
trigger (left) and after the appliation of isolation riteria (right), ompared with distribution of the
true muons. Comparison is shown with true muons from W (red or dark grey), b-jet deay (green or
light grey) and the sum of two (thin solid). The gap between the sum and the reonstruted objets
has to be lled with the ontribution from jets and -deay and photo-onversions.
a omparison will be deployed between the e+ seletions following the two dierent streams.
The possibility to partially relax the isolation onstrain up to 10% will be also onsidered.
Muon pre-seletion in t! q signal
The quality of the seletion for muons triggered by the single-muon stream is expressed by
Fig. 3.49(left). The amount of reonstruted muons is ompared with those mathed with the
generated ones, oming from the W in top deay or from b-jets. The rate of muons delivered
from b-jets is omparable with that from the t! qZ signal. Sine this signal has one lepton
instead of three, the relative purity is averagely greater by a fator 3, with a 11.1% fration
for p
T
<15GeV/ .
The other ontributions entering the muon seletion ll the gap between the reonstruted
objets and the sum of W and b quarks deay, and are signiant till some tens of GeV.
The distribution of other variables involved in the muon pre-seletion reets the lose
similarity between the signal and the bakground with top. As one an guess from Fig. 3.50,
nor the muon isolation in a R < 0:1 one (left) neither the transverse parameter d
xy
(right)
show sizable dierenes in the three signals, so an optimization is not possible. Therefore, the
Isol parameter is set to 0.07 as in the t! Zq ase, while no uts are required on the transverse
parameter. This seletion has not major eet in the signals eÆieny and suessfully redue
the b quark ontamination below the perent level, as displayed in Fig. 3.49(right). The
resulting eets on purity and eÆienies of these seletions are estimated below.
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Figure 3.50: Isolation in the traker (left) and transverse impat parameter (right) for muon from
signal, single-top (dotted) and t

t! l+X (dashed) prodution. A normalization to the same number
of events is applied.
Performanes of the muon pre-seletion and momentum ut
The fration of the `mathed' muon andidates with respet to all the reonstruted objets
is represented in Fig. 3.51, as a funtion of the transverse momentum (left) and pseudora-
pidity (right). Even before isolation has been applied, in the soft part of the spetrum the
performane are worse, sine genuine leptons are few and, below 10  15GeV/ , the rate
is omparable with that from b-deay. When their energy exeeds a 60GeV/ , they appear
orretly seleted in about 98% of the ases. The jj distribution reets the purity average
value, that turns out to be lower (around 90% if isolation is required) than in the t ! Zq
ase.
On the other hand, the seletion eÆieny is insensitive to the dierent muon statis-
ti. Performane are represented in Fig. 3.52, where also the ontamination is shown for
omparison.
The angular resolution is onsistent with the previous analysis (if the dierent errors
indued from the dierent statisti are took into onsideration) and not represented here.
Estimating the r.m.s. in the distribution of the dierent of generated and reonstruted
muons, a () ' 0:85mrad () ' 0:00087mrad are found.
The p
T
distributions for muon andidates after the appliation of both trigger and of-
ine quality uts, in both the signal events and in the dierent bakground samples, are
represented in Fig. 3.53 for both the trigger streams. The behaviours of muon p
T
for the
signal and bakground with a top are stritly similar. When the muon eÆieny is measured
for dierent momentum thresholds and dierent isolation requirements, a new plot with the
signal eÆieny versus rejetion against t

t and single top an be issued. The best working
results in a p
T
lower threshold of 20GeV/ .
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Figure 3.51: The purity of the pre-seleted muons, before and after the isolation ut, as a funtion of
p
T
(left) and  (right). The error bars are the quadrati sum of the ounting error in the histograms
employed for the distribution, in eah bin.
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Figure 3.52: The eÆieny of the muon seletion after isolation ut for the t

t!Wb+q signal, as a
funtion of muon p
T
(left) and  (right). The eÆieny for `spurious' muons oming from b (\mistag
for  b") is also evaluated.
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Figure 3.53: The transverse momentum distributions of 

andidates after single-muon (left) and
single-photon (right) trigger requirements, in both the signal sample and the dierent bakground
samples. The distributions for the reonstruted objets mathed with the generated muons are also
shown and the bakground samples, that are staked in the lower plot, have been normalized to reet
an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
.
Table 3.24: A summary of muon pre-seletion uts adopted in the analysis. Eah hoie omes from
the searh for an optimization and is demonstrated to produe high purity and good eÆieny.
L1 Single-lepton Trigger, 14GeV/
HLT Single-lepton Trigger, 19GeV/
Isolation R < 0:3, Isol < 0:07
Transv. momentum p
T
> 20GeV/
The Table 3.24 summarizes all the pre-seletion uts for the eletron in the t

t! Zq+W

b
signal.
Pre-seletion of photon andidates
The baseline hoie for the reonstrution of the high E
T
photon oming from the FCNC top
deay is to rely on a single-lepton stream, then apply the o-line seletion algorithm skethed
in the previous hapter (Se. 2.3.1). Further developments to suh a seletion an be devised,
aiming to maximize the seletion purity and rejetion power.
Figure 3.54(left) is the transverse energy distribution of all the photons reonstruted in
this way ompared with the ones mathed with photons oming diretly from the top quark.
If photon lusters in the eletromagneti alorimeter are too lose to the eletron and muon
andidates traks (R > 0:3), they are likely to be originated from bremsstrahlung photons
by harged partiles, thus disarded.
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Figure 3.54: The p
T
of reonstruted photons in the q + bW signal (open area), ompared with
distribution of the interesting photon oming from top (lled area). No isolation riteria are applied
in the left plot, while on the right photons are isolated.
Reonstruted objets with an energy of few p
T
are mostly something dierent from
prompt photons: among them, photons from 
0
and 
0
, bremsstrahlung emissions, neutral
hadrons. Therefore, 's from top anomalous deay are nothing else than the high energy tail
(E
T
> 70 80GeV ) in the distribution of the total amount of photons. If only objets with
E
T
> 40GeV are seleted, about 18% of ontamination is still there.
When these high transverse energy photons are onsidered, the main polluting ontribu-
tion is again due to jets, that may produe neutral hadrons or exited partiles with radiative
deays. While these photons from seondary proesses are normally embedded in a dense
trak bundle, prompt photons from top deay are well isolated. One again, isolation may
be a powerful variable to inrease both the purity of the seletion and the sensitivity to
bakground proesses faking the signal.
Isolation variable Isol() for photons is here dened as the sum of the p
T
of all good
traks (p
T
>0.9GeV/ and number of hits > 4) whih lie within a one of radius R = 0:3
around the eletromagneti luster. If the sum is less than a given fration of the transverse
energy of the photon andidate, then it is onsidered to be isolated.
As for all the reonstruted objets, the optimization for a bakground rejetion is sruti-
nized only for the most relevant soures. The optimization proedure is performed again by
looking for a maximization of the N
S
=
p
N
B
ratio in the photon isolation (for the signal and
single-top and top pair inlusive prodution bakground). The Isol() behaviour indiates
Isol() = 0:010  0:002 as a best value for this threshold. When this ut is assumed, the
result in Fig. 3.54(right) appears and shows how the reonstrution purity improves. The
perentages of mis-mathed photons are less then 4.5% for E
T
>40GeV and less then 2% for
E
T
>90GeV . These results are presented in a dierent form in Fig. 3.55: here the seletion
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Figure 3.55: The seletion purity for the  seletion, after the single-eletron trigger. The photon is
reonstruted as detailed in the previous hapter and the o-line ut Isol() <0.01 is here applied.
The sensible improvement indued by the isolation is showed as a funtion of p
T
() (left) and ()
(right).
purity, dened as the fration of mathed objets in the reonstruted photon sample, is
evaluated as a funtion of photon transverse energy (left) and photon pseudorapidity (right).
Suh plots indiate that, while without isolation only the 75% of photon withE
T
>60GeV are
mathed orretly and the maximum purity is reahed for very high emergies, isolation al-
lows a nie 90  95% after already 60GeV to be reahed. The benets of photon isolation
are visible also from the running with  that, sine variations with pseudorapidity seem not
relevant, an be used as an average estimate of the purity. The drops that have been found
for jj > 2 are onsidered not signiant, as they involve a small portion of the reonstruted
photon and have large error bars. Thus a more severe isolation ut in the endap region,
though possible, seems no mandatory.
The eÆieny for the hard photon reonstrution (seleted from the standard single-lepton
trigger stream) may be evaluated from the plot in Fig. 3.56, where the dependenies from
transverse energy and pseudorapidity are expliited.
If only the photon harder than 60GeV/ and with j()j < 2:0 are retained, it turns than
eÆieny (that is, the ratio of the seleted isolated photons over all the photons delivered by
the reonstrution) niely exeeds 90%.
When the single-photon trigger is exploited, a quite dierent senario presents. Even if
no o-line isolation is applied to the photon delivered by the stream, the omparison with the
generated objets shows that purity is very good down to 50GeV . Imposing the same isolation
ut as in the lepton trigger, one an verify that performane is only mildly improved. The
major advantage of this quality ut is to lean from mis-identiation in the entral region.
Here radiation of hard photon not originating from top quark is more probable, and in the
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Figure 3.56: Seletion eÆieny for the photon after the single lepton trigger, the standard reon-
strution proedure and the additional o-line isolation requirements. Performane are presented as
a funtion of p
T
(left) and  (right).
jj < 1:2 region the purity may improved from 55% to 80%. Figure 3.57 may be ompared
with Fig. 3.56 to show how similar is their behaviour.
The umulative plot showing all the bakground ontribution is presented in Fig. 3.58.
Most of the bakground soures may enter the sample beause of a mis-identiation of the
photon with a lepton { mostly an eletron. As expeted, this ours only for the softest
partiles, while after p
T
() = 60 70GeV/ the eet seems suessfully eliminated. There-
fore, the seletion for a quite hard photon demonstrates a powerful tool to rejet most of the
bakground proesses. As it will shown below, this property is fully preserved (and possibly
enhaned) where the single-photon trigger is exploited.
Real hard photons found in all the bakgrounds drop exponentially with the energy,
while the signal spetrum has a lighter slope. How to prot from this feature is showed
in Fig. 3.59, where the signal and the top soures photon spetrum is plotted on a same
number of events basis. From p
T
() ' 50GeV/ , where photon identiation starts to be
aordable, the bakground ontinues to steadily derease, while the signal has the bulk of its
distribution. Thus a transverse energy ut seem instrumental in rejeting the radiative part
of the bakground. Optimization proedure suggests a value between 95 and 100GeV/ .
In summary, the analysis for the o-line reonstruted photons suggests that the best
properties { both for the reonstrution quality and bakground ontamination { are obtained
with Isol() < 0:01 and p
T
() >95GeV/ .
Comparison between single-l and single- trigger
At this level, results are mature enough to allow a omparison between the yields provided by
the leptoni and the photoni High Level Trigger. The issue one should establish is whether
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Figure 3.57: Seletion eÆieny of the  in the single-photon stream, after the isolation. Performanes
show no relevant dierene from the standard lepton stream, so the question of whih of the two is
preferable raises.
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Figure 3.58: The distribution of the transverse momentum of photon andidates in both the signal
sample and the dierent bakground samples, after the single-lepton (left) and single photon trigger
(right).
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Figure 3.59: A omparison of the photon transverse energy distribution, foused on the signal and
the two relevant bakgrounds with a normalization to the same event number. Also the p
T
for the
photon mathed with a generated  (R <0.3) is shown. The threshold for the optimal bakground
suppression is found in the 95 100GeV region.
the eÆieny of the asade uts required up to this level is better in one ase or in the
other, and where the bakground minimization is stronger. Answering the question needs to
onsider both the HLT and the o-line eÆienies. If 
HLT
(1 lept), 
HLT
(1) are the trigger
eÆienies for two streams and 
l=
(1 leptjlept ut), 
l=
(1 j ut) are the eÆienies of the
o-line pre-seletions on objets delivered by the single-lepton/single-photon triggers, the
yields to be ompared turn out to be:

l
TOT
(l + ) = 
HLT
(1 lept) 
l
(1 leptjlept ut) 
l
(1jut) (3.10)


TOT
(l + ) = 
HLT
(1) 

(1jut) 

(1 leptjlept ut):
While for eah stream the lepton and photon uts have been veried to be fairly indepen-
dent, it is not possible to assume that, for instane, 
l
(1 leptjlept ut) = 

(1 leptjlept ut),
sine the o-line uts operate on samples that in priniple are not the same. Therefore, re-
sults for these global eÆienies are quoted below, also indiating when the lepton is a e or
a . As both photon and lepton eÆienies have demonstrated to be quite sensitive to the
photon and eletron isolation, all values are evaluated for 2(3) dierent upper uts of the Isol
variable in the photon (lepton) ase. The muon has very few hanes to be mis-identied
with a photon or an eletron, so its eÆieny is rather independent from the stream and the
Isol() parameter has been xed. In Tables 3.25 and 3.26 the signal(bakground) eÆienies
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Table 3.25: The seletion eÆienies for a signal t

t ! (q)(W

b), when only a hard lepton and a
hard photon are required. Here the trigger is given by the lepton and the photon is seleted o-line.
Estimates are repeated for eletron and muons and values are in perent. The same seletion repeated
for the t

t bakground is in parenthesis.
Isol(e) < 0:01 Isol(e) < 0:1
Isol() < 0:015 e : 4:916(0:118) e : 4:984(0:117)
 : 4:917(0:118)  : 4:997(0:118)
Isol() < 0:03 e : 4:952(0:118) e : 5:020(0:117)
 : 4:952(0:118)  : 5:033(0:118)
Isol() < 0:05 e : 5:291(0:128) e : 5:364(0:128)
 : 5:410(0:128)  : 5:088(0:129)
Isol() < 0:1 e : 5:004(0:158) e : 5:073(0:167)
 : 5:004(0:158)  : 5:114(0:168)
after the trigger, lepton pre-seletion, photon pre-seletion uts are reported (in perent) for
the some relevant isolation ombinations.
A ouple of observations may be drawn from these results:
 as expeted, both the signal and bakground rates inrease with softening the isolation,
as a greater amount of event is inluded. When the Isol() is large, spurious ontribu-
tions around the photon luster ould be olleted, so the eÆieny rises more slowly,
or even derease;
 in the signal, the muon and lepton rates are equal within the statistial errors. This is
true in the bakground with leptoni trigger also. When the photon trigger is swithed
on and the additional photon is required, the muon rate strongly dereases. The eletron
rate, that here appears to be riher by a fator  6, an be asribed to the mis-identied
photons.
Due to the high rates both in the signal and in the t

t bakground at this level, statistial
errors aet only the last signiant digit.
In summary, best results for the seletion of the eletromagneti omponent of the signal
are oered from the single-photon trigger and from a pre-seletion of eletrons and photon
that predits isolation uts Isol(e) < 0:1 and Isol() < 0:015. Consequently, this is the
trigger stream and pre-seletion uts that has been adopted here. The reonstrution of high
level objets, detailed in the following, is performed with the lepton and photon delivered by
this stream.
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Table 3.26: The same that the previous seletion eÆienies, here with a trigger from single-photon
and the lepton found o-line. The omparison of signal and bakground eÆienies allow to ompare
the two streams and to properly hoose the isolation uts.
Isol(e) < 0:01 Isol(e) < 0:1
Isol() < 0:015 e : 5:089(0:161) e : 5:159(0:161)
 : 5:089(0:030)  : 5:165(0:032)
Isol() < 0:03 e : 4:943(0:174) e : 5:011(0:173)
 : 5:049(0:033)  : 5:124(0:034)
Isol() < 0:05 e : 5:218(0:199) e : 5:290(0:198)
 : 5:219(0:038)  : 5:296(0:039)
Isol() < 0:1 e : 5:221(0:242) e : 5:293(0:241)
 : 5:292(0:046)  : 5:371(0:047)
3.4.2 The W

boson reonstrution
The W boson deaying in a lepton and a neutrino is the rst nal state objet to be reon-
struted in the analysis. Therefore, the impat of the bakground soures is muh dierent
from the previous ase, beause no other high level objet is requested before it, and all
the proess featuring a hard lepton and enough missing energy are supposed to enter the
seletion.
Before ombining the lepton and the transverse missing energy to form a transverse in-
variant mass bound, a loser look to the latter is neessary.
Constraints on the missing transverse energy
As demonstrated from the plots below, a disrimination based on the missing energy is
not possible and most perniious bakground annot be disentangled via this variable. The
omparison of signal and all the onsidered bakground in Fig. 3.60 (left) testies that all the
soures share a similar behaviour and are just a tiny exess on top of the huge W+jets. In
Fig. 3.60 (right) this situation is laried by showing the three bakgrounds that have some
hanes to survive till the last ut.
Missing energy spetrum of t

t inlusive events tends to widen bak to the low energy
region, sine they ontain a muh larger hadron ativity than the previous analysis, so
a larger prodution of not very hard neutrinos. This eet auses the approahing of
E
miss
T
distribution in t

t to the one for single-top (where only one W is produed), in fat
making not possible a lear separation of the two proesses. No preferred value in respet
of bakground minimization are shown: onsequently, the soft ut E
miss
T
> 25GeV is issued,
that is instrumental to avoid neutrinos from other spurious soures.
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Figure 3.60: Left: The omparison of the E
miss
T
for the signal and relevant bakground. In the lower
plot, rates are saled at the 10 fb
 1
integrated luminosity. Right: the same distribution from signal
and the two most important bakground soures, when normalized to the same number of events.
Constraints on the W mass
The amount of missing energy is ombined with the eletron and muon from the photon
trigger stream and pre-seletion uts, then a transverse invariant mass bound is issued.
Distributions omputed from Eq. 3.4, with the additional requirement to keep the lepton-
missing transverse energy ombination with the invariant mass losest to the mass of the
W

, are plotted in Fig. 3.61 for eletron (left) and muon (right). The three-fold inrease of
statisti with respet to the previous analysis allows to better reprodue the expeted shape
of the distribution and its smoothed edge is found losely to the generated mass. Again, it is
ompared with the transverse mass alulated with the E
miss
T
and an eletron/muon tightly
lose to a true eletron/muon oming from the W . The math with the generated objets is
found to be very good in both ases.
If an event is found to ontain more than one objet onsistent with a W ! l, it is
skipped.
By inquiring the kinemati distributions of these reonstruted W

, statisti seems reah
enough to allow a deeper srutiny. A lear dierent distributions inW transverse momentum
are found. As shown in Fig. 3.62, where the variable p
T
(W ) is ompared by referring to the
same number of events, W boson from the single-top seem signiantly softer, espeially in
the muon ase where seletion eÆieny is larger and mis-identiations are muh less likely
to our. The eet an be asribed to the fat that the top quark here reoils against a light
quark, whose signiant part of momentum is forward or bakward and not transverse.
A p
T
(W ) ut an thus be suggested, and a numerial optimization has been performed to
design the signal region with the best statistial properties. Suh a proedure gives the lower
thresholds p
T
(e-E
miss
T
) = 65GeV/ and p
T
(-E
miss
T
) = 50GeV/ to be applied to the signal.
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Figure 3.61: The transverse mass distribution of the W in the signal, intended as the transverse
invariant mass ombination of a hard lepton oming from the interation point and large transverse
energy. In both plots, the expeted Jaobian shapes are niely reprodued.
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Figure 3.62: The transverse momentum of the reonstruted W bosons, evaluated on p
T
(e-E
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T
)
(left) and p
T
(-E
miss
T
) (right). Distributions from single-top prodution is fairly separated, so an
additional p
T
ut an be suggested to redue this important bakground.
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Figure 3.63: Left: The distribution of the transverse invariant mass of the e

or 

-missing energy
ombination in the signal sample and in the dierent bakground samples. The bakground distribu-
tions have been normalized assuming an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
. Right: The signiane
s
x
(related to the signal eÆieny and the number of surviving bakground) as a funtion of W in-
variant mass ut. The large smooth region around maximum testies the robustness against missing
energy utuations.
They result in a suppression of the single-top ontribution by a fator of 0:400 and 0:244
in the M(e-E
miss
T
) and M(-E
miss
T
) respetively that, thanks to the better muon eÆieny,
orresponds to a 0:291 umulative redution in M(l-E
miss
T
). If the redution on signal is
ompared with that on the t

t, single-top and alsoW+jets proesses, one found that statistial
power is enhaned by about 9% with respet to no momentum uts. Moreover, other proesses
featuring softer leptons ombined with smaller missing energy will be eetively ruled out.
It is important to observe that subsequent seletions an be assumed to be independent
from this kinemati onstrain, sine the light-jet is un-orrelated to the W boson and the
photon has been already seleted from the trigger. The requirement of this quite `boosted'
objets ould inuene the energy of b-jets that will be hosen subsequently, foring the
seletion to prefer jets with larger momentum. Suh eet is fairly small, and pushes further
in the diretion to favour the signal with respet to the single-top.
If the seletion is repeated for all the relevant bakground, plots as the one in Fig. 3.63(left)
are obtained. Compared with the W+jets, other bakgrounds but the inlusive t

t have a
very modest rate; the latter will beome largely more important only when the boson plus jet
proesses will be ompletely suppressed. This will be possible only with the very last uts.
Even in this ase, signiane of the seletion an be slightly improved if an upper ut
in the transverse mass is applied. In Fig. 3.63(right), the estimator s
x
of the signiane is
evaluated between the signal and the t

t and single-top proess, shifting the upper threshold
in M
T
(l-E
miss
T
). The better value for this threshold is found between 120 and 140GeV/
2
.
While the enhanement of signiane is quite modest with respet to not apply any mass
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Table 3.27: The eÆienies for the reonstrution of a W boson in the leptoni deay hannels,
from all the onsidered bakground. Kinemati uts disussed in the test are applied to leptons and
invariant mass. All values are in perent.
Seletion Signal t! q t

t! l +X single-t Zb

b W + j
85 150
one W ! l 24:2 0:5 8:59 0:14 0:60 0:06 8:64 0:07 5:99 0:04
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
Seletion ZZ ! 4l Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one W ! l 2:88 0:03 4:72 0:03 4:77 0:04 4:53 0:05 7:87 0:05
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
uts, hoosing this point sets the mass seletion in the point where it is more robust against
systemati variation. Setting this work-point, the nal sensitivity of the seletion is worsened
by a (relative) 10% only if the mass resolution would be known not better than 20%, that is
a very pessimisti senario.
All the resulting eÆienies are detailed in Tab. 3.27. With respet to what has rep-
resented in Fig. 3.63(left), here also the requirement on the W transverse momentum is
inserted.
3.4.3 Light-jets and b-jets spei analysis
The proedures to tag b-jets oming from the standard top quark and to identify light-
jet from the FCNC deay, have been detailed earlier, and applied to the analysis of the
t

t ! (qZ)(

bW ) signal. The same seletion is repeated for the t

t ! (q)(

bW ) signal and
orresponding bakground, and the results are disussed.
Seletion of the nal state b-jets
The transverse momentum distribution of the b-tagged jets, seleted by applying the algo-
rithm explained in Se. 3.2.3 to the event with one W boson reonstruted, stritly lones
what was displayed in Fig. 3.36(left). The most relevant bakground omes from the abun-
dant b-jet prodution by the other top quarks in the event, oming both from single and pair
prodution. Though the p
T
(b-jet) spetrum for single top (t-hannel) tends to be slightly
softer, no big dierenes exists { as Fig. 3.64 (left) demonstrates { so an optimization is not
possible and the standard threshold of 50GeV/ is not modied.
On the other hand, the multipliity distribution (reported in Fig. 3.64 (right)) for these
jets shows interesting features. Having inluded in the seletion a so large omponent of the
inlusive t

t prodution, reets in the fat that the fration of events with two b-tagged jets
are quite larger in this soure that in the signal. Consequently, the veto for a seond tagged
jet is powerful in strongly reduing the t

t ! (Wb)(W

b) rate. Moreover, some distintion is
possible between this proess and the single-top prodution, sine the latter behaves quite
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Figure 3.64: Left: A omparison of transverse momentum of seleted b-jets in signal and two relevant
bakgrounds. Also mathed jets are shown and omparison is on the same event number. Right: the
relative distribution of the number of b-jets, one the presene of the W boson is asked for.
Table 3.28: Seletion eÆienies when the W seletion is supplemented by the request for one b-
tagged jets. Not all these bakgrounds have been represented in the plots. All values are in perent.
Seletion Signal t! q t

t! l +X single-t Zb

b W + j
85 150
one W ! l 6:8 0:3 3:17 0:09 0:222 0:002 1:22 0:02 0:089 0:005
and one b-jet
Seletion ZZ ! 4l Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one W ! l 0:024 0:003 0:097 0:005 0:217 0:009 (9:6 2:3)  10
 3
0:183 0:008
and one b-jet
similarly to the signal and the fration of double-tagged events are a fator  15 lower than
t

t. Although this distintion ould be useful in separating the bakground soures eah other
(that is mandatory when bakground will be estimated in spei ontrol region), it an suer
from systemati eets on the b-jet multipliity, thus it is safer to not exploit it.
As expeted, the single-top exhibits a disriminator value that is signiantly lower than
that from the top assoiated prodution (Fig. 3.65(left)) while the one from t

t losely re-
sembles the signal, and no further optimization are possible on this variable. Therefore, the
disriminator seletion hosen earlier for the best purity/eÆieny/mistagging performane is
left untouhed. In the Fig. 3.65(right) the omparison is extended to the boson+jet proesses
that, beause of the large ross setion, may enter the seletion thanks to even a small degree
of mis-tagging. In fat, Z=W+jets bakground demonstrates to have a rate less than a fator
10 smaller than the signal, thus it will be fully rejeted only after further uts. Sine these
uts will be suessful in the rejetion, the disriminator threshold is not raised, to not loose
further signal eÆieny.
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Figure 3.65: The distribution for the b-tagging disriminator variable, for signal and the relevant
bakground (that will survive even in the last ut) and for signal andW=Z+jets, that have large ross
setion and are annoying till the last seletions. No optimal hoies are oered, thus the Dis > 2:0
is established.
When the request of the b-jet is added to the seletion, eÆienies are lowered to the
values in Tab. 3.28. In this way, di-boson proesses are hardly suppressed and exit the game,
while proesses with one or more b-jet are redued by a fator  3 that, as estimated for the
previous analysis, orrespond to the `raw' eÆieny for a single tagging. Boson+jet proesses
have no bottom jets, enters the sample only thanks to the mistagging so they are redued of
large fators as well: on the other hand, the W+jets proess an still play a role.
Seletion of the nal state light-jets
The light-jet seletion, applied to the signal and to all bakgrounds onsidered, produes
the p
T
distributions showed in Fig. 3.66 (left). No signiant dierenes exist in the signal
behaviour (upper plot) from the t! qZ analysis, demonstrating that a ommon ut seletion
optimization works ne. As disussed below, the weak purity visible here is due to the mis-
interpretation of b-jets as light ones, and it is the prie to be payed to not prefer the seletion
of a u quark from the FCNC deay rather than a .
The staked plot shows that di-boson soures are not visible on top of the huge W+jets
prodution. The other ontributions ome from single-top and from top pair prodution,
here inlusively onsidered. Similarly to the previous ase, asking for the presene of at least
one b-jet is instrumental to strongly mitigate the impat of boson plus jet proesses. On the
other hand, single and pair top prodution will be enhaned.
It is interesting to observe the distribution of the light-jet multipliity, i.e. the fration
of events ontaining no jets or a spei number of jets. The omparison with signal of the
major bakground is presented in Fig. 3.66 right), and a proess with a very high rate as the
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Figure 3.66: Left: The distribution of the transverse momentum of light-quark jet andidates in both
the signal sample and the dierent bakground samples. In the lower plot, where bakground soures
are staked, vertial sale represents the number of events after 10 fb
 1
. As in the t ! qZ ase, p
T
threshold is onsidered at 60GeV/ . Right: the multipliity of the seleted light-jets.
W+jets is also observed.
3.4.4 Constraints on the mass of the top with SM deay
As for the previous deay hannel, the top quark following the Standard Model deay is
identied by its transverse mass from hosen W boson and b-jet. A quite similar shape an
be appreiated from Fig. 3.67(upper), where M
T
(bW ) is again ompared with the transverse
mass of a jet mathing the b quark and a lepton mathing the lepton from the generated W .
The good agreement with these mathed variables enfores the statement that the orret
objet has been reonstruted. In eah event, only one suh objet seleted in this way is
asked for.
For what onern the bakground, the situation is remarkably dierent from the t! qZ.
No powerful suppression requirements as the presene for a third lepton is possible to ask
here, thus the ontribution of bakground proesses featuring a top with Wb nal state is
important. In addition, the large transverse mass window drains a part of the boson plus
jet sample, that an pass the seletion when the light-jet is mistagged as a b one. Due to its
giant prodution ross setion, the proess appears as ompletely dominating the seletion,
but it will readily rejeted when the additional (light) jet and the hard photon are asked for.
Contributions from Zb

b, although not showed here, ontinue to be sizable.
An estimation of the signiane s
x
for this seletion, plotted as a funtion of the mass
upper and lower thresholds in Fig. 3.68(left), shows that even in this ase statistial prop-
erties are improved if the tail in the distribution having M
T
(bW ) > 220GeV/
2
is ut away.
Robustness around this ut is again satisfatory: it an be evaluated that, if the threshold
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Figure 3.67: The invariant transverse mass distribution for the top with the standard deay, in the
signal and the dierent bakground samples. The omparison with a generated b quark lose to the
reonstruted jet and a mathed W demonstrates a nie agreement. The bakground samples are
normalized assuming an integrated luminosity of L=10 fb
 1
.
Table 3.29: The eÆieny for the (optimized) seletion of one top following the Standard Model
deay. All the bakground soures onsidered are inluded. Errors (all in perent) are statistial only.
Seletion Signal t! q t

t! l +X single-t Zb

b W + j
85 150
one t! Wb 6:37 0:20 1:89 0:07 0:1070 0:0010 0:509 0:012 0:0354 0:0030
Seletion ZZ ! 4l Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one t! Wb 0:0134 0:0020 0:055 0:004 0:083 0:005 0:0047 0:0017 0:029 0:03
value is shifted by about 10%, the derease of s
x
indues a relative variation in the signal
eÆieny around 2%.
When the transverse momentum for the reonstruted Standard Model top quark is al-
ulated, distributions exhibit a quite dierent behaviour. Figure 3.68(right) ompares the
p
T
(Wb) distributions for signal, t

t inlusive, single-top in t-hannel and Zb

b also. While
proesses where top quarks are pair-produed show a wide spetrum in the top boost (and
Zb

b losely emulates this feature), single top prodution is peaked around 40-50GeV/ . This
may asribed to the fat that this top does not reoils with another top but against a muh
lighter objet as a light quark: therefore, this latter takes a redued transverse momentum,
and the top results softer. The eet niely agrees with what observed for the W from top.
Sine the dierent hardness of this objet was already exploited there, no uts on the p
T
(Wb)
appear neessary.
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Figure 3.68: Left: The statistial signiane of the seletion in aM
T
(Wb) window, in funtion of the
lower (left) and upper (right) mass uts. A large ut as M
T
(Wb) <220GeV/
2
seems the best hoie.
Right: The transverse momentum of the reonstruted top with t ! Wb deay, along with relevant
proesses entering the invariant mass seletion. The shapes are normalized to the same number of
events and preseletion of the p
T
(W ) is not applied here.
3.4.5 Constraints on the top with FCNC deay
As in the previous ase, the identiation of the top deaying through the Standard Model
way is the most important ag for the anomalous deay reonstrution. The seleted photon
and the light-jet are onstrained in an invariant mass bound. Again, the ombination whose
invariant mass lies losest to the nominal top mass is assumed to be the orret one.
A distribution as the one in Fig. 3.69(upper) is obtained. The overlapped histogram
(dashed line) is the invariant mass done with a photon and a light-jet lose to a generated 
and u= quark, under the ondition that the standard top has been reonstruted. Though
statisti is limited, the agreement between 150 and 200GeV/
2
is good and room for the
ombinatori is left only in the tails.
This redued impat of ombinatoris an be asribed to the presene of few mass on-
straints, so avoiding to aumulate non-genuine events under the mass peak. The om-
posed funtion f
B+S
(x) (Eqq. 3.6 and 3.7) has been adapted again in the (x
L
; x
H
) =
(100; 300) GeV/
2
range, in order to maximize the statisti power of the alulation. The
result of the operation is presented in Fig. 3.69(lower), where the signal has the error bars
obtained from a quadrati sum of Poissonian unertainties, and both the total and the bak-
ground funtion are overlapped. The tted value for the Gaussian and the bakground
fration are indiated in the box.
One the t has onverged, the number of signal and ombinatorial bakground is found
again by an analyti integration of the tted funtion. The tted number of signal events
turns out to be N
S
= 170  19, that orresponds to an eÆieny 
S
= (4:0  0:4)%. This is
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Figure 3.69: Upper: The reonstruted invariant mass of the photon and the light quark (solid),
ompared with the same objet when mathed to the generated partiles (dashed). Eah bin ontains
6GeV . Lower: The result of the t on the top FCNC signal distribution with a Gaussian (for the
`genuine' signal) summed to a linear plus exponential (for the ombinatorial bakground) funtion.
Total funtion (solid) and bakground (dotted) are superimposed and resulting tted parameters are
in the table.
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Figure 3.70: Left: The result of the Gaussian part of t on the top FCNC signal distribution,
ompared with the histogram of the mathed objet. The agreement is good and demonstrates that
the aim to extrat the lineshape of the top quark from its deay on top of a rih bakground has
been reahed. Right: The nal seletion for a t ! q, that requests the hard photon to the sample,
when applied to signal and all bakground. The single-top is a tiny ontribution at the bottom of the
t

t! l +X inlusive prodution. Vertial sale orresponds to the ounting saling to 10 fb
 1
.
assumed as the nal estimate of the seletion eÆieny for the t! q signal.
When the tted Gaussian funtion is ompared with the `mathed' invariant mass dis-
tribution { that is performed using a light-jet loser (R < 0:3) to the generated one and
the mathing ondition for the photon and the standard top deay is ensured { the result in
Fig. 3.70(left) appears. Although here the eÆieny is lower and error bars larger, the good
quality of the nal reonstrution is again demonstrated.
The omparison with the other bakground soures, displayed in Fig. 3.70(right), shows
that the additional requests for the hard jet and the high energy photon suess in suppress
several bakground soures but, in addition to the inlusive t

t prodution and the single-top,
also a part of the Z+jets and Z + b

b gives a ontribution. The two most relevant proesses
are shown staked and the single top appears as a small ripple at the bottom of the top pair
prodution. As in the previous analysis, frational numbers ome from the resaling of the
rate to the 10 fb
 1
integrated luminosity.
It is worth to note that the amount of surviving event is measured with the only aim
to evaluate the eÆieny of this last ut. In order to improve the statistial unertainty on
bakground eÆieny, the ut on the photon transverse momentum has been relaxed down
to the trigger threshold and eÆieny realulated. This leads to an enhanement of the
surviving events number, so lowering the ounting error, without signiantly aeting the
light or b-jets seletion eÆienies. Suh eÆienies are then fatorized with that from the
optimized p
T
() ut.
The eÆienies for the nal seletion of the FCNC hannel are ontained in 3.30, for the
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Table 3.30: The eÆieny for the last seletion in the analysis for t

t ! (q)(W

b) signal. The only
surviving proesses are the one produing a real top quark, namely the single and the assoiated
top prodution. The subtration of ombinatorial bakground from the signal distribution leads to a
(4:0 0:4)% signal eÆieny.
Seletion Signal t

t! l+X single-t Zb

b W + j
85 150
one t! Wb 5:52 0:17 (1:71 0:14)  10
 3
(8:7 4:5)  10
 5
0 0
and one t! q
100<M(q) <250 5:15 0:16 (1:71 0:14)  10
 3
(6:7 3:4)  10
 5
0 0
Seletion ZZ ! 4l Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
one t! Wb 0  10
 4
(1:7 0:6)  10
 3
0 0
and one t! q
signal and all the simulated bakground soures. The zero values here orrespond to < 110
 5
for the W + j proess, < 2  10
 5
for the ZZ ! 4l proess, < 3  10
 5
for the WZ ! 3l and
< 3  10
 5
for the WW ! 2l.
The suppression fators for the W + b

b prodution and single-top tW-hannel have been
found to be respetively larger than 2  10
5
and 5  10
5
, therefore they will not play any role
in the nal seletion.
3.4.6 Summary of the t! q analysis
Revealing the FCNC signal t

t! (q)(W

b)! (q)(lb) has presented some more hallenges
than the previous ase, beause additional bakground soures enter the game and less pow-
erful seletion uts are at hand. Nevertheless, a signal seletion eÆieny of the order of
perent seems feasible, with a surviving bakground event number of the order of unity at
10 fb
 1
.
The main seletion requirements for the this hannel are summarized below; eah item
orresponds to a row in Table. 3.31:
1. the \single photon" stream has turned out to produe the best bakground rejetion,
so the event is triggered by a hard photon;
2. oine, eah event must ontain either a isolated 

(with p
T
> 20GeV/ ) or an
e

(with p
T
>30GeV/ ), plus more than 25GeV of missing transverse energy. The
ombination of the lepton andidate and the missing transverse energy must have a
transverse invariant mass lower than 120GeV and a transverse momentum greater than
65GeV/ for p
T
(e-E
miss
T
) or 50GeV/ for p
T
(-E
miss
T
). Events with more than one
good W andidate are rejeted;
3. eah event must ontain exatly one jet (with p
T
>50GeV/ ) whih is ompatible with
oming from a b quark and is seleted with a disriminator value greater than 2;
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4. when a transverse invariant mass is produed ombining of the b-jet with the W an-
didate, the upper limit M
T
(bW ) <220GeV/
2
is again the best;
5. the isolated photon seleted from the trigger must satisfy the p
T
>90GeV/ o-line ut.
One jet inompatible with oming from a b quark is further requested, that has to be
harder than 60GeV/ . The ombination of these objets must have an invariant mass
in the range 100< M(q) <250GeV/
2
.
Eah ut has been tuned with the aim to maximize the statistial signiane of the result
that, as it will be proved in the next hapter, is proportional to the N
S
=
p
N
B
ratio.
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Table 3.31: The eÆienies (in perent) for the most important seletions uts in the t ! q analysis. Zero values mean that no event from the
hosen Monte Carlo sample is expeted to survive; statistial upper limits are detailed in the text.
Seletion Signal t! q t

t! l +X single-t Zb

b W + j
85 150
HLT Trigger 95:74  1:2 26:0 0:4 2:22  0:04 80:1  0:3 37:03  0:14
one good W ! l 24:2 0:5 8:59  0:14 0:60  0:06 8:64  0:07 5:99  0:04
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
one good W ! l 6:8  0:3 3:17  0:09 0:222  0:002 1:22  0:02 0:089  0:005
and one b-jet
one t!Wb 6:37  0:20 1:89  0:07 0:1070  0:0010 0:509  0:012 0:0354  0:0030
100< M(q) <250 5:15  0:16 (1:71  0:14)  10
 3
(6:7  3:4)  10
 5
0 0
Seletion ZZ ! 4l Z + j
85 150
Z + j
150 300
WZ ! 3l WW ! 2l
HLT Trigger 70:9 0:3 57:76  0:18 64:0  0:2 47:9  0:3 67:3  0:3
one good W ! l 2:88  0:03 4:72  0:03 4:77  0:04 4:53  0:05 7:87  0:05
(with M
T
(l-E
miss
T
) ut)
one good W ! l 0:024  0:003 0:097  0:005 0:217  0:009 (9:6  2:3)  10
 3
0:183  0:008
and one b-jet
one t!Wb 0:0134  0:0020 0:055  0:004 0:083  0:005 0:0047  0:0017 0:029  0:03
100< M(q) <250 0  10
 4
(1:7  0:6)  10
 3
0 0
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3.5 Other bakground proesses in the seletion windows
The last setion of this hapter is intended to address { in a mostly qualitative way { the
proesses that in priniple ould have some eet on the signal extration, and have not been
inluded in the simulation. Suh proesses an be either the Standard Model of the new
physis ones.
In fat, in the Standard Model there are many proesses with a sizable ross setion that
an largely share some of the distintive features of the signal signature. On the other hand,
suh a signature inludes very strong uts as well, and at the end of seletion proedure
only very few bakground soures are supposed to survive. Simulation of these proesses has
not be undertaken here, beause the large ross setion would have required long omputing
time and large disk spae, or beause the multi-jet topology has not allowed to ahieve a
good preision in the ross setion estimate { at least not yet omparable with the simulated
hannels. The proesses with the largest prodution rate, as QCD bakground, exlusive t

t
prodution hannels or Z + bj are briey disussed in the following.
In addition, the possibility that in the seleted phase spae there is some window for new
physis dierent from the searhed FCNC, is worth to be explored. Among the hannels
for whih CMS has been designed, i.e. Higgs prodution and SUSY, nal states have been
onsidered that ould resemble the signal signature. The possibility to detet a dierent
FCNC hannel (as the three-body deays mentioned in Se. 1.3) and dierent deay modes
of the signal are inluded in this estimation.
In most of the ases, reasonable motivations will be issued to onrm that the impat
of these proesses is totally negligible. Therefore, not having inluded them in the analysis
from the beginning makes no big hurt to the whole study.
3.5.1 Analysis of the multi-jet bakground sample
A huge QCD multi-jet prodution is known to be a key issue for the ollisions at LHC,
and most of the analyses have to fae the hallenges it oers. Possible impat of the jet
prodution proess have been suggested in Se. 3.1.2, where the rates have been expliitly
quoted as a funtion of p^
T
of the outgoing parton. From these values, it is evident that a
detailed simulation of suh bakground would need samples of events of more than 10
9
or 10
8
at the rst integrated inverse femtobarns. Computation time and storage spae put strong
limits to this operation, thus dierent approahes are mandatory. Fatorizing the signal
seletion in a set of partial independent uts is a ommon approah, and it will be adopted
here.
The fatorization method
The purpose of this qualitative study is to devise a strategy to extrat a rejetion fator for
the QCD bakground proesses and verify whether it is possible for some events to pass all
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the seletion requirements. As explained earlier, hanes to emulate the signal may exist only
for the t! q seletion, so it will be the only addressed here.
To aomplish the task, the full proedure is separated into a set of unorrelated seletion
requirements and the absolute eÆieny for eah of them is omputed. The rejetion fator
for the global seletion will then be the produt of the eÆienies for eah independent
requirement. The seletion requirements for whih eÆienies have been separately evaluated
are given below, along with a onventional denomination:
1. eah event must ontain two jets with p
T
> 50 GeV/, without the appliation of b-
tagging tehniques and a missing transverse energy whih satises E
miss
T
> 35GeV (2
hard jets);
2. eah event must ontain an isolated photon whih satises p
T
> 90GeV/ . In fat,
this requirement ould be anti-orrelated with the item 1 above, beause the jet ould
be identied as the photon and vie versa. The assumption that they are atually
unorrelated must therefore be onsidered to be strongly onservative (hard );
3. eah event must ontain a good lepton andidate. The real lepton from the W deay
will be naturally orrelated with the missing energy from the neutrino, but it has been
observed that the majority of the reonstruted leptons in the multi-jet bakground
samples are atually mis-identied hadrons. It is therefore a reasonable assumption
that this seletion requirement is unorrelated with the item 1 above (hard lepton);
The b-tagging seletion is not applied to the surviving sample, in order to retain events
for further study. Under the reasonable assumption that the vast majority of jets in this
bakground sample will not have been produed by b-quarks, the events whih survive the
b-tagging proedure should be predominantly mis-tagged light-quark jets. In this ase, the
mis-tagging eÆieny given in Se. 3.2.3 an be used as the unorrelated eÆieny for this
seletion requirement (labeled as b-tag) in Tab. 3.32. The dominant ontribution in the QCD
multi-jet bakground sample omes from the light quark and gluon-initiated jets ( 70%) that
an in turn split into light avours. As Se. 3.2.3 pointed out, this eÆieny an onservatively
onsidered to be around 1%.
The eÆienies for these unorrelated seletion requirements are given in Tab. 3.32, along
with the overall ombined eÆieny and the number of expeted events.
Conlusion on QCD impat
The overall eet of these seletion requirements is to redue the very large multi-jet QCD
bakground ontribution to approximately 24 events, assuming an integrated luminosity of
10 fb
 1
. The surviving events our mainly in the range (100 < p^
T
< 500) GeV/. It
is possible to argue that these events will fail the mass onstraints plaed on the W and
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Table 3.32: The absolute eÆienies for the four independent seletion requirements desribed in the
text. The values are quoted both for the multi-jet QCD bakground sample and the SM t

t sample.
The last two olumns ontain the ombined rejetion fator and the number of expeted events from
a dataset with an integrated luminosity of 10 fb
 1
.
Cut 2 hard jets hard  hard lepton b-tag Total E. Expeted evs.
QCD 0.1% 0.04% 0.03% 1% 1:2  10
 12
< 0:1
50< p^
T
<80GeV/
QCD 0.8% 0.2% 0.1% 1% 1:6  10
 10
4.9
80< p^
T
<120GeV/
QCD 2.3% 0.3% 0.1% 1% 6:9  10
 10
3.4
120< p^
T
<170GeV/
QCD 5.7% 0.6% 0.2% 1% 6:8  10
 9
6.9
170< p^
T
<230GeV/
QCD 9.3% 0.6% 0.2% 1% 1:1  10
 8
2.7
230< p^
T
<300GeV/
QCD 13.3% 0.7% 0.6% 1% 5:6  10
 8
4.3
300< p^
T
<380GeV/
QCD 15.2% 0.6% 0.6% 1% 5:5  10
 8
1.0
380< p^
T
<470GeV/
QCD 16.2% 0.5% 0.5% 1% 4:0  10
 8
0.3
470< p^
T
<600GeV/
QCD 17.4% 0.5% 0.7% 1% 6:1  10
 8
0.2
600< p^
T
<800GeV/
QCD 17.3% 0.4% 1.3% 1% 9:0  10
 7
0.3
800< p^
T
<1000GeV/
t

t inlusive 23% 0.8% 30% 37% 2:0  10
 4
1702
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top andidates and therefore the ontribution from this soure of bakground may well be
signiantly smaller.
The additional redution fator from applying mass onstraints an be estimated using the
SM t

t sample, as this has higher remaining statistis after the appliation of the unorrelated
seletion requirements than the multi-jet sample. As there will learly be a orrelation be-
tween the missing energy requirement and the lepton seletion in this ase, only a lower limit
on the nal eÆieny an be estimated. A omparison of the results for the t

t bakground
sample given in Tab. 3.32 and the number of t

t events that remain in the full analysis implies
that the nal mass onstraints have a rejetion power better than 1.9%. Assuming that this
is also true for the multi-jet QCD bakground sample (a rather pessimisti hypothesis), then
this suggests that only  25 1:9% ' 0:5 events will remain after the appliation of all uts.
It is therefore reasonable to neglet the multi-jet QCD sample as a soure of bakground for
this analysis.
3.5.2 The impat of additional Standard Model proesses
The eet of bakground proesses is further srutinized here, by mentioning few other nal
states that were not possible to generate by PYTHIA , or that have been exluded from the
beginning without motivations.
Multi-jet t

t prodution and other deay hannels
Calulation of t

t prodution with the matrix element method sueeded in alulating pro-
esses that are beyond the tree-level prodution, as the t

t + nj and t

t + n. The t

t + nj
diagrams are typially alulated with the ALPGENprogram and have a ross setion of some
tens of pb (for not-b-jets, less or equal than 4). If some of these events meet all the signal
seletion requirements, they an inrease the number of surviving t

t and appear as an addi-
tional ontribution under the M(qZ=) distribution. The next hapter will point out that
there is not need to aount separately for these eets, as they will be inluded automatially
in the estimation of bakground from data. Proper ontrol regions will be dened that are
sensitive to these additional objets, so the impat of the higher order eets will be diretly
measured from them, and these proesses will anymore be a issue here.
Similar arguments hold for the t

t+ prodution. These proesses will be treated in some
more details when the eet of initial and nal state radiation will be disussed.
The ourrene of t

t prodution with any prodution of b-jets ould be issued only in the
ase of a double t! d=sW deay hannel. Sine the branhing ratio of a single light deay is
of the order of 10
 3
, the hane is eagerly remote and this hannel, though possible, is never
taken into aount.
It is important to observe that in the t! qZ analysis, a very spei deay hannel has
been onsidered, i.e the t

t ! (bl)(

bl) (with l = e; ; ), simply disarding all the others.
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The analysis starts by hoosing a di-lepton trigger, so there is no danger to inlude the purely
hadroni top pair deay in the seletion. An issue may rise only from the semileptoni deay,
that ould have some hane to produe a signature similar to the signal. The eet ours
if a further lepton from semileptoni b quark deay is mis-identied as a lepton from W/Z.
By omparing the eÆienies to detet three and two leptons in the t

t ! qZ sample, one
ould argue that this an happens about (0:90  0:08)% of times. Even if enhaned by the
BR(W ! qq
0
)=BR(W ! l) ' 2, the rejetion fator is undoubtely high, thus the exlusion
of this deaying mode is no limiting.
The Z + bj prodution
Reent next-to-leading-order alulations [134℄ have shown that the prodution of a Z boson
with two jets, only one of whih ontain a b quark, is larger than that with two b quark jets
at both Tevatron and LHC. The total ross setion for bq ! Zbg at NLO amounts to 352 pb
and the inlusive ross setion for the Z + bj +X (with p
T
(j) > 15GeV/ and j(j)j < 2:5)
is 510
+84
 58
+44
 35
+25
 25
pb, with unertainties from the variation of the renormalization sale, the
fatorization sale and the parton distribution funtions, respetively. The kinemati range
of the two jets may well aommodate within the signal seletion uts, and the nal state
ould be faked if a hard lepton is piked from a jet. With a onservative assumption, the
probability for suh a faking is taken again as the largest eÆieny for the two and three
leptons detetion in Z+jet. From the Tab. 3.20, it turns out to be (18  3)%. A further
redution fator arises from the transverse momentum ut in both the light and the b-tagged
jets, that makes only the Z with p
T
(Z) < 50 60GeV/ to be relevant in the nal seletion.
From Ref. [134℄ one ould argue that only a portion around  15% of the total ross setion
is taken: as a onsequene, only a Z+ j+ b-jet+X prodution ross setion about 14 pb has
to be taken, that is over a fator 50 smaller than the Z+b

b prodution. In all, suh Standard
Model ontribution an be fairly negleted.
3.5.3 The impat of other new physis proesses
In addition to the well-known Standard Model proesses, there ould be several proesses that
an overlap to the searhed signal, that are still to be observed but should be at LHC. Here
the sensitivity is explored rstly for deay modes in the signal, dierent from the addressed
ones, along with other FCNC possibilities. A brief disussion follows, aiming to infer if some
SUSY or Higgs proesses that LHC might produe have some impat on the signal extration.
Other deay hannels in the signals
The trigger menu proposed for the two hannels (di-lepton for the t! Zq and single-photon
for the t! q) allows to eÆiently rejet the hadroni Z and W hannels deay. The eet
has been onrmed by the generation of a  1000 evs. subsample for the t ! Z(! qq)q
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signal, where a trigger eÆieny of 0.4% has found (with the two leptons pairs outside the Z
peak). Two further lasses of signal events ould be an issue:
 the hadroni deay of the W boson from the t ! bW . In the t ! Zq analysis, the
detetion of the third lepton has found to our in about 3% of the W ! qq
0
deay and
an be redued by a fator 2 by tightening the eletron isolation ut from 0:07 to 0:04
(that has found to indue not a big hurt on the eletron eÆieny). The eet has not
be tested on the t ! q but a smaller magnitude an be argued, as the p
T
ut on the
lepton from W is harder;
 the tau deay of the W boson from the t ! bW . Instead to hek this ontamination
by re-generating a sample of t ! bW ! b() in the signal, the fration of events
ontaining at least a lepton mathed with a e

=

oming from 

, in the t

t sample
after the leptoni uts, is estimated. In the analysis for the t! Zq searh a small 0:1%
of residual is found after the Z request, while the t ! q study an be sensitive to
about 3% of the W deays with tau. On the other hand, suh ontamination is present
both in the signal and in the t

t bakground, that has demonstrated to be the larger
one. For a 3% inrease in N
S
and N
B
, the signiane (that will be dened in the
next hapter), would be aeted by only a 0:8% shift. A orresponding variation in the
FCNC branhing ratio estimate will be indued, that has not any relevane.
As a onsequene, the system of seletions devised below demonstrates that the analysis
is sensitive only to the generated FCNC signal and other deay modes have no sizable impat.
A dierent approah has to be taken for the three-body t ! V
i
V
j
deays, that ould
be possible in dierent models with spei EWSB parameters. It is important to observe
that the same seletion for the FCNC two-body deay an be adapted (with few minor
modiations) to detet signals as t! ZZ, t! WZ or even more exoti like t! W=Z.
In Se. 1.3 it was mentioned how models as 2HDM (Type-III) predit branhing ratios as
large as 10
 3
 10
 2
for optimal hoies of tan . Though the analysis for these double-
boson signals is not performed here, it is easy to guess that the sensitivity an be pushed
even further than the t ! V q hannel, sine the multi-leptoni signature will have a very
low bakground. On the other hand, overlaps between the two signals an be minimized by
identifying a narrow peak in the reonstruted top mass, with proedures similar to those
designed above. In all, the two kinds of hannels an be disriminating just by ounting the
number of W or Z boson in the nal state.
Higgs assoiated prodution
The Higgs assoiated prodution with a t

t or b

b prodution has been proposed in a wide
range of analysis, espeially in order to detet the dominant deay hannel H ! b

b, otherwise
impossible to observe, as a result of the ombination of an overwhelming QCD ross setion
for b

b prodution and the inability to reonstrut the Higgs mass very preisely.
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The t

tH prodution ould share several features with the signal signature, depending
from the nal state in whih Higgs boson deays. The total prodution ross setion (NLO)
ranges from 0.747 pb to 0.525 pb for Higgs boson mass from 115GeV/
2
to 130GeV/
2
[135℄.
The t

tH ! (Wb)(W

b)(H ! b

b) is one of the most promising hannel for the Higgs
observation via the assoiated top prodution and it may have a ross setion up to about
0.5 pb [136℄. With respet to the signal, not only it would be saled three-times by the b-
tagging eÆieny, but the lepton mistagging should be very large to fake the signal. As a
onsequene, this deay has no hane to play any role in both the addressed signals.
In priniple, sizable ontributions ould be delivered only by t

tH ! (Wb)(W

b)(H !
WW=ZZ) or even t

tH ! (Wb)(W

b)(H !  ). If one would asribe the leptoni ontribution
in the signature to the W/Z deays from the Higgs, it turns out that ross setions as small
as 0:1 0:2 pb would be produed. Larger values may rise if one assumes the t

t to aet the
analysis in the way desribed in this hapter, and the hadroni deays of W/Z from Higgs
as a soure of additional light jets. Even inserting the largest branhing ratios for H !WW
and H ! ZZ and onsidering that the probability to mis-identify a light jets from Higgs
as a one from top FCNC deay is 100%, a ontribution about 1 pb (with aeptane uts)
is expeted. Finally, onsiderations made above for the top deay hannels with a tau hold
even for the H !   .
Therefore, the whole signal seletion proedure is not expeted to be signiantly sensitive
to any Higgs deay.
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Chapter 4
Sensitivity to FCNC in the
t! qZ= hannels
The aim of this hapter is to transform the results of the seletions devised in the previous
study into a realisti estimate for the CMS sensitivity to top FCNC. In the rst setion,
a detailed study of systemati unertainties on the analysis is outlined. The eet indued
from both the limited knowledge of detetor performane and the physis working under the
simulated proesses, are addressed. In many ases, the parameters that have been suggested
to the whole CMS ollaboration have been adopted, with dierent hoies fully motivated.
Equally, strategies for theoretial biases emulation are those exploited by the ollaboration
in the preparation of the Physis TDR, hene the results an be ompared on a ommon
ground.
Among the possible solutions to redue the impat of the systemati eets, one of the
most powerful is the estimation of bakground `from data', i.e. from a well-dened region
that will be aessible in the future data samples. A possible approah to aomplish this
task is outlined in the subsequent setion: therefore, the propagation of these unertainties
to the bakground is detailed there. At the end of the two setions, an estimate of the
expeted bakground and its umulative unertainty is available for both the deay analyses:
when ombined with the determined eÆieny for the FCNC signal, the issue of statistial
signiane of the results omes up. After a general review of the onepts related to the
signiane denition, a spei signiane region with the best statistial properties is
identied. Finally, the evaluation of the signianes for a disovery or ondene level for
an upper limit is performed and dependenies from bakground level and systemati intensity
will be underlined. An extrapolation is then performed to the high luminosity phase of LHC
with a larger amount of pile-up, where the hallenges from the dierent senarios and the
benets from the larger statisti will be disussed.
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4.1 The impat of systemati unertainties
The present analysis, although in the low luminosity phase it ould be onsidered still statisti
limited, is supposed to enhane in preision along with aumulation of larger and larger
data samples. One the ommissioning steps will be fully aomplished and a stable LHC
run will be assessed, the statistial error should be limited only by time. Therefore, a ontrol
of systemati unertainties is required and their impat on the analysis results have to be
preisely determined.
The aim of this setion is to address the most important soures of systemati eets, then
emulate them in the generation step, or in the reonstrution phase, or either by hanging
parameters in the analysis in order to reprodue real data to the maximum possible extent.
Sine the bakground will be ounted in spei `ontrol regions' { dened by a set of uts
as lose as possible to the signal region { phenomena aeting the absolute bakground rate
have no relevane here. Therefore, the impat of systemati eets is measured only for the
variables that are hosen to mark the dierene between the ontrol region and the signal
region, for the dierent situations of the two analyses. They are:
1. the lepton seletion eÆieny sine, in the t

t! (Zq)(W

b) analysis, the ask for a third
lepton is a powerful tool to transform a region rih in bakground to a region rih in
signal;
2. the missing energy resolution. As it will be demonstrated, a disrimination based on
the E
miss
T
distribution an disentangle very well the t

t from the Zb

b omponent in the
t

t! (Zq)(W

b) study;
3. the eÆieny for b-jets and the multipliities distribution, namely the fration of single-
tagged to multi-tagged events. The number of b-jets, as indiated in the previous
hapter, is useful in both the analyses to better identify the dierent soures of bak-
ground;
4. the eÆieny for light-jets and their multipliities distribution. The requirement for
the hard jet is one of the last imposed to the sample, thus it is instrumental to dene
the signal region. Moreover, the number of light-jets will turn useful to disentangle
the dierent bakgrounds in the t

t ! (q)(W

b) analysis, that drains a riher set of
ontaminating proesses in all but the last seletion.
Sine many of the parameters adopted to simulate the eets have a degree of approxi-
mation { if not just simply \reasonable"{ some level of arbitrariness is intrinsi to the error
estimates. On the other hand, exeedingly `onservative' estimates have been avoided as
possible and room enough is given to let the real data tell the nal world.
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4.1.1 The eet of instrumental systemati bias
Calibration of various sub-detetors and monitoring of their performane are ritial issues for
every kind of physial measurement. In the following, the instrumental eets mostly aeting
the relevant eÆienies are addressed. Guidelines are basially ditated from studies detailed
in Ref. [95℄.
Whenever possible, unertainties are inferred even for the highest luminosity senarios,
in order to reah a good preditivity for the sensitivity in that region. As only real data
will atually indiate how extrapolations an be done, these assumptions will be partially
speulative.
All the utuations indued by systemati eets are estimated on samples \enrihed" in
bakground that, as detailed in the previous hapter, has been aomplished by broadening
the Z mass window in the t ! qZ analysis and softening the photon p
T
lower ut, for the
t ! q hannel. This trik is partiularly important here, beause the systemati eets,
typially amounting to some perent, would not be visible on top of a larger statisti error.
The impat of detetor systemati unertainties is detailed in tables from Tab. 4.1 to Tab. 4.4,
for eah soures for the most relevant bakground proesses.
Luminosity unertainty
As delared in Ref. [102℄, the design goal for the preision of the luminosity measurement
at CMS is 5%, whih is supposed to be ahieved after 1 fb
 1
of data has been olleted.
For integrated luminosities of 30 fb
 1
or more, it is assumed that further improvement on
the unertainty an be ahieved (e.g. via W ,Z based luminosity measurements) and a 3%
unertainty is onsidered.
The unertainties originating from the luminosity will only result in a utuation on
the overall number of events, and no modiations of the eÆienies are to be expeted.
The absolute bakground rate will be estimated by ounting in the ontrol region properly
optimized in the next setion, so it is immaterial against any systemati eet. Therefore
that proedure allows to avoid introduing the 3% error, that is one of its major benet.
Luminosity unertainties are not an issue and they will not onsidered anymore.
Traker and Muon hambers unertainties
The main soures of systemati errors on the leptons identiation and measure ome from
misalignments in the traker and in the muon hamber, along with a small ontribution from
magneti eld unertainties.
The degree of alignment of the two sub-detetors has been measured rstly by mehanial
surveys during the sub-assembly phase, and has improved day-by-day by ombined runs with
osmi rays. Traks rossing the overlaps between modules in the traker, for instane, are
exploited to determine both the level of alignment and magneti eld. With the rst p-p
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ollisions, lean physis samples (as Z ! ) will be used to alibrate and align the detetor.
In one month of data taking, CMS will be able to ollet O(10
6
) Z !  events so, thanks to
this large statisti, this in situ alibration will deliver the ultimate preision to the alignment
{ well under 1m.
The traker momentum sale and the muon momentum sale are onsidered as a u-
tuation 
TMS
and 
MMS
on the transverse momenta, measured respetively by the traker
and the muon hambers. The eet on the analysis is reprodued by shifting the momentum
sale alternatively in the negative and positive diretion, separately for the two detetors.
The utuations are assumed to inlude [137℄:
 the eet of misalignments, in what CMS has alled the \Long Term Senario", that
is appropriate after the rst few fb
 1
. For the low luminosity phase, it is supposed to
be 0.0004/p
T
[ GeV/ ℄ for both muons in the hamber and traks in the traker { that
for the eletrons is a quite onservative estimate { while for the high luminosity phase,
where an high preision alignment is supposed to be reahed, it is not introdued;
 the unertainty in the magneti eld in the entral region of CMS, aeting both the
traker and the muon spetrometer. It is assumed to ontribute with 0.0003/p
T
[ GeV/ ℄.
Here it is supposed to remain onstant during all the luminosity phases.
In total, it orresponds to an overall 0.0005/p
T
[ GeV/ ℄ in the rst phase and 0.0003/p
T
[ GeV/ ℄
subsequently.
In all the bakgrounds onsidered, the eet on the lepton detetion does not exeed the
1%. Sine leptons are involved in the proedure for the leaning of all jets, a small impat
is assessed also in the b and light-jet eÆieny. A omplete symmetry is found between the
two shift diretions.
In addition, a relative unertainty of 1% is added as a xed ontribution to both muon
detetion eÆieny and trak detetion eÆieny (that propagates on eletrons and jets
eÆieny). It is intended to reprodue the unertainty on fration of events in whih the
detetion of a harged partile trak or a muon has failed.
Eletromagneti energy sale
The use of single traks (during the osmi data or the rst run phase) does not fully determine
the energy sale of the ECAL, sine deformed topologies satisfying the onstraints are always
possible. Therefore, alibration of energy sale is also obtained from a resonane with well-
know mass deaying to a lepton, suh as Z ! ee and J=	, depending from the spei energy
domain.
The CMS goal is to ahieve a ECAL global interalibration better than 0.5%. High p
T
isolated eletrons are produed at a suÆient rate fromW ! e and Z ! ee at LHC (around
10Hz and 1Hz at low luminosity) and an be used to obtain interalibration oeÆients and
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absolute eletromagneti energy sale. Neverthless, alibration with eletrons is ompliated
by bremmstrahlung eets. A possible strategy is to apply loose uts on bremmstrahlung
to interalibrate ECAL region with an uniform quantity of material in front, while seleting
eletrons with no or little bremmstrahlung to interalibrate dierent alorimeter regions. Few
hours data taking during low luminosity phase orrespond to 11 million jet trigger events,
thus they are suÆient to perform the interalibration to a preision between 2% and 3%
(depending on ).
No unique number is dened for the ECAL energy sale unertainty, but they are de-
pendent on the algorithms used to dene eletrons and photons. For the `golden' eletron
presented in Se. 2.3.1 (that basially orrespond to those seleted in the analysis) a 0.05%
unertainty is onsidered. It has reprodued by shifting the energy of the eletrons and pho-
tons by a term 
EES
= 0:05%, that is onservatively onsidered onstant for all the luminosity
phases.
An impat from this eet is found only in the lepton and photon eÆieny, and is lower
than 0.5% in all the samples. This maximum value is thus assumed all along the dierent
luminosity phases.
Jet energy sale
Sine maximizing the mass resolution on the nal state is not an aim of this analysis, the
reonstrution of t ! bW and t ! Z=q nal state does not need a very preise knowledge
of the jet energy. On another hand, some deliate optimizations in the analysis rely on
thresholds of mass distribution or transverse momentum: as a onsequene, a systemati
distortion in the energy measure is expeted to have some impat on dierent eÆienies.
Hereafter, `energy sale' refers only to the transverse energy E
T
of light quark jets and b-jets,
as reonstruted from the CMS software and alibrated with the simulated event samples.
Sine ECAL an be alibrated from a variety of tehniques up to a 0:4 2:0% preision, the
bulk of the energy unertainty omes from HCAL.
The jet energy sale (E
T
) is the fator that alibrates the energy olleted from alorime-
ter towers, E
RAW
T
, to the true energy of a jet, E
T
(j), as E
T
(j) = (E
T
)E
RAW
T
. It depends
on a variety of eets oming from detetor (as non-linearities in the alorimeter response,
raks, leakage, eletroni noise et.) and physis (energy swept outside the jet one due to
the magneti eld or to gluon radiation at large angles, invisible energy, underlying event).
The determination of absolute energy sale for leptons and jets is one of the greatest
hallenges during the initial phase of the experiment. It requires the knowledge of a large
numbers of detetor parameters: the traker alignment, the magneti eld map in the traker
volume, the traker material distributions, the alorimeter alibration and the muon energy
loss in the alorimeters.
At the LHC start-up the auray of the jet energy sale relies on single-partile test beam
alibration and omparisons of simulated event samples with the detetor response, and an
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overall unertainty of 15% in (E
T
) is expeted.
In the rst 1  10 fb
 1
of data, the best estimates of the absolute jet energy sale are
obtained with two methods:
1. hadroniW boson deays in t

t prodution events [138℄. They produe jets with a mean
p
T
around 50GeV/ and unertainty about 3% is originated mainly from pile-up. It is
almost at at high energy and inreases when lowering the p
T
threshold;
2. the gamma+jet alibration [114℄, that an set the energy sale alibration down to
 20GeV/ .
Below 20GeV , only the single-partile alibration methods apply and these will have an
auray of 10%.
Therefore, the utuations of the energy sale are parametrized as (E
T
) = k(1 +

JES
(E
T
)), where 
JES
(E
T
) takes aount of the systemati utuations. Adopting the sim-
ple model proposed in Ref. [102℄, it onsists in a linear falling between 5% (for p
T
< 20GeV/ )
and 3% (for p
T
> 50GeV/ ), i.e.:

JES
(E
T
) =
8
>
<
>
:
5% if p
T
< 20GeV/
5%  3%(E
T
[GeV℄  20)=30 if 20 < p
T
< 50GeV/
3% if p
T
> 50GeV/ .
The eet of this unertainty has been assessed by inserting this sale variation and
measuring the orresponding hanges in the event yield. The impat on the eÆieny for
b-jet is not an issue here, beause the eet of asking for a b-tagged objet will be diretly
inluded in the bakground observation from data. In fat, the denition of the ontrol region
emulates as lose as possible the b-jet requirements for the signal region, in this way resulting
insensitive to systemati eets related to these jets. Optimization uts in the M
T
(Wb)
presented in the previous hapter, that instead heavily rely on simulated event samples,
are quite robust against energy utuations and even after a 10% variation the derease in
signiane would be irrelevant.
The major eets for (E
T
) have to be expeted when the light-jet is searhed, sine it
marks the dierene between the ontrol and signal region, and the impat of inserting this
objet on the seletion has to be measured from simulated event samples.
Results on the four samples with the major bakgrounds show that this is one of the
most important eets. The number of deteted jets an vary in average about 15% in both
the light and the b-jet seletion. Part of this ineÆieny propagates on the missing energy
value (as detailed below) and results in a small broadening of the missing energy resolution.
Modiations in the energy sale also indue a dierent ourrene of events with a single
tagged jet, both light and b-tagged.
In order to emulate a better knowledge of the hadron energy sale, the study of this
systemati eet is repeated with an overall redution of the eÆieny, namely a 3% when
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p
T
(j) < 20GeV/ , 1.5% when p
T
(j) > 50GeV/ and a orresponding saling inbetween.
With this hoie, all eets seem to sale onsistenly, indiating that a good ontrol of the
jet energy sale is instrumental in reduing the nal systemati error.
Missing energy unertainty
The denition of missing transverse energy adopted in the analysis (see Eq.2.3) shows two
dierent ontributions, for whih dierent systemati bias are expeted. The low p
T
and
unlustered energy omponent will be know up to a 10% preision following the rst 1 
10 fb
 1
of data. On the other hand, high p
T
jets have their own sale, orrelated to the jet
energy sale unertainty of the high p
T
jets.
Although the reommended treatment would be to apply separate unertainties for the
low and high energy omponents in the E
miss
T
, the present analysis fores the jet to have a
quite high p
T
. Moreover, in the next setion it will be shown that only the missing energy
around the 150GeV region is of relevane: therefore, E
miss
T
an be assumed to losely follow
the jet energy sale unertainty.
As has been disussed in Se. 3.2.2, the \muon+jet" method has been adopted for its
best mathing with the neutrino, so it inherits the energy unertainties of these objets. In
the present analysis, missing energy is alulated in this way only after that muon and jets
have been resaled for their unertainties: onsequently, utuations in E
miss
T
have not to be
simulated, beause they are already inluded in its denition.
Unertainties in b-tagging
The unertainty in b-tagging refers to the experimental unertainties on the number of b-
tagged objets for a given sample of b-jets. Strategies to measure the tagging eÆieny and
its preision have been dened, for instane using a sample with a high purity in b quark
ontent as the t

t [139℄.
The result of these studies is that, in a b-tag working point eÆieny of 50% and for a
10 fb
 1
of integrated luminosity, the relative unertainty on the b-eÆieny measurement is
expeted to be about 7% in the barrel up to 40GeV/ , then smoothly derease down to 4%
up to about 100GeV/ and remain ostant for higher p
T
. About a 1% greater unertainty is
expeted in the endap. Moreover, when more luminosity will be integrated an improves on
b-tagging preision will naturally ome, as eÆieny should be diretly measured from the
abundant Zb

b and t

t events.
An unertainty 
BTAG
on b-tagging ats systematially in two senses, by exeeding in the
number of tagged jets if 
BTAG
is positive, or missing some of them if negative. The eet
is here reprodued with a simple toy model, where a random number is sorted in a uniform
distribution ranging from 0 to 1. If the number falls below j
BTAG
j, a andidate b-jet in the
event hanges its ondition, being promoted to a tagged jet if 
BTAG
> 0, being rejeted to
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the sea of un-tagged jets if 
BTAG
< 0.
Sine the jets with p
T
< 40GeV/ are ruled out from the seletion and the analysis is
oriented to luminosity larger or equal than 10 fb
 1
, this unertainty is simulated for 
BTAG
=
5% and 
BTAG
= 2%, with the latter value proposed for luminosities greater than 10-
30 fb
 1
.
When suh algorithms are applied to the analysis, important eets emerge, onrming
the sensitivity of the whole seletion proedure to details of the b-tagging algorithm. Firstly,
impat depends from the diretion in whih tagging ineÆienies are pushed. When the num-
ber of b-jets is inreased (
BTAG
> 0), the ondition of a single-tagging is satised anyway
and, even if the tagged jets are subtrated from the total amount, a light-jets somewhere is
not diÆult to nd. When 
BTAG
< 0, the number of tagged jets is lowered and the ondition
to nd at least one b-jet with a high signiane may be not satised. This situation would
rejet the whole event and gives no aess to the light-jet seletion. Suh eet is onrmed in
both the t

t samples, in the Zb

b (even if less learly) and is enhaned in the single-top, where
only a single b-jet is in priniple available. A orresponding redution is registered by intro-
duing the 2% ineÆieny, but the eet is still quite large. The fration of b-single-tagged
jet varies instead symmetrially in the two diretions, and reads a value lose to the 
BTAG
.
It indiates that the variations of b-jet rate our mostly in the single-tag bin { that is the
highest { thus induing a orrespondent variations in the single-tag frequeny. On the other
hand, the light-jet eÆieny is poorly aeted. This was expeted, as it would be neessary
to mistag exatly the additional tagged events, and it would our in about 10%5% of events.
The primary vertex searh is not a relevant issue here, sine the identiation of partile
emerging from the vertex is performed indiretly. Therefore, the mirometri unertainties
on this point is not onsidered.
The impat of all relevant unertainties related to detetor, on the four important bak-
ground proesses, are displayed in Tab. 4.1, Tab. 4.2, Tab. 4.3, Tab. 4.4. Not all the listed
variables will enter the bakground unertainty.
4.1.2 The eet of theoretial systemati bias
Sine the present analysis is aimed to estimate the sensitivity reah of a future experiment, it
is ompletely based on simulated data. Therefore, the simulation of physis events ourring
in the detetor has to resemble real proesses as muh as possible, and all the parameters
involved in the generation of proesses have to be properly tuned. On the other hand, many
parameters are subjeted to utuations, due to unertainty from underlying theories, model
dependenies or experimental values input, or may hange with luminosity, bunh spae or
other mahine onditions. It is natural to ask how muh the present analysis is sensitive to
variations in suh parameters.
The propagation of theoretial systemati eets on the physis measurements is esti-
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Table 4.1: The relative unertainties produed on a list of variables for the t

t ! (Wb)(W

b), due to
this set of systemati eets: traker momentum sale (TMS), traks eÆieny and muon eÆieny,
ECAL energy sale EES, b-tag unertainty for two dierent sales, jet energy sale JES for two
dierent sales. In parenthesis, the results with assumptions for the high luminosity (HL) phase are
quoted when dierent from the low luminosity (LL).
Lepton E. E
miss
T
Resolution b-jet E.
TMS 1%(0.5%) - 1%(0.5%)
Tk E. 1% - 1%
 E. 1% - 1%
EES 0.5% - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) - - +10%= 15%
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) - - +8%= 10%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) - 3% 15%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) - 1% 10%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 1.8% 3% +18%= 21%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 1.6% 1% +13%= 14%
1 b-tagg fration light-jet E. single jet fration
TMS - 0.5%(0) -
Tk E. - 1% -
 E. - 1% -
EES - - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) 5% 0.5% -
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) 3% - -
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) 5% 15% 2%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) 5% 5% 2%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 7% 15% 2%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 6% 5% 2%
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Table 4.2: The relative unertainties produed on a list of variables for the Zb

b! (ll)(b

b), due to the
same set of systemati eets. In parenthesis, the results with assumptions for the high luminosity
phase are quoted.
Lepton E. E
miss
T
Resolution b-jet E.
TMS 1%(0.5%) - 1%(0.5%)
Tk E. 1% - 1%
 E. 1% - 1%
EES 0.5% - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) - - +13%= 15%
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) - - +7%= 9%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) - 3% 15%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) - - 6%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 2% 3% +20%= 21%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 2% 1% +9%= 11%
1 b-tagg fration light-jet E. single jet fration
TMS - 0.5%(0) -
Tk E. - 1% -
 E. - 1% -
EES - - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) 5% - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) 2% - -
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) 5% 15% 2%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) 1% 5% 1%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 7% 15% 2%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 2% 5% 1%
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Table 4.3: The relative unertainties produed on a list of variables for the t

t ! l + X inlusive
prodution, due to the same set of systemati eets.
Lepton E. E
miss
T
Resolution b-jet E.
TMS 1%(0.5%) - 2%
Tk E. 1% - 1%
 E. 1% - 1%
EES 0.5% - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) - - +10%= 15%
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) - - +8%= 11%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) - 4% 15%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) - 2% 10%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 1.8% 4% +18%= 21%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 1.6% 2% +13%= 15%
1 b-tagg fration light-jet E. single jet fration
TMS - 1.5%(1%) -
Tk E. - 1% -
 E. - 1% -
EES - - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) 7% 1.5% 0.5%
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) 4% 0.5% -
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) 5% 15% 1%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) 2% 7% 1%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 9% 15% 2%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 5% 7% 1%
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Table 4.4: The relative unertainties produed on a list of variables for the single-top prodution,
due to the same set of systemati eets.
Lepton E. E
miss
T
Resolution b-jet E.
TMS 0.5%(0) - 1%(0.5%)
Tk E. 1% - 1%
 E. 1% - 1%
EES 0.5% - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) - - +10%= 20%
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) - - +8%= 15%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) - 3% 10%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) - - 5%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 2% 3% +14%= 22%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 1% - +10%= 16%
1 b-tagg fration light-jet E. single jet fration
TMS - - -
Tk E. - 1% -
 E. - 1% -
EES - - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=5%) 5% - -
b-tag (
BTAG
=2%) 3% - -
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=5%) 5% 15% 1%
JES (
JES
(20GeV/ )=3%) 3% 5% 1%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (LL) 7% 15% 1%
TOTAL Det. Syst. (HL) 4% 5% 1%
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mated below. This estimation rmly assumes that a measure of bakground from data (that
will be desribed in Se. 4.2) is aordable. In priniple, if all the relevant bakground is evalu-
ated from a region that is exatly omplementary to the signal region, none of the systemati
eets in the bakground have to be taken into aount, beause unertainty in simulated
events are not an issue anymore. Atually, `ontrol' regions will be optimized in order to
obtain high statisti and low overlapping of dierent soures, thus they have to be resaled
to the signal region using eÆieny fators from simulation, and systemati eets may af-
fet these fators. Additionally, theoretial systemati eets may lightly alter the shape of
bakground distribution, leading to utuations in the t performed to ount events. Sine
in most of ases the phase spae from where signal is extrated is muh smaller than the one
from whih bakground is estimated, these eets are generally negligible.
Hereafter, the impat of theoretial unertainties will be evaluated only for signal seletion
eÆieny and surviving bakground events from t

t (both di-leptoni and inlusive hannels)
and single-top in the t-hannel. Other minor soures as Zb

b are suh that they an be
diretly estimated in the same signal window (properly enhaned in bakground ontent),
thus a parametrization is not needed. As shown in the previous hapter, last uts in that
window strongly suppress these ontributions, and theoretial utuations are not expeted
to play a role.
Most of strategies to assess the impat of theoretial unertainties are based on the analysis
in Ref. [140℄, that CMS ollaboration has managed to ontain valuable guidelines.
When a new generation and simulation step with parameters dierent from the analysis
sample has required, the fast simulation pakage FAMOS (outlined in Se. 2.3.5) has been
adopted. It allows a quik generation of events and all the parameters an be easily set by
the user. In some ases, statisti is still limited to few thousands of events: on the other
hand, systemati eets having a sizable impat on the analysis should emerge on top on
utuations indued by this statisti.
Unertainties in ross setion
In general, the knowledge of the total and dierential ross setions is limited, beause it
is inuened by the order at whih alulations are performed and some of the parameters
outlined below. Sine the theoretial unertainty on the ross-setions values, in many ases,
exeeds 10-20%, some tehniques to estimate bakground from data are welome. In that
way, absolute ross-setion utuations and luminosity instabilities are not an issue anymore.
The error on the ross setion for the t

t prodution will beome smaller and smaller as the
proess will be diretly observed at LHC.
On the other hand, distortions in dierential distributions may be indued from variations
in several parameters. Most relevant ones are skethed in the following.
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QCD sale unertainty
In the generation of top prodution proess the hard sale (Q
2
) has been tuned to the m
2
t
+
p
T
(t)
2
value. This parameter set the value of 
S
and the running of PDF, hene the behaviour
of the ross setions may be aeted. The dependene of the observables on this sale is
unphysial (sine it is only a ut-o for alulations) but, when events are generated at
lowest order as in PYTHIA , ross setions may be signiantly aeted from the hoie. On
the other hand, only an eet around perent level on p
T
(t) distribution is expeted (see
for instane Ref. [22℄). This variable has been never used in the analysis: in fat, the most
important bakground have a top in the nal state, so any dierene in top momentum
between signal and bakground is supposed to exist. For that reason, sale unertainty are
expeted to produe no sizable eets in the full analysis and it is ruled out from the present
study.
Initial and nal state radiation
In priniple, all the partiles involved in the event and subjeted to strong interation may
emit a gluon radiation, in the initial or in the nal state (Initial/Final State Radiation,
ISR/FSR). These eets give rise to extra jets and ause the kinematis of the reonstruted
objets to be dierent than expeted.
The analysis here is strongly based on b- and light-jet reonstrution, thus an impat
should in priniple be sizable. While the high ut in the transverse momentum of light-jet
rules out a signiant amount of gluon radiation (that aumulates a low energy), some eets
might be expeted on the b-jet multipliities (as these jets have a lower p
T
ut) and on an
additional smearing of  and  diretion of jets. Contribution on mis-identiation of leptons
and photons (that are seleted after strong isolation requirements) should be negligible.
In Ref. [22℄ it has been show that, one the proper matrix elements for gluon emission
from b quark are introdued in the generator, nal state radiation does not alter the jet
kinematis and multipliity. On the other hand, ISR still ould play a role.
Following Ref. [140℄, the swithes regulating the amount and the strength of the radiation
of the showering has been varied. Namely, the virtuality sale 
QCD
up to whih ISR stops
and from whih FSR starts is varied between 0.150 and 0.280GeV , for spae-like and time-like
showers together, and a set of ve dierent signal samples are generated. The four variables
leptons eÆieny, b-tagging and light-jet identiation eÆieny, fration of single-tagged
jet are then ompared and results are presented in Tab. 4.5. They are all found onsistent
within few perent, with the exeption of b-jet eÆieny. When statistial utuations are
disentangled, a utuation in the b-jet number as large as  20% is still there { even if this
happens only for the largest 
QCD
value. On the other hand, similar motivations rise to
not inlude this utuation in the analysis: in fat, sine it an be asribed only to ISR, it
is expeted to our equally in all kinds of t

t prodution. In both analyzed hannels this
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Table 4.5: Comparison of four benhmark observables in the signal seletions, when ve samples
with dierent ISR/FSR parameters are generated.

QCD
Lepton E. b-jet E. 1 b-tagg fration light-jet E.
0:150 0:124  0:007 (6:2  1:2)  10
 3
0:75  0:29 (7:7  1:3)  10
 3
0:183 0:126  0:008 (6:7  1:2)  10
 3
0:87  0:32 (8:4  1:4)  10
 3
0:216 0:125  0:008 (5:8  1:1)  10
 3
0:77  0:32 (9:2  1:5)  10
 3
0:250 0:124  0:008 (4:2  1:0)  10
 3
0:79  0:27 (7:8  1:3)  10
 3
0:283 0:129  0:007 (8:5  1:5)  10
 3
0:57  0:20 (5:8  1:2)  10
 3
onstitutes the main bakground, so the same bias is expeted: as in the previous ase, it will
be rejeted in the data samples when bakground will be subtrated from the signal region.
Top input mass
The mass of top quark is a parameter that is needed in many theoretial alulations (even at
LO), as those for prodution ross setion, mass width, polarization and others. Among the
input parameters, it is by far the one known with less auray: not only its experimental error
has slided down 10% only reently (as mentioned in Se. 1.1.1) but the delared entral value is
about 3-5GeV lower than just one year earlier [23℄ and than the value m
t
= 175GeV/
2
used
in generators like TOPREX .
Though the t

t ross setion is known to strongly depend of the mass (with a rule of
thumb Æ=  5 Æm
t
=m
t
) no measurable eets are foreseen for kinemati variables [22℄.
Also in the single-top ase, no signiant modiations of the prodution kinematis are
expeted, sine the dierential ross setion for the t-hannel is modulate by the momentum
d=q
2
 1=
 
q
2
 M
2
W

.
Moreover, it is important to remark that signal regions in the top invariant mass distri-
butions are large enough to aommodate all the reasonable top mass adjustments. As a
result, both the distributions of top observables and the analysis uts an be safely onsider
unaeted from m
t
unertainty, and this issue is not onsidered anymore.
Light and b quark fragmentation
After being produed from the top quark, W boson, proton partons or ISR/FSR eets, the
olletion of quarks and gluons hadronizes into mesons and baryons. The fration of the
original b quark momentum whih will appear as visible energy in the reonstrution one
of the orresponding b-jet depends on the `fragmentation' funtion of the b quark. As this
analysis involves a signal and a bakground with - and b- jets, the desription of the heavy
quarks fragmentation may be relevant.
In generator odes, the proess is desribed by a set of `fragmentation' parameters that
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Table 4.6: EÆienies for three benhmark variables in the FCNC signal seletion. Results reet
the eet of hanging the a and b parameter of the Lund fragmentation model.
Observed variable a+a, b+b a, b a a, b b
b-jet E. 0:382  0:010 0:322  0:010 0:366  0:010
1 b-tagg fration 0:96  0:16 0:90  0:17 0:89 0:16
light-jet E. 0:609  0:017 0:603  0:017 0:521  0:015
annot be obtained in a perturbative way. The non-perturbative desription of fragmenta-
tion is realized via models, whih need to be adjusted to agree with experimental data. If
fragmentation is assumed to depend only on the fatorization sale (i.e., jets fragment in the
same way at hadron and lepton mahines), one the parton shower ut-o sale is xed, the
LEP/SLD tunings (or the Tevatron ones) an be used as they were for the LHC.
PYTHIAperforms fragmentation by splitting gluons into quark-anti-quark pairs, then
turns the resulting set of olour singlet into hadrons via a string model. For the b-jet,
the string (or Lund) fragmentation model [132℄ or the Peterson funtion [133℄ are ommonly
used.
Following suggestions in Ref. [140℄, the two (orrelated) parameters of Lund model are
varied by their unertainty (a = 0:11  0:04 GeV
 1
, b = 0:55  0:04 GeV
 1
) along with the
width of transverse momentum distributions for primary hadrons (0:36  0:03 GeV ). These
values hold when 
QCD
= 0:250 GeV and Q
2
min
(the invariant mass below whih partons are
not assumed to radiate) are equal to 1:90GeV (from a t by OPAL).
Even if the omparison is limited to three values only, an additional eet ould be
inferred for both the b and the light-jets. If the eÆieny values are assumed to be Gaussian
distributed and onsistent within 2 (95.5%) with no systematis, a shift has to be added to
be onsistent with the result, that orresponds to about 9% for the b-jets and 11% for the
light ones. The same eet in tagging eÆieny is to be expeted for all the top bakground
and for Zb

b as well, sine the b-jets that enter the signal region features the same kinemati.
Dierently from the previous ases, this eet inuenes the nal state, thus it annot be
subtrated anymore from the signal and has to be onsidered as an additional systemati
unertainty.
Figure 4.1 displays the utuation on the p
T
(b-jet) produed from this theoretial uner-
tainty.
Parton density funtion
The suggested way to evaluate theoretial unertainties due to a ertain proton PDFs is to
vary the errors on the parameters of the PDF t itself. With the Les Houhes aord [141℄
PDF (LHAPDF) errors should be easily propagated via re-weighting to the nal observables.
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Figure 4.1: A omparison between three signal samples generated with dierent b and light quark
fragmentation parameters, namely a, b (solid line), a + a, b + b (dashed line), a   a, b   b
(dotted line). Distribution of transverse momenta for light (right) and b-jets (left) are represented.
Units on the vertial sale are arbitrary and statisti is the same.
For analyses whih are known to be partiularly sensitive to PDFs, like ross-setion
measurements, it would be desirable to ompare two dierent sets of PDFs (typially CTEQ
vs. MRST) taking then the maximum variation as an extra error. This is important sine,
even onsidering the error boundaries, dierent set of PDFs may not overlap in some region
of the phase spae.
With the peuliar onguration of the signal and bakground in the present analysis, the
estimation of this kind of systemati eet may be onsidered unessential. The statement is
motivated to one side by the fat that the t

t bakground is the only really important bak-
ground soure in both hannels, to the other side that mostly of the bakground utuations
will be measured diretly from data. On this topi, the following onsiderations an be set
up:
 the probability density funtions involve the kinemati distributions of the partons in
the proton, so they are only able to aet the t

t prodution. The signal and the top
pair bakground, that are dierent by their nal states, do not dier at tree level for
the eet of a utuation in a PDF;
 if a PDF unertainty results in a modiation of t

t ross-setion value, the ase disussed
above presents so it is not an issue. A ross-setion utuation will be diretly measured
from data, and it will be not onsidered a utuation anymore;
 if, for some partiular hoie of the PDF parameters, the multipliity of the nal state
is aeted (number of leptons, number of jets or b-jets) and the modied nal state
survives up to the last ut, a proess aeting both the signal and the major bakground
is at work. If the bakground estimate is properly subtrated when searhing from the
signal, all the additional partiles that has developed are ompletely removed;
 if a PDF unertainty modies the shape of the bakground distribution, the eet on
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the extrapolation from ontrol to signal region is negligible, beause the signal is often
sampled on a very small range with respet to the interval on where bakground is
estimated. In the present analysis, this will be true for the t! qZ study.
The onlusion is that, if the bakground will be estimated through the tehniques pro-
posed in the following, all the eets related to the imperfet knowledge of PDF parameters
anel, or do not play a signiant role. Hene this soure of systemati errors will be not
inluded.
Considerations about the underlying event
The underlying event (UE), omposed of the protons remnants and the eets of multiple
interations, also ontributes to extra jets in the event
1
.
The omposite nature of ollisions allows for several partons from eah of the inoming
hadrons to undergo satterings. Suh multiple parton-parton interations are instrumental
in building up the ativity in the underlying event, in everything from harged multipliity
distributions and long-range orrelations to mini{jets and jet pedestals.
To assess the impat of UE on jet seletion in this analysis, strategies have to be followed
to reprodue the \pedestal eet" found at Tevatron, i.e. a raise of the number of harged
partile traks per unit of pseudorapidity when the underlying event is at work. This an be
done at generator level by varying the impat parameters for the parton-parton interations
and, with PYTHIA , Tevatron eet an be extrapolated at 14 TeV.
In the present analysis, suh eets are not dissimilar from those related to PDF uner-
tainties, thus one an get rid of them with the same motivations.
No reasons an be devised suh as the underlying event hidden in the t

t ! (V b)(W

b)
proess is dierent from the one in the t

t! (Wb)(W

b) proess. Therefore, this extra ativity
is expeted to be deteted when estimating bakground from data; if a portion of it falls in
the signal region, it will be subtrated from the signal, that is aeted by the same ativity,
and anels out. If that strategy for bakground ounting is adopted, the analysis results
insensitive also to this unertainty soure.
Minimum bias and pile-up eets
As mentioned more than one, in a hadron ollision the event in whih one is interested is
usually aompanied by multiple inelasti ollisions, that our in the same bunh rossing.
These events are of onern here, beause they may give rise to extra jets originating from
other primary vertexes. In addition, the ow of additional soft harged partiles whih
spiralize in the high magneti elds of CMS may have an eet on the traker detetors,
1
Sine the impat of the initial state radiation has already been aounted for, here the proesses that
\stays under" the main event does not ontain the ISR.
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Table 4.7: Some relevant eÆienies for the t ! Zq signal seletion are ompared for two senarios
with dierent pile-up. Poissonian means of the number of minimum bias (MB) are set to 3.5 and 7
for eah hard sattering event.
Observed variable 3.5 MB evs. 7 MB evs.
Z
0
Reonstrut E. 0:184  0:006 0:182  0:006
b-jet re. E. 0:356  0:009 0:340  0:009
1 b-tagg fration 0:87  0:42 0:91  0:36
anti-tagged jet re. E. 0:080  0:004 0:072  0:004
where multiple hits in the same layer an be generated by the same trak. Consequently,
b-tagging properties an be altered and the lepton eÆieny may worsen.
The number of minimum bias interations generated in a single beam rossing is a Pois-
sonian distribution that depends on the instantaneous luminosity, whih varies of about a
fator 2 during a LHC ll. The approah followed here has been to ompare a sample of signal
events analyzed at 10 fb
 1
, where the mean number of suh events are 3.5, with a sample
having twie the amount of minimum bias. This permits to estimate a systemati error that
onservatively takes into aount the largest possible pile-up utuations during a run.
Results are quantied in Tab. 4.7. The impat of a possible redution of lepton eÆieny
is measured via the Z invariant mass, by omparing the number of reonstruted objets. The
invariant mass is reonstruted in a way quite similar to the analysis step, with exeption of
a lightly softer isolation (Isol(e=) < 0:1) and no uts in the mass window. The number and
multipliity of tagged jet, with p
T
> 30GeV/ and disriminator greater than 2 are ompared.
Only the frations of leading jets harder than 30GeV/ and with a negative disriminator are
ompared.
Although statisti is rather limited, reasonable motivations exist to state that systemati
unertainties in the lepton and b-tagging eÆieny are well below 1% and 2%, respetively.
While the fration of b-tagged objets is not a handle to disover possible eets, the 2
distane in the eÆieny for the anti-tagging ould trae something. In any ase, a systemati
bias event in this seletion should not be greater than  10%.
This exerise an be intended as preliminary to the extrapolation to muh more severe
pile-up senarios. In the next setion, the hallenges posed by the high luminosity phase
of LHC and by Super LHC will be partially simulated, and the same observables will be
ompared.
Charge Asymmetries
All the seletion proedures detailed in the previous hapter has been applied to a signal
that was symmetri to harge onjugation, i.e. with equal admixtures of t

t! (bW
+
)(qZ=)
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and t

t ! (qZ=)(

bW
 
). There are no physis reasons to favour one state with respet to
harge onjugate one, sine to present knowledge the prodution and deay rates of top are
irrespetive to its harge and, onsequently, kinemati of the nal state partiles respets
C-parity. At the lowest order, the amount of energy loss and multiple sattering does not
depend from the harge sign, and the detetors response should be symmetri for two dierent
sign states. Finer eets as dierent energy loss of kaons state and possible muon detetor
asymmetries are pretty lower than the sensitivity of this searh. As a result, eah asymmetry
notied in the results should be asribed to bugs in the generator ode or in the simulation
framework.
To test the harge symmetry of the analysis, the signal sample is partitioned in two
onjugate harge samples and the seletion is repeated for both.
For the t=

t! q=qZ hannel, the set of seletion onsidered is:
 the presene of a Z ! l
+
l
 
, where l = e; ;
 the presene of a Z ! l
+
l
 
plus a third lepton and missing energy. Testing these two
eÆienies may reveal possible biases in the lepton detetion;
 the ombined eÆieny for a W , a Z and a tagged b-jet, that takes into aount the
b-tagging eÆieny;
 the presene of a top with standard deay and a hard light-jet, that is sensitive to the
jet reonstrution algorithm.
A similar set of uts is devised for the t=

t! q=q hannel, namely:
 the reonstrution eÆieny for W

! l

, where l = e; ;
 the presene an additional b-jet, to examine the tagging harge symmetry even in this
ase;
 the presene of a top with standard deay, as a further hek of harge invariane
reonstrution .
As only the response to harged objets is of onern here, the photon seletion eÆienies
are not ompared. The results are represented in Tab. 4.8 and Tab. 4.9 with their statistial
errors.
As expeted, all utuations between the two samples are ontained in one sigma, thus no
evidene an be drained of visible harge asymmetries. Sine in all the bakground soures
the harged objets to be reonstruted are basially the same (leptons, jets, b-jets), the
onlusion is that this eet, if present, is not at all relevant in the analysis.
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Table 4.8: Partial eÆienies for a subsample of the signal t ! Zq, for the two harge onjugate
states. Errors are statistial only.
Observed variable t

t! (bW
+
)(qZ) t

t! (qZ)(

bW
 
)
Z re. EÆieny (42:8  1:0)% (42:8  1:2)%
Z+W re. EÆieny (20:4  0:7)% (20:2  0:8)%
Z+W+b-jet re. EÆieny (6:2  0:4)% (5:8 0:4)%
t
SM
+ q-jet re. EÆieny (2:1  0:2)% (1:8 0:2)%
Table 4.9: Partial eÆienies for a subsample of the signal t ! q, for the two harge onjugate
states. Errors are statistial only.
Observed variable t

t! (bW
+
)(q) t

t! (q)(

bW
 
)
W re. EÆieny (34:1  0:9)% (33:85  1:3)%
Z+W+b-jet re. EÆieny (8:6 0:5)% (9:3  0:7)%
t
SM
re. EÆieny (6:9 0:4)% (7:1  0:6)%
4.1.3 Summary of systemati errors ontributions
At this level, enough results have been olleted that allow to summarize the umulative
impat of all the systemati eets. In the following tables, these eets are reported as
relative utuations only on the variables that will demonstrate to be relevant when saling
is done from the ontrol region (where bakground is ounted) to the signal region, where
signal eÆieny is measured.
The estimation is further divided in two parts:
 one for a `low luminosity' senario, approximately dened as the phase from 10 to
50 fb
 1
integrated luminosity. Here all referenes values for detetor errors are assumed:
namely, traker and muon hamber misalignments have the impat detailed above, b-
tagging is not known better than 5% and jet energy sale preision ranges from 5 to
3%;
 one for a `high luminosity' senario, that is intended to extend from 50 fb
 1
to the
whole aelerator life. At that time, enough statisti from data should be drained,
that ensures a negligible impat both from misalignments, muon sale and ECAL sale.
Jet energy sale utuations are assumed to go from 3 to 1.5% and b-tagging to be
understood ad the 2% level. Errors on the limited knowledge of the B-eld, though
small, are supposed to be still there.
This division learly do not orrespond to an abrupt hange between two senarios. On
the ontrary, it is only proposed to reprodue a situation for whih preditions are well
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Table 4.10: The umulative impat of systemati eets, both from detetor and from theory, on some
variables that inuene the amount of bakground. Here the parameters for systemati estimation are
those expeted from the very rst tens of integrated inverse femtobarns.
Bakground soure Lepton E. E
miss
T
Resolution b-jet E.
t

t! (lb)(lb) 1.8% 3% +20%=  23%
Zb

b! (ll)(b

b) 2% 3% +22%=  23%
t

t! l +X 1.8% 4% +20%=  23%
qt! (lb) +X 2% 3% +17%=  24%
Bakground soure 1 b-tagg fration light-jet E. single jet fration
t

t! (lb)(lb) 7% 19% 2%
Zb

b! (ll)(b

b) 7% 19% 2%
t

t! l +X 9% 19% 2%
qt! (lb) +X 7% 19% 1%
motivated in a onservative but realisti way, together with a situation where most of target
results should be ahieved. No aount is given, for instane, to a possible re-ommissioning
phase related to the replaement of many detetors for SLHC.
Systemati eets related to the limited theoretial knowledge are instead onsidered
onstant in all the luminosity phases.
For what onerns theoretial unertainties, as it was explained only the eet of b and
light fragmentation should have some impat. It is important to note that the estimate
has been performed with less-rened tagging and jet identiation algorithms, thus some
improvements in robustness may be still possible. An inrease of statisti for the analysis of
the eet should give rise to a situation where the error from this soure is redued. On the
other hand, its order of magnitude is assumed to be fairly orret.
4.1.4 Outlook to LHC at high L and SLHC
Given the large top quark ross setion, most of the top physis programme is intended be
ompleted during the rst few years of LHC operation. The measures of the t

t ross setion
and top mass, for instane, are supposed to steadily approah to the theoretial unertainties,
reahing an unertainty beyond whih more data oer no obvious improvement.
The analysis ontained in this work, on other hand, addresses no ommon proesses so it
is still limited by the statisti. An inrease of data size delivered by the mahine will naturally
lead an improvement of statistial preision and, if a FCNC proess would not be disovered,
a better and better upper limit will ome with the data. In this respet, it make sense to
briey address the detetion of these anomalous deay at LHC with high luminosity (10
34
m
 2
s
 1
) and even at the designed LHC improvement, alled Super LHC (SLHC). Some
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Table 4.11: The same summary of systemati errors is performed as in Tab. 4.10, now with some
redued detetor unertainties as foreseen for a more advaned age. Theoretial errors have demon-
strated to be relevant only in the jet eÆieny, and are assumed onstant all over the LHC phases.
Bakground soure Lepton E. E
miss
T
Resolution b-jet E.
t

t! (lb)(lb) 1.6% 1% +16%=  17%
Zb

b! (ll)(b

b) 2% 1% +13%=  14%
t

t! l +X 1.6% 2% +16%=  17%
qt! (lb) +X 1% - +13%=  18%
Bakground soure 1 b-tagg fration light-jet E. single jet fration
t

t! (lb)(lb) 6% 12% 2%
Zb

b! (ll)(b

b) 2% 12% 1%
t

t! l +X 5% 11% 1%
qt! (lb) +X 4% 12% 1%
insights on this mahine are skethed in the Appendix, Se. A.3.
Estimates of benhmark eÆienies
An attempt to hek the reonstrution of some high-level objets, in two dierent luminosity
senarios, is outlined below. Three subsamples have been generated with dierent pile-up:
the low luminosity with 3.5 minimum bias events, the high luminosity with 17 minimum bias
events, and a possible SLHC senario where the pile-up is tuned on 230 minimum bias events
(as indiated for instane in Ref. [142℄). For the three samples, ve dierent observables are
ompared:
 the eÆieny for the reonstrution of a Z boson, from a pair of muons and eletrons. In
one shot, it gives an idea of both the lepton identiation eÆieny (roughly orrespond-
ing to the square root of the Z eÆieny) and the mass resolution of the analysis. Both
eletrons and muons are pre-seleted with the same riteria exploited in the analysis
step; isolation variable is onsidered in the same one, but with Isol(e) = Isol() < 0:1;
 the peak value of the reonstruted M(ll) invariant mass, simply taken as the entroid
of the histogram. A possible bias in this value ould shed light on a modiation in the
lepton energy sale, when upgrading to higher luminosities;
 the reonstrution eÆieny for the b-tagged jets, that is instrumental in ensure a good
signal over bakground ratio. Tagging algorithm is tuned on the same disriminator
ut than in the analysis, while seletion inludes jet down to 30GeV/ { sine here
maximizing the eÆieny is not an issue for a omparison;
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Table 4.12: A omparison of some reonstruted variables for three LHC phases, haraterized by
dierent intensity of pile-up { in other words three dierent values for the amount of minimum bias
(MB) events. They are averagely 3.5 for LHC at low luminosity, 17 for LHC at low luminosity and
about 230 for SLHC. Errors are statistial only and the meaning of eÆienies is detailed in the text.
Observed variable LHC Low Lumi LHC Low Lumi SLHC
(3.5 MB evs.) (17 MB evs.) (230 MB evs.)
Z
0
Reonstrut E. 0:184  0:006 0:179  0:006 0:172  0:006
Z
0
Mean Value 90:53  0:15 89:78  0:15 87:64  0:15
b-jet re. E. 0:356  0:009 0:336  0:009 0:351  0:009
1 b-tagg fration 0:87  0:14 0:90  0:15 0:83  0:13
anti-tagged jet E. 0:080  0:004 0:079  0:004 0:101  0:005
 the fration of a single-tagged jet per events, with respet to all the tagged jets. This
number ould be sensitive to the eÆieny for the double b-tagging (that in prini-
ple diers from the tagging eÆieny) and diretly enters the estimation of the Zb

b
bakground for the t! qZ signal. This topi will be detailed in next setion;
 the eÆieny for the detetion of light-jets, that an be inuened from utuations
in the jet energy sale. In some of the ases presented here, light-jet eÆieny aets
the bakground estimation beause it disriminates the signal region from the ontrol
region in whih bakground is ounted. Instead of setting up the jet leaning proedure
adopted in the analysis, here non-b-jets are simply taken as the objets tagged with a
negative disriminator by the reonstrution framework. Though eÆieny is in prin-
iple dierent from the analysis, and u and  omponents are not so well ontrolled, a
omparable eet from detetor systemati bias is expeted.
Results of the exerise are presented in Fig. 4.2 for the omparison of the two LHC
luminosity phases, Fig. 4.3 for the omparison of LHC high luminosity phase with SLHC,
and in Tab. 4.12 all together.
Although the minimum bias inreases by two orders of magnitude, no major eets seem to
emerge. Most of these \benhmark" variables present utuations that niely aommodate
within the statistial errors, thus possible distortions would aet only below the perent
level. Namely, even with the huge pile-up inreasing, momentum and ECAL resolution as
well as lepton energy sale should have at most a very little distortion. The number of b-
tagged jets and their multipliity distribution, even if aeted by a larger statistial error, are
well onsistent within 2. The largest eets in shifting from LHC to SLHC are an inrease
about 18% in the total number of the anti-tagged jets: if the anti-tagging eÆieny for 17
MB is supposed to be equal with that at 230 MB within 2, some 15% systemati bias should
be added. As Fig. 4.3 testies, the disrepany strongly depends from the hosen p
T
ut in
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Figure 4.2: The reonstrution of the invariant Z mass (left upper), the p
T
distribution for the anti-
tagged jets (right upper), the p
T
distribution for the b-tagged jets (left lower) and their multipliity
distribution (right lower), for a sample of signal event with low luminosity pile-up (3.5 minimum bias
event, solid line) and high luminosity pile-up (17 minimum bias event, dashed line). The two samples
have the same number of events.
the seletion. It an be shown that with p
T
(light-jet) >80GeV/ , disrepany falls below
the 5% level, so being ompletely drowned by the JES systemati error.
On the other hand, the analysis results annot be diretly extrapolated up to SLHC
luminosity, sine in that environment the trigger menu an be fairly dierent. Studies on
possible trigger paths for these high pile-up senarios are ongoing and no simulations an
be still exploited. While in suh senarios quite harder objets will be seleted already at
the trigger stage { hene getting rid of the light-jet exess { the eÆienies for signal and
bakground ould be signiantly redued. At this level, no preditions an be inferred about
the sensitivities to the addressed hannels in this ontext: as a onsequene, extrapolations
will be performed only up to 100 fb
 1
, where no major modiations for the trigger parameters
are foreseen.
4.2 Estimation of bakground from data
In the approah followed in the previous hapter, the amount of surviving bakground in
both hannels has been evaluated by ounting the number of event lling the last seletion.
Though it is the simpler solution, the bakground number results to be aeted by several
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Figure 4.3: The reonstrution of the invariant Z mass (left upper), the p
T
distribution for the anti-
tagged jets (right upper), the p
T
distribution for the b-tagged jets (left lower) and their multipliity
distribution (right lower), for a sample of signal event with the high luminosity pile-up (17 minimum
bias event, solid line) and with the pile-up expeted for SLHC (230 minimum bias event, dashed line).
The two samples have the same number of events.
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unertainties, as:
 high statistial error, due to the small number of bakground events;
 experimental unertainties in the luminosity, that is used to obtain the rate from the
ross setion;
 theoretial error in the ross setions of all proesses, aeting their magnitude and
their shapes;
 the result of all experimental systemati unertainties related to eah seletion ut.
The unertainty on the bakground propagates on the signiane estimates, thus pro-
duing signiant osillations in the nal sensitivity limit.
The ommonly used solution is to identify a region ideally signal-free and enrihed in only
one type of bakground proess. This region should be suitable to be searhed for in future
data samples with the lowest systemati error. The amount of the bakground evaluated
in this region an be subsequently extrapolated to the signal region, using resaling with
eÆieny fators as predited by Monte Carlo. The advantages of this proedure are striking:
 statisti errors ome from a highly populated region in the phase spae, so they are
muh redued;
 the ontrol region is designed to be extrated from data, so it is proteted against
unertainties in luminosity and absolute ross setions;
 unertainties in distributions shapes are usually muh smaller than theoretial errors
on normalization;
 detetor and theoretial systemati eets play a role only in ratios of seletion eÆien-
ies, thus their unertainties an be eetively redued.
4.2.1 Guidelines for the bakground estimation
The general expression for the number of events of a bakground proess B
j
is determined
by ounting their number in a ontrol region and extrapolating to the signal region:
N
Sign
B
j
= N
Contr
B
j

C!S
j
; (4.1)
where N
Sign
B
j
(N
Contr
B
j
) is the number of event in signal (ontrol) region and 
C!S
j
the
redution fator from one region to the other, estimated by simulated events in the analysis.
The error on N
Contr
B
j
is the ombination of statistial error
q
N
Contr
B
j
(the ounting dis-
tribution is assumed to be Poissonian) and systemati unertainties, whose relative eet
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is Æ
SY ST
. Therefore the total error on N
Sign
B
j
, when exploiting this `extration from data
method' is:
N
Sign
B
j
=
r


SY ST

C!S
j
N
Contr
B
j

2
+


C!S
j
N
Contr
B
j

2
;
where the error N
Contr
B
j
is:
N
Contr
B
j
=
q
N
Contr
B
j
+ Æ
2
SY ST
N
Contr
B
j
2
;
In pratial ases some more ompliations arise, beause to nd a region where all bak-
ground soures but one are negligible often is not possible. When that happens, `ontami-
nating' events have to be ounted (from simulated events or from data) and subtrated from
the sample. Absolute unertainty on the subtrated number of events has to be added to
N
Contr
B
j
.
The ontrol regions for eah bakground proess are hosen in order to have a low on-
tamination from other proesses, to minimize the total error N
Contr
B
j
, to have as muh rih
as possible statisti and to be addressable in future data with a simple hoie of datasets.
These general guidelines are now applied to both the analyzed proesses.
4.2.2 Bakground estimation for the t! Zq hannel
From the analysis detailed in Chapter 3, t

t and Zb

b have resulted as the only interesting
bakground soures. It is useful to briey remind the main features of these two bakgrounds
with respet to the signal:
 the signal has a narrow Z
0
peak in the di-lepton invariant mass distribution, only one
b-tagged jet and a signiant missing energy;
 the Z + b

b prodution has the Z
0
peak in the di-lepton distribution, two b-tagged jets
and an amount of missing energy similar to the signal;
 the top pair prodution following di-leptoni SM deay hannel has no peaks in the
di-lepton distribution
2
, has two b-tagged jets and the missing energy distribution has
a rather larger tail than the other proesses.
These two bakground soures are estimated separately.
Estimation of the t

t! 2l bakground
It is straightforward to guess that the best measure of this bakground may be obtained from
the side-bands in the e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
invariant mass distribution, as they share only a very
2
The `bump' originated by the request for the lepton pair losest to the Z nominal mass is very small and
has no relevane here.
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little number of events with the signal. Sine the rate of t

t is high, these region an be further
leaned from the other omponents, but a ompromise has to be reahed between a too mild
leaning (that leaves there the other bakground soures) and a too severe one (that redues
too muh the statisti yield). The following onsiderations hold:
 asking for at least one b-jet eetively suppresses most of QCD and boson+jet bak-
ground, thus it is a powerful tool to inrease the purity of the ontrol region in Zb

b and
t

t;
 to redue the Z + b

b ontribution in the ontrol region from t

t, a large lower limit for
missing transverse energy is proposed. This turns out to be very powerful in suppressing
other soures not inluded in the analysis, as inlusive t

t ! 2l, single-top, Z + b + j
prodution. The optimal threshold for E
miss
T
is disussed below;
 the presene of a third hard lepton, with the same kinematial uts of signal seletion,
would be instrumental in rejeting most of proesses leading to a b

b+ l
+
l
 
in their nal
state. On the other hand, this would lead to an unaeptable redution in the statisti
for t

t (at 10 fb
 1
, around 20 surviving events if the large missing energy requirement is
added): therefore, no requests for a further lepton has introdued in this ontrol region;
 as it was demonstrated, the ask for more than one b-jets has a quite modest eet
on the disrimination of the SM from the FCNC signal, beause the b-jet seletion
proedure leads to a tagging multipliity for the t

t that is not very dierent than for
signal. Moreover, the previous setion has shown that many systemati eets, both
theoretial and detetor-related, may alter the number of b-jets and the ratio between
the number of events with one jet and with more. Consequently, the ontrol region here
is hosen with the same b-tagging requirement as the signal region, i.e. to have one
b-jet only. The great advantage is to avoid suering from unertainties in b-tagging, at
the low prie of a small statisti redution;
 still in order to avoid systemati eets related to additional uts, less-eÆient seletions
on M
T
(W ) or M
T
(bW ) are not introdued.
In all, the ontaminating proesses dierent from Zb

b and t

t are onsidered well suppressed
with the two rst uts.
The distribution of the seleted E
miss
T
, obtained in the same way as explained for the
signal, is displayed in Fig. 4.4 for the two most relevant bakgrounds and one of the possible
minor soures. Here they are resaled to the respetive ross setions. As already observed,
missing energy due to semi-leptoni b quark deays in the Zb

b and Z+jets, (oming from
semileptoni deays of heavy avours in jets, or deays of  from Z) is shifted to lower values
with respet to W semi-leptoni deays from top, so optimizing the lower E
miss
T
ut is easy.
The better t

t purity is found when E
miss
T
>85GeV and is quite robust around this value,
sine to deteriorate this purity by 4% a E
miss
T
resolution worse that 10% would be neessary.
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Figure 4.4: The distribution of missing transverse energy for three bakground soures in the t

t !
(Zq)(W

b) hannel, that an be very useful to disentangle the t

t from the Zb

b. Best t

t purity is found
when E
miss
T
>85GeV . Vertial sale is proportional to bakground absolute rate.
The invariant mass distribution of the lepton pair obtained in this way is the one in Fig. 4.5
(left) where, in the lower plot, the vertial sale of the two staked distributions indiates the
number of events populating the ontrol region for 10 fb
 1
. In order to maximize the statisti
power, the ontrol region is lower limited to 50GeV/
2
(to avoid possible ontributions from
low energy proess, e.g. from some QCD ombination) and pushed up to higher possible
values where some t

t events may enter.
The signal (upper plot) is here shown just for omparison but it gives no ontributions in
the ontrol region. Sine bakground is enhaned (and signal redued by the missing energy
ut), it an be alulated that signal would ontaminate the bakground for more than 0:1%
only if the FCNC branhing ratio would be greater than  0:15, that is learly not the ase.
The further step is to assess an optimized region around the peak in this bakground
distribution, suh to minimize the statistial error and the Zb

b ontamination. It has been
aomplished by adapting a polynomial t to the left side band of the M(ll) peak (where
statisti is muh larger), then evaluating the number of t

t events by integrating the result
of the t. A 3rd degree polynomial has shown to have a good onvergene. This number of
events is aeted by two important unertainties:
 statistial unertainty of Poissonian type, that has mentioned before;
 ontamination from the other bakground soures, here only the Zb

b. Possible ontam-
inations from other soures are disussed below.
It is worth to observe that these Zb

b residual events are not subtrated from theN(t

t)
Contr
,
sine their number is estimated from Monte Carlo tehnique, thus it would re-introdue the
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Figure 4.5: Left: Invariant mass of two same-sign opposite-avour leptons, performed in the ontrol
region dened in the text. The Zb

b bakground, that is showed staked on t

t, gives the minimal
ontribution outside the M(ll) peak. Contribution of the signal in that region (upper plot) is totally
negligible. A polynomial t is superimposed to the t

t bakground. Right: the total error (statis-
ti+ontamination) in the ounting of t

t events, as a funtion of the lower integration point in the
M(ll) o-peak distribution. Optimal point is reahed when integrating from 125GeV/
2
.
related unertainty problems. It is onsidered just as an additional (little) systemati eet
and added in quadrature.
The total error as a funtion of the lower integration limit in the M(l
+
l
 
) is presented
in Fig. 4.5 (right). The inrease at low energy is learly imputable to the approahing to the
Z peak of the Zb

b bakground, while the slow rise at high energy is due to the lak of event
when narrowing the ontrol region. The error is minimized at the optimal value for the lower
ut M(l
+
l
 
) = 125GeV/
2
. Here the total relative error on the number of event is 0:011,
ompletely dominated by the statistial error.
Using the parameters determined from this t, the number of t

t events inside the mass
peak an be estimated. The same mass window optimized for the signal seletion is adopted
here. When the rates are saled to the 10 fb
 1
integrated luminosity, the value N(t

t)
Contr
=
8374  290 (10 fb
 1
) is found, where the error is given by the t.
If the integrated luminosity is pushed to 100 fb
 1
, a dierent slope in the statistial
error is originated and the t an be extended down to M(l
+
l
 
) = 102GeV/
2
, where a
0:0029 preision is reahed. Using the t determined in this region, the value N(t

t)
Contr
=
55060  833 (100 fb
 1
) is found.
Following the Eq. 4.1, the events number in the ontrol region has to be multiplied for
the 
C!S
j
fator, in order to be adapted to the signal analysis. For this purpose, all the
requirements from the ontrol region have to be saled bak in the signal region that has
been optimized in the previous hapter. Therefore, the eÆieny fator must inlude two
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ontributions:
 the ratio between the amount of missing energy in the signal region (E
miss
T
>35GeV )
and in the ontrol region (E
miss
T
>85GeV ). At 10 fb
 1
, it is estimate to be 1:342 
0:011(stat.)  0:040(syst.), where the systemati unertainty omes from the eet on
E
miss
T
resolution disussed in the previous setion. When higher luminosities will be in-
tegrated, statistial error will be naturally redued and systemati eet will be limited
as detailed above. This fator results 1:342 0:003(stat.)  0:013(syst.) after 100 fb
 1
;
 the eet of subsequent seletions designed for the signal. This orresponds to the
umulative eÆieny of all the uts from the Z seletion to the FCNC top invariant mass
determination, but orreted for the presene of missing transverse energy and one b-jet.
At 10 fb
 1
, it is estimate to be (2:01 0:14(stat.) 0:30(det. syst.) 0:23(th. syst.))
10
 3
, where the detetor systemati errors are related to lepton eÆieny and light-
jet request. Unertainty from theoretial errors (mostly from quark fragmentation) are
quoted separately, beause they will be treated dierently in the signiane estimation.
The large statistial error is due to the lak of t

t events in the last seletion, even though
seletion eÆieny has been evaluated in a subsample enrihed in bakground ontent
{ that has been produed by enlarging the Z mass window. For higher integrated
luminosity, systemati error will turn out to be dominant, sine the fator results (2:01
0:04(stat.)  0:10(det. syst.) 0:18(th. syst.)) 10
 3
after 100 fb
 1
.
It is important to emphasize that the ontrol region is built exploiting almost only the
leptons kinemati features, thus it has no dependene from jet seletion strategies. Also,
the quantity M(ll) is a Lorentz invariant so unaeted from reoil of jets or neutrinos. This
implies that the t

t shape, on whih the rst of the listed items is based, is fully independent
from the other fator: as a result, the two ontributions an be fatorized and their errors
added quadratially. The result of this operation provides these nal estimates:
N(t

t)
Sign
= 18:1  1:4(stat.)  2:7(det. syst.) 2:0(th. syst.) 10 fb
 1
(4.2)
N(t

t)
Sign
= 149 4(stat.)  7(det. syst.) 13(th. syst.) 100 fb
 1
:
A further bonus of the approah is that, in priniple, this estimate inludes other addi-
tional higher order proesses that ome together with the tree-level t

t prodution, as t

t+ b

b
or t

t+ nj. As they are expeted to share the same shape with the M(ll) distribution, there
is no need to separately aount for them.
As a nal omment, it is worth to say that any other ontaminating eet in the designed
ontrol region should be only imputable to someX resonane with 100< M(X) <250GeV/
2
,
produed with a ross setion omparable to t

t and leading to a b + 2l + E
miss
T
nal state.
Among the possible new physis senario, the branhing ratio for a t

tH prodution is too
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little to be signiant, but some marginal role might be played by b

bH=A prodution (with
a SM or MSSM Higgs deaying in a nal state with leptons and large missing energy, as
H ! WW or A ! Zh), as well as some triky path of SUSY partiles deay (e.g a stop
deay
~
t ! t~
0
2
! tl
~
l
R
! tll
0
1
). Adopting a onservative attitude to the sensitivity of the
seletion to new physis hints, none of these signals is onsidered in the simulation. On the
other hand, ounting in this window will tell the nal world: if some `bump' will be found
somewhere, it will be onsistently subtrated from the ontinuous bakground.
Estimation of the Z + b

b bakground
Most of the advantages of hoosing the Z mass distribution, explained above, an be exported
even to the estimation of Zb

b from data. The idea is to use the omplementary region, i.e.
the Z peak in the same M(ll) dened for the signal, and simply ount inside it to evaluate
the amount of bakground. The follow additional onsiderations hold:
 the request for more than one b-tagged jet is mandatory, otherwise dierent W=Z + j
(where j indiates one or more jets, light or b-tagged) would populate the mass window,
due to their large ross setions;
 in the previous hapter, b-tagging eÆieny has proven to be some 20% lower than for
t

t proesses and tagging two or more jets is more unlike. Even if the rate of Zb

b is
quite high, there is a strong redution after the double b-jet requirement, thus a further
lepton annot be asked without a dramati derease in statisti;
 as most of Zb

b events have a missing transverse energy lower than tens of GeV , the
threshold on E
miss
T
has been lowered to 20GeV . This turns out to be helpful in reover
a part of Zb

b events; on the other hand, the strong request for a double-tagging prevents
any other boson+jets proess to ontaminate the region;
 the t

t bakground is demonstrated to have a ontribution in the M(ll) window. This
is not a problem anymore, sine in the previous setion it has been demonstrated that
the number of these events an be eetively estimated, by extrapolating a side band
to the window;
 similarly to the previous analysis, the top FCNC signal, here not yet \disovered" by
other uts, has a totally negligible impat on the seletion;
 some proess not yet seen, as a b

b +H=A prodution followed by a H ! ZZ=WW or
A ! Zh, might fall in that ontrol region. Sine here any shift along the invariant
mass region is performed (as the M(ll) for the signal is the same), inluding these
proesses would be an automati eet of ounting in this region.
In summary, the presene of a reonstruted Z in an invariant mass plot, supplemented
by the request for at least two b-jets, is onsidered eÆient in disarding all other boson+jets
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Figure 4.6: The distribution of lepton pair invariant mass in the region for the ontrol of the Zb

b
bakground dened in the text. Contributions from other soures in the region are negligible and the
t

t bakground an be subtrated. A polynomial plus Gaussian t is overlaid in the region where signal
has to be searhed.
ontribution (inluded the triky W +b

b, Z+bj or single top). Therefore, the estimate of the
Zb

b from data starts from ounting in the M(ll) = 10GeV/
2
window, where the amount
of t

t! 2l events is now available from data. The invariant mass distribution is presented in
Fig. 4.6 where, in the both plots, the vertial sale indiates the number of events populating
the ontrol region for 10 fb
 1
.
No optimization of the integration region is required here, sine the ounting will be
diretly performed in the 10GeV/
2
window around the nominal Z mass. A Gaussian plus a
polynomial is found appropriate to t the total bakground under the peak: onsequently, the
ount sums up the ontribution under the peak plus a bias. The total number of ount { that
is supposed to inlude the Zb

b omponent staked on top of t

t { amounts to N(Zb

b+t

t)
Contr
=
186444 and the error is the Poissonian statisti plus the error on t. The former omponents
dominates, and is expeted to sale with the square root of the number of events. To lean the
sample from the t

t! 2l events, the polynomial t is used to evaluate the bias under the peak
in Fig. 4.6 that, when integrated inside the 10GeVwindows, reads N(t

t)
Contr
= 960  38.
From this method, the number of Zb

b in the ontrol region is obtained from subtration as
N(Zb

b)
Contr
= 964 58.
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When this estimated number is saled bak to the signal region via the 
C!S
j
fator, the
eets to be inluded are:
 the ratio between events with only one b-jet (as requested for the signal region) and
with more than one b-jet (as requested from the ontrol region). It suers from the
systemati unertainties on the fration of the single-tagged events, and it turns out
to be 9:3 0:5(stat.) 0:8(syst.) after 10 fb
 1
and 9:35 0:15(stat.)  0:65(syst.) after
100 fb
 1
;
 the redution in the amount of missing energy aepted for the signal region, i.e.
N(E
miss
T
> 35GeV )/N(E
miss
T
> 20GeV ), that is estimated as 0:5117  0:0014(stat.)
at low luminosity. Eah k-fold inrease of integrated luminosity will result in an im-
provement of the error by a fator
p
k. Systemati unertainties ranges from 3% at
10 fb
 1
to 1% for more than  50 fb
 1
;
 the eet of subsequent seletions designed for the signal, as the third lepton, missing
energy ut,M
T
(W ) andM
T
(bW ) onstraints, light-jet optimization. As in the previous
ase, it orresponds to the set of uts from the Z identiation down to the nal
seletion, one subtrated for the eÆieny of at least one b-tagged jet and the presene
of missing energy. It results (1:8  0:8(stat.)  0:3(det. syst.)  0:2(th. syst.))  10
 4
after 10 fb
 1
, and (1:80:3(stat.)0:1(det. syst.)0:1(th. syst.))10
 4
after 100 fb
 1
.
In priniple, one annot assume these ontributions independent: in fat, b quark deays
play a role in produing missing energy, so a dierent hoie of the E
miss
T
may lead to a
dierent distribution in the b-jet multipliity. This point has already be disussed when the
b-jet seletion was exploited with the missing energy requirement: though some negative or-
relation is not exluded, it is below the preision of some perent of this analysis. Therefore,
systemati unertainty on the missing transverse energy is quadratially summed to that on
single-tagged fration.
The result of this operation provides these nal estimates:
N(Zb

b)
Sign
= 1:7 0:7(stat.)  0:3(det. syst.) 0:2(th. syst.) 10 fb
 1
(4.3)
N(Zb

b)
Sign
= 16:6  2:3(stat.)  1:4(det. syst.) 1:5(th. syst.) 100 fb
 1
:
These estimates are signiantly dominated by the large statisti error, indued from the
very little number of events in the signal region { even if uts softening is applied to evaluate
partial eÆienies. Nevertheless, this is not a major issue on the total bakground error, as
Zb

b is a fator ten weaker than t

t.
Both bakground soures are now supposed to be estimated to suh well-suited ontrol
regions. Calulating the total bakground plus its errors is straightforward:
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N(TOT )
Sign
= 19:8 1:6(stat.)  2:7(det. syst.) 2:0(th. syst.) 10 fb
 1
(4.4)
N(TOT )
Sign
= 166 5(stat.)  9(det. syst.) 13(th. syst.) 100 fb
 1
:
In the next setion, N(TOT )
Sign
with its unertainties will be ombined with the t! qZ
signal eÆieny, in order to produe reasonable upper limits for the FCNC branhing ratio,
that is the ultimate goal.
4.2.3 Bakground estimation for the t! q hannel
The determination of the rate of bakground that is relevant for the t! q analysis presents
some more hallenges, and is diÆult to perform in the same lean way. Referring to results
presented in the previous hapter, some observations an be drained:
 as outlined in the signal seletion phase, no signature as distintive as the multi-lepton
exists here, so a umulative bakground from diverse soures have hanes to survive
down to the very last uts. Namely, the W/Z+jet bakground, having large ross
setions even in the addressed kinemati region, an be suppressed only with rather
hard requirements;
 the proesses that at the end of seletion turn out to be most relevant, i.e. the inlusive
t

t prodution and the single-top in the t-hannel, share a very similar behaviour beause
of the presene of standard deaying top quark in both samples. Separation of the
two soures is not straightforward and has to rely on kinemati uts and number of
reonstruted jets;
 in the very last ut, single-top ontribution has resulted suppressed down to a very low
level: in the signal region, single-top rate is expeted to be lower than t

t by almost two
orders of magnitude.
The last feature motivates the assumption to onsider the single-top not a relevant bak-
ground, so to not estimate it from data. Only about 0.6 events are expeted for eah 10 fb
 1
of data and, even onsidering the large systemati error related to the estimate, it would be
ompletely drowned by the total error on the top pair bakground. Therefore, only the hoie
for the ontrol regions in t

t is addressed in the following.
Estimation of the t

t! l +X bakground
The results disussed in the analysis for the top photoni hannel learly show that the
region where the FCNC signal is determined, i.e. the M(q) invariant mass, is not suitable
to estimate the bakground sine the number of surviving t

t, though larger than single top,
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is still poor. Hene the M
T
(bW ) invariant mass is addressed, one properly enrihed with
top pair ontents.
Some among the observations raised in that analysis suggest the riteria to enrih the
ontrol region. The most useful ones have found to be the following:
 transverse momentum of the reonstruted W above a threshold. Referring to Fig. 3.62
in the previous hapter and disussion therein, this variable demonstrates helpful in
partially deouple the bakground. The best value of this threshold will be set below,
with the aim to minimize the total error;
 a veto for less than two light-jets. In the disussion on the number of jets and from
distribution in Fig. 3.66, it has been observed that the number of events with more than
one reonstruted jet is more than an order of magnitude larger in t

t than in single-top.
In fat, sine the former inludes all possible nal states resulting in a hard lepton, thus
with a large hadroni ativity, the latter has been onsidered relevant in the only W
leptoni deay, so at tree level the only jet is expeted to be the one aompanying the
top { that often fails detetion. Requiring the existene of some light-jets already at
this level has the bonus to not introdue the systemati unertainty in the jet energy
sale. Sine jets are already inluded in the ontrol region, that unertainty { that has
demonstrated to hardly aet the t! qZ analysis { is no more an issue here;
 sine the multipliity of b-tagged jets may suer from dierent systemati eets, no
disrimination based on the b-jets number is adopted, and the request to veto a seond
jet { that was made for the signal { is left untouhed.
This region is displayed in Fig. 4.7 where, in addition to the target bakground soures,
also theW+jets ontribution is shown. The request for a large boost and a hard jets multipli-
ity rules out suh ontribution. Therefore, at this level the only handle is the optimization
of the upper ut in the p
T
(l-E
miss
T
) variable. The minimum of the total error, given by
the statistial unertainty summed in quadrature to the ontamination from single-top and
W+jets, will ditate this threshold value.
The total number of event has found by the integration of a Gaussian plus a fourth degree
polynomial. The best point is found when taking p
T
(l-E
miss
T
) > 85GeV/ . At suh optimal
threshold, ontamination from single-top is 3.2%; when the statistial error is added, a total
3.9% unertaity is obtained. Then the estimate from data of top pair inlusive prodution
turns out to be N(t

t)
Contr
= 1738  68.
The resaling of this estimate to the signal region lones the signal seletion for the
FCNC top and removes the bakground enhanement fators. That is, the 
C!S
j
number has
to aount for:
 the dierent W transverse momentum thresholds, that are not optimized to the same
upper ut. The ratio between the fration of events taken with the ut for the signal
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Figure 4.7: The distribution of the transverse mass for the top deaying in W and b-jets, one
enrihed in top pair ontent as explained in the text. The W+jets proess (where the jet rises from
parton with 85< p^
T
<150GeV/ ) though has large ross setion is almost ompletely erased from
this window, while single-top is no more than 3%. Contributions are showed superimposed (and not
staked) and a Gaussian plus a fourth degree polinomial ts the distribution.
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region, over the fration of events taken with the ut for the ontrol region is estimated
to be 1:488 Æx, where the statistial error is Æx = 0:046 for 10 fb
 1
and Æx = 0:015 for
100 fb
 1
. The systemati error derives only from unertainties on the lepton resolution
and momentum sale, along with E
miss
T
resolution, and it is 0:065;
 the fat that no vetoes on the number of light-jet is imposed on a signal. Therefore,
resaling has to be done for the inverse of the frequeny for a more-than-one light-
jet. This number reeives systemati eets both from detetor (indued by b-tagging
and JES) and from theoretial unertainties in light quark fragmentation. It reads
1:510:10(stat.)0:01(det. syst.)0:15(th. syst.) after 10 fb
 1
and 1:510:03(stat.)
0:005(det. syst.) 0:15(th. syst.) after 100 fb
 1
;
 the reonstrution of the FCNC top with the t ! q, that adds to the seletion the
request for the hard photon and the invariant mass bound. This eÆieny is estimated
by the last ut in the signal region, one orretion is made for the eÆieny of the
hard jet { that is already supposed to be present in the sample. The only systemati
eet to be inluded for this last term is related to the photon, that basially suers
only from the ECAL energy sale unertainty (EES). This value is (8:511:13) 10
 3
,
at 10 fb
 1
; statistial error smoothly dereases with integrated luminosity, while EES
from Tab. 4.3 is only a little 0.5%.
Putting together the fators orresponds to nd what is assumed to be the total bak-
ground in the signal region. Suh values are found at the dierent luminosities:
N(TOT )
Sign
= 33:2  4:6(stat.)  1:1(det. syst.) 3:7(th. syst.) 10 fb
 1
(4.5)
N(TOT )
Sign
= 332 15(stat.)  11(det. syst.) 37(th. syst.) 100 fb
 1
:
A degree of speulation is present also in this ontrol region, sine proesses dierent from
the Standard Model { thus not surely ruled out by the analysis { an enter the window. A
possible new physis signature between 50 and 350GeV/
2
should result in a b-jet and in a
W with some boost, aompanied by a signiant hadroni ativity and apable to pass a
photon trigger. Deay hannels for the Higgs boson (both SM and MSSM) ould provide
suh signatures, manifesting in resonane in the spetrum (as for instane H
+
! t

b !
Wb

b) or in an exess on the ontinuum (as the b

bH prodution followed by a H ! WW ).
Though the photon trigger should do a good job in rejeting some of these proesses, the
possibility to observe something new in this ontrol region is still an issue. Instead of laim
for `ontaminations' in the seletions, this ould be regarded as an interesting side-eet of
the analysis.
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4.3 Estimation of statistial signiane
Following the ommon approah, the estimation of statistial signiane onsists in om-
paring the `null hypothesis' H
0
, stating that only Standard Model is at work and no top
anomalous deay is present, and an alternative hypothesis H
1
, whih states the presene of a
FCNC signal on top of the bakground. The alternative hypothesis is related to the branhing
ratio of the onsidered deays, that in turn depends from top anomalous ouplings, whih
are to be determined as the ultimate goal. The invariant mass distribution of the qZ= nal
state depends on the true state of nature being H
0
or H
1
.
4.3.1 Signiane denitions
The term signiane usually refers the \number of standard deviations" an observed signal is
above expeted bakground utuations, assuming the signal follows a Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation of one.
As a onsequene, a given value of signiane orresponds to the probability that the
laimed signal is aused merely by utuations of the bakground, and this probability is
obtained by performing the orresponding integrals of a standard Gaussian distribution.
Sine a signal is usually searhed for in many bins of a distribution, a very high value of the
signiane must be used before an observed \peak" found somewhere an be delared to be
a signal observation. For asymmetri distributions, the signiane an be quoted in terms
of equivalent standard deviations of the normal Gaussian.
In the following, sensitivity estimates will be done for the \disovery laim" at 5 and the
\strong evidene" at 3. When the signiane is 5, the orresponding one-sided Gaussian
probability that a loal utuation of the bakground mimis a signal is 2:9  10
 7
.
Several methods exist to quantify the statistial signiane of an expeted signal at
future experiments. For the present purpose, the fous has to be put on the problem of
a `ounting experiment' in presene of bakground, where the signiane depends of the
number of signal events N
S
observed in some signal region of a statistial distribution, and
the number of expeted bakground N
B
, whih is assumed to be Poisson-distributed. This
proedure requires working with binned distributions, whih in turn means that bin positions
and bin widths have to be xed. The ommon signiane denitions are:
 S
1
= N
S
=
p
N
B
. This expression is a true estimation of the signiane only in the high
statisti limit, i.e. when the N
B
distribution is stritly Gaussian. It has been shown
that S
1
is suitable only for bakground levels larger than some 50 events, otherwise it
badly overestimates the sensitivity at low bakgrounds;
 S
2
= N
S
=
p
N
B
+N
S
is true even for a small numbers of events following a Poisson
distribution. For high signiane settings, it is expeted to slightly overestimate the
sensitivity at low bakgrounds;
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 S
12
= 2
 
p
N
B
+N
S
 
p
N
B

has been suggested in literature [143℄, that produes an
intermediate solution. The formula for S
12
is stritly only valid in the Gaussian limit,
but tabulated values exist for small statistis. This signiane denition has been
established as a ommon referene for all the CMS Physis Group.
4.3.2 Signiane estimation
In the event ounting approah adopted here, the input parameters to evaluate the experiment
sensitivity are the number of signal and bakground events provided by the analysis. It is
impliitly assumed that the N
S
, N
B
obtained oinide with the average number of their
distributions. In a simple ounting experiment, the observable N is the number of observed
ounts. Null hypothesis H
0
is dened as the distribution of N being a Poisson with the mean
equal to N
B
, while alternative hypothesis H
1
is that the distribution is instead a Poisson
with a larger mean N
B
+ N
S
. Hene a minimum number N
0
of events has to be found, as
the disriminating value between the two hypothesis. That value an be found via an input
parameter indiating the probability of the disovery, or alternatively via the ondene limit
in the Standard Model preditions if no signal will be found.
As stated above, a pre-dened signiane level a is related to the the probability to nd
number of seleted events over a ertain pre-speied ritial value, beyond whih the validity
of H
1
is assumed. This implies that the probability of the bakground utuations over a
N > N
0
is equal to a pre-speied value , i.e. N
0
is suh as:
P (N > N
0
jH
0
) = ; where P (N > N
0
jH
0
) =
1
X
N
0
f(N jN
B
); (4.6)
and f(N jN
B
) is the Poisson distribution for N with mean N
B
, f(N jN
B
) = e
 N
B
N
N
B
=N !.
If N
0
= N
S
+N
B
is assigned,  is the probability to have a bakground utuation emulating
a signal, resulting in aepting the H
1
when H
0
is atually true (alled `Type II error').
The probability  is usually aommodate to a `tiny' value and the signiane level a is
obtained onverting this probability into an equivalent number of a normalized Gaussian
sigmas. Therefore:
 =
1
p
2
Z
1
a
e
 x
2
=2
: (4.7)
In other words, if a potential observation found no evidene for a deviation from the
standard theory, the `ondene level' of this negative result (C.L.) is given by  or a.
The other element to be onsidered in a test is the probability that a disovery is made.
This alls for the probability  of ounting N < N
0
in a model with new physis, that is:
P (N < N
0
jH
1
) = ; where P (N < N
0
jH
1
) =
N
0
X
0
f(N jN
B
+N
S
); (4.8)
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and f(N jN
B
) is the Poisson distribution for N with mean N
B
+ N
S
, f(N jN
B
+ N
S
) =
e
 (N
B
+N
S
)
(N
B
+ N
S
)
N
=N !. If N
0
= N
S
+ N
B
is assigned,  is the probability to have a
signal utuation emulating a bakground, resulting in rejeting the H
1
when it is atually
true (alled `Type I error'). The omplementary part 1  is the probability that a disovery
will be laimed assuming H
1
is true (\power funtion") and it is learly desirable to maximize
it.
Even the  value an be onverted into an equivalent number of a normalized Gaussian
sigmas, as
 =
1
p
2
Z
b
 
1
e
 x
2
=2
: (4.9)
In the present study, both  and  depend from the magnitude of the anomalous deay
oupling leading to the searhed signal.
In the speial ase N
B
 N
S
, the bakground an be assumed to obey the normal distri-
bution. It an be shown that when  = 0:5 is assumed, the disovery signiane takes the
simple form S
2
indiated above, that for even larger bakground approahes to the deni-
tion of S
1
. When the hypothesis N
B
 N
S
is no longer valid, it is shown that an attrative
estimator of the disovery signiane ould be the S
12
[144℄, with the assumption that sig-
nal and bakground still follow the normal distribution. In the ase of the asymmetrially
distributed signal and bakground, these signianes an be used only as approximations.
If a stronger statistial power is desired, the ritial N
0
has to be lowered, hene the 
probability from Eq. 4.6 will be larger, and the ondene level C.L. an derease. In that
ase, the signiane estimator is re-formulated as
S

12
= 2

p
N
B
+N
S
 
p
N
B

  k(): (4.10)
If 1    is intended as the one-side probability from Eq. 4.8, it is easy to interpret
k() as the distane of the ritial N
0
(in number of sigmas) from the mean of the signal
distribution, assuming it to be Gaussian. The k() funtion is tabulated and reads, for
instane, k( = 90%) = 1:28 and k( = 95%) = 1:64 .
In the following, the analysis of results will be presented for a given signiane and
Condene Level C.L. . Following an idea outlined in Ref. [146℄, the ondene band for
anomalous oupling will be dened by building a region where the power of the test is
greater or equal to the Condene Level, as 1   >C.L.. This spei hoie is partiularly
informative, beause it denes the region in the parameter spae for whih the experiment
will ertainly give an answer. If performing the experiment does not lead to disovery,
the resulting limits will exlude that region at the hosen C.L., and if a disovery will be
laimed with a hosen signiane, it has a probability at least equal to C.L.. Moreover, it is
independent of a-priori expetations about the presene of a signal in new phenomena and,
as explained later, learly indiates the parameter spae that an be optimized.
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4.3.3 Inlusion of systemati unertainties
All systemati eets are supposed to have an impat on new physis disoveries, beause
they aet the amount of bakground events and their distribution, thus the ontrol region is
modied. The estimation of relevant bakground rate from data is an essential tool to redue
eetively the systemati utuations, and results in a new physis sensitivity that is robust
against experimental and theoretial variations. While general strategies have been designed
to inorporate systemati unertainties in signiane and ondene level alulation [143℄,
a oneptually simple way is to onsider the probability for the observed number N as a
onditional Poisson probability, where the mean N
B
may systematially utuate. This an
be done by numerially onvoluting the Poisson distribution (or the Gaussian distribution in
the high-statistis limit) with the probability density funtion of the theoretial unertainty.
As a result, possible variants of signiane denitions inluding systemati errors an be
provided.
The most simple assumptions are onsidered for the probability density funtions of sys-
temati eets:
 systemati theoretial unertainties, whih in priniple an feature any dependene
from input parameters that is hard to know preisely, are assumed to follow a uniform
distribution with a N
THEO
B
standard deviation;
 systemati experimental unertainties, that ome from several measure errors eah hav-
ing a `small' eet, are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with a N
EXP
B
standard deviation.
Sine the proedure outlined above has showed that, one the bakground is estimated in
some suitable signal region, all systemati eets are limited to few perent, this assumptions
are ompletely motivated.
The numerial implementation of suh systemati variation having these statistial prop-
erties is elaborated by a simple program developed by S. I. Bityukov [145℄ that has been
widely used by the CMS ollaboration in the preparation of the Physis Tehnial Design
Report. The program allows to alulate the signiane S
12
after having speied N
S
, N
B
and the total systemati eets N
B
. Theoretial errors are inorporated by a onvolution
with the probability density funtion assumed above. An approximated estimate of the S
12
with systemati errors inlusion is given by:
S
SY ST
12
= 2
N
B
N
B
+N
2
B

p
N
B
+N
S
 
p
N
B

; (4.11)
and the user an speify if he prefers this analyti approximation or a numerial imple-
mentation performed by a Monte Carlo simulation.
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4.3.4 Sensitivity results of the analysis
One a signiane level for the result has been hosen, the statistial test N > N
0
allows
to determine how muh the obtained statisti is ompatible with the H
1
hypothesis. In
other words, a minimum number N
min
of signal events has to be found that an produe
the maximum power. This minimum number is related to the minimum branhing ratio for
FCNC deay that the analysis an detet, thus it an deliver the sensitivity reah for the
anomalous deay.
Analysis ut optimization
The results presented above have been obtained with a set of uts optimized for a maximiza-
tion of the disovery signiane and ondene level together. As mentioned above, the
model proposed in Ref. [146℄ has been followed to aomplish the task.
Here the minimum signal N
min
disriminating between the H
0
and H
1
hypothesis is
related to the the Gaussian equivalent of the Poisson. The ondition 1    >C.L. an be
expressed as
N
min
= a
p
N
B
+ b
p
N
B
+N
min
;
where a and b have been dened in Eqq. 4.7 and 4.9 as the number of sigmas orresponding
to one-sided Gaussian tests.
The solution of the previous equation is:
N
min
=
b
2
2
+ a
p
N
B
+
b
2
q
b
2
+ 4a
p
N
B
+ 4N
B
;
where both the minimum signal and the N
B
depends from seletion uts. The best
sensitivity will be obtained when the N
min
is as small as possible.
As stated above, the FCNC branhing ratio BR(FCNC) is related to this N
min
through
the relation in Eq. 4.12. Expliiting the BR(FCNC) from the equation, yields
BR(FCNC) =
b
2
2
+ a
p
N
B
+
b
2
p
b
2
+ 4a
p
N
B
+ 4N
B
L  
S
(t

t)  BR
:
The aim of optimization is to minimizing this threshold visibility. Here the hoie is to
fous on the spei target ase a = b with a signiane and ondene level orresponding
to the 95%, though other referene values has been omputed below. If this assumption is
adopted, N
min
shrinks to a
 
a+ 2
p
N
B

and the target beomes the maximization of the
quantity =
 
a=2 +
p
N
B

.
When high signiane or ondene level are desired, it an be shown that tails of Poisson
distribution signiantly deviate from the Gaussian behaviour postulated here. Nevertheless,
the Gaussian approximation an easily be improved, without loosing the good features of the
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solutions, for instane performing an empirial t of the Poisson shapes. This results in the
following improved expression for N
min
:
N
min
=
a
2
8
+
9b
2
13
+ a
p
N
B
+
b
2
q
b
2
+ 4a
p
N
B
+ 4N
B
:
In the ase study with signiane at 95% and power 1    = 0:5, it turns out that the
target is to minimize the quantity

0:872 +
p
N
B
:
Therefore, all uts in the analyses detailed in the previous hapter were aimed to maximize
this ratio.
The general equation to be onsidered is:
N
min
= L  
S
(t

t) BR BR(FCNC); (4.12)
where L is a given integrated luminosity, 
S
is the seletion eÆieny and (t

t) the
prodution ross setion for a pair of top quarks. The branhing ratios BR  BR(FCNC)
measures the probability for these quarks to lead to the nal states that have been onsidered
in the analyses. For the two deay hannels investigated in the work, Eq. 4.12 splits in two
parts:
N
min
(t! Zq) = 2  BR(t! Zq)  BR (W ! l) BR (Z ! ll)  (t

t)  L  
S
(t! Zq)
N
min
(t! q) = 2  BR(t! q)  BR (W ! l)  (t

t)  L  
S
(t! q);
where the leptoni branhing frations are intended for eletrons and leptons.
In order to provide enough informations on the sensitivity of the analysis, as well to easily
ompare this results with past (and possibly future) estimates, three dierent ondene
regions are dened:
1. signiane at 95% and statisti power 1  = 0:5. It has to be onsidered as a `golden
ase' for whih all seletion uts have been optimized, and an be diretly ompared
with existing exlusion limits from HERA and Tevatron;
2. signiane at 5 level and ondene level at 90%. This an be assumed as the
`disovery' laim of a top avour hanging neutral urrent in those spei hannels,
and it is further enfored by a large ondene level;
3. signiane at 3 level and ondene level at 95%. It is an intermediate ase, where
the `strong evidene' for the FCNC disovery is supplemented by a very high ondene
level.
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Figure 4.8: The upper limits for the t! qZ branhing ratio, as expeted in the 10-50 fb
 1
(left) and
in the the 50-500 fb
 1
(left) range, for three dierent signiane regions.
For eah ase, the value of N
min
is estimated by the numerial implementation of the S
12
signiane estimation, with the proper orretions for the modied power earlier disussed.
The systematis unertainties are inluded with a standard distribution onvolution.
Estimation of BR(t! qZ) and BR(t! q) sensitivity
At this level of analysis, all tools are in plae to determine the number N
min
of top FCNC
deay, whene the maximum branhing ratio to whih the experiment is sensitive. Signal
eÆieny has been found in the previous hapter; bakground has been estimated from ontrol
region here above, along with its error; signiane regions have been dened. The integrated
luminosity is here onsidered as a running variable, and results are quoted in funtion of that.
Sine it has been demonstrated that seletions an be niely extrapolated up to the next LHC
ages, upper limits till some hundreds of fb
 1
are proposed. Branhing ratios are evaluated
with the numerial implementation of S
SY ST
12
, when adapted to the speied signiane
regions and with separately aounting for detetor-related and theoretial systemati eets.
The standard S
1
, with orretion for systematis implemented, has been used only for the
high luminosity situations where N
B
 N
S
.
The Fig. 4.8(left) represents the result for the initial low luminosity phase. It indiates
that going from 10 to 50 inverse femtobarns is a major step, beause it allows an improvement
of the upper limits by some 10%, while some systemati errors ould already be smaller than
what has been onsidered here.
The Fig. 4.8(right) is the result of the extrapolation to the higher luminosity phase
(10
34
m
 2
s
 1
), where all onsiderations about the impat of systemati unertainties are
took into aount. Branhing Ratio sensitivities is extended up to 500 fb
 1
, assuming that
no dierenes in the trigger and o-line seletion parameters.
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Figure 4.9: The upper limits for the t! q branhing ratio, as expeted in the 10-50 fb
 1
(left) and
50-500 fb
 1
range for three dierent signiane regions.
Table 4.13: Results for the upper limits in the branhing ratio for the t ! qZ deay. The three
dierent signiane regions are indiated, for ve referene integrated luminosities.
Int. Lumi (fb
 1
) 5, 90% C.L 3, 90% C.L 95% C.L
10 17  10
 4
12  10
 4
8:7  10
 4
50 15  10
 4
10:4  10
 4
7:6  10
 4
100 13  10
 4
9:1  10
 4
6:6  10
 4
500 10  10
 4
7:2  10
 4
5:2  10
 4
The same proedure has been set up for the photon hannel, with results presented as
a funtion of luminosity in Fig. 4.9(left) for the rst phase and Fig. 4.9(right) for the next
future. Obtain a better absolute limit in this hannel is a ommon feature to all the analyses,
basially beause the photon has not to be saled for the deay branhing ratio as the Z
does. On the other hand, the eÆieny for the signal detetion and the amount of surviving
bakground between two hannels have demonstrated to be fairly similar.
The dependene of the FCNC sensitivity to the amount of bakground is exemplied
in Fig. 4.10, where the t ! Zq ase is analyzed. The integrated luminosity here is xed
as well as the signal eÆieny, thus an enhanement of the bakground number of events
B may ome only from an underestimate ross setion or instantaneous luminosity. Upper
limits BR(t! qZ) at 95% C.L. are quoted as a funtion of B, for dierent ontributions of
systemati eets. The impat of the most important instrumental unertainty, i.e. energy
sale, is displayed on the left, while the eet of unertainty on fragmentation model (that is
the only theoretial issue that has some relevane) is represented on the right.
From these plots, it is lear that an improvement on sensitivity may ome both from
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Table 4.14: Results for the upper limits in the branhing ratio for the t ! q deay. The three
dierent signiane regions are indiated, for ve referene integrated luminosities.
Int. Lumi (fb
 1
) 5, 90% C.L 3, 90% C.L 95% C.L
10 2:51  10
 4
1:76  10
 4
1:27  10
 4
50 2:35  10
 4
1:65  10
 4
1:19  10
 4
100 2:13  10
 4
1:50  10
 4
1:09  10
 4
500 1:95  10
 4
1:38  10
 4
0:992  10
 4
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Figure 4.10: The sensitivity to FCNC Branhing Ratio in the t ! qZ hannel, as a funtion of
bakground event number with xed instantaneous luminosity and signal eÆieny. Three families
of urves are represented for dierent values of jet energy sale unertainty (left) and fragmentation
unertainty on b-jet parametrization (right).
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Figure 4.11: The exlusion plot with upper limits for the two FCNC addressed hannels. The most
important urrent limits have been inserted, from urrent and reent aelerators. CDF experiment
is onsidered in the most optimisti senario, using all the data at the end of Tevatron life and with
a sensitivity improved by a fator two. Expetations for CMS exlusion limits, after 50 fb
 1
are
represented.
a better knowledge of the jet energy sale (that will be driven by data as more and more
luminosity will be integrated) and from a tuning of hadronization models on data themselves.
The signiant dependane from B onrms that only an estimation of bakground from data
is apable to preisely pin down the sensitivity of the analysis.
Comparison with urrent estimates
The advantages of using an apparatus as CMS for the searh for FCNC, an be well ap-
preiated by a omparison with urrent exlusion limits for anomalous ouplings. The huge
instantaneous luminosity and the large t

t prodution rate, along with the brilliant perfor-
mane of CMS detetor and a areful optimization of the analysis, will allow remarkable
improvements even in the very rst years of LHC ativity.
The Fig. 4.11 an now be ompared with Fig. 1.7 pitured at the end of the rst hapter.
Here the moment when 50 fb
 1
of integrated data will be available is taken for omparison.
In this phase many systemati eets an supposed to be well ontrolled, and eorts will
hopefully be applied to minimize the most annoying eets here, as b-tagging and jet energy
sale unertainties.
If { avoiding to be too optimisti { the possibility of a FCNC disovery is exluded to be
observed by the analysis of urrent Tevatron and HERA data, CMS will soon start to put
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upper limits with an unpreedent preision; similar behaviour is expeted for ATLAS.
Anomalous oupling upper limits
The branhing ratio upper limits quoted above ould naturally lead to an exlusion plot
for the anomalous ouplings regulating the top FCNC deay. If one refers to Eqq. 1.7 in
Chapter 1, deriving bounds on tZq and tq vertexes are straightforward. Here a ouple of
assumptions are onsidered:
 the analysis sensitivities to t! uV and t! V deays are the same. This is reasonable,
sine in performing the light-jet seletion some eorts have done to equalize the response
against the two avours. Results presented in Se. 3.2.3 (see for instane Fig. 3.11, left)
give good ondene on that;
 no means are provided to separate the vetorial omponent in the t! qZ deay,
 (t! qZ)

from the axial one  (t! qZ)

. Theoretial studies do not seem to provide
enough hints on this point, and limited resolution on most of kinemati variables would
not allow to preisely disriminate between two modes. Therefore, here it is onsidered
alternatively that the oupling with Z would be only axial or only vetorial, that is
perfetly onsistent with providing only the sensitivity `upper limits'.
Using Eqq. 1.7 with m
t
= 175GeV/
2
, m
Z
= 91:19GeV/
2
,  = 1TeV and (M
Z
) =
(128:9)
 1
and inserting the best branhing ratio limits, following results hold:


tq
< 4:00  10
 2
(4.13)

Z
tq
< 0:102
q
jv
Z
tq
j
2
+ ja
Z
tq
j
2
< 2:31  10
 2
;
where q an be a u or  quark. The top width  
t
= 1:52GeV here has been assumed.
Chapter 5
Conlusions
The top quark has been the last quark to be disovered and, though no disrepanies with
the Standard Model have emerged yet, still many mysteries are hidden in this partile. Top
quark is remarkably dierent from all the others, beause it deays before any hadronization
ours: therefore, what is produed in its nal state an say something fundamental, that
would test the preision of Standard Model parameters or enlighten the ourrene of new
physis. The fat that the huge top mass indues only small orretions to the three level
diagram indiates that top quark is an ideal tool to searh for something beyond the Standard
Model.
Flavour Changing Neutral urrents (FCNC) provide an example of these searhes. The
neutral ouplings tV q with the q = u;  quarks, where V is a gluon, a photon or a Z is not
possible at tree level; at one-loop they are indued by harged-urrent interations, whih are
GIM-suppressed. These ontributions limit the FCNC deay branhing ratios to extremely
small values in the SM. Nevertheless, there are extensions of the SM whih predit the
presene of FCNC ontributions already at the tree level and signiantly enhane the top
FCNC deay branhing ratios.
The Large Hadron Collider oers the hane to observe suh proesses. Its high in-
stantaneous luminosity, if ombined with the large top pair and single top prodution at
p
s = 14TeV, determines a very high rate for the top prodution, thus allowing an extensive
searh for its dierent deaying mode. An observation of deays of the FCNC type would
signal with any ambiguities that new physis is at work.
How well CMS { one of the two general purpose experiments at LHC { will be apable to
attah this issue, is the objet of the present work. In order to evaluate the CMS disovery
potential for FCNC top deays, the t! Zq and t! q hannels have been studied. Seletion
proedure has been optimized for a dataset orresponding to an integrated luminosity of L =
10 fb
 1
, using Monte Carlo data whih has been proessed using the full detetor simulation.
A ut-based analysis has been dened, using objets reonstruted by the software pak-
ages developed by the CMS Collaboration. In partiular, the seletion proedure inludes
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an extensive set of quality requirements on the nal state lepton andidates and is heavily
reliant on good b-tagging apabilities. This proedure has been shown to be powerful in
reduing the large bakground ontributions from Standard Model t

t, QCD multi-jet and Z
0
prodution in assoiation with a b

b pair, while retaining a reasonable seletion eÆieny and
minimizing the impat of systemati unertainties.
The present study introdues for the rst time some new features in the literature, thus
resulting fairly original in several points. They are:
 most of the analysis is developed in the full simulation. When it had not been possible,
a framework for fast simulation that has been fully validated against full simulation
has been adopted. This is an important feature of the CMS reonstrution framework;
namely, all onsiderations on experimental sensitivity to FCNC ouplings drowned with
the use of full simulation, are pretty fresh;
 a wide variety of Standard Model proesses have been onsidered into bakground,
detailing the impat of the seletion for eah of them. The impat of the same analysis
on possible new physis hannels, dierent from the one of onern, has been disussed;
 all the seletion proedures have been devised in order to be poorly orrelated eah
other, to maximize the signiane region for the FCNC upper limit that has the best
statistial properties, for both disovery limits and non-observation ondene level;
 all the seletion proedures have been devised in order to be equally sensitive to t! uV
and t! qV proesses;
 all the seletion proedures have been devised in order to be few suseptible to system-
ati eets. A full aount of the impat of systemati eet (oming from detetor
impreision and limited theoretial knowledge) has been studied, in a quite riher detail
than in previous LHC studies;
 the analysis has onsidered to be suitable to extrapolate at integrated luminosity well
higher than the standard 10 fb
 1
. Results have extended to LHC in the high luminosity
phase and the eet of the pile-up in the SLHC senario has been addressed.
CMS has demonstrated to be apable to improve the urrent experimental limits for FCNC
top deays by about two orders of magnitude, and by more than one order of magnitude even
respet to the next-to-ome results from Tevatron and HERA mahines. The possibility
to test these limits against a wide spetrum of theoretial models { that will hopefully be
onstrained by several other measures { opens up.
It is important to observe that suh study an inspire analyses on other nal states orig-
inated by the top FCNC. Top deays into neutral Higgs (t ! H, H = h
0
; A
0
;H
0
), whih
theory expets to have favourable branhing ratios, ould be inquired for some spei Higgs
hannels (as ZZ, WW , ), adopting muh of the apparatus deployed here. Even more
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learly, new physis ould be searhed in three-body deays as t ! WZ, by applying few
modiations to the t! qZ analysis. Putting onstraints on new physis from these dierent
manifestations is undoubtedly an exiting hallenge.
As the bottom line of the work, it is worth to stress how studies of these eets are
neessary. Due to the fat that dierent theories predit dierent orders of enhanement, the
measurements of suh proesses at the LHC will not only shed light on new physis, but also
may give some favour for a speied model. One the nature of the virtual eets will be
realized, it should be possible to infer if FCNCs are triggered by supersymmetry, alternative
renormalizable extensions of the SM or even dynami EWSB models, that in priniple are
not supposed to o-exist.
Signs of this new physis ould be ertainly searhed for diretly but, even if aessible, the
orresponding signatures ould be far from transparent. In ontrast, the indiret approah
based on the FCNC proesses has the advantage to deal all the time with the dynamis of
the top quark. Therefore, by looking for new features beyond the Standard Model properties
of top quark, one ould unover the existene of new interations. LHC is built to searh the
unexpeted, and is waiting round the orner.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 The role of m
t
in EW preision physis
In Figure A.1 the updated results from the CDF Tevatron experiment are displayed. The
nal estimate is a (preliminary, Spring 07) ombination of published Run-I results from the
three deay modes with the same modes from Run-II, that benets from a riher statisti
and improved reonstrution tehniques.
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Figure A.1: CDF last result (Spring07) for the top mass. Combined with the similar one from D ,
it yields the estimate in Eq.1.1.
The fat that the top quark mass enters the EW preision observables as an input param-
eter via quantum eets (loop orretions) has some deep onsequenes. The large numerial
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value of m
t
gives rise to sizable orretions () that are proportional to m
2
t
, i.e. [147℄ :
(m
2
t
) = N
C
1
16

sin
2

W
os
2

W
m
2
t
M
2
Z
 
11
24
log
m
H
M
Z
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
W
;
where  is the ne struture onstant, 
W
the weak mixing angle, N
C
the number of
QCD olours and M
Z
the mass of the Z
0
boson. This is in ontrast to the dependene on
the mass of the Higgs boson (not expliited here), that is only logarithmi in leading order
and therefore muh weaker. This strong dependene of the SM radiative orretions on the
input value of m
t
is what made it possible to predit the value of m
t
from the preision EW
observables, before its atual experimental disovery.
The most important onsequene of this sensitive dependene is that preision measure-
ments of top quark mass, ombined with W boson mass and exploiting theory relationships,
provide a stringent test of the Standard Model.
The onstraint on the mass of the Higgs boson is of partiular interest. This parameter
an be predited from the top and W boson mass (M
W
) via the following formula:
M
2
W
=

p
2G
F
1
sin 
W
p
1 r
; (A.1)
The quantity r is related to radiative orretions as r =  
os 
2
W
sin 
2
W
 (at one-loop
level).  ontains the quadrati dependene on the top mass and the logaritmi dependene
on the Higgs boson mass. The preision observablesM
W
and sin
2
 are urrently known with
experimental auraies of 0:05% and 0:07%, respetively [21℄: exploiting these data, along
with the urrent preision of the top mass and onstraints from the Eq.A.1, stringent limits
on the Higgs boson mass an be estabilished.
The gure A.2 shows the 
2
urve derived from a large amount of preision eletro-weak
measurements (performed at LEP, SLC, Tevatron), as a funtion of the Higgs boson mass,
assuming the Standard Model. The preferred value (orresponding to the minimum of the
urve) ism
H
= 73
+20
 16
GeV/
2
(at 68%, blak line) and the theoretial unertainty is indiated
by the blue band into aount. `Low Q
2
data' rapresents the eet of W mass measurement
from the NuTeV ollaboration, that shows a 2:6  2:8 deviation from the other indiret
onstraints. The same preision eletroweak measurements exludes a Standard-Model Higgs
boson with mass greater than 144GeV/
2
(one-sided 95% C.L.). This limit inreases to
182GeV/
2
when inluding the LEP 2 diret searh limit (114.4 GeV/
2
, 95% C.L.) shown
by the yellow exlusion area [148℄ . Therefore, the preision mass measurements of W boson
and top quark allow the Standard-Model Higgs boson mass to be restrited to a small range
of values.
Simulation of the ATLAS and CMS experiments have shown that, if a good ontrol of
systemati eets will be reahed, a resolution about 25 MeV forM
W
and 12GeV/
2
for m
t
is at hand. Further improvements are expeted from a ombination of the two experiments.
The preision on these two fundamental variables is going to beome better and better, thus
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Figure A.2: The 
2
value for the Higgs boson mass, inluding all diret and indiret measures
performed up to now. Flutuations ome from theoretial and 
S
unertainties and inlusion of data
from a low energy experiment, not well in agreement. Indiret EW data indiate the 68% ondene
level for m
H
= 73
+20
 16
GeV/
2
and diret searhes exlude the region where m
H
< 114:4 GeV/
2
.
restriting more and more the range of m
H
and providing hints about the orret model of
Nature.
A.2 Details about CMS sub-detetors
A.2.1 The solenoidal magnet
The required high momentum resolution for harged partiles (p=p 0.1 p
T
[TeV℄) and the
unambiguous determination of muon sign even for very large p
T
, an only be assured by a
long lever arm and a strong bending power.
The magneti oil has been shaped trying to maximize the lever arm (that starts in
the primary vertex, where the interesting partiles tipially originate) and to ensure good
momentum resolution even in the forward region. The high magneti eld has to be produed
by a superonduting solenoid.
The main features of the CMS solenoid are the use of a high-purity aluminium-stabilized
ondutor and indiret ooling, together with full epoxy impregnation. The baseline tehnique
was inherited from similar LEP and HERA experiment, but the unpreedent dimensions
imposed several innovations. In partiular, a four-layer winding has been adopted using a
novel ondutor with a larger ross setion that an withstand an outward pressure (hoop
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stress) of 64 atmospheres. The ondutor arries a urrent of 20 kA and has a ompound
struture. The Rutherford-type able is o-extruded with pure aluminium, whih ats as a
thermal stabiliser. This \insert" is then eletron-beam-welded to 2 plates made of a high-
strength aluminium alloy, for the mehanial reinforement. The overall ondutor ross
setion is 64 22 mm
2
. The ondutor was manufatured in twenty ontinuous lengths, eah
with a length of 2.65 km. Four lengths were wound to make eah of the 5 oil modules, that
were assembled and onneted together.
With the eld at the design value, the superondutong oil stores an energy of 2.7 GJ.
It provides a bending power of about 12 Tm in the barrel region jj < 1:45, dereasing
to about 4 Tm around jj 2.4.
A.2.2 The muon spetrometer system
The muon spetrometer is loated within the iron yoke, where the return eld an reah
about 1.2 T and the bending power varies with  between 3 and 0.6 Tm.
The large bending power and the multiple sattering due to the amount of material inside
the muon spetrometer lead to relative modest requirements on detetor spatial resolution
and alignement. A hamber resolution of the order of 100 m is enough to improve the
transverse momentum resolution for p
T
>200GeV/ , while the inner traker dominates the
resolution for lower momenta. For low-momentum muons, multiple sattering eet in the
material before the rst muon station dominates, and the best momentum resolution (by an
order of magnitude) is given by measurements in the silion traker. Measurement of muons
p
T
using only the muon system is essentially determined by the muon bending angle at the
exit of the oil, taking the primary interation point (whih will be known with a  20m
preision) as the origin of the muon. The transverse momentum resolution using the muon
system only, the inner traker only and both (\full system") are displayed in Fig.A.3.
The CMS muon system [149℄ onsists of three indipendent sub-systems, whih struture
and performane are briey sketehed below. Eah sub-system operates within the rst level
trigger system, providing 2 independent and omplementary soures of information. The
omplete system results in a robust, preise and exible trigger devie.
Drift tube hambers
In the barrel region (jj <1.2), where the neutron indued bakground and muon rate is low
and there is only a weak residual magneti eld, the drift tube (DT) hambers an be used.
DT ells have a setion of 42  13 mm
2
and operate with an Ar/CO
2
mixture at atmo-
spheri pressure. The maximum drift length is 2.0 m and the single-point resolution is about
200 m.
Four staggered layers of parallel ells (\superlayer") allow the left-right ambiguity of a
single layer to be resolved (muon rosses at least three superlayers), provide the measurement
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Figure A.3: The muon momentum resolution versus p
T
using the muon system only, the inner traker
only and their ombination, in the barrel (left) and endap (right).
of a two-dimensional segment and measure the bunh rossing that has given origin to a
segment, with no need of external input.
The Muon Barrel inlude 250 DT hambers, organized in 4 onentrial layers inside the
magnet return yoke. The barrel is omposed of 5 big rings, with eah ring divided in 12
angular setors ( = 30
Æ
). Muon detetors in eah setor (alled \stations") are built from
two superlayers with wires in the z diretion (to measure in r plane), most of whih are
interleaved with a superlayer with orthogonal wires (to measure in rz plane). Eah station
is designed to give a muon vetor in spae, with a resolution better than 100 m in position
and approximately 1mrad in diretion.
Cathode strip hambers
In the endaps (jj <2.4), the muon and neutron bakground rate inrease rapidly with
pseudorapidity and the magneti eld is higher than in the barrel yoke. Cathode strip
hambers (CSC) operating with an Ar/CO
2
/CF
4
mixture at atmospheri pressure have a
spatial and time resolution similar to DT, but they are apable to work even in some large
inhomogeneous magneti eld and at high oupany levels.
A CSC is omposed of six trapezoidal layers of gas gap. Eah gap has a plane of onen-
trial athode strips (measuring the bending oordinate) and a plane of anode wires running
almost perpendiularly to the strips (measuring the non-bending oordinate).
The gas ionization and subsequent avalanhe aused by a harged partile traversing a
hamber produes a harge on the anode wire and an image harge on a group of athode
strips, in eah plane. The signal on the wires is fast and is used in the Level-1 Trigger, while
the entre-of-gravity of the harge distribution indued on the athode strips provides the
most preise position measurement. Eah CSC measures up to 6 (r; ; z) oordinates, with a
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spatial resolution between 100 and 200m and an angular resolution of order 10 mrad.
The whole system omprises 234 CSCs for eah endaps. CSC hambers are arranged in
four disks (stations) plaed between the iron disks of the yoke. Most of CSC are overlapped
in , to avoid any gap in the muon aeptane. Data between DT and CSC are exhanged
in the overlap region (0.8< jj <1.2).
Resistive plate hambers
Redundany is obtained with a system of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) that are installed
both in the barrel and in the endaps up to jj <2.1. RPCs have limited spatial resolution but
fast response and exellent time resolution (2 ns), providing an unambigous bunh rossing
identiation. They are also used to omplement the measurement of muon p
T
, espeially in
the endap where they an resolve spatial and temporal ambiguities in the CSCs.
These RPCs are operated in avalanhe mode to ensure good operation at high rates (up
to 10 kHz/m
2
) and have double gaps with a gap of 2 mm. They are rather less vulnerable
to muon radiation than both DT system (that have a quite long drift time, about 400 ns)
and CSC (that suer from harge weighting).
In the barrel, eah DT hamber has 1 or 2 RPCs oupled to it before installation. In the
endap, eah of two rings of eah station features 36 hambers.
A.2.3 The CMS alorimetri system
The CMS alorimetri system is loated inside the 4T oil of the solenoid magnet. It is
made by the eletromagneti alorimeter (ECAL) and the hadroni alorimeter (HCAL) and
ensures an energy resolution better than 1% for eletrons and photons around 100 GeV.
The ECAL onsists of about 76,000 PbWO
4
sintillating rystals, arranged in a barrel
part (EB) in the jj <1.48 region and two endap (EE), whih extends the overage up to
jj <3.
The HCAL is a sampling devie divided into four kind of hadroni alorimeters, whih
provide good segmentation and hermetiity, moderate energy resolution and full angular
overage up to jj <5:
 the Barrel HCAL (HB) surrounds the EB, overing the entral pseudorapidity region
up to jj <1.3 with a 5.8 
I
depth. The HB modules onsists of 17 layers of plasti
sintillator interleaved with brass absorber. Layers are segmented into    =
0:087  0:087 towers and provide one depth measurement;
 Outer HCAL (HO) onsists of one/two layers sintillators loated outside the magnet,
that extend the entral shower ontainement to a 11.8 
I
depth;
 the Endap HCALs (HE) over the region up to jj < 3 and have a depth segmentation
varying from one to three;
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 two forward alorimeters (HF) surround the beam pipe 11 m from the interation point.
They are made by quartz ber to operate in this very hard radiation area and extend
overage up to jj = 5.
A.2.4 CMS Eletromagneti alorimeter
The Eletromagneti Calorimeter (ECAL, [150℄) is a hermeti, homogeneous alorimeter
omprising 61,200 PbWO
4
) rystals mounted in the entral barrel part (ECAL barrel, EB),
losed by 7324 rystals of the same material in eah of the 2 endaps (ECAL endap, EE).
The use of lead tungstate rystals (featuring a very short radiation lenghth X
0
=0.89 m
and Moliere radius R
M
=2.2 m) allows the onstrution of a very ompat, higly granular
and radiation resistant (up to 10MRad) detetor. In addition fast time response (80% of the
light is emitted within 25 ns) is assured.
Neverthless, the relatively low light yield (30 photons/MeV) imposes the use of pho-
todetetors with intrinsi ampliation and apable to operate in a so strong magneti eld.
Silion avalanhe photodiodes (APDs) are used in the barrel and vauum phototriodes (VPTs)
are preferred in endaps due to higher neutron ux. The sensitivity of both the rystals and
the APD response to temperature hanges requires a temperature stability of 0.1
Æ
C at least.
Eah rystals is wedge-shaped, with a 25.8X
0
lenghth in EB (24.7X
0
in EE) and a front
fae ross setion of 2:2 2:2 (2:9  2:9) m
2
. Photodetetors are glued to the rear fae.
In the EB (jj <1.479), rystal granularity amounts to    = 0:0175  0:0175; to
avoid gaps in aeptane they are not exatly projetive to the nominal vertex position (axes
tilted by 3
Æ
). The whole barrel setion has an inner radius of 129 m and is strutured as 36
idential \supermodules", eah overing half the barrel length and inluding 1700 rystals.
In the EE (1.479< jj <3), rystals are arranged in an x-y grid, similarly o-pointing
from the nominal vertex position and with the same granularity. Eah endaps is partioned
in two \Dees" (semiirular plates), 314 m distant from the nominal vertex.
A \preshower" devie is plaed in front of the rystal alorimeter over muh of the endap
pseudorapidity overage. The ative elements of the Preshower are 2 planes of silion strip
detetors, with a pith of 1.9mm, whih lie behind disks of lead absorber at depths of 2X
0
and 3X
0
. The energy measured by the preshower has to be added to the rystals superluster
energy.
All rystals are grouped in 5 5 matrix alled superrystals. Preision energy measure-
ments an be performed up to jj <2.6, where the ECAL signals an be eetively mathed
with the traker ones.
Performane of the eletromagneti alorimeter
The performane of several supermodules were measured in some beam tests with eletron of
dened energy. The energy resolution =E (where  is that from a Gaussian funtion tting
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Figure A.4: ECAL supermodule energy resolution, as a funtion of eletron energy, as measured
from a beam test. The energy was measured in an array of 33 rystals with eletrons impating the
entral rystal. The upper series of points orrespond to events taken with a trigger in a 2020mm
2
,
while the lower series are requested to fall within a 44mm
2
region.
the reonstruted energy distributions) is expeted to run with E following the expression:

E
=
S
p
E

N
E
 C; (A.2)
i.e. as the quadrati sum of a stoasti, noise and onstant terms. One of the result of
the test is shown in Fig. A.4. It exhibits a nie math with the funtion. Fitted parameter
value are displayed inside the piture.
A.2.5 Hadron alorimeter
The design of the hadron alorimeter (HCAL, [151℄) is strongly inuened by the fat that
most of absorbing material having to be maximized (in terms of interation lengths) is inside
the magnet oil. Important requirements to the HCAL are to minimize the non-Gaussian
tails in the energy resolution and to provide good ontainment and hermetiity for the missing
energy detetion.
Brass has been hosen as absorber material in most of HCAL part, as it has a reasonably
short interation length, it is easy to mahine, widely available and non-magneti.
Maximizing the amount of absorber before the magnet requires keeping to a minimum
the amount of spae devoted to the ative medium: therefore, tile/bre tehnology seems
an ideal hoie. It onsists of plasti sintillator tiles with a 3.7mm thikness, red out with
embedded wavelength-shifting bres. The photodetetion readout is based on multi-hannel
hybrid photodiodes (HPDs).
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Brass plates have been preisely bolted together before insertion, so no un-instrumented
raks or dead areas in  are expeted. The gap between the barrel and the endap HCAL
(through whih the servies of the ECAL and the inner traker pass) is inlined in a way that
avoids to point to the interation vertex.
Hadron barrel
The barrel part (jj <1.4) of the detetor (HB) surrounds the EB system and is attahed to
the inner wall of the vauum vessel of the oil. It was assembled in two half barrels, eah
partitioned in 18 wedges whose individual weight is around 28 tonnes. The absorber onsists
of a 40mm thik front steel plate, followed by eight 50.5mm thik brass plates, six 56.5mm
thik brass plates, and a 75mm thik steel bak plate. This result in 2304 towers with a
segmentation   = 0:087  0:087. No longitudinal segmentation is done, and the HB
is red as a single longitudinal sampling.
Hadron outer
The hadron barrel is omplemented by an additional layer of sintillators lining the outside
of the vauum tank of the oil, referred to as the hadron outer (HO) detetor.
HO samples the energy from penetrating hadron showers leaking through the rear of the
alorimeters, serving as a \tail-ather" of the energy resolution funtion. As a result, the
eetive thikness of the hadron alorimetry is inreased to over 10 interation lengths. Also
E
miss
T
resolution of the alorimeter is improved.
Sintillators in this devie have a 10mm thikness and math the  segmentation of the
DT hambers. They over the jj <1.26 region.
HO is physially loated inside the barrel muon system and is hene onstrained by its
geometry and onstrution of that system. It is divided into 5 \rings"along , with the entral
one having 2 sintillator layers and the other a single layer, intespersed in the iron absorber.
Hadron endap
The 1.3< jj <3.0 pseudorapidity region is overed by the hadron endap (HE), where the
same tehnology of HB is implemented. A total of 14 towers for endap is xed on the inner
yoke disk, pointing to the interation vertex. Granularity ranges from = 0:0870:087
in the outermost towers to  = 0:174  0:035 in the innermost ones.
Hadron forward
Coverage in the pseudorapidities of 3.0< jj <5.0 is provided by the steel/quartz bre Hadron
Forward (HF) alorimeter.
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Figure A.5: The jet transverse energy resolution as a funtion of the simulated jet transverse energy
E
MC
T
for barrel jets (jj < 1:4), endap jets (1:4 < jj < 3:0) and forward jets (3:0 < jj < 5:0).
Comparison is done with the reonsruted jet energy E
re
T
.
The ongested hadron rate in this region is managed by the two absorbers, loated at
11.2 m from the interation point. The HF tehnology samples preferentially the neutral
omponent of the hadron shower, that leads to narrower and shorter jets: thus the depth of
the absorber an be limited to 1.65 m.
The signal originates from Cerenkov light emitted in the quartz bres, whih is then han-
nelled by the bres to photomultipliers. The quarz bers have a 0.6mm diameter and they
run parallel to the beam line (with two dierent lengths reating 2 longitudinal samplings).
The absorber struture is reated by mahining 1mm square grooves into steel plates. Seg-
mentation ranges approximatively from  = 0:174  0:175 to  = 0:35  0:3,
for a total amount of 900 towers.
Performane of the hadron alorimeter
The granularity of the sampling in the 3 parts of the HCAL has been hosen suh that the jet
energy resolution, as a funtion of E
T
, is similar in all 3 parts, as illustrated in Figure A.5. All
the jets are reonstruted with the `iterative one' R = 0:5 algorithm, that will be explained
later.
A.2.6 Inner traking system
By onsidering the harged partile ux at various radii at high luminosity, 3 regions an be
identied:
 few entimeters in radius around the interation vertex, where the partile ux is the
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Figure A.6: Layout of pixel detetors in the CMS traker.
highest (order of 10
7
/s). Here a pixel detetor with pixel of sub-millimeter size assures
an oupany below 10
 3
;
 intermediate region (about 20< r <60 m), where the partile ux is low enough to
enable use of silion mirostrip detetors, with a pith around 100 m and a length
around 10 m, leading to an oupany of 2-3%;
 an outermost region where the partile ux has dropped suÆiently. Silion strips are
still needed, but now relaxed requirements on the pith and the length are adequate for
a 1% oupany.
Putting these hoies together has resulted in lling the inner CMS volume with entirely
silion-based detetor, overing the 4< r <120 m radial and jj <2.4 pseudorapidity region.
The total length is approximately 540 m and silion sensor over a 1 m
2
surfae in the pixel
and 200 m
2
in the strip region. The inner traker omprises 66 million pixels and 9.6 million
strips.
Pixel traker
The Pixel detetor grants the most aurate spatial measurements in the Traking system,
providing a three-dimensional position information. In addition, it is araterized by a very
low oupany (at most O(10
 4
) hits per pixel at eah bunh rossing, at the design lumi-
nosity) even in the high density environment of p-p LHC ollision.
In order to ahieve the optimal vertex position resolution in both (r; ) and z, pixel ele-
ments have a size 100x150 m
2
. The detetor is readout using approximately 16,000 readout
hips, whih are bump-bonded to the detetor modules.
The pixel detetor element are arranged in 3 layers in the barrel and 2 disks in the forward
parts (Fig. A.6) for a total about 66x10
6
readout hannels.
The barrel layers are loated at mean radii of 4.4 m, 7.3 m and 10.2 m and have a
length of 53 m. The 2 end disks (extending from 6 to 15 m in radius) are plaed on eah
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side at z = 34:5 m and z = 46:5 m. The barrel omprises 768 pixel modules arranged
into half-ladders of 4 idential modules eah. The large Lorentz eet (Lorentz angle is 23
Æ
)
improves the r    resolution through harge sharing. The endap disks are assembled in
a `turbine-like' geometry with blades rotated by 20
Æ
to also benet from the Lorentz eet.
The endap disks omprise 672 pixel modules (alled \plaquette") with 7 dierent modules
in eah blade.
Spatial resolution is about 10m in the (r; ) plane and about 20m in the z diretion,
but it strongly depends on the trak impat angle and the size of lusters.
The Silion Strip Traker
The barrel traker region is divided into 2 parts: a TIB (Traker Inner Barrel) and a TOB
(Traker Outer Barrel).
The TIB is made of 4 layers and overs up to jzj <65 m, using silion sensors with
a strip pith varying from 80 to 120 m. The third and fourth layers are made of single-
sided module with a thikness of 320m, while in the rst 2 layers single-sided sensors are
glued bak-to-bak with a stereo tilt angle (100 mrad), in order to obtain a three dimensonal
position measurements. This leads to a single-point resolution of between 23 and 34m in
the r diretion and 230 m in z.
The TOB has 6 layers with a half-length of jzj < 110 m. As the radiation levels are
smaller in this region, thiker silion sensors (500 m) an be used to maintain a good S/N
ratio for longer strip length and wider pith. The strip pith varies from 100 to 180 m. Also
for the TOB the rst 2 layers provide a `stereo' measurement in both r and rz oordinates.
The single-point resolution varies from 35 to 52m in the r diretion and 530m in z.
The endaps are divided into the TEC (Traker End Cap) and TID (Traker Inner Disks).
Eah TEC omprises 9 disks that extend into the region 120 m< jzj <280 m, and eah TID
omprises 3 small disks that ll the gap between the TIB and the TEC. The TEC and TID
modules are arranged in rings, entered on the beam line, and have strips that point towards
the beam line, therefore with a variable pith (80 120m in TID and 100 220m ). The
rst 2 rings of the TID and the innermost 2 rings and the fth ring of the TEC have `stereo'
modules. The thikness of the sensors is 320m for the TID and the 3 innermost rings of
the TEC and 500m for the rest of the TEC.
The entire silion strip detetor onsists of almost 15,400 modules [152℄, whih will be
mounted on arbon-bre strutures and housed inside a temperature ontrolled outer support
tube. The operating temperature will be around  15
Æ
C.
The shemati view in Fig. A.7 shows the position of silion modules in the rz plane for
eah system (Pixel, TIB, TID, TOB, TEC).
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Figure A.7: Layout of a quarter of CMS traker, with lines representing modules sides. With
inreasing r: Pixel, TIB, TOB. With inreasing z: Pixel, TID, TEC.
Figure A.8: Left: The relative p
T
resolution of single muon as a funtion of , for three referene
energies. Right: the global reonstrution eÆieny along pseudorapidity, for the same referene
energies.
Trak and Vertex reonstrution performane
In order to identify a b quark among the partons in the nal state, a very preise trak and
vertex reonstrution is needed. The eÆieny to reonstrut traks depends on many fators,
suh as the event topology, detetor eÆieny and luminosity onditions. Single muon traks
are reonstruted with an eÆieny lose to 100% in the traker aeptane, assuming a
perfetly aligned detetor. Figure A.8 (right) shows that trak reonstrution eÆieny for
pions with the CMS detetor simulation does not fall below 85%. The relative p
T
resolution
for single muon traks is shown in Fig. A.8 (left) as a funtion of pseudorapidity.
Target resolution of few perent at high energy is suessfully reahed. The impat pa-
rameter resolution (evaluated on high p
T
traks) amounts to (d
0
) =20m for the transverse
and (z
0
) =40m for the longitudinal diretion.
All the results given above are obtained with algoritms based on a standard Kalman Filter
method [107℄.
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The vertex nding proess is aomplished in two steps: rstly primary vertex are re-
onstruted, identifying the traks diretly oming from it (usually those that triggered the
event). Subsequently the reonstrution of displaed verties from high lifetime b quark is
performed. The performane on vertex reonstrution is learly related to the quality of the
trak reonstrution.
The reonstrution of primary verties an also be performed at an early stage, without
using the whole information from all the traking system but only the Pixel detetor. The
main advantage of suh an approah is that it is fast, so it an be used for event seletion at
trigger level and to ostrain the trak reonstrution from the full traker.
The resolution in the z position determination is about 50m for the low luminosity phase
and improves to 30m using the full traker information.
To reonstrut seondary verties, the informations from all traker sub-systemsle are
needed. The eÆieny of seondary vertex nding depends on the impat parameter of
traks belonging to a displaed vertex and on the purity on the same set of traks. One
the same set of traks oming from a displaed vertex have been identied, a t is needed to
estimate the position of the seondary vertex from whih the deay length is omputed.
A.2.7 CMS forward detetors
As outlined in Se. 2.2, entral detetors of CMS experiment have an aeptane in pseudora-
pidity of roughly jj <2.5 for traking information and jj < 5 for alorimeter information. If
one would ath the most part of the energy in the ollision this is still not suÆient, beause
the greater fration of harged partiles and of the energy ow at the LHC is produed lose
to the beam pipe (about 5< jj <11). Hene presently there are 2 proposals to extend the
overage in the forward region, that will be briey presented below.
The TOTEM experiment
The TOTEM experiment [153℄ has been oneived to measure the pp elasti ross setion
as a funtion of the exhanged four-momentum, the total ross setion (with a preision of
approximately 1%) and dirative dissoiation at
p
s = 14 TeV.
The TOTEM experimental set-up (sketehed in Fig. A.9) onsists of 2 traking telesopes
T1 and T2 along with a Roman Pot (RP) stations, one on either side of IP5. The T1 and
T2 telesopes are made of Cathode Strip Chambers and GEM (Gas Eletron Multipliers)
hambers respetively, and will detet harged partiles in the regions 3.2< jj <5 and 5<
jj <6.6. The TOTEM RP stations will be plaed at a distane of 147m and 220m from
IP5.
The TOTEM detetors an provide input data to the Global Trigger of the CMS Level-1
trigger. Trak nding in T1 and T2 for triggering purposes is optimized to selet beam-beam
events with harged partile traks that point bak to the IP, thus rejeting beam-gas and
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Figure A.9: The LHC beamline and the Roman Pots of TOTEM at 3 dierent loations. Distanes
are measured in meters. The detetors at 180 m are optional.
beam-halo events whih have traks that do not.
CASTOR and ZDC systems
CASTOR and the Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) are alorimeters with both an eletromag-
neti and hadroni setion, that has been proposed to over the 5.1< jj <6.5 region. These
alorimeters are of interest for measurements in pp, pA and AA ollisions, where A is a heavy
ion.
Both apparata are Cerenkov-light devies, onsisting of suessive layers of tungsten plates
as absorber and fused silia (quartz) plates (bers in ZDC) as ative medium. The use of
tungsten provides suÆient density to ontain the transverse spread of the signal to within
a few m of the initial trajetory, while quartz sintillators assure high radiation tolerane.
Cerenkov alorimeters are almost immune to indued radiation sine they are only sensitive
to high veloity harged partiles.
CASTOR has a total depth about 22X
0
in the EM setion and 10.3 
I
in total. It is
situated in the ollar shielding at the very forward region of CMS, starting at 14.37m from
the interation point as shown in Fig. A.10.
The energy resolution funtion follows the standard behaviour of Eq. A.2, with a stoasthi
term about 26%=
p
E[GeV℄ and onstant term around 2.5%.
For the ZDC (with a 8 
I
depth) beam tests on prototype show a resolution of 10% for
2.7 TeV neutrons and 11% for 50 GeV photons.
Thanks to the ZDC apability to preisely sample the narrow eletromagneti showers
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Figure A.10: Shematis of the CMS forward region.
(position resolution6mm) the beam rossing angle an be measured. Furthermore, a timing
resolution of order 100 ps an be exploited to make a quik vertex seletion (3 m resolution)
already at L1 trigger.
A.3 The SLHC mahine and the physis programme
SLHC is an upgraded version of LHC, that is planned to run at an instantaneous luminosity
of 10
35
m
 2
s
 1
.
Assuming that the physis programme for LHC will have been aomplished suesfully
{ in partiular that the Higgs boson and supersymmetry will have been found in the mass
ranges expeted today { the upgraded SLHC would oer muh more disovery potential.
Here below some suggestions are summarised [98℄:
 the measurement of some of the Triple Gauge Coupling will reah an auray ompa-
rable with the size of the eletroweak (and possibly SUSY) virtual orretions;
 new rare deay modes of the SM Higgs boson will beome aessible, as H ! 
+

 
and H ! Z. The determination of the Higgs ouplings to bottom and top quarks will
reah preisions better than 10% over a large fration of the Higgs boson mass range.
In the MSSM, the region of SUSY parameter spae where at least two Higgs bosons
will be observed is signiantly enlarged with respet to the LHC reah;
 the rst observation of SM Higgs pair prodution may be possible in the 170< m
H
<200GeV/
2
mass
range, with a determination of the Higgs self-oupling 
HHH
at a level of 19% (25%)
for m
H
= 170GeV/
2
(m
H
= 200GeV/
2
), after bakground subtration;
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 in the absene of a Higgs signal, studies of resonant and non-resonant sattering of
eletroweak vetor boson pairs at high mass will benet from the larger statistis, whih
should give aess to a larger variety of hannels and in general to more onvining
signals than at the LHC;
 the mass reah for squarks and gluinos will be extended to about 3 TeV and some
exlusive SUSY hannels, rate-limited at the standard LHC, ould be studied in detail
with a ten-fold inrease in statistis;
 the mass reah for new gauge bosons, or for signatures of extra-dimension models, will
be extended by about 30% relative to the LHC.
Finally, the possibility to study in detail all rare deays and prodution proess in the
top quark domain is fully at hand.
The SLHC hallenging environment
The main drawbak of a suh high luminosity mahine will be the very high radiation envi-
ronment. All physis analyses ould be hardly aeted by the large event pile-up, have to
ope with a redued eÆienies and a possibly inreased bakgrounds. On another side, the
detetors will have to deal with about 200 ollisions per 25 ns, produing about 1200 harged
partile traks per unit of pseudo-rapidity.
The assumptions that today are adopted for the physis studies are outlined below:
Traking. It has been assumed that, provided that a large part of the inner detetors of
both experiments have to be replaed with more radiation hard and granular devies,
reonstrution of isolated hard partiles (as the muons and eletrons involved in the
analysis) will be possible with eÆieny and momentum resolution omparable with
the present detetors;
b-tagging. It has been assumed that with the new pixel detetors { that has to replae
the original ones to ope with the enhaned radiation environment { the probability of
onfusion in the pattern reognition remains low, and the extra (fake) b-tags are given
by real traks from the minimum bias events, whih are produed near the main event
primary vertex and within the jet one. The expetations for the mistagging with the
u quark, for instane, range from 3.7% when b-jet transverse momentum is between
60 and 100GeV/ and 0.88% when it is between 100 and 200GeV/ : therefore, it lies
inside what has been optimized here for the jet seletion;
Eletron identiation and measurement. It has been alulated that an inrease of a
fator 10 in luminosity inreases the ontribution of the pile-up noise to the alorimeter
energy resolution by about a fator 3. This deterioration is expeted to be smaller for
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eletron energies of some tens of GeV, beause the ontribution of the pile-up noise to
the energy resolution dereases with the partile energy as 1=E;
Muon identiation and measurement. If enough shielding an be installed in the for-
ward regions to protet the muon spetrometers from the inreased radiation bak-
ground, the muon reonstrution eÆieny and momentum resolution provided by the
muon hambers are not expeted to be seriously deteriorated when running at the
SLHC;
Jet reonstrution. The inreased pile-up an give rise to additional jets in the detetor,
that may spoil the eÆieny of the jet reonstrution. The signal purity and bakground
rejetion ould be reovered to some extent by inreasing the jet thresholds or narrowing
the one sizes below R = 0:2. All the jet ones exploited in the present analysis satisfy
this denition;
Trigger. The optimal eÆieny for the inlusive triggers adopted in the study is expeted
to be almost fully reovered, with some inreasing of the thresholds that are presently
under disussion.
Some of these performane will be veried later, through the usage of the fast simulation
framework. In all, the degradation when saling from LHC to SLHC are not expeted to be
dramati, thus the extrapolation of the present study seems aordable.
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